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Withh the extensive Iiterature on British dissent in the F i  World War, there is a significant 

iack of study on the critical year of the War, 1917. This thesis addresses this omission by 

examining the period fkom December 1916 to January 1918. In the orthodox view of dissent in 

the Great War, the dissenters became an increasingly powerfbl political movement which 

suceeeded in capturing the Labour Party and in driving the Coalition Govemment into acceptiag 

a moderate set of war aims. This thesis revises the orthodox view by arguing that by August 

1917 dissent was becoming a spent political force whose ideas were coopteà by iess radical 

groups who had little or no cornmitment to r d  dissenting objectives. The chronological 

approach focuses on the contribution of five leading representatives of Liberal-Radical and 

Independent Labour Party dissent: Noel Bwtton, Arthur Ponsonby, E.D. Morel, Ramsay 

MacDonald and Philip Snowden. The analysis reveals that these dissenters assumed the 

prominent role in the cal1 for a negotiated pace in the fkst half of 1917. in mid-1917, however, 

their cause suffered serious setbacks with the Southgate Brotherhood Church Riot of 3 1 July, the 

Special Labour Party Conferences of August and the creation of the Govemment-sponsored 

Nationai War Aims Cornmittee. Throughout the fall of 1917, the dissenters came under growing 

Govemment repression and, for a variety of reasons, increasingly found themselves displaced 

from their preemineat position in the leadership of the peace-by-negotiation movement. Seen 

in this light, the Labour Party's 28 Deamber 1917 War Aims Memorandum, Lloyd George's 

5 Jaauary 1918 speech at Caxton Hall and American Resident Woodrow Wilson's 8 Januzy 

1918 speech to Congress, ail at&ibuted to dissenting pressure, in actuality represent defeats for 
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dissent. By mid-February 1918 the dissenters were even f i e r  removed from politicai influence 

than they had been More December 1916. It has been obseweà that the dissenters lost the War 

but won the peace. The epilogue examines this presumed paraciox and h d s  it to be more 

apparent than r d .  
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INTRODUCTION 

British foreign policy dissent in the F i t  World War has been a source of interest since the 

period itself. This is somewhat paradoxical in light of the failure of the League of Nations-the 

establishment of which seemingly hlfilled what was ostensibly a key dissenting demaad-in the 

inter-war period. Indeed, it has ken said that the dissenters lost the war but won the peace. It 

was their view of the origins of World War 1 which remained the unchallenged onhodox 

dissenters' appeal. Despite the broad acceptame of the dissenters' version of history, 

considerable gaps exist in the historiography of British foreign policy dissent. in particular, 

historians have not examineci closely, from the perspective of peace advocates in the belligerent 

coutries, the most significant year of the Fust World War- 1917. As the noted historian of 

British dissent, A. J .P. Taylor, has observed: 

1917 was in every country the great year of discussion for a negotiated peace; 
it was also the year which saw the dawn of the New World-in more senses than 
one.. .Two great events caused this Daum. One was the entry of the United States 
into the war; the other was the Russian Revolution. 

Although existing historical treatments of British foreign policy dissent have touched on 1917, 

they have not demonstrated the confluence of dissenting ideas and personalities with the dramatic 

international and domestic political events of this pivotal hwelve month period.' 

l A.J.P. Taylor, The Trouble Makers: Dissent over Foreign Polic~. 1729-1939, (London, 
1957), pp. 145-146. One signifiant exception is the reçently published volume 14 of 
Çollected P e r s  of Bertrand Russell. In this work, the editors have followed the career to 
emphasize the importance of 1917. See R.A. Rempel, L. Greenspan, M. Lippincott, B. Haslam, 
A. Lewis, Tbe Collected Paners of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, Pacifism and Revolution. 1916- 
1918 (London, 1995), passim. 
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By concentrating on the dissenting experience d u h g  1917, this îhesis attempts to enrich 

çurrent historicai understanding of British dissent. Using a narrative and chronological approach, 

this thesis will highlight the impact of politid, military, diplomatic and social faors  on the 

development of foreign policy dissent. Within this basic frarnework, the thesis will place in 

particular prominence the peace advocacy of five individuals. Each conmbuted significantly to 

the dissenting movement during the First World War, yet at the same t h e  represented a different 

facet of this peculiar 1 y amorp hous British tradition. The individuals concemed are, Noel Buxton, 

an example of moderate Liberal-Radicalism; Arthur Ponsonby, a more radical Liberal dissenter; 

E.D. Morel, an extra-parliamentary Liberal publicist; James Ramsay MacDonald, a moderate 

Independent Labour Party (ILP) parliamentarian active in foreign policy dissent; and Philip 

Snowden, a more fervent and strident advocate of foreign policy reform than MacDonald. The 

thesis will also consider other people within the broad dissenting movement. 

The interpretation of British dissent that is presented below questions the orthodox view 

of a movement that gathered momentum steadily throughout 19 17 and, indeed, continued to do 

so up to November 1918. This thesis, by contrast, will argue that, by January 1918, the 

dissenten' campaign for a negotiated settlement was as distant a prospect as at any time since 

August 1914. The dissenters' campaign for a negotiated peace reached a climax, not towards the 

end of the war, but in the summer of 1917. 

Largely as a result of the overthrow of Tsarist Autocracy in March 1917, the advocates 

of a peace-by-negotiation had ben able to recover from the setback of Gennany's resumption 

of unrestricted submarine warfare at the beginning of the previous month. Those dissenten who 

were inspùed by the first Russian Revolution-especially, but not exclusively, by the Provisional 

Govement's endorsement of a peace without annexations or indemnities-saw in these 

momentous developments the framework for both an early and just peace. Around the same 
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t h e ,  the formal enlistment of the United States to the Allied cause in April 1917 exposed certain 

divisions within British dissent. Some dissenters continueci to hop  that President Wilson wouid 

still be able to forge the moderate and lt'berai peace settlement for which he had stood throughout 

the protracteà p e n d  of American neutraüty. ûthers, however, feared that, once American blood 

had been drawn, the President would find it impossible to maintain his pose of impartiality and 

that Wilsonian idealism would be swept away by a tide of domestic war hysteria. Yet, the 

foreboding engendered by American intervention did not, in the main, reduce the growing 

optimism of British dissenters. This buoyant mood was sustained until August 1917. From the 

late summer onwards, however, the dissenters were forced into a protracted rear-guard action as 

a range of forces endeavoured to CO-ope parts of their programme, but without embracing the 

keynote dissenthg demand for a peace-by-negotiation. The publication of the Lansdowne Letter. 

the Labour Party's War Aims Memorandum of Deçember 19 17, Lloyd George's 5 January 19 18 

war aims speech, President Wilson's 22 January 1918 Senate address and the Labour Party 

Conference of January 1918, al1 w e d  to vindicate British dissent. But. in reality. each 

served to demonstrate the failure of dissent duriog the previous year to transform fiindarnentally 

public and political opinion. Until August 1917, dissenters were m a h g  significant strides 

towards what they considered to be a satisfactory negotiated settlement. Yet, throughout the faIl 

the dissenters lost confrol of the vision they had created. This thesis will analyze these complex 

and contradictory developments. 

Definitions and Ovewiew 

In his seminal study of the critics of British foreign policy, A. J.P. Taylor dehed a dissenter as 

a person who "repudiates [his national foreign policy] ahs ,  its methods, its principles. What is 

more is that he claims to know better and to promote higher causes; he asserts a superiority, 
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moral and intellecaial. "' Taylor's exphnation captures the self-righteousness of the dissenters 

and suggests a rich heritage from which the dissenters gained the strength and the inspiration that 

sustained them throughout what came to be called the Great War. British foreign policy dissent 

has a diverse background. Its di&rent elements stem €rom the contrasting traditions of 

liberalism, socialism, and Protestant nonconfonnity. To take the first dissenthg Strand, many 

of the heterodox foreign policy ideas which surfaced in the Fust World War can be t r d  back 

to the liberal internationalism of the mid-nineteenth century, which can itself be divided into two 

principal schools: Cobdeniîe intemationalism and Gladstonian internati~nalisrn.~ 

Richard Cobden was the quintessential spokesman for the 'Manchester School" in the 

emerging Liberal Party of the 1840s and 1850s. In the Cobdenite view there was a namal 

harmony of international interests based on commercial intercourse between different States. 

Cobden assumed that aggression was unnecessary and would ultimately disappear with the spread 

of free made and non-intervention. For Cobden, autocrabç Governments had sought to enrich 

the few by erecting and maintainhg tarifi to prevent mutually beneficial trade. Furthemore, 

such Governments tried to retain control of foreign policy in order to direct the resources of the 

nation, to provide new opportunities for the ruling class, to protect their investments, or to 

There were earlier antecedents but the Great War dissenters most often referred to their 
mid-nineteenth century roots. See Michael Howard, War and the Liberal Conscience (London, 
1978). passim; Martin Ceadel, The OnPins of War Revention: The British Peace Movement and 
International Relatiom (Oxford, 1996). passim. 

The 'Manchester School* is an economic concept based on fke-traàe and laissez-faire. As 
the name suggests, the view originated from Manchester and was propounded principally by 
Lancashire cotton interests. 



safeguard other members of the European arist~cracy.~ Free trade was supposed to deprive 

meddling Govenunents of the opportunity to interfere with trade and, ultimately, to establish a 

peacefhl and stable world order. He advocated instead a policy of non-intervention. This policy 

of non-involvement with other States would eounter the deteterious effects of 'balance of power' 

diplomacy .. 

Cobden advanced other ideas that Iater became key elements of the dissenting position. 

He rejected the view that Britain was morally superior.' This sentiment was in accord with both 

fiee trade and non-interference. Consequentiy, because Britain was no more righteous than other 

nations, it could not be obliged to maintain the balance of power? Another of Cobden's central 

tenets was that war was the result of the undemocratic nature of government. He believed that 

foreign policy should be formulatexi by a democraticdly el& House of Con~mons.~ Indeed, 

' Cobden's views were probably influenced by Charles James Fox. the great supporter of the 
American revolutionaries. Fox opposed the notion that war could be used to defend liberty. 
While the fear that a large standing army threatened freedom was not new in Britain, Fox argued 
m e r  that the navy was sufficient to defend Britain. Fox's suspicion of the military extended 
to the goveming authority generally. Indeed, according to A.J.P. Taylor, "Fox held that 
ministers were acting to secure their places and to destroy liberty in this country." Thomas 
Paine, the British Radiai and author of The Riehts of Man (1791-1792), built on Fox's ideas by 
arguing that "wars are caused by govemments. Democracy will end them. " Taylor, The Trouble 
Makeq, pp. 29-33. Also see Howard, War and the Liberal Conscience, p. 29. By the Fust 
World War, the assumption that demoçracy was pacifie was widespread within dissent. 

There is some disagreement between historians, however, over the extent to which Cobden 
adhered to a policy of 'non-intervention'. See Taylor, The Trouble Makers, p. 5 1; Kenneth E. 
Miller, Socialism and Foreim Policv: Theorv and Practice in Britain to 1931 (The Hague, 1%7), 
pp. 7, 8; Howard. War and the Liberal Conscience, p. 44. 

Taylor, The Trouble Makers, p. 52. 

' Miller, Socialism and Foreim Policv, p. 7. 

Taylor, The Trouble Malters, pp. 52.66. Of course, the meaning of 'democratic', changed 
drasticaily at several critical junçnires of nineteenthcentury British politics. The Great Reform 
Act of 1832 grand the franchise to borough householders with an annual value of £10 and to 
fieeholders of property wonh forty shillings a year in the counties. It was intended to include 
some elements of the middleclass and to exclude the worlingclass. The Second Reform Act 



British dissenters had been caliing for a 'democratic foreign policy' ever since the era of the 

French Revolution. For the dissentas, this phrase denoted a foreign policy either formuiated by 

the people, through a Parliament based on a wide sufhge, or through close governmental 

mntion to public opinion. The solicitude of dissent for public opinion raises, in turn, the 

question of 'secret diplomacy ' , or 'Old Diploxnacy ' , conducted b y diplomats without reference 

to the people. The dissenters, particularly in the Edwardian period and during the Great War, 

called for parliamentary reforms which would oblige the Government to keep Parliament fully 

informed on foreign policy matters. Only then could the dissenters hope to have a fully 

instructed public capable of forming the right opinions. This prescription became hown as the 

'New Diplomacy ' . l0 

The foreip policy ideas of William Gladstone, the 'Grand Old Man' of the Liberal Party 

in the latter half of the nineteenth century, added anotber dimension to liberal intemati~nalisrn.~' 

Gladstone too shunned large military expenditures and preferred to rely on Britain's capacity to 

m q u i ~ k l y . ~  In contrast to Cobden, Gladstone was prepared to countenance military 

aggression far more readily, especially if the force of arms promoted Christian moral ends. He 

favoured cooperation between European States to cestrain aggressive or immoral Governments. 

of 1867 lowered the franchise to include more householders and lodgers. The Third Reform Act 
of 1884 expanded the h c h i s e  to cover agricultural labourers. The Representation of the People 
Act of 1918 granted universal manhood suffrage to those men over eighteen and gave the 
franchise to women over thirty. 

l0 For a more detailed definition of New Diplomacy see Arno J. Mayer, Political Ori~ins of 
fhe New Di~lomacy. 1917-1918 (New York, 1%9), pp. 54-55. According to Mayer, "the most 
succinct, representative, and symbolic summary of this reform program is to be fouad in the 
[Union of Democratic Control) UDC platform." For the UDC's cardinal points, see Appendix 
A. 

Gladstone was hime Minister in 1868-74, 1880-1885, 1886, 1892-1894. 

Taylor, The Trouble Makers. p. 73. 
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Specifically, Gladstone envisioned a revived Concert of Europe, which he conceived as an 

alliance of like-minded nations upholding the intemational rule of law.13 Gladstone's attempt 

to fuse foreign policy and morality became apparent during his celebrated 1876 campaign agakt  

Benjamin Disraeli's tacit support for the ûüoman Empire's "pacification" of its Bulgarian 

Christian subjects.14 The subsequent uproar over 'Bulgarian Aaocities' is an ideal example of 

how dissent aied to mobilize public opinion to force Govemments to pursue a righteous foreign 

policy . Yet, six years laîer, when Britain occupied Egypt during Gladstone's second premiership, 

convinced Cobdenites such as John Bright saw oniy the huge gulf separating Gladstonian theory 

and practice." 

Notwithstanding the existence of disagreement within the d i s sen~g  camp, a far more 

darnaging rift within Liberalism was that which opened up in the 1890s between the critics of 

empire (Cobdenite and Gladstonian alike) and that faction of the Party which embraced Britain's 

imperial mission without hesitation. Indeeà, on foreign policy matters these Liberal hperialists 

shared much common ground with their Unionist Party rivals. The outbreak of the Boer War 

l3 Miller, Socialism and Foreim Policv, p. 13, Taylor, The Trouble Makers, p. 71. 
Gladstone said during the Midlotbian campaign of 1879 that he believed in "the equality of the 
weak with the strong; the principles of brotherhood among nations, and of their sacred 
independence. " D u ~ g  the Great War, dissenters fiequently invoked the memory of Gladstone. 
'Ibey seemed, however, to have forgoaen his Egyptian policy . According to A. J.P. Taylor, the 
British occupation of Egypt in 1882 rnarked Gladstone's break with dissent (Taylor, The Trouble 
Maker~, pp. 57, 87). Gladstone's respect for the mle of law was exemplified by his willingness 
to submit to arbitration the United States' daim for damages arising from Union tosses to the 
British-built ConMerate raider, the Alabama. 

l4 Disraeli was Prime Minister fiom 1867-1868 and from 1874- 1880. 

lJ Indeed, the elder statesman of English Radicalkm and erstwhile political ally of the laie 
Cobden had resigned from Gladstone's cabinet after the British bombardment of Alexandria, 
cornplainhg that this naval action was "simply damnable-worse than anything ever perpetrated 
by D h y . "  Philip Magnus, Glaâstone: A Bi- (London, 1954), p. 290. 
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in 1899 brought the Liberai Party's divisions to the fore." Much of the Party's anti-imperial 

wing aiticised the wa. on traditional, that is Cobdeuite or Gladstonian, grounds. However, 

opposition to the Boer War and to the imperial idea generally ais0 reflected advances in liberal 

social and economic thought from the conventional laissez-f%rg political economy of both 

Gladstonians and Cobdenites. Ever since the 1880s collectivist solutions to the problems of 

poverty and unemployment had been explored from al1 points on the political spectrum. In 

certain liberai circles there emerged a growing sense that economic insecurity was perpetuated 

by Britain's imperiai commitments. The classic liberal statement of this view was made in J. A. 

Hobson's Im~erialism which was published in 1902 while the Boer War still smouldered. This 

famous New Liberal" essayist (and future wartime dissemer) regarded imperialism as a function 

of underconsumption in the home market. By diverting investment away from the domestic 

economy, imperialism was responsible for the low wages that plagued the British worker. 

Hobson proposed progressive taxation of the surplus capital currently king invested in imperial 

ventures and the redistribution of this wealth via programmes of social reform. Owing to the 

influence exerted by Hobson and other votaries of the New Liberaiism, British dissent was 

increasingly identified in the Edwardian era not only by its alternative foreign policy ideas but 

also by its collectivist domestic outlook. 

The second strand of dissent was sociaiist intemationalism. There was no significant 

soçialist theory of foreign policy until the 1880s. At this juncture the Social Democratic 

Federation, under Henry Hyndman, and the Socialist League, led by William Moms, began to 

l6 Laurence W. Martin, Pcace without Victorv: Woodrow Wilson and the British Liberals 
(Yale, 1958). pp. 5-6. 

l7 The term 'New Liberaiism' retèn to socalled 'positive liberaiism' or 'advanced 
liberalism' . New liberals sought to expand the meanhg of liberalism. In their view the state 
should actively provide opportunity for its citizens. 
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see in capitalism and its offshoot, imperialism, the mainsprings of international temion.l8 This 

mode of analysis represented a distinct break from the Cobdenite view, later supplemented by 

Norman AngeII, of trade as the ultimate solvent of Great Power rivalry. Similarly, while liberal 

dissenters tended to view imperialism as a &fiable de- of capitalism, socialists regarded 

empire as the defïning characteristic of monopoly capitalism. The socialists rejected Cobden's 

doctrine of non-intervention but, like the liberal dissenters, they too cailed for national self- 

determination, an end to militarism, and the democratic control of foreign policy. A somewhat 

longer term objective was an alliance of socialist States. For the most part, however, the creation 

of an alternative socialist foreip policy took second stage to the socialists' domestic con~erns.'~ 

The third, most deeply rooted, strand of dissent was Nonconformity. Gladstonian 

moralism had had a profound resonance for numerous members of Britain's non-established 

Protestant churches. Most were 'pacificist~',~ that is they advocated peace on a selective basis 

but without categorically ruling out the resort to military d o n .  A smaller number were ouaight 

'pacifists' who rejected the use of force on reiigious grounds and organized a number of peaçe 

societies dong denominational lines. The hein of these nineteenth-century religious pacifists 

would comprise the buk of the 16,500 or so conscientious objectors (COS) in Britain during the 

l8 See Howard, War and the Liberal Conscience, pp. 63-64, 88-89; John Turner, British 
Politics and the Great War (New Haven, 1992), p. 38. 

l9 See Miller, Socialism and Foreinn Policv, ch. 1. 

" Martin Ceadel employs this designation to distinguish those dissenters who tbought that war 
was best avoided but not always wrong fiom 'pacifists* who regarded al1 wars as immoral. 
Ironically, contemporaty usage of the latter term was fat closer in spirit to Ceadel's definition 
of 'pacificism' than to the creed of nonviolence with which 'pacifism' has been associated sincc 
the 1930s. See Martin Ceadel, Pacifism in Britain. 1914-1945: The Definine of a Faith (Oxford, 
1980), pp. 2-5; James Hinton, Protests and Visions: Peace Politics in the Twentieth Centurv 
Bntain (London, 1989), pp. ix-xi. Uniess othenuise indicated below, the concept of pacifism is 
here employed in its more modem and restrictive sense. 



First World War." Wh* rknowledging the importance of the pacifist dissenting persuasion, 

this thesis will not deal with the phenornenon of conscientious objection. 

During the Edwardian era there was a confluence of liberal and soçialist thinking about 

foreign policy. For exampk, the dissenting critique of hiemational tinance and armaments 

manufacture was rooted both in the instinctive socidist mistrust of powerful profit-making 

concems and the traditional liberal loathing of vested interests. Indeed, by the turn of the century 

the banking and arms producing fratemities had supplanted the privileged and bellicose 

aristocracy as the foremost objeçts of liberal dissenthg scom. Both shades of dissent played up 

the destabilising eftects of the international arms race. The quest for cornpetitive advamages in 

this military and naval build up and for 'secwity' more generally supposedly resulted in the 

consolidation of the two alliance systems in order to rectify the perceived imbalances of power. 

Furthermore, the routine recourse of the Great Powers to 'secret diplomacy' increased the threat 

of war by breeding suspicion and by o b s c u ~ g  the real state of international relations. This 

already precarious situation was aggravated, in the minds of al1 dissenters, by the 'jingo' press 

and military officers who exploited govemental and public insecurities to fan the flames of 

xenophobia? 

By 1914 there defïnitely existed a loose body of dissenting doctrine, drawing upon ail the 

*' It should be stressed, however, that thirty-tbtee percent of even the most traditionally ami- 
war nonconformist sect-the Quakers-enlisted the British war effort throughout. Not everyone 
who refused military service did so on religious grounds. Yet, whether opposing the war for 
strictly religious reasons or more diffuse moral concems, the majority of COS were prepared to 
undertake noncombatant duties. A small minority of COS-about 1,300 in dl-demanded 
unconditional exemption from al1 activities whicb could be construed as helping the British war 
effort. W ithin this latter category , Ceadel distinguishes bween the apolitical pacifism of the 
'absolutists' and the 'collaborative* pacifist position of those who endeavoured to link their 
conscientious objection to the campaign for a negotiateù peace (Ceadel, Pacifism in Britain, ch. 
4) .. 

See Ceadel, Pacifism in Britain, pp. 5 4 .  
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strands of dissent discussed above. At its core was a belid in the need for, and practidity of, 

negotiated Settlements to international confiicts. The dissenting perspective was also formed by 

an antipathy towards imperialism and a cornmitment to free trade, selective non-Merence and 

a democratic foreign policy predicated on confidence in an inherently pacific buman nature? 

A great many contemporaries would subscribe to isolated pl& of this dissenting p l ~ o r m  but 

without adhering to the sine aua non of wartime dissent-the conviction that only through a 

military stalemate could the combatans reach a lasting, negotiated peace." 

The tone and approach to the study of British dissent in the First World War have been debed 

in large part by the dissenters themselves. Samuel Hynes, a cultural historian, describes the 

pervasive "Myth of the War" which surrounds the Great War. An essential element of "The 

Myth of the War" is a "radical discontinuity of present from past." Furthemore, millions of 

soldiers were to have b e n  "slaughtered in stupid battles planned by stupid generals" and ideaiistic 

young men were said to have been lied to by old men on the home front? To a large degree, 

the dissenters are the originators of this view. They were successful in not only poruaying 

themselves as prescient enlightened martyrs who foresaw post-war instability in the event of a 

jingoistic and punitive peace, but also in establishing the parameters of debate. in the immediate 

The dissenters' hostility to Tsarist Russia best exemplifies the dissenters' attitudes towards 
imperialism. Russia became dissent's "chief bugbearn i&er the Polish revolt in 1830 (Taylor. 
The Trouble Malters, p. 45). 

" H. Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation and the British Anti-War Movement. 1914-19 18, " 
Canadian Journal of History X, 3 (1976), pp. 371-372. 

Samuel Hynes, A War Imaeineâ: The Fim World War and Ennlish Culture (London, 
l m ) ,  pp. ix-x. 
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affermath of the war the dissenthg message was restated in Trevelyan's From Liberalism to 

Labour? In this pre-çampaign statement for the 1922 election, Trevelyan reiterated the 

culpability of pre-war Liberal diplomacy and linLecl the Party's sorry foreign policy record to its 

seetningly heversible wartime decbe. Trevelyan also juxtaposed these Liberal sbortcomings 

with the qualities of Labour Party foreign policy. The first signifiant work on the UDC was by 

Helena Swanwick, a member of the Executive Cornmittee of the UDC. In the 19î4 snidy, 

Builders of Peace: Beinn Ten Years* Historv of the Union of Democratic Control, she was 

unfailing in ber praise of the organization's work and the contribution of the UDC's undisputeci 

leader, More1 .n III 1 926. Goldsw orthy Lowes Dickinson produced another influential dissenthg 

view of the Great War. Dickinson, in the preface of his sîudy of the origins of the war, 

International Anarchv. 1904-1914, stated bis thesis explicitiy: "The anarchy of armed States 

always has proâuced war, and always must." He made his "moral" equally clear: "1 believe, 

with most instructed people, that modem war, with ail the resources of science at its disposal, 

has become incompatible with the continuance of civilization. "" Implicit was the suggestion 

that an international Govemment would eliminate the anarchy, thereby ensuring peace. In 1928 

Ponsonby published Falsehood in Wartime, a condemnation of British Government propaganda 

in the First Wodd War. He fwused on such documents as the Bryce Report, an official 

description of German atrocities in Belgium, to prove that such records were not only untrue but 

were deliberately created by the Governent to advance a bellicose p01icy.'~ These and other 

-- -- - 

" Charles Trevelyan, From Liberalism to Labour (London, 19'21). passim. 

Helena Swanwick, Builders of Peaçe: Beine Ten Yeats' Histoy of the Union of 
Democratic Control (London, 1924). passim. 

" G. Lowes Dickinson, Th International Anarchy. 19041914 (New York, 1926), p. v. 

M u r  Ponsonby, Falsehood in Wanime (London, 1928). 
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interwar works by dissenters consolidated the impression that undemocratic authority had abused 

the public trust, leading the nation into a costîy and needless war. Indeed, it could be said the 

dissenting studies paved the way for the British policy of appeasement in the inter-war period. 

The sympathetic tone of dissent-related studies continueci in the post-Second World War 

penod. Gerda Crosby wrote Disarmament and Peace in British Politics. 19 14-19 19 in 1953 .a 

As the titie suggested, the book was an account of the British Government's position on 

disarmament during the war. In particular, Crosby spent much tirne on the efforts of dissenters 

to move disarmament into the realm of practical politics. This work was followed by A.J.P. 

Taylor's still suggestive essay , The Trouble Makers : Dissent over Foreim Policv. 1792- 1939. 

In his inimitable, discursive style, Taylor surnmari7ed what he believed to be 150 colourful and 

praiseworthy years of dissent. He maintaineci that the dissenters embodied a number of 

contradictions. Despite these different impulses, they were able to convert the Labour Party to 

their programme. Moreover, they were able to win over Lloyd George. at l e m  temporarily. 

By mid-1919, he reasoned, the dissenters were duped because they overestimated Wilson's, and 

Lloyd George's It cannot be surprishg that Taylor would later assert in bis 

controversial book, The Orinins of the Second World War, that appeasement represented d i  that 

was best in Britain. in 1958 Laurence Martin published his invaluable contribution, Peace 

without Victory: Woodrow Wilson and the British Liberals. This work concentrated on the 

dissenters' intellectual relationship with Wilson and explored the practical manifestations of that 

Gerda Richards Crosby, Dismarnent and Peace in British Politics. 1914-1919 
(Cambridge, 1957); Hynes, A War Imggined, p. 145. 

'' See Taylor, The Trouble M a k e ~ ,  ch. 5, "The Great War: The Triumph of E.D. Morel. " 
Noel Fieldhouse, in an important article on Buxton, sought to develop further Buxton's stature 
as a dissenting figure. H.N. Fieldhouse, "Noel Buxton and A.J.P. Taylor's, 'The Trouble 
Makers', " in M. Gilbert, ed., A Centurv in Conflict 18504950. Essavs for A.J.P. Taylor 
(London 1966)' pp. 175-198. 



interaction. To that end, Martin maintained that the dissenters were successful in implanting their 

dissenthg view of foreign policy into President Wilson's mind. 

In the late l%Os the emphasis shifted to organixntional studies. R.F. Dowse's 1966 

history of the ILP presented a cursory treatment of the close wartime ILP-UDC co~ection and 

stressed the leading role of the ILP." Five years later M a n i n  Swartz followed with his 

examination of the UDC, The Union of Democratic Control in British Politics durinn the First 

World War. As if working to counter Dowse's thesis, Swartz demomtrated that the UDC was 

the most important dissenting orgauization in wartime Britain and that it was the UDC that was 

the p ~ c i p a l  creator of an alternative foreign policy. His argument was flawed, however, when 

he maintained that it was the UDC which provided the Labour Party with its foreign policy and 

that the üDC forced the Government to accept UDC principles. Indeed, the greatest weakness 

with Swartz's thesis was his propensity to give too much credit to the UDC for changing the face 

of British politics." 

The 1970s and 1980s inaugurated a r m m  to the more general discussions of dissent. 

Rather than centre on one group, Keith Robbins, in The Abolition of War: The 'Peace 

xz R.E. Dowse, Left in the Centre: The indamdent Labour Partv. 1893-1940 (London, 
1966). Kenneth Miller's Socidism and Foreinn Policv made a useful contribution to the study 
the formation of a Socialist foreign policy up till the collapse of the second Labour Government 
in 1931. In ch. 1, "Radical, Liberal, and Socialist Intetpretations," Miller acknowledged the 
liberal dissenting vein in the Labour Party's foreign policy (see Miller, Socialism and Foreim 
Pol icv). 

" Marvin Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control in British Politics during the First World 
War (Oxford, 197 1). Also see H.H. Hanak, "The UDC during the First World War, " in Bulletin 
of the Institute of Historical Research, 36 (November 1963). pp. 168-1 80. Catherine C h e ,  in 
her 1963 work, Recniits To Labour: The British Labour Partv. 1914- 193 1, and in her later study 
of Morel, agreed with Marvin Swartz's view that by the end of ianuary 1918, UDC principles 
"had acquired a sudden respectability" and that the 28 December Labour war aims programme 
"embodied the programme of the UDC both in its general principles and its specific 
recommendations" (C.A. C h e  Recniits To Labour, pp. 20-2 1; C.A. C h e ,  E.D. Morel. 1873- 
1924: Strateeies of Protest [Belfast, 19801, p. 1 13). 



Movement' in Britain. 19141919, tried to "isolaîe distinctive issues and to show how the 

individuais and groups which concemed themselves with them were related to each other." In 

a se=, his approach was similar to Laurence Martin's exçept that Robbins emphasizd the 

interaction between a wider group of dissenters in Britain? H. Weinroth has examined the 

failure of the peace-by-negotiation movement to bring about a settiement in 191 7 or early 19 18. 

His central point is that the dissenters, who were primarily drawn from the middle class, fiiled 

to bring about a negotiated peace beçause they feared fuelling working class discontent. Michael 

Howard's War lad the Liberal Conscience provided a sturdy and wide ranging ovewiew of the 

origins and fate of dissent from 1500 to 1975. More recently, Martin Ceadel, in Pacifism in 

Britain. 1914-1945: The Definine of a Faith, remedied the dearth of theory in the study of 

pacifism during the Great War. He tried to differentiate between pacifism as non-resistance and 

pacificism as seIective activism. Thomas K e ~ e d y ,  in The Hound of Conscience: A Historv of 

the No-Conscri~tion Fellowshi~, 1914-1919, narrowed the focus on pacifism to the No- 

Conscription Fellowship (NCF) and the conscientious objector (CO) during the Fust World 

War? His study of the leading pacifist organization highlighted the obstacles to cooperation 

within the movement. 

Although there is a large body of writing on dissent, the literature cemains uneven. Most 

studies have covered a wide period. A.J.P. Taylor, for example, devoted only a chapter to 

dissent in the Fust World War, stressing the importance of the dissenters' contribution, if uneven, 

to the foreign policy debate in during the war. Michael Howard only spen half a chapter on the 

Great War. Moreovet, even those studies which do dwell on wartime deal far too cursorily with 

" Keith Robbins, The Abolition of War: The 'Peace Movement' in Britain. 1914-1939 
(Cardiff, 1976), p. 36. 

Thomas C. Kennedy, The Hound of Conscience: A Histov of the No-Consçribtion 
Fellowshi~. 191 4-1919 (Fayetteville, 198 1). 



1917-the xnost important year of the war. Taylor did focus on 1917, but only within his very 

brief overview. Laureme Martin, Marvin Swartz, Keith Robbins, Martin Ceadel and Thomas 

Kennedy either considered 1917 as just another year within the narrow context of their group or 

downplayed 1917 because of a particular thematic framework. As a result, previous works have 

obscuted the confluence of ideas, events and personalities which shaped dissent in that watershed 

year . 

By examinhg the odyssey of dissent in 1917, this thesis seeh to supplement existing 

historicai writing on the British dissenting tradition. The thesis, written from the dissenters' 

perspective, will use a narrative approach similar to that of Laurence Martin and Keith Robbins. 

It will follow a chronological pattern to highlight the effects of politicai, diplomatic and military 

events and the interaction of personalities on the evolution of dissent. The thesis will challenge 

certain bistoriographical assumptions about the saength and direction of dissent in this period. 

Historians of dissent have invariably held that dissenting ideas became increasingly influentid 

from December 1916 until the end of the war, spart from a brief setback for dissent occasioned 

by the great German offensive of March 1918. Specifically, historiaas have emphasized that, by 

the beginning of 19 18, the Labour Party, public opinion, and the Govement were al1 profoundly 

influenwd by dissenting views." Conversely, this thesis will argue that a dissenting foreign 

policy was no closer to fniition in January 1918 than at any time during the coaflict. The 

Y On the capture of the Labour Party by dissent, see Taylor, The Trouble Makers, pp. 154- 
155; Dowse, Left in the Centre, p. 26; Swartz, The Union of Democratic Conuol, pp. 165-169; 
Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 153; John Turner, "British Politics and the Great War" 
Britain and the First World War, John Turner, ed., (London 1988), p. 128. Also see Pelling, 
America and the British Left: From Bright to Bevan (London, 1956), p. 1 1 1 ; Alan Bullock, 
Lifê and Times of Ernest Bevin: Trade Union Leader. 1881-1940 (London, l W ) ,  p. 77. On 
th- impact of dissent on popular opinion, see Ponsonby, "Changing Opinion," The U.D.C., 
March 19 18, quoted in Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 193; David R. Woodward, 
"The Origins and Intent of David Lloyd George's Januay 5 War Aims Speech, " The Historian, 
vol. 24, no. 4 (1971), 22-39. Oa the extent of dissent's influence over the Govemment, see 
Swartz, The Union of Democraîic Control, pp. 195-198; Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 153. 



dissenters lacked wide credibility and key elements of their programme had been usurped by 

consewative forces.n It is a paradon thu, up uMil August 1917, the dissenters werg maLing 

significant gains in theh drive for a negotiated peace, owing to the interaction between domestic 

and extemai forces. After August, the dissenters lost conml of their peace-by-negotiation agenda 

to such an extent that by the begllining of Febniary 1918, they had l a s  influence than in 

December 1916. This thesis will address this apparent paradox. 

At the same tirne, any analysis of dissent in 1917 has to consider the various strands from 

which the dissenting fabric was woven. To ôccomplish this task, this thesis will focus on five 

individuals: Noei Buxton, Arthur Ponsonb y, James Ramsay MacDonald, Edmund Dene Morel, 

and Philip Snowden. They were among the most important dissenting politicians and theorists 

during the war and exemplify clearly the difirent streams of dissenting thought. 

Noel Buxton is representative of the moderaîe Liberal Radical approach to dissenting 

foreign policy. A.J.P. Taylor saw Buxton as one of the most influentid men in the dissenting 

movement. This authority derived both from his moderation and €rom his leacling role in pre-war 

dissenting politics.ls Buxton was a founding member of the B a h  Committee in 1903" and 

the f ist  chairman of the Liberal Foreign Affairs Commiüee, fomed in December 191 1. Udike 

many dissenters, Buxton supported Britain's entry into the war, and, dong with his brother, 

Charles Roden Buxton, agreed to undertake a semi-official mission to Bulgaria in November 1914 

to persuade her to join the Allied cause. After the failure of his mission, and a nearly successfui 

XI This thesis intends to build on Laurence Manin who has argued that the leadership of the 
Labour Party adopted radiai war aims to prevent the Party from being taken over by the extreme 
left. Martin, Peace without Victorv, p. 133. 

Taylor, The Trouble M a k g ,  p. 148. 

The Balkan Cornmittee worked for just and lashg territorial Settlements in the region. 
T.P. Conwell-Evans, Foreim Policv from a Back Bench. 1904-1918: A Studv Based on the 
Pgeers of Lord Noel Buxton (London, 1932). pp. 2-3. 
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assassination attempt by a Turkish student, Buxton began to devote his energies to the search for 

a negotiated peace. He is typical of the pre-war Likral-Radical-interesa in a negotiated peau 

but shunning the methods of (and any association with) the foremost dissenting organhion of 

the war, the UDC? He believed that public critickm of pre-wa. foreign policy by the UDC 

and other organizaîions only undermined their credibility within the Liberal Party and precluded 

a fair hearing of their propos& for negotiation. Buxton is also important because he worked 

tirelessly to use President Wilson to broker a negotiated peace. As with many other Liberals, 

he joined the Labour Party after the war. His contribution to dissent was sufficiently great to 

merit his appointment as Minister of Agriculture in the 1924 and 1929 Govenunents. This 

appointment may seem odd but Buxton also had a lifelong interest in the condition of the 

agricultural labourer. 

Arthur Ponsonby typified another facet of Radical Liberdism. He became Sir Henry 

Campbell-Banneman's private secretary in 1906." In ûue dissenting tradition, Ponsonby 

stroagly denounced the Tsar's visit to Britain in 1908. Indeed, his protestations were sufficiently 

strong to provoke the ire of the King who snuçk his name off the list of guests to a royal garden 

Party. Ponsonby was the co-founder and the f i s t  Vice-Chair of the Liberal Foreign Affairs 

Cornmittee. He later became its Chairman. Though not a well-known figure in traditional high 

political history, he was nonetheless one of the most powerful thinlcers behind the dissenters' 

quest for a negotiated settlement. Ponsonby opposed British intervention in 1914. He was 

consulted from the beginning by others who were concemed about the direction of future foreign 

' He med very hard to avoid any officiai link with the UDC but he was penonally involved 
with many of its leading figures, including his brother and dissenter of secoadary importance, 
C.R. Buxton. Helena Swanwick. a long-time UM3 stalwart, claimed that Buxton gave money 
to the UDC early on (Swanwick, BuiIders of Peaa, p. 85). 

'' Campbell-Bannefman was Prime Minister from 1906 to 1908. 
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policy and about moderate, rationai war aims. Poosonby formally joined the UM: in September 

1914 and strove to propagate the demand for the dernocratization of foreign policy . His views 

and actions indicated strong Cobdenite leanings. Ponsonby, for example, was wary of the 

creation of a strong, interventionist international league. Like Buxton, Ponsonby switched to the 

Labour Party afler the war. His rise to the position of the Under-Secretary to the Foreign Office 

in the first Labour Governent in 1924 and Under-Secretary to the Dominion CMïce in 1929 are 

reflections of his serninal role in the creation of the new policy. Moreover, he represents those 

Liberals who were prepared to denounce the foreign policy of their own Party and Government 

from the beginnhg of the war.'* 

E.D. Morel, undeniably the most experienced agitator and successful dissenting publicist 

during the war, represented a l e s  isolationist element of Liberalism than that offered by 

Ponsonby. in 1900, Morel wrote an ex~osé of the systematic exploitation of native nibber 

plantation workers in King Leopold's Belgian Congo. Four years later, Morel established the 

Congo Reform Association. In 1912, his attention shifted to a different public campaign, this 

time against British and French secret diplomacy. Morel's inclusion iatroduces an extra- 

parliamentary liberal who was also in the UDC. Morel was more than the Executive Secretary 

of the UDC-he was its principal organizer and propagmdist. According to Helena Swanwick: 

"E.D.M. was the U.D.C., and the U.D.C. was E.D.M. "43 More1 blamed the war on 'Old 

Diplomacy' and believed that al1 major European powers were responsible for its outbreak. He 

highlighted Britain's war guilt and greatly downplayed that of Germany's. Morel had no 

sympathy for "gallant little Belgiumn-the same brutal Belgium he stniggled against over the 

'* See Raymond A. Jones, Arthur Ponsonbv: The Politics of Life (London, 1988); A.J. 
Anthony Moms, Radicalism Anainst War. 1906-1914: The Advocacv of Peace and Retrenchment 
(London, 1972), pp. 177-178. 

Quoteâ in Taylor, The Trouble Makers, p. 133. 
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Congo. As a result, he was viewed by many as dangerous and, more than any other member of 

the UDC, was seen by the jingo press as pro-Gerrnan. In September 1917, Morel was sentenced 

to six months in prison for attemping to send a pamphlet covertly to neutral Switzerland. After 

the war, he devoted himself to the revision of the Versailles Treaty. Elected as a Labour member 

of Parliament in 1922, 1923 and 19î4, Morel was not invited to join the Cabinet. He died in 

1924 a bitter man because of his exclusion fkom the position of Foreign Secretary in the Labour 

Govenunent .& 

James Ramsay MacDonald has been inçluded in this study as a representative of the 

moderate wbg of the ILP. MacDonald was the Labour Party's Secretary until the outbreak of 

the war and a central negotiator of the secret Lib-Lab electoral pact created in 1903. He was also 

the Chairman of the ILP, one of several socialist bodies féderated to the Labour Party. The 

Labour Party supported the Asquith Govemment's policy on the need to enter the war, and, as 

MacDonald couid not endorse such action, he resigned as Labour Party Chairman. Yet he 

continued in Parliament and in the country as leader of the ami-war ILP. Unwilliag to remain 

silent on the war, MacDonald was also one of the founding members of the UDC. Later, in 

1924, he would become the Labour Party's first Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary . Of the 

small Labour parliamentary contingent, he was the foremost theoreticiae and one of the labour 

movement's best speakers in the House of Commons. An analysis of his position in 1917 

provides insight into the views of a socialist and an able politician intent on securing a negotiated 

peace and maintaining as much iiaity as possible within the labour movement as a whole. 

Snowden, the other leading figure in the ILP, is indicative of a more uncompromising 

" Ibid., pp. 133, 135. 

4S Rodney Barker, "Socialism and Progressivism in the Political Thought of Ramsay 
MacDonald," A.J.A. Moms, ed., Edwardian Radicalism. 1900-1914: Some Aspects of British 
Radicalism (London, 1974), pp. 1 14-1 30. 
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and confrontational socialist internationiûism. His hopes. 1ike those of MacDonald, were placed 

on revolutionary Russia's ability to lead Britain to a compromise peace. Like MacDonald, 

Snowden was a member of the Executive Cornmittee of the UDC, but his strength and policy 

preocçupations were shaped by his role in the ILP. Moreover, Snowden, elected as Chairman 

of the ILP in 1917, was unhindered by a position on the executive of the Labour Party. As a 

result, he was able to press the anti-war socialist perspective with greater vigour both within the 

Labour Party and without .* 

This thesis will also consider the contributions by the leading newspapers of dissent to 

the peace-by-negotiation debate in 19 17. No study of dissent in 19 17 would be complete without 

extensive scrutiny of The Nation. Liberal dissent's leading weeldy journal. The Nation's editor. 

H. W. Massingham, was one of those Liberals who originally suppocted Bntain's involvement in 

the war but was persuaded by the events of 1916, particularly the introduction of conscription, 

to seek an alternative to peace through military victory. His paper provided some of the best 

dissenting aaalysis of the war. Close attention will ais0 be paid to the rnonthly The U.D.C., 

Morel's primary platfonn and a forum for both Ponsonby and for Trevelyan, another Liberal MP 

and leading dissenter. The ILP's Labour Leader, a weeldy edited by Femer Brockway, carried 

Snowden's regular "Review of the Week, " which provided a synopsis of current affairs. as well 

as other insights on the anti-war ILP's troubled reiationship with the pro-war Labour Party. In 

fact, The Labour Leader's position closely parallels that of the p ~ c i p a l  orgui of socialist dissent, 

The HeralQ, the Labour Party's weeldy newspaper. Edited by George Lansbury , a Christian who 

was to become one of the leading figures in Britain's inter-war pacifist movement, The Herald 

adopted an editorial perspective which was quite at odds with the Party's support for the war. 

& Whjle MacDonald resigned as leader of the Labour Party in August 1914, he remained the 
Party Treasurer. 



The Wildemess Years-Aumist 1914November 1916 

The dissenters played a minor political role from August 1914 until DeCernber 1916. On 30 July 

1914, prior to the invasion of Belgium, Ponsonby wamed Herbert Henry Asquith, the Liberal 

Prime Minister, that nine-tenttis of the Liberal Party were opposed to British participation in a 

war between France and Germany. In a stuIining reversal on 3 August, however, Ponsonby's 

majority turneci out to be less than forty MPs after Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey's powerful 

Commons speech outlining "British interests, British honour, and British obligations" in the 

Belgian crisis." It is amazing that these Liberal dissenters were unable to amact more support. 

The dissenters simply underestimateci the logic of Britain's interests in an independent Belgium, 

the emotive power of Britain's 1839 pledge to guarantee Beigian neutrality and, more generally, 

the need to defend small nations against unwarranteci aggression. Belgium remained the 

dissenters' greatest stumbling blwk throughout the war. Also, many Liberals who were 

sympathetic to the dissenters were unwilling to be seen attacking their own Government's foreign 

policy. This tendency became much stronger once the nation was at war. In short, dissenters 

were perceived as disloyal. 

Following the startling collapse of anti-interventionism early in August 1914, the 

dissenters cautiously began to regroup and made tentative efforts to raise the subject of a 

negotiated settlement. At the end of August several members of the Liberal minority, and much 

of the leadership of the ILP, founded the UDC, which was to become the most significant of the 

" Viscount Grey of Fallodon, Twenty-Five Years, 1892-1916, vol. II, (Toronto, 1925), 
Appendix D, "Speech by Sir Edward Grey in the House of Commons on August 3, 1914, " p. 
309. For Ponsonby's warning to Asquith, see Ponsonby to Asquith, 30 July 1914, Ponsonby 
Papers, C.660. 



numetous dissenthg g r o ~ p s . ~  Some Ietters, unrelateci to the UDC, appeared in the press early 

in 1915, arguing that Germany might be ready to discuss peaoe if the Allies were the first to state 

their terms. The ILP also passed pro-negotiation resolutions during their 1915 annual 

conference." At first the dissenters kept an especially low profile in Parliament and 

concentrated theù efforts beyond Westminster." Not u t i l 8  November 19 15 did the dissenters 

seriously attempt to persuade parliamentary opinion when, on a Vote of Credit. they called for 

a clear statement of war aims to provide direction to the British people- Lord Courtney, a 

Liberal Unionist peer and Lord Lorebum, a former Lord Chancellor, spoke in the House of 

Lords. Their efforts were matched by those of Ponsonby and Trevelyan in the House of 

Gommons." The next, more concerted cal1 for a negotiated peace from Ponsonby, Trevelyan 

and Snowden occurred during the debate on the Consolidated Fund Bill on 23 Febmary 1916. 

Also, spurred by rumours that the Asquith Government was going to institute a post-war 

economic boycott of Germany, the UDC ad& its fifth cardinal point in favour of post-war free 

made on 2 May 1916. On 23 May, they launched another parliamentary attack on the 

" Taylor. The Trouble Makers, p. 132. For a list of UDC Executive members and General 
Council member, see Appendix B. Among other groups that opposed the war or resisted 
conscription the British Socialist Party (BSP), the Women's international League (WIL) which 
was founded in 1915, the NCF which was organized late in 1914, and the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation (FOR) which was also established late in 19 14. Their memberships frequentl y 
overlapped . 

" Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation, " p. 377. 

" ûne such effort was the organization of the Peace Negotiatiom Committee by the UDC, 
the NCF, the ILP and the FOR. The Cornmittee, formed in A p d  1916, began a 'Peace 
Mernorial' which was signed by 250,000 people. It was delivered to Lloyd George in December 
1916. 

" Lord Couriney was a Liberal Unionist peer and brother-in-law of katrice Webb, the 
famous diarist and noted Fabian Socialist. She was married to Sidney Webb, the founder of the 
Fabian Society. Lord Loreburn was a Liberal and former Lord Chancellor. 



Goverment, this tirne witb the help of ~ a c D o n a l d . ~  A tbird effort was made in Parliament 

in ûctober. 

Al1 of these dissenting efforts met with public opprobrium. The dissenters' first 

indication of this public hostility was the invective of the press following The Mornin~ Post's 

publication on 10 September 1914 of the confidentid draft circular of the UDC. Throughout this 

period, and indeed, throughout the war, the leading figures in the UDC were subjected to 

personal abuse, including jostling and the occasional physical assault. Furthemore, the 

dissenters' meetings were broken up with some frequency. Consequently, the UDC remainecl 

discreet until autumn 1 9 W 3  

By the autumn of 1916, however, domestic-political, military and international 

developrnents had b e p  to provide the dissenters with fruithl opporhties to advance the cause 

of a negotiated peace. The changing situation in al1 three armas encouraged more energetic and 

effective dissenting initiatives. The easing of hostility on the politicai front was partly the result 

of considerable dissatisfaction within the Liberal Party over the conduct of the war? Ponsonby 

" PD (Commons), 11 Novernber 1915, 75, col. 1454; Jones, Anhur Ponsonby, pp. 104, 
106. The speeches by Lureburn, Comey,  Ponsonby and Trevelyan were published in pamphlet 
form. See UDC leaflet No. ldb, "Earl Lorebum and Lord Courtney of Penwith in the House 
of Imds" (8 November 1915); UDC leaflet No. 15b, "Mr. Ponsonby and Mr. Trevelyan in the 
House of Commons" (1 I November 1915). Ponsonby warned his listeners that "militarism had 
never been crushed by force of anns." He also lamented the lack of t h e  ailotted for the 
discussion of foreign poIicy. PD (Commons), 11 November 1915, 75, col. 1456. The 23 
February and the 23 May debates were also published by the UDC in pamphlet form. 

'' Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, pp. 36, 69. For a more detailed examination 
of the disagreement within the Liberal Party on the methods of the UDC, see W., ch. 1. For 
a more wide ranging account of anti-UDC feeling and actions, see ch. 6. Also see Robbins, 31- 
Abolition of War, p. 69. See R.A. Jones for a description of Ponsonby's assault by a mob on 
the railway pla~onn at Kingston-upon-Thames on 15 July 1915 and for further discussions on 
public hostility (Jones, Arthur Ponsonbv, pp. 92-98, 104). 

Y The historical debate surroundhg the demise of the Liberal Party is one of the most 
signifiant controversies in twentieth-century British political history . For some of different 
treatments of the Liberal Party during the war see Trevor Wilson, The Downfall of the Liberal 
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had not been entirely mistaken when he warned Asquith that much of the Liberal Party did not 

want war. However, he had not been wrong about the depth of attachment inside the Party to 

liberal principle. The Liberals were quite prepared to support the war on the condition that it be 

conducted along liberal lines.55 Yet, from the very outset, Asquith's Cabinet adopted measures 

which many Liberals deemed to be anathema to their creed. The most contentious steps taken 

were the implementation of the Defence of the Realm Act (DORA)," the acceptance of 

Coalition Government in May 1915 and moves towards trade protectionism and cons~ription.~ 

Dissenters anticipated that the ministerial changes and the enactment of policies they judged to 

Pa*. 1914-1935, (London, 1%6); Michael Freeden, Liberalism Divided: A Studv in British 
Political Thou~ht. 19 14- 1939 (Oxford, 1986), ch. 1 ; Swart,, The Union of Democratic Control; 
J.M. Bourne, Britain and the Great War. 1914-1918 (London, 1989); Turner, British Politics. 

" Wilson, The Downfall, pp. 32-33. 

Immediately after the outbreak of war and without serious debate, DORA was brought into 
force. This enabling law and its supplementary code of regulations effectively allowed the 
Govenuwm to take almost any action, however drastic, it deemed necessary for the defence of 
the realm. DORA was used with considerable effect against the dissenters in 1917. For an 
excellent treatment of DORA, see Andrew Bone, unpublished Ph.D . dissertation, "Beyond the 
Rule of Law: Aspects of the Defence of Realm Acts and Regulations, 1914-1918" (Hamilton, 
McMaster University, 1994), especially chs. 4 and 5. 

Reginald McKema, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, made a small departure from the 
Liberal Party's free-trade policy when he introduced import duties on cars and luxury items in 
his budget in September 1915 (Turner, British Politics, p. 84). Moreover, the Cabinet accepted 
the Paris Resolutions in June 1916. The Resolutions, the result of meetings between Allied 
Governments on 14-17 June 1916, declared that economic warfare would continue against 
Germany after the war was over in the form of an economic boycott. At first, conscription was 
eschewed in favour of voluntary enlistment. Voluntarism seemed to be sufficient after Lord 
Kitchener, the Secretary of State for War, led several enlistment drives which had provided over 
1,000,000 men by the end of 1914. But it failed to meet the challenge of a sustained war 
(Bourne, Britain and the Great War, p. 157). The first limited Military Service Act became law 
on LO February 19 16. The issue was reopened in April when it became clear that full military 
compulsion was necessary if Britain were to establish and maintain a seventy division army. The 
result was that the second Military Service Act of May 1916 passed on 29 May 1916. 



be antithetical to liberalism would dienate elements within the Liberai Party? 

These deviations fiom traditional Iiberalism were deeply resented by those in the Party. 

and they comprised powerful groups, who believed that the Liberal Party had brought in 

Pnissianism. F.W. Hirst, then editor of The Efmomist, expressed the exasperation that many 

liberals felt about the direction of Governent policy. He wondered whether C.P. Scott, the 

influential Liberal and editor of The Manchester Guardian, felt "as much stirred as I do about the 

wickedness, and folly, and sharne of inîroducing compulsory service? 1 feel that this, witb 

Protection, the Censonhip, and a military bureaucracy would make England no place for people 

like me. " A week later. Hirst wamed tbat cornpuision would be used "to discipline and enslave 

the working classes and to keep down ireland. " For liberal anti-conscriptionists, compulsion was 

either not needed or was beyond British strategic capabilities. Moreover. if such a drastic policy 

were required, then the question arose about the need for such extensive British involvement. 

Scott also nied the direction of policy. considering that the McKenna duties to be a "vast 

extension of the [Protection] policy . 

The wartime growth of interventionist Govemment was viewed with great suspicion and 

trepidation by many liberais. The war's adverse impact on individual liberty unexpectedly 

convinced Edwardian 'New Liberals', never more than a smail minority of the Party, of the 

Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation," p. 380. Also see Swartz. The Union of Democratic 
Control, ch. 4. 

" Trevor Wilson, ed., The Political Diaries of C.P. Scott. 191 1-1928 (Landon, 1970), F. W. 
Hirst to Scott, 21 May 1915, pp. 124-125; Hirst to Scott, 28 May 1915, p. 126; Scotî to 
Hobhouse, 20 January 1916, p. 175; Wilson, The Downf'all, p. 40. W.M. Pringle and Josiah 
Wedgwood were also examples of Liberal MPs who were highly critical of the Liberal 
Government's deviation from liberalism. They later became dissenters (Wilson, The Downfall , 
p. 33). Many anticoamiptionists were concerned that the withdrawal of labour would disrupt 
home industries which would erode exports and, in tum, undermine Britain's balance of 
payments. 



dangers of excessive state bter~ention.~ According to Michel Freeden, 

Freedom and the voluntarist otganization of society underpimed the moral 
support of government action as well as ensuring that the m e  of the w u  was 
tmly determineci by the people, because voluntarism alone made the people 
e f f d v e  masters. 

Leonard Hobhouse~' unsympathetic to the new coercive state, added explicitly that there was 

no political obligation to an immoral state. In short, the wartime experience destroyed the New 

Liberals' view of the benign state and forced them to revert to the traditional liberal defence of 

individual liberty against authoritarianism." 

In spite of their misgivings about many of his Govemment's policies, however, most 

liberals accepted Asquith's direction of the war effort for N o  reasons. Fust, many conceded that 

drastic policy changes were urgently needed as temporary expedients to win the war. Scott, 

initially a supporter of conscription, defended the growth of the wartime state: 

... uniess this country pulls itself together and submits to something not unlike a 
Prussian organization for the period of the war, the war may be almost 
indefinitely prolonged, the issue even jeopardised, with the loss necessarily of 
innumerable lives precious to us which might be saved." 

The second reason for aççeptting Asquith's changes in political tack was the desire to avoid 

undiluted Unionist rule? The Irish Nationalist Party tribune, John Dillon, stated this view in 

a letter to Scott, condernning the passage of the first Military Service Bill: 

Freeden, Liberalisrn Divided, p. 12. 

'' Leonard Hobhouse was a New Liberal theorist and leader writer for The Manchester 
Guardian. 

Freeden, Liberalisrn Divide& pp. 25,38,23,27. According to John Turner, twenty-seven 
Liberals and nine Labourites voted comistently against conscription. He listed ILP members 
W.C. Anderson, MacDonald and Snowden as members of the nine opposed to conscription 
(Turner, British Politiçs, p. 76). 

63 Wilson, ed., The Political Diaria, SCOU to Hobhouse, 7 May 1915, p. 123. 

Wilson, The Downfall, pp. 4 M 1 .  



The threat of a general election - and the conviction was/is universal, that an 
election on the issue of the present Bill wouM result in the Conscriptionists 
sweeping the country - caused a very large number of radical and labour 
members opposed to the Bill to support the Govemment [and vote for 
Conscription]. Indeed, such was fear of the Unionists mat many liberals 
supporteci Conscription because they believed that the Unionists would win a 
subsequent general election. 

Scott agreed when he added in his diary four days later that an election run on the basis of 

conscription would result in "Tory Govemment for 20 Yeats. 

As expectecî, the inclusion of Unionists in the Government in May 1915 further eroded 

support for the war within elements of the Liberal Party? As early as August 1914 Scott 

expressed concern over the inclusion of Unionists in the Government: 

We have I think no longer a Liberal Governxnent.. .and to al1 intents and purposes 
there is a coalition, the first symbols of which are the appointments of [Lord] 
Kitchener as a member of the Cabinet and (a minor matter) of F.E. Smith, as 
press-correspondent in intimate association with the Adrniralty and War Office. 
This state of things is likely to continue and develop and will have a tremendous 
reaction on Our politics." 

The crucial change came in May 1915 with the advent of the Fust Coalition. Asquith brought 

in Andrew Bonar Law, the leader of the Unionist Party, Sir Edward Carson, a prominent Ulster 

Unionist, and Arthur Balfour, a former Unionist leader, among others. AftPr May 1915 

Quoted in Wilson, ed., The Political Diaries, John Dillon to Scott, 7 January 1916 and 11 
January 1916, pp. 168, 169. 

A formal coalition was not formally created until 19 May 1915. It brought in Unionists 
and Labourites into the Govemment but still lefi the Liberals with most authority. The need for 
a coalition became apparent with the Munitions Crisis of May 19 15. The crisis arose from a lack 
of shells. first made apparent by the British losses at the Battle of Neuve Chapelle on 10-12 
March, and the failed British attack on the Aubers Ridge of 9 May 1915. Allegations that the 
aîtacks floundered because of insufficient muni t ion were published in The Times on 14 May. 

" Wilson, ed., The Political Diaria, Scott to Dillon, 9 August 1914, p. 100. Also see 
Wilson, The Downfall, p. 33. Kitchener was the commander-in-chief of British forces in South 
Africa during the Boer War. He was a non-Liberal Field Marshall. His appointmeut to the War 
Office, though, was generally seen as apoliticai. However, F.E. Smith, an ardent Ulster 
Unionist, was widely disliked by Liberals. 



Ponsonby indicated thaî up to that point they, presumably the UDC, had focused on the "orîgins 

and the sdement. " Now the conduct of the war would become an issue." 

The effect of the formation of the Lloyd George Coalition in December 1916 was even 

more pronounced. The dissenters realized irnmediately that the new Goverment had been 

creaîed in order to implement policies which w m  diarnetricdly opposed to their vision of a 

negotiated peace. A More1 editorial in The U.D.C. clearly indicated where his organization 

stood. He argueci that it was time for negotiation, preferably througb President Wilson, and that 

it was not time for the intensification of the war effort for which Lloyd George was likely to 

press.m An article in The Tribunal, the NCF weekly, charged that Lloyd George would 

inrroduce industrial conscription, for it ciaimed the Coalition was controlled by the Northcliffe 

Press. Ultîmately, the Government would reduce civil liberties to the same level as in 

Germany? The rise of Lloyd George even leà the UDC, backed by other dissenting groups, 

to decide to support peace-by-negotiation candidates at funire by-electioa~.'~ 

a Ponsonby to Trevelyan, 22 M a y  1915, quoted in Swartz, The Union of Democratic 
Control, pp . 6667. Trevel yan agreed. 

The U.D.C., December 1916, p. 15. Lloyd George's support for full compulsion 
increasingly drew him together with the ginger groups on the Right, narnely the Tariff Reformers 
and the Milnerite Social-Imperialists. Both were determinecl to go "al1 out" to win the war. 
Even before 1914, the Social-Imperialism advanced by Lord Milner espoused the concept of 
'National Efficiency' . With the pressures of war, Miiner. Carson, and a number of Conse~ative 
newspaper editors urged Lloyd George to fom a small Government that would overcome 
'pacifist' raistance and go 'dl-out' (Robert J. Scally, Thc Orinins of the Llovd George Coalition: 
The Politics of Social Immrialism. 1900-1918 [Princeton, 1975], pp. 338-339). 

70 "Industrial Conscription, " The Tribunal, 14 December 19 16, p. 4. Lord Northcliffe owned 
a number of papers inçluding The Times and The Observer. In the latter part of the Fust World 
War, Northcliffe's papers awounted for half of the London newpaper circulation. This 
represented (and still does) unparalleleci media domination. See Lord Beaverbrook, Men and 
Power. 1917-1918 (London, 1956), p. 59. 

'' Vera Brittain, Pethick-Lawrence. A Portrait (London, 1%3), p. 80. Pethick-Lawrence, 
a staunch UDC supporter, ran in the South Aberdeen by~lection in April 1917. 
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At the same time many dissenters hoped that the new Govenunent might benefit the cause 

of a negotiated peace. More1 stated that "Mr. Lloyd George is Prime Minister. But we refuse 

to assume that bis policy and the tone of his diplomacy must be that of the 'knock-out' interview 

until he has spoken." According to Keith Robbins, the dissenters not only saw Lloyd George as 

a knock-out enthusiast but also viewed him as so unscrupulous that he might try to reach a 

negotiated seulement if it would suit his purposes." 

Labour experienced the same political unrest as the liberds. As has been intimated 

already, the labour movement was badly divided by the war. Irnmediately after the outbreak of 

the war Ramsay MacDonald had resigned as Chairman of the Labour Party. The ILP refusecl 

to follow the Trades Union Congress (TUC) and the Parliamentary Labour Party in supporthg 

the war, though the ILP did not separate from the Labour Party. Most of the Labour Party 

endorsed Britain's entq into the war. Certain sections, namely the Fabian Society, even 

welcomed war collectivism as a way to expand perrnanently the role of the state. The Labour 

Party half-heartedly rejected conscription73 but worked with the Government to increase 

industrial output, even at the expense of some union prerogatives. The Party joined both the 

Asquith and Lloyd George Coalitions. 

Like many in the Liberai Party, the ILP was alarmed at the encroachments of the wartime 

state. As James Hinton has pointed out, "within the labour movement.. .attitudes towards the 

desirability of state intervention might themselves go some way to determining the attitudes to 

The U.D.C., December 1916, p. 15; Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 113. 

" The Labour Party opposed the bill on 6 January 1916 but was won over on 12 January 
when Asquith promised the Labour Party's National Executive Cornmittee (NEC) not to bring 
in industrial compulsion and not to conscript married men. The Labour Party coderence, which 
met in Bristol in late January, rejected conscription but decided against fighting it. It also 
decided to stay in the Coalition. 



the w u  itself."" DORA, the Munitions Act and the Military SeMce Acts were seen as 

instituthg a " s e ~ l e  staîe," in which the British worker would be deprived of al1 fieedom and 

imdependen~e.'~ A widespread perception in the labour movement was of the workers king 

subordinated to the employers' interests. The concerms generated by certain provisions of the 

Munitions Act were compounded by a fear that military c o ~ p t i o n  would leaà to fullscale 

industrial compulsion. Writing in November 19 14, Robert Young , President of the Amalgamated 

Society of Engineers (ASE), could detect "no difference between Germany's militarism.. .and the 

British adv-y of conscription. "76 Most labour supporters disûusted deeply the Unionist Party 

and Liberals such as Lloyd George. David Kirkwood, one of the future leaders of the Shop 

Stewards' Movement, told Lloyd George: "We regard you with suspicion because every Act with 

your name associatecl has the taint of slavery about it." The Fabian Beatrice Webb expressed 

sirnilar sentiments. noting that 

the Lloyd George-Curzon group want to mobilize labour whilst retaining for the 
ruling class property intact and the control of trade and industry. Lloyd George 
is indifferent rather than hostile to democracy. He wants to win the war; and as 
he h d s  more effective resistance to any interference from the capitaiists than he 
does fiom the ranks of labour, he limits his demands to the enslavement of the 
working class 

James Hinton, The First Shoo Stewards' Movement (London, 1973), p. 42. 

" Ibid., p. 44. Hinton daims that the Ministry of Munitions was ma& by so many 
employers that "In such an organization it was difficult to tell where business control ended and 
state control began" m., p. 29). The Coalition passed the Munitions of War Act (1915) in 
June. This act created the Ministry of Munitions. The Minister had the power to control any 
and al1 munitions factories. The Mioister also regulated profit, wages, and work practices. The 
Munitions Act made strikes iIlegal and provided for forced arbitration. 

76 M., pp. 50, 38. 

" Kirkwood to Lloyd George, December 1915, quoted in Hinton, The First Shoo Stewards' 
Movement, p. 46; Norman and Jeanne MaeKenzie, eds., The Di- of Beatrice Webb, vol. 3, 
L905-1924 (Cambridge, 1984). p. 269 (7 Deoember 19 16). Lord 
Curzon was a potentiai Conservative leader and was influentid in the House of Lords. 
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If the first factor to provide the dissenters with growing opportunities was disaffection 

within the Liberal and Labour parties, the second factor was military stalemate. In particular, 

the human costs and inertia of trench warfare led to a general reevaiuation of the reasons for, and 

objectives of, the war. Nineteen-sixteen was a year of apparently shocking reverses for both the 

British Army and the Royal Navy. The British suffered a humiliating loss on 29 April when the 

force in Iraq surrendered to the Turks at Kutel-Amara. The Battle of Jutland on 31 May 

between the British Grand Fleet and the German High Seas Fleet tumed into a minor tactical 

defeat for the British. Of gceater importance was the psychoiogical blow infliçted on the British 

public who had long expected the Royal Navy to obliterate the Imperia1 Gennan Navy at their 

first encoumer. The last remnants of Britain's pre-war regular army had already perished in 

unsuccessfhl actions around Loos and Neuve Chapelle in 1915. Kitchener's 'New Amies' were 

then committed to a great battle on the Somme. To many on the home front, the Battle of the 

Somme seemed an unmitigated failurem and certainly the limitecl gains were a bitier popular 

disappointment. in addition to British bloodshed on the Somme, the public had to grapple with 

the frightful losses of the French Amy at Verdun. The only glimmer of hope seemed to be the 

Russian Bnisilov Offensive of July 1916. That attack initially appeared to be a success. Even 

Romania thought so and was persuadecl to join the Allies in August. However, the eastern push 

also ground to a halt, at a cost of heavy Russian casualties. Even the attachent of Romania to 

the Allied cause became a liability to the Allies after Bucharest feu to the Central Powers early 

in December. 

The lacklustre performance of the armed forces and the bigh cost of the war caused many 

to question its purpose. Samuel Hynes contends that by 1916 "the early idealistic supporter for 

the war had leaked away. " By 1917, he adds, "the turn that had occurred in the consciousness 

Boume, Britain and the Great War, p. 67. 
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of the soldiers had also occmed among thoughtfd people at home.*79 Dissenters such as 

Trevelyan predicted as early as late 1915, that public disaffection with the war would grow if it 

continuai to a p p e a  that Germany could not be defeated. They believed that this war-weariness 

would increase dramatically if it were known that the German Govenunent was prepared to 

accept what they felt to be the basic British war aims: the evacuation of Belgium and northem 

France." By November 1916, once it was clear that a breakthcough on the Somme was elusive, 

the dissenters became even more confident thaî their alternative of peace-by-negotiation could 

gain acceptana. In August 1916 More1 had confided to Trevelyan his view that the war rnight 

last another two years but that this provided them with an opportunity to advance the cause of 

a negotiated peace- indeed, the dissenters realized that they could make meaningful headway 

only within the context of a military stalemate.*' 

The third circumstance which helped British dissent in 1916 was the peace diplomacy of 

President Wilson. The dissenters were buoyed by Wilson's public endorsement of the idea of 

a post-wa. league of nations to enforce the peace. On 27 May 1916, before an audience of the 

League to Enfocce Peace in New York, Wilson said thaî he wanted a permanent peace and 

considered that peace was the business and interest of a11 of humanity. He condemned secret 

diplomacy and hoped to establish an international organization based on common fundamental 

beliefs and which would engage in concerteci action to defend those principles. Wilson listed 

three tenets-equal rights for small States, national selfdetermination, and international security 

which he considered as central to any future international league of nations. He stated that these 

Hynes, A War Imaeind, pp. 145, 173. 

Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation," p. 380. 

Swaxtz, The Union of Democratic Control, pp. 78-81. MacDonald also argueâ that the 
military stalemate necessitated a negotiated sedement. 
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elementary principles would have to be accepted in order to secure American participation. For 

the dissenters, the Resident's plan sltisfied Britain's post-war security concems.* Also, 

Wilson's mmpt  to initiate peace discussions raised the possibility of international support for 

the dissenters' contention that Geman military defeat was not a prerequisite of Britain's future 

security. Moreover, Wilson's reelection in November 1916 heralded a continuation of American 

interest in a peaceful settlement. 

To make peace negotiations look attractive, the d issenters increasing 1 y reiterated 

throughout the latter haif of 1916, and indeed until March 1918, their absolute belief in 

Germany's williagness to meet Britain's minimum demands. While these requirements changed 

somewhat depending on the exigencies of the times and on the audience to which these appeals 

were aimed, the dissenters held that these conditions were Belgian independence, the evacuation 

of German troops from northern France (though not from Alsace-Lorraine), and the satisfaction 

of Serbian "national claims. n83 

British dissent capitalized on the events of December 1916. First, the formation of the 

Lloyd George Coalition signalleci to many who were not dissenters that the war would no longer 

be fought to a reasonable conclusion. Also, in the minds of some who hitherto had supported 

the Asquith Coalition, the advent of Lloyd George's coalition, with iîs higher ratio of imperialist 

and conscriptionist politicians, persuaded some Iiberals to be more cntical of the knock-out blow 

policy. The dissenters stood poised to attract a considerable number of now 'uncertain' Liberals. 

Second, the dissenters could now put forth their ideas on a negotiated peace within the more 

* Manin, Peace without Victory, pp. 68, 108; Thomas J. bock, To End All Wars: 
W d r o w  Wilson and the Ouest for a New World Order, (New York, 1992), pp. 76-78. 

* See Morel's speech on 22 October in Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 79. 
Swartz also discussed articles with the same theme by MacDonald and C.R. Buxton which 
appeared in The U.D.C. in the fall of 1916. 



receptive conditions created by a military dedlock.' 

Taylor, The Trouble Maker~, p. 139. 



Chapter 1: EARLY DAYS-DECEMBER 1916 to JANüARY 1917 

Introduction 

Surveying the domestic politid scene late in 1916, The Nation stnick a distinctiy pessimistic note 

with its observation that "Mr. George has not beaten the Germans, but he has destroyed two 

British Governments and some of the liberties of the British people. "' The advocates of a peace- 

by-negotiation had been discouragd by the dramatic reconfiguration of minisiterial politics that 

took place early in December 1916. A 'palace coup' against Asquith had resulted in the 

formation of a second Coalition Ministry, dominated by its Liberal Prime Master, Lloyd 

George, and other (predominantly Unionist) proponents of a "knock-out blow" to the Central 

Powers.' For al1 that these hardliners appeared to have assumed control over the war effort, 

however, both strategic and international political developments suggested to dissenters that the 

prospects for peace had acnialty never been better. 

Dissenters had long hoped that the strategic stalemate would lead to peace negotiations 

"A Leap in the Dark," The Nation, 9 December 1917, p. 344. For aimost identical views, 
see, David Marquand, Ramsav MacDonald (London, 1977), p. 200; Snowden, The Labour 
Leader, 14 December 1916. p. 1. 

The fall of Asquith and the advent of the Lloyd George Coalition bas been a contentious 
area of historical debate ever since the publication of Lord Beaverbrook's controversial study, 
Politicians and the War, 1914-1916 (London, 1928). Of the voluminous literature that has been 
generated since, see David Lloyd George, War Memoirs of David Llovd Geor-, vol. 2 (London, 
1933), pp. 832-1005; Roy Jenkins, Asauith (London, I%4), chs. XXVI and XXWI; Stephen 
Koss, Asauith (New York, 1976), ch. 9; LM. McEwen, "The Stmggle for Mastery in Britain: 
Lloyd George versus Asquith, December 1916," Journal of British Studies xviii (1978): pp. 13 1- 
156 and, most recently, John Turner, British Pol i t i~ ,  pp. 126-15 1. 
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and, by late 1916, such a situation of deadloçk seemed to be materiaiizing. The two major 

western offensives of the summer, by the Germans at Verdun and the British on the Somme, had 

failed, at an enormous cost in casualties, to secure any perceptible avantage over the enemy. 

From the Allied perspective, only their naval blockade was working well. The Russian offensive. 

which had begun in July 1916, was collapsing. The Romanians, who had declareci war on 

Germany in August 1916, were in full retreat only three months later. Bucharest fell to the 

Central Powers on 6 December 1916. Despite these setbacks for the Allies in the East, a 

breakthrough for the Central Powers on the crucial Western Front remained elusive. 

The Ioose peace-by-negotiation coalition was, if anything, even more encouraged at the 

year's end by diplornatic overtures from inside the enemy and neutral camps. The German Peace 

Note of 12 December 1916, followed by an American cd1 for terms on 18 December, added 

credibility to the dissenters' demands that Britain clearly articulate its war aims. More 

importantly, perhaps, the dissenting cal1 for a negotiated peaçe, hitherto apparently resmcted to 

an isolated but vocal mioority of 'cranks', was suddenly being echoed by powerfd and intluential 

voices abroad. The Allies' replies to President Wilson's initiative (in the first instance, on 30 

December 1916, and then, more fully, on 10 January 1917) reflected British governmental 

conceni with two perplexing problems: first, the vexed British relationship with the most 

important neutrai power and its principal paymaster, the United States3 and, second, the 

increasing strength of the pro-negotiation lobby in Allied countries. Finally, Wilson's famous 

"Peace without Victory" address to the Senate on 22 January 1917 appeared to vindicate the 

peace-by-negotiation forces in Britain and to validate their alternative, dissenting approach to 

foreign policy . 

For a brief discussion of Government concem about the danger of alienatiag the American 
Ûovement, see below, foomote 18. 



The German Peace Notg 

By late 1916 German military power had reached its zenith. As Germany's political leaders 

contemplateci the dispatch of a tentative peace feeler to the Allies, the Reich appeared to mmy 

observers to be undefeaîable militarily. The German Govemment, particularly German 

Chancellor Theobald von kthmann-Hollweg and the High Command, however, realized that, 

in the long term, superior Allied resources of men and matériel would ultimately carry the day. 

This outcome would only be hastened if the United States were to join the Allied cause. Some 

German strategists felt that the inevitability of German defeat could only be preempted by 

escalating the U-boat war in the Atlantic while the United States remained neutrai, or, failing 

that, by keeping the Americans out of the war just long enough to force Britain to sue for peace.' 

Yet, certain voiçes inside the German Govemment counselled against such a desperate and 

dangerous gambit. Against a backdrop of acute division (between the military and civilian 

politicians) over this crucial strategic choice, the Geman Government decided at Pless on 9 

December 19 16 to launch their peace initiative. Three days later Bethmann-Hollweg delivered 

a speech to the Reichstag in which he spoke of Germany's willingness to end the conflict. This 

gesture was followed immediately by the submission to President Wilson of a Peaçe Note, to be 

forwarded to the Allied Govemments. In the event of rejection of these overtures, it was agreed, 

German U-boats would begin mestrictecl submarine warfare.' 

' Z.A. Zeman, A Dialornatic Historv of the First World War (London, 197 l), p. 1 13. 

Devlin, Tm Proud to Fight: Woodrow Wilson's Neutrality (London, 1974). p. 573. The 
German initiative's shortçomings were precisely those foreseen by opponents of a similar Allied 
effort. According to Karl Bimbaum, the Chancellor's speech was intendd to be balanced and 
unprovocative, though he had to make a speech that reflected points of view of both the 
moderates and the military . The terms that Bethmann-Hoilweg had to frame were maximums but 
also had to appear reasonable (see Karl E. Bimbaum, Peace Moves and U-Boat Warfare: A Study 
of Irnoerial Germanv's Policv towards the United States. Abri1 18. 1916-January 9. 1917 
[Stockholm, 19581, p. 248; Devlin, Too Proud to FiphTt p. 569). 



The Geman Peace Note of 12 December 1916 was widely publicized in the British press 

the following day. However conciliatory the mere fact of a Note appeared, its tone was 

distincti y belligerent . The Note refend to Germany 's "unsbakable lines, " "indestructible 

stretigth" and to the justice of the Central Powers' cause. The Chancellor &O claimed that the 

war up to this point had amounted to a German victory. His peace diplomacy, therefore, was 

not motivateci by weakness but by a sense of duty to the nation, G d ,  and humanity. If the Allies 

rejected the offer to end the war then every Geman would blame the Allies for the contiming 

slaughter. It was from this position of strength, the Note implied, that Germany was prepared 

to make this magnanimous offer to negotiate directly with the Allied 

The new Lloyd George Government, committed as it was to a resolute prosecution of the 

war, did not take the German offer seriously. The Note was seen as a ploy to gamer the 

sympathy of neutrals. especially the United States, by embarrassing the Allies.' Nondissentirig 

political opinion was also understandably suspicious of the Ger- démarche. Taking aim 

directly at advocates of peace negotiations, such as the UDC, The New Statesman, the pro-war 

Fabian weekly, stated that if the Chancellor's assessrnent of Gemany as both a pacific and 

invulnerable power was shared, then this could only result in a 'German' peace. Germany's 

James Brown Scott, ed., "Statement of Chancellor von i3ethma.m-Hollweg in the 
Reichstag, " 12 December 19 16, Official Statements of War Aims and Peace Pro~osals. Deamber 
1916 to November 1918 (Washington, 1921). pp. 1,2; Zeman, A Diplomatie Historv of the First 
World War, pp. f 16- 1 17. A pugnacious address by the Kaiser to troops assembleci in Alsace cast 
doubt on the serioumess of German intentions to negotiate. The Kaiser's sentiments were shared 
by most of t&e unçompromising leadership of the German High Command. Indeed, the military 's 
publication of the text of the Kaiser's speech on 15 December auy have been deliberately timed 
to undermine Bethmann-Hollweg's initiative (see Devlin, T w  Proud to Fi~ht,  p. 574; Birnbaum, 
Peace Moves and U-Boat Warhre, p. 248). 

' V.H. Rothwell, British War Aims and Peace Diolomacv. 1914-1918 (Oxford, 1971), pp. 
59-64. Also see Kernek, Distractions of Peace dunnn War: The Llovd George Governrnent's 
Reactions to Woodrow Wilson. Decernber. 1916Nwember. 1918 (Philadelpùia, 1975), pp. 19- 
27. 
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objective was to divide the Allies, and the wa.  m u s  only be ended on Allied tem. The 

unsigneci iuticle also discouragecl any precise Allied statement of pea~e  terms because these would 

either be too extreme, which would help Germany alienate the neutrals, or "sometbing less," 

which would divide the Allies.' Beafrice Webb probably captured the predominaut popular 

reaction to the Note in her private observation that "the peace overtures of Germany find the 

country (except for the little sect of pacifists) curiously united in favour of carrying on the war 

without an aüempt to negotiate. 

For the dissenters, by contrast, the Note was welcomed as a cataiyst of p e e  

negotiations. ûverlooking the defiam subtext of Bethmann-Hollweg's speech, not to mention the 

explicitly truculent stand taken by the Kaiser, the German Note confirmed the belief of many 

dissenters that the military struggle had arrived at an impasse. Morel was convinced that such 

a stalemate had b e n  reached. He also identified recent peace demonstrations in Franldun and 

Dresden as evidence of deteriorathg morale on the German home front. These signs of 

diminishing popular enthusiasm for the war effort, in conjunction with the apparent strength of 

minority (anti-war) socialist opinion in Germany suggested to Morel that a supposedly rampant 

Pnissian militarism had already been tamed. Morel aiso sensed that war weariness was growing 

in Britain, owing to rising food prices, the seemingly wasted casualties of the Somme and the 

mourithg discontent of the soldiers.1° 

Like his colleague in the UDC, Arthur Ponsonby also believed that a decisive military 

victory for either side in the war was now improbable. Despite the Govemment's disposd of the 

* "The Allies' Attitude to Peace." Tbe New Statesman, 16 December 1916, pp. 244-245. 

Norman and Jeanne MacKenzie, eds., The Di- of J3eatrice Webb, vol. 3, 1905- 1924 "The 
Power to Alter Thin= (Cambridge, 1984), p. 273 (18 December 1916). 

'O The U.D.C,, December 1916, p. 15. 



German Note, Ponsonby remaineci concemd about the likely consequences of Lloyd-George's 

insistence on "prosecuthg the war to a successful issue." He wondered whether this meant the 

surrender of al1 at the same time or the massacre of humanity for unattaiDable ends. Eveo if 

outright victory were fwible, he told a hostile constituency meeting, German defeat could never 

justifj the huge sacrifices. Ponsonby witùheld from his constituents his convictions that Germany 

did not really threaten British security and that, on the contrary, the real obstacles to peace were 

those who exaggeraîed the 'Pnissian menace' and who had used seçret diplomacy to shut 

Germany out from its 'place in the sud. Ponsonby had upheld two principal supports of a 

negotiaîed peace-the unacceptably high cost of victory and the inability of belligerents to reach 

a decisive military verdict regardless-and, in so doing, had implicitly extended suppon for the 

German Note.ll Indeed, shortly after his encornter with the angry voters of Stirling Burghs, 

Ponsonby privately urged Lloyd George not to reject the German Note too quicldy. He feared 

that any such hasty rejection might persuade neutral and domestic opinion that only Britain was 

committed to waging a war of aggression." 

" "Heckiing Ponsonby at Stirling, " Fonuad, 23 December 1916, p. 8. Since declining to 
support his Liberal Goverment's dedaration of war in August 1914, Ponsonby had been 
constantly fighting off calls from his constituents and constituency executives to resign his Stirling 
Burghs seat. For a perspective similar to those of More1 and Ponsonby, see Bertrand Russell, 
"The Momenw of War," 14 December 1916, in Rempel et al eds., The Collected P-rs of 
Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 1, pp. 19-20. A dissenter on the fiinge of the UDC, Russell 
was closely involved at this time with the cause of conscientious objection and the most strident 
anti-conscription organization, the NCF. In this issue of the NCF's weekly he argued that the 
warring countries were spent and that even the expectation of complete victory had "faded on 
both sides." Although the war dragged on, there was no poiot in continuhg the fight since the 
hdamentai objectives of the Allies could be secured by negotiation: Germany was willing to 
evacuate Belgium and the occupied parts of France (Russell made no mention of the fate of 
Serbia). Only the expansio~st demands of extremists in Britain persuaded the average German 
to carry on the war. Yet, Russell was confident that, ultimately, the British people would not 
continue fighting for a set of secret and unspecified war aims. 

Ponsonby to Lloyd George, 14 December 1916, Ponsonby Papers, C.665. H. Weinroth 
bas noted that Poasonby and other dissenters "harbowed the illusion that Lloyd George might be 
won over to their views. " Ponsonby wrote how he believed that Lloyd George was the only man 
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Despite k i n g  encouraged by the German Note, many dissenters were also wary lest their 

enthusiasm for &thmann-Hollweg's proposais be consmieci as "proGermaun or as endorsing a 

"German" peace. MacDonald was acutely aware of this dilemma. He agreed with the influentid 

Edwardian peace publicist, Norman Ange11 that the British Government should state its peace 

tenns. Indeed, Macdonald was urging it publicly to do so. But he also thought that the bat  

strategy for dissent was "an active diplomacy, and leaving the rest vague." presumably to avoid 

charges of 'pro-Germanism' and the loss of credibility at this crucial juncture. MacDonald even 

complained to Angell thaî "some of our friends are not very discret in their tactics and they bind 

our hands without gaining anything. We are to have a delicate situation facing us this week. "13 

Characteristically for a dissenter who preferred to work through officia1 channels rather 

thaa to appeal to the public directly, Buxton's reaction to the German Note was articulated in 

private communications, to the British Government and to one of President Wilson's closest 

advisors, Colonel Edward House. The conduit for the latter correspondence was William 

Buckler, a Special Attaché to the American Embassy in London, who throughout 1917 sent 

regular and detailed reports to House concerning developments inside the dissenting camp. 

Buxton was regarded as a man of influence and as the most reliable source of information on 

Liberal opinion in Britain. In Buckler's judgment, "Buxton's moderation and unaggressive 

manners enable him to reach ears which would be sealed to such men as Trevelyan or 

MacDonald." BucLler also sensed in Buxton a "pretty sane and accuraten grasp of American 

who could implement a compromise peace but was unfortunately in the grip of the "materialist 
point of view" and inflexible colleagues (Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation, " p. 38). 

'' MacDonald to Angell, 18 DeCernber 19 16. Norman Ange11 Collection, Correspondence 
MacDonald, James Ramsay. 



public opinion. l4 

Buxton advocated negotiations with Germany on the basis of the 12 December Note. 

However, he also implied that any specific German claims could, of course, always be rejected. 

Whatever the t e m  put fornard at tkst by the enemy Governments, it 
is highly probable that they would ultimately make far greater concessions, rather 
than continue the War. 

An armistice is not involved in the present suggestion, and if Our own 
terms cannot be obtained, the Government are not committed to accepting the 
terms offered. l5 

In his memorandum of 16 December 1916 to the British Govemment, Buxton concentrated upon 

the issue of British reliance on American goodwill. He stressed that: 

we cannot contemplate without alann the unfavourable change in neutral opinion 
towards this country which would undoubtedly take place if the Allies refused to 
discuss the question of peace.16 

Snowden also threw his support behind the Geman initiative, deçlaring that: "an awful 

responsibility will be incurreù by any Govemment which contemptuous~y rejects any reasonable 

offer to negotiate peace. " Snowden's reaction indicated a unanimity of sorts among dissenters. 

l4 Buckier to House, 27 December 1916, Bucider Papen, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. For 
more discussion on the accuracy of the characterizations of Buxton, see below, pp. 76-77,91 n. 
45. 

" See the enclosure from Buton in Buclder to House. 22 December 1916, BucLler Papes, 
Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. According to T.P. Conwell-Evans and Mosa Anderson, Buxton sent 
copies of his memorandum to al1 members of the Cabinet (Conwell-Evans, Foreim Polic~ from 
Back Bench, p. 126; Anderson, Noel Buxton: A Lifg [London, 19521, p. 86). For a similar 

view of the German note as merely a preliminary to negotiations and for interesthg speculation 
about the sbape of a friture, moderate peace, see "The German Offer of Peace," The Nation, 16 
DeCernber 1916, pp. 397,401. The liberal weekly was confident that Germany would accept the 

s auo ante bellurq in the West and in the colonies and that there were two German 
alternatives in the Baikans. Of these, the a~exation of Serbia to Austria was unacceptable to 
Nation. Its preferred option of settlement through a European conference was viewed as feasible 
given the evidence of German moderation and the pressure to compromise that would continue 
to be exerted by the naval blockade and the strains of the War generally. At the same time the 
newspaper appreciated that the Germans still held the field and had made no indication of being 
prepared to offer the necessary concessions that would make a conference possible. 

l6 Conwell-Evans, Foreim Policv from a Back Beach, p. 126. 



He saw the German initiative "momentous" and as a cataiyst to be ignored at the Goverment's 

Lloyd George's initial response to the Gemian initiative was delivered in a keynote 

Commons speech of 19 December 1916, his first detailed policy statement since assuming the 

highest office of state. The new Prime Minister wished to strike an appropriately steely chord 

in his review of both foreign and dormstic policy. He achieved the desired effea by issuing a 

veiled threat of industrial conscription at home and by scorning the recent diplomatic foray of 

Berhmann-Hollweg. The British Govemment, he said, could not accept a blank negotiating slate 

if Gerrnany was in the ascendant. Yet, Lloyd George sought to demonstrate that Gennany merely 

wanted time to reorganize militarily. Echoing the Unionist leader and Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, Andrew Bonar Law, Lloyd George reemphasised that British terms were "restitution, 

reparation and guarantee against repetitionW-Bethmann-Hollweg had offered none of these. He 

prophesied a long war and promised that the British Govemment would wait for the right moment 

before deciding on the contents of any peace settlement. But Lloyd George was mindfbl of a 

potentially hostile American reaction to his address. The Government had aiready commissioned 

several investigations into the extent of the British dependence on American financial and material 

resources, and the Prime Minister was aware that this dependence was complete. With one eye 

tumed to the American public, Lloyd George told the Commons that the Allies might not mle 

out peace entirely if they knew the details of German terms. l8 Thus, while rehising to enter into 

" The Labour Leader, 14 December 1916, p. 2. 

'' PD (Gommons), 19 December 1916,88, cols. 1334-5, 1338; Rothwell, British War Aims 
jmd Peace Di~iomacy, pp. 6162; Scott, ed., "Speech of Premier Lloyd-George on the Gennan 
Proposals in the House of Commons, " 19 December 19 16, Official Statements of War A ims and 
Peace Pro~osal~,  p. 17. Wilson's peace note was not public knowledge until it was revealed in 
the moniing papers of 21 December (sec Arthur Link, Wilson, vol. V, Camainns for 
Promessivism and Peace. 1916-1917 [PnM.Rtton, 1%5], p. 220). Britain's financial probkms 
became criticai when, at the end of November 1916, American banlcs were warned by the United 
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negotiaîions immediately. Lloyd George did not wish to be seen shutting the door completely.19 

Even some dissenthg opinion was encouraged by the Rime Minister's apparent willhgness to 

review Gennan terms. The speech was certainiy not of the "knock-out" variety, declared 

Snowden-praise indeed, albeit muted, from a most unexpeaed sourcem 

President Wilson's First Peace Offensive 

in spite of the difficulties inherent in supporthg enemy diplooiacy in wartime, the dissemers 

d e  shrewd use of the German Note. They immediately started a campaigu to elicit a 

satisfactory response from the British Govemment. To improve theu chances of success, the top 

priority was to induce President Wilson to mediate the confîict. Ever since the outbreak of war, 

dissenters had urged the American President to promote a negotiated settlement. These attempts 

at persuasion inteasifid afkr 27 May 1916, following a speech by Wilson to the League to 

Enforce Peace, in which he pledged American support for a post-war intemational league. After 

the luIl occasioned by the Presidential elections of November 1916. the dissenters redoubled theû 

efforts to convince Wilson that circumstances were propitious for a presidential peau initiative. 

Wilson was actually rather chagrined when one such appeal, fiom Trevelyan, was published in 

the New York Times of 5 December 1916. But the Resident was by no means deaf to these 

pleas by British dissenters. Also on 5 December, the anti-çonscriptionist Liberal MP, J.H. 

Whitehow, was ganted a private audience with House. When asked how the British 

States Federal Reserve Board to issue no more loans to the warring nations (Kathleen Burk, 
Britain. America and the Sinews of War. 1914-1918 [London, 1985], pp. 84-86). 

l9 Li, Wilson. Cam~aigo~, p. 231. 

The Labour Leader, 2 1 December 1916, p. 5. Also see The Nation, 23 December 19 16, 
p. 433. 
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Government would receive a peace note from Wilson, Whitehouse predicted that it would trigger 

a wave of pro-negotiaîion semiment that would force the Government to the table.'' 

From the dissenting perspective, Wilson's intervention becarne even more imperative after 

12 December. Keith Robbins notes that both Trevelyan and Wbitehouse again requested the 

President to act after the publication of the German Note. m e r  dissenters did Ikewise, m a t  

notably Bertrand Russell, the clandestine conveyançe to Amerka of whose 23 December "Open 

Leüer to President Wilson" almost led to a second legal prosecution of the tiamed philosopher- 

pacifist? Wilson hirnself had been taken aback by the Geman Note, partiy because he had 

alredy drafted one of his own. In spite of king preempted by Bethmann-Hollweg, the 

President, arguably, now had even more incentive to make a dramatic diplomatic intervention. 

Wilson had begun to entertain the probability of a German victory-one which would greatly alter 

the balance of power and jeopardize the achievement of a lasting, just peace. Although Wilson 

had wanted to launcb some kind of initiative since the end of November, after 12 December he 

felt that he had to wait in order to distance his overture fiom that of the Germans. Yet, by 17 

December, he had decided to proceed. The following day , against the advice of House, Wilson 

" Trevelyan's communication reached its destination courtesy of the sympathetic Buckler (see 
Boue, "Beyond the Rule of Law, " p. 160, n. 8 1). On his and Whitehouse's manoeuvering, see 
Link, Wilson. Canmaim, pp. 208-209; House to Buckler, 6 December 19 16, Buclder Papers, 
Series 1, Box 1, Folder 3; House to Wilson, 6 December 1916, House Papers, Series 1, Box 12 1, 
Folder 4270; Knoek, To End Al1 W m ,  p. 108. On the dissenters' relationship with Wilson 
generally , see Martin, Peace without Victow, chs. 4 and 5; Pelling, America and the British Lefi, 
pp. 108-1 10; Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, passim. Trevelyan believed that he had 
convinced Wilson to act when he claimed that the ftesident had followed the suggestion bat he 
had recently made (Trevelyan to Angell, 22 DeCernber 1916, Norman Angell Collection, 
Correspondence Trevelyan, Charles). 

Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 114; Rempel et a1 eds., The Collected Pa~ers of 
Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, pp. 5-10, 14 and on Russell's hounding by British legal and military 
authorities, R.A. Rempel, ed., The Collected Pmers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 13, Probhecv and 
Dissent. 19 14- 19 16, (London, 1988), pp . Ix-lxiv. 



ordered Secretary of State Lansing to send out his peace note that eveniag? 

The document began with Wilson stating that he was merely offering helpful suggestions 

as a friend and a neutral. He assured bis Congressional audience that his diplomaçy was in no 

way comected with the recent Gecman démarche. He wanted to assist in the exchange of views 

required to end the war but was not prepared to mediate. None of the belligerents had as yet 

outlined specific war aims. This task was the necessary first step towards a peace conference. 

The President, wishing to sound impartial, but actually angering the Allied Powers mightily, 

called "attention to the fact that the objects wbich the statesmen of the belligerents on both sides 

have in mind in this war are virnially the same, as stated in general terms to their own people 

and to the world." Rising hopes for peace, however, would be dashed if a war bebg fought for 

unspecified ends were to cost millions more lives and exhaust the material resources of the 

nations involvecl. But peace within reach because the belligerents' differences were not 

irreconcilable .% 

The President's Note received scant praise in some circles in Britain. Predictably , the 

staunch fight-to-the finish mentality of both The Times and The Momine Post remained 

unaffected by Wilson's peace diplomacy. The Fabian socialist New Statesman denied that an 

undoubtedly war weary public was prepared to accede to an unsatisfactory and premature peace. 

Indeed, the editorial detected a renewed determination to attain ideal ternis. The newspaper also 

observeci that Wilson's peace initiative cwld not but appear to reinforce thaî of the Germans. 

The latter comment shows how the tepid British response to Wilson's effort was very much 

Devlin, Tw Proud to Fipht, p. 575; Daniel M. Smith. The Great Deoarture: The United 
States and World War 1. 1914-192Q (New York, 1%5), p. 82; Arthur Link. Woodrow Wilson: 
A Brief Bi- (New York, 1%3), p. 1 IO; L i a ,  Wilson. Carnoai=, p. 2 17. 

Scott, ed., "Note of Pmident Wilson to the Belligerent Powers Suggesting a Statement of 
Peace Terms, " 18 December 19 16, CMicial Statements of War Airns and Peace Pro~osals, pp. 
13-14, 15. 



conditioned by its timing. Lord Crewe, a senior Liùeral figure inside the recently dismantled 

Asquith Coalition, pointed to the crux of this matier to Buxton. Despite Wilson's denial of aay 

liolr b e e n  his own and the German note, it was "almost inevitable that the two should be 

regardeci as possesshg a close connexion. * 

On 22 December the American Ambassador to Britain, Walter Hines-Page, informed bis 

Government that Wilson's address had been poorly received, in large part owing to its apparent 

placement of Germany and Britain on the same moral plane. Arthur Henderson, for one, 

lamenteci the wording of Wilson's offer. British Labour's representative in the War Cabinet, 

dong with numerous other upholders of the Allied cause, were adamant that the Central Powers 

were fighting for completely different, less honourable, motives than were their opponents. 

Snowden also interpreted the President's comments as a statement of the belligerents' moral 

equivalency but, as a dissenter, he was far less perplexed by the impIications of such a 

cornparison." Finally, those who were critical of the President suspected that he hoped that 

once discussions were staaed they would never be stopped? 

Wilson's dramatic gesture was embraced with enthusiasm by the dissenters. The fact that 

this latest cal1 for peace came from such an eminentiy respectable source lent British dissent a 

degree of credibility which had previously been lacking. The dissenters asserted that Wilson had 

been misinterpreted and had not played into Geman hands. They felt that the President might 

Crewe to Buxton, January 2, 1917, quoted in Conwell-Evans, Foreim Policy from a Back 
Bench, p. 127; The New Statesman, 30 December 1916, p. 290 (the editorial did at least concede 
that Wilson deserved a reply). See also, Rothwell, British War Aims and Peace Dibiornacv, p. 
61. British newspaper attitudes to the note are reviewed in Buckler to House, 22 December 
1916, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4). 

26 Smith, The Great h a m i r e ,  p. 73; Henderson to Buxton, 2 January 1917, Buxton Papers, 
Special Correspondence, Boxes 1-2. letter E-H, Arthur Henderson file; The Labour Leader, 4 
January 1917, p. 1. 

t7 Rothwell, British War Airns and Peace Di~iomacv, pp. 61-62. 
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even be nght in beiieving that the peace terms of the various powers were not irreconcilable. 

The fkiendly greeting of Wilson's note in The Nation was echoed in both the Manchester 

Fuardian and Wesûninster Gazette, which led Buckier to anticipate that Liberal opinion generally, 

and not just the dissenthg camp, was sympathetic to the Resident's ploy? 

The dissenters also welcomed Wilson's personal intemention because they perceived him 

as the ideal arbiter. Buckier reported to House bat "Macdonald (sic) and others believe.. .that 

both sides ought to state terms frankly but confïdentially to Uncle Sam as the 'honest br~ker.'"'~ 

For Morel, Wilson was perfectly cast in this role. The linchpin of the UDC identified with each 

of Wilson's three goals; to keep the United States out of the War, to stop the War and to forge 

"a Peace out of which can be created definite international safeguards for al1 nations." Through 

his intervention, Wilson had enbanced the prospects for a negotiated peace because Germany 

would now be obliged to state its terms. Shortly thereafter negotiations could begin. Wilson was 

"a tnie statesman," in the mind of Morel, who "is today, and will continue to be for a long time 

to corne, the most powerful and most independent personality in the world." Morel also stressed 

that if the Central Powers were intransigent, Wilson could wam them to be flexible or risk 

" See The Nation, 30 December 1916, p. 457. On the editorial line of the two Liberal 
dailies, see Buckler to House, 22 December 19 16, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4, in 
which the correspondent de- a "sense of weariness, of hopeless deadlock [which] bas 
hcreased surprisingly sbce Oct. 1. " By way of contrast to Buclder's upbeat tone, the paucity 
of praise for Wilson in the press as a whole prompted Buxton (in a huge of leap of faith) to write 
House that public opinion was far more favourable to the 18 December move than the newspapers 
acbowledged (Buxton to House, 28 December 1916, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, File 729). 

~9 Buckler to House, 27 December 1917, Buckier Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. 
MacDonald's vision of how negotiations might unf01d indi- that he had an untenable view of 
international affairs. In addition to the American offer to mediate, Germany would have to agree 
to certain minimum preconditions such as the evacuation of Belgium and France before 
negotiations could start. To deal with the difficult demands of the other Allies for "Datmatia and 
the Bosporus (sic), " 'they ' thought Gennany should make a unilateral withdrawal fiom north- 
eastem France and Belgium. This would shift the onus on to the Allies and put pressure on them 
to use an iatermediary to induce the Russians and ltalians to give up their demands. 



fhding America on the side of the 

Ln façt, many dissenters advocated acceptame of American mediation not because Wilson 

was an 'honest broker' but because he favoured Britain, something certainly not apparent fkom 

his Note. Morel had at least implied that the Allies too might find a less cornpliant United States 

if they stalleci negotiations." Buxton, who thought Wilson's offer of mediation "most 

opportune, "= referred to America's impartiality in Parliament on 2 1 December. At the same 

tirne, he told the Commons, there was no vaiid reason to rebuff President Wilson as his 

diplomacy was in accord with basic British objectives. Buxton was trying to bridge the gap 

between Lloyd George's determination to fight and his expression of interest in hearing German 

terms, by calling for the acceptame of American diplomatic intervention. He wanted the 

Government to appreciate that the United States was the "paramount factor" in Allied success, 

that its friendly neutrality was essential in view of America's pivotal supply role, and that Britain 

had American support already. Buxton warned the Commons that declining to state tenns would 

be "a grave diplomatic error" and provide fuel for the arms embargo lobby in America? This 

" Morel, "The War Carnot Go On," The U.D.C., January 1917, pp. 28-31. 

" W. Though not a dissenter at this tirne, Josiah Wedgwood was another example of those 
Liberal MPs who wanted American action. He travelled to the United States in mid-December 
1916 and, before leaving, discussed this memorandum with Waiter Runciman, former President 
of the Board of Trade, and Lord Robert Cecil, the new Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs. 
According to Wedgwood, they gave him "uieir private blessing." He presented his document, 
which was clearly written for an American audience, to House on Boxing Day 1916. He stated 
that he believed that the United States and Britain were the only tmly liberal nations in the world. 
As they were of like mind, then negotiations would be unlikely to damage British interests 
(Wedgwood, p. 1 18; "America and Peace" , Buxton Papers, Box 35). 

a Buckier to House, 22 December 1916, Buciùer Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. 

a PD (Commons), 21 Decernber 1916, 88, cols. 1768, 1769, 1771-2. Buxton argued that 
if the Allies eschewed temtorial gains through the process of negotiation, then this would 
discredit [Pmssian] militansm more effectively thm a daisive banlefield suaess. His speech 
bears a strücing resemblance to an article published three months earlier in which he etched out 
an American perspective on the European conflagration. Here he argueci that the Americans were 



hconsistency-that dissenters wanted a seemingly impartial but reaily mildly pro-British America- 

stemmed fiom the dissenters' view of the optimum outcome of the war. Dissenters hoped for 

a staleniate or, barring that, a slim British victory, to bring about a moderate and lasting 

sectlement. The worst-case scenario for dissenters was a German victory which would, in turn, 

reward militarism and threaten civil liberty. 

Buxton reiterated some of his views in a series of memoranda which were intended 

primarily for Ameican and British governmental figures and, secondarily, for sympathetic voices 

in the British press and Parliament. In one such papa Buxton asked rhetorically whether the 

United States could be ignored. If  America's mord support was useful, its matenal assistance 

was imperative. British dependence on American finance, munitions, food and raw materials 

required the cultivation of an American goodwill that could not be taken for granteci given the 

il1 feeling directed at Britain's blacklist of Amencan firms dealing with Germany, the naval 

blockade and postai censorship. He again argued tbat an Allied refusal to draft terms would 

strengthen those Amerkam who favoured an embargo on arms exports and loans and that 

continuhg intransigence might even jeopardize the flow of wheat fkom the United States 

Supporters of a negotiated peace also used Wilson's cal1 to put forth some of their own 

not really neutral, that they were appalled by the atrocities perpetrated by the Centrai Powers and 
only preveated €rom considering intervention on the Allied side because of the hostility of irish, 
German and some Eastern European immigrant lobbies (Buxton, "The War anci America," 
Contemoorary Review, November 1916, pp. 555-561). His Commons address was actually 
prepared More news of the peace note was released to the public, and in it Buxton merely 
alluded to rumours in the lobby of a dramatic Presidential initiative. Almost immediately, 
Buckler relayed the text of Buxton's speech to House (Buckler to House, 22 Deceniber 1916, 
Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4). 

Y "The Allies and Amenca," Buxton Papers, Box 35, WWI file. Buckler forwarded a copy 
of this memorandum to House in a letter of 29 December 1916 (Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 
1, Folder 4. Crewe received a copy fiom Buxton personaily on December 29 (Conwell-Evans, 
Forei~n Policv from a Back Bench, p. 127). The laaet also sent a condensed version to the 
editors of The Daifv News, The Dailv Telenra~h and The Dailv Chronicle. 



views on a satisfktory settlement. As regards some key specifics of the elusive settlement, 

Buxton wanted the United States' support for intemationalïzation of the Dardanelles and Russian 

amexation of Annenia? Wedgwood agreed that American diplornatic and military power was 

vital to guarantee fiee and equai access to the Straits. In his blueprint for peace Wedgwood also 

called for the complete independence of Poland, Belgiurn, Serbia and Romania, the 

internationaiizatioa of d l  African colonies and the international control of Pacific islands. More 

contentious terms included national independence for the whole of Ireland, Bohemia, Bosnia, 

Albania, Armenia and Finland, fieedom of the seas, Swiss annexation of Alsace and the division 

of Lorraine between France and Germany. Wedgwood's vision, steeped in the liberal tradition 

of free trade, rights for small states and the right to national selfdetermination, centred on 

formulating a proposal that would satisQ neither side fülly so chat it would be acceptable to 

w6 

Employing the spectre of an alienated American public opinion, the dissenters strove 

relentlessly, in Parliament, the press and their private correspondence, to persuade the new 

British Govemment to moderate its foreign policy and accept President Wilson's offer. The 

NCF's Catherine Marshall believed that now, in the immediate aftermath of Wilson's Peace Note, 

was the time for action, although she was shrewd enough to appreciate that demands for terms 

were best voiced by those other than the "pa~ifists."~ Buxton judged that the prospect of 

negotiations with Germany had never appealed to more than a "section" of British opinion, while 

responding to Wilson's request for terms was more broadly acceptable in liberal cucles." ln 

-- - -  

" - Ibid. 

" Wedgwood. 'America and Peace," Buxton Papen, Box 35. 

Quoted in Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 115. 

Buxton to Buclûer. 6 January 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 729. 
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Trevelyan's view, Governments could not now resist stating t e m  for fear of appearing 

irrational, and "B are placed in a most powerful position for agitation if they do. '" 

dissent in^ Reactions to the Allied Re~iies 

By the end of December 1916, the British Government was under enormous pressure to issue a 

war aims statement. Moreover, the proposais needed to be conciiiatory enough to assuage 

American public opinion. The Government's plight was alleviated by the cun dismissal of 

Wilson's note delivered by the German Government on 26 December. This concise reply 

accepted the "friendly spirit" of American initiative but considered thaî a direct exchange of 

views to be "the most suitable way of arriving at the desired result [the foundation of a lasting 

peace]." The German Government also proclaimecl bat  it had made the fust move towards peace 

and further rebuffed the President by adding that Gennany was only interestecl in working toward 

an international Ieague after the war was over. Only then could they collaborate with the United 

States on this vital matter of international security." 

The Allied Governments decided to answer the German offer of direct negotiations first 

and then to reply to President Wilson. Their response to Germany on 29 December 1916. began 

with a declaration of Allied unity. The note then contesteci the German view that the Allies had 

Trevel yan to Angell, 22 December 19 16, Norman Ange11 Collection, Correspondence 
Trevelyan, Charles. 

" Scott, ed., 'German Reply to President Wilson, " 26 December 1916, Official Statements 
of War Aims and Peace pro Dos al^, p. 22. The German answer tumed into a German diplornatic 
failure. According to Patrick Devlin, its "negative character" helped the Allies to formulate a 
response to Wilson. The German reply did not deal with the questions of restoration, restitution 
and reparation as laid out in Lloyd George's 19 December speech. Keih Robbk goes funher, 
sayhg tbat the German reply was a snub to the President. The very rapid response of the 
Germans to Wilson's note allowed the Allies to issue a reply to the German Note that was harsher 
than they might othefwise have considered advisable (Devlin, Tm Proud to Fight, p. 590; 
Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 1 15). 



caused the war and that the Central Powers were already victonous. Indeed, these German 

claims were "sufficient to render barren any attempt at negotiation. " The reply also doubted the 

pacific intentions behind Germany's diplomacy because their note containd nothing of substance 

in the crucial area of war aims: it was instead a "manoeuvre of wu"  choreographed to avoid the 

penalties for aggression and to impose a German peace. Furthemore, the Gerrnan Note was 

calculated to weaken Allied domestic opinion, to strengthen German domes tic opinion, to deceive 

and to intimidaîe neutral counties and "fïnally to justiQ new crimes in advance. The Allied 

note haî  they sought the "reparation of liberties" and expounded upon the principle of 

national selfdetermination. They wanted assurances on the rights of small States and, possibly, 

more general guarantees of security in the post-war world. 

Although the Allied note was clearly indequate as a statement of war aims, the Lloyd 

George Government had at least responded to Gerrnany and established a fiamework for htwe 

dialogue. But most dissenters dismissed the 29 December reply out of hand." Morel 

denounced both its tone and contents, whilst acknowieâging that there might still be room for 

t a k  if the right preconditions could be achieved. But the Allies were misguided in treating the 

German Note as a aap. Morel saw in the reply a demonstration of the Allied Govemments* 

unswerving faith in the viability of military victory. Yet the Allied war effort was fading: Russia 

was weak and unable to prop up Romania; M y  had a large peace movement; In ail theatres of 

Scott, ed., "Entente Reply to German Proposais, " 29 December 19 16, Onicial S~~tements 
of War Aims and Peace pro ri os al^, p. 26-28. 

" The Nation was ambivalent about the 29 December reply. On one hand the editorial was 
sorry not to see a proper statement of aims especially when Wilson's cal1 for a confidentid list 
of objectives mitigated the worst elements of a public statement of terms. On the other hmd, the 
editorial still thought that there was hope for p a x .  Furthemore, now the Allied reply had 
shifted the onus onto Germany. If there were no change in the German position, The Nation 
argueci, then the 12 December German Note would look like a war ploy . This in turn would 
lessen American goodwill toward Germany and risk war with the United States over an expandecl 
submarine campaign (The Nation, 6 January 19 17, p. 485, 488). 
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the war forward movement had ceased. Especially distressing was the huge toll of casualties on 

the Western Front. Surely, Morel reasoned, the Government could not be planning another 

fniitless offensive. The German war effort, by contrast, was not nearly so ~haky.'~ 

Snowden was equally vehement in his denunciation of the Allies. The truculence of their 

note had effdvely handed the moral high ground over to Germany. 

What has happened durhg the past three weeks in the way of dedarations of the 
statesmen of the Allied countries, and the brutal jingoism and arrogant militarism 
of the press has shown the world that the responsibility for the continuation of 
the war, and al1 that is involved in the loss of life and wealth, must henceforth 
rest with the Entente P o w e r ~ . ~  

There was also concern in dissenting circles that the Allied response only bolstered those 

extremists in Germany who claimed that the Entente was intent on destroying them. The Liberal 

scholar and elder statesman, Lord Bryce, who in 1915 had chaired the notorious Cornmittee of 

lnquiry into German Atrocities in Belgium, voiced this dissenting fear to Buxton. 

the only result is to confirm the dogged and ferocious resistance of Germany and 
Austria, whose peoples will feel they must fight to the death rather than submit. 
Every additional item of defeat and humiliation counts. We are in for a long war 
now. 1 hope those pacifists who have been asking the Allies to show their hand 
are happy at lm." 

In spite of the appearance of Allied intransigene, the dissenters were not determi from 

further lobbying of both the British and American Govements to continue working towards a 

negotiated peace. in another privately circulated memorandum, Buxton exhorteci the United 

States to propose some form of international administration of the Straits, so that Russia would 

not have to keep fighting in order to achieve its premier strategic objective in the Near East- 

unrestricted naval açcess through the Dardanelles. In Buxton's view, it was better for America 

'' Morel, "The War Cannot Go On, " The U.D.C., Jaauary 1917, p. 28-3 1. 

The Labour Leader, 4 January 1917, p. 1. 

a Quoted in Anderson, Noel Buxton, p. 90 
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to deprive Russia of Constantinople by assuming control of the city itself than to have Britain- 

which distnisted tsarist intentions in the region-stand in Russia's way and thereby deter the latter 

from negoriacing? Buxton was tqring to induce Wilson to put fonuard cenain proposais which 

would satisQ British concem and thereby hasten a settiement. His plan was to coax the United 

States into European politics by committing it permanently to guarantee a 'liberal' peace. This 

proposal was, like much other dissenting talk of the tirne, part of a more concerted attempt to 

inhibit Lloyd George and the jingoes from ruining the promise of the peace diplornacy of 

December 1916. Some dissenters even believed that the Allieû answer to Wilson's offer to 

mediate represented a degree of success for their campaign of persuasion. 

On IO January 1917 the Allied leadership released its most comprehensive statement of 

war aims to date. This subtle response to the American President actually appeared to address 

many concerns of the dissenters. It commenced witb an appreciation of Wilson's endeavours and 

with an endorsement of his post-war scheme for an international league backed by the sanction 

of force. However, the Allies protested the cornparison of themselves and the Central Powers. 

The former were fighting not "for selfish interests, but above al1 to safeguard the independence 

of peoples, of right, and of h u d t y . "  Conversely, the Geman and the Austro-Hungarian 

Empires were fighting for a European hegemony and "economic domination of the world. " The 

reply blawd the war's origins on the Central Powers and caîalogued the atrocities which they 

had perpetrated since b outbreak." 

The Allies were not prepared to disclose the specific amount of the indemaities they 

coveted until the start of any negotiations. But they were definitely seeking the restoration with 

" T h e  Straits and America," 4 January 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 730; 
Buxton to Buckier, 6 January 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 729. 

" Scott, ed., "Entente Reply to Resident Wilson, " 10 January 1917, Oncial Statements of 
War Aims and Peace Prooosal~, pp. 35-36. 



indemnities of Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro. In addition, al1 occupied territory in France, 

Russia and Romania would have to be evacuated. Europe would be reorganized and "guaranteed 

by a stable ré-e," evidently an international organization of States. The Allies demanded 

respect for the principle of nationality and tbu any reapportionment of national boudaries be 

based on "territorial conventions aad international agreements." Furthemore, the settlement 

would have to include the "restitution of provinces or territories wrested in the past from the 

Allies by force or against the wishes of the inbabitants." Specifically, this implied the liberation 

of Italians, Slavs, Romanians, Czechs and Slovaks as well as the "populations subject to the 

bloody tyranny of the Turks," whose European possessions were to be confiscated. In 

conclusion, the Allies did not intend to exterminate the German people or their state but, rather, 

to achieve a peace consistent with liberty, justice and respect for international obligations-goals 

to which the United States was c~mmitted.~ 

The Allied note of 10 January was beüer received by dissenters than the message to 

Germany that had ken deliverd eleven days earlier. The Nation concluded that the Allies had 

accepteci the League of Nations idea and piedged themselves to the principle of national self 

determination. Furthemore, such minimum demands as the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France, 

the expulsion of the Ottoman Empire from Europe and freedom for its Christian minorities were 

hardl y excessive." 

a Scott, ed., "Entente Reply to President Wilson, " 10 January 1917, Onicial Statements of 
War Aims and Peace Prooosals, pp. 35-37. The Poles were excluded from this pledge to the 
subject peoples of Europe because the Tsar had recently made a public dedaration which the 
other Allies deemed in exms of their minimum demands for other nationalities. 

" The Nation, 13 January 1917, p. 5 13. At the same tirne, pro-war opinion could also draw 
an encouragiag message from the doeument. The New Statesman praised the Allies' answer to 
President Wilson and remarked that the continuation of peace talk appeared to have strengthened 
the Allied position vis à vis neutrai and domestic opinion (see The New Statesman, 13 January 
1917, pp. 337, 338; 20 Ianuary 1917, p. 362). 
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Buxton was tentative in his approval of the staternent. He appreciated the promise of a 

post-war international league but, overail, regretîed the absence of a more conciliatory tone. To 

bis fnends Buxton confided his amietksi about Allied plans for the Straits and for the Habsburg 

Empire. He opposeci any dismemberment of Austria-Hungary, the continuing territorial integrity 

of which he judged essentid for peace? Buton and many other dissenters were embanassed 

by the Allied leadership's solicitude for oppressed nationdities. The liberation of subject peoples 

was, after dl, a keynote article of the Gladstonian Eaith. Yet Buxton felt that ill-judged Allied 

promises to the Czechs and Slovaks especially, by threatening the very structure of Austria- 

Hungary, would induce the latter to carry on fighting even against the most overwhelming odds. 

Such a settlement of the nationalities problem in Central Europe would be disastrous and. 

moreover, the British people were unwilling to pay the prix of prolongbg the war for such a 

purpose. Buxton maintained a tenuous connection with the traditions of Gladstonian Liberalism 

by advocating instead a scheme of internal 'home nile', on the grounds that the goal of complete 

independence from Habsburg rule was not universally shared by its Slavic subjects. 

Unfortunately for Buxton, he was subjected to sustained ridicule by the same newspaper which 

chose to publicize bis personal resolution of this most perplexing of dissenthg dilemmas. The 

New Statesman questioned Buxton's estimate that Czechoslovakian independence would cost 

500,000 British lives. Indeed, it did not foresee any extra casualties or any extension of the war, 

because Austria-Hungary would collapse as soon as Germany was beaten. The newspaper then 

launched a scathing personal attack on this erstwhile sympathiser with the plight of oppressed 

peoples: 

The spectacle of Mr. Buxton as a champion of Germa-Magyar dominion over 
the subject races of the conglomerate Austrian Empire is so rernarkable that we 
h o p  he will forgive us if we hesitate to accept quite at their face value the 

Robbins, The Abolition of W u ,  p. 116; Anderson, Noel Buxton, pp. 88-89. 



doubts which he expresses as to the genuineness of the Bohemïan demand for 
liberaîion. Tbey are inspind, we canna help suspecting, less by his knowledge 
of the situation on the spot than by his apprehensions as to the prolongation of 
the war ... Buxton's argument is typical of so much that passes for sound 
reasoning nowadays in certain quarters tbat it deserves examination. Acnidly, 
it is no more than an edifice of vague doubts f o d e d  neither on military 
knowledge nor, as far as we can see, upon any serious attempt on common-seme 
lines to envisage the end of the ~ a r . ~ '  

Snowden too was dismayed by the content of the Allied reply to Wilson. He approved 

their acceptaince in principle of a post-war internaiional league but felt that the Government had 

attaçhed to it so many conditions as to make it virtually unworkable. As if arguing the German 

perspective of the British note," Snowden vennired that its principal message was the Allied 

desire for conquest. The Allies clearly wished to break up Germany, Bulgaria, Austria-Hungary 

and Turkey. The imposition of such a victory would so humiliate Germany, however. that in the 

process of achieving their desired ends, the Allies would sacrifice the security without which 

there could be no lasting peace. For Snowden, genuine security would remain elusive if there 

were any vanquished powers at the end of the ~ a r . ' ~  But Snowden must at least have been 

Buxton, "The Liberation of Bohemia, " The New Statesman, 20 January 1917, p. 373 and 
also the unsigned editorial on p. 362 of the same issue. More generally, see Hanak, "The UDC 
during the First World Wu," passim. 

a The Gennan Govemment used the Allied note to prove that the Entente powers were bent 
on conquest. In their view, the decisions to seize Alsace-Lorraine and several Prussian 
provinces, to 'humiliate' and 'curtail' the Austro-Hungarian Empire and to partition Turkey and 
Bulgaria were pateutly not based on the principles of reparation and restitution (Scott, ed., 
"German Comment upon Entente Reply to President Wilson," 12 Jmuary 1917, Officia1 
Statements of War Aims and Peace Rooosals, p. 4 9 .  The lead article in The Tribunal entitled 
"Punishhg Germany" mocked the view that Britain was wholly absolved of the guilt of staning 
the war and th&, consequently, Germany should be crushed. He argued, as Ponsonby had done 
before his constituents in December, that you could not punish a nation; the personal cost would 
be too great on al1 sides. A week later another unsigned lead article raiseci the spectre of 
militarism stating thaî it did not believe "that the triumph of British militarism means perpetual 
peace and the safety of small nations ("The Need for Guarantees, " The Tribunal, 1 1 January 
1917; p. 1; "Punishing Germany," 4 January 1917, p. l)." 

The Labour Leader. 18 Jaauary 1917, p. 1. 
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pleased that the Govemment had stated its objectives. Here was vindication for those, like him, 

wbo had long urged the Govemment to declare its aims. Also, the 'expansionist* war aims of 

the Allies were suddenly exposeci to the view of the whoie world. 

Many dissenters aîtacked the 10 January statement for pricing its minimum demands too 

high. Even the generally upbaî Buckler thought that the Allies had strengthened the "German 

rnilitarists." H.N. Brailsford, joumaiist of renown and a UDC and ILP member, cornplainecl 

bitteriy that he would rather have been kept ignorant of Allied terms. He was now convinceci 

that only complete victory would satisfjr their politicai and military leaders? These suspicions 

could only be c o b e d  by the British supplement to the Allied note which the Foreign 

Secretary, Arthur Balfour, dispatched to Wilson on 13 January. Balfour stressed the importance 

of expetling Turkey from Europe, of promoting national selfdetennination in aggressive Imperid 

States and of an effective international system that would punish aggression. The principal theme 

of Balfour's note was the brutal, perfidious, and bellicose nature of German militarism. Of the 

future peace, he said that "the people of this country share to the full the desire of the President 

for peace, [but] they do not believe peace can be durable if it be not based on the success of the 

Allied cause. "" 

It was hugely ironic that many proponents of a 'democratic' foreign policy actually 

advocated the resort to secret diplomacyin order to stimulate peace talks. MacDonald thought 

that only these questionable methods would allow the belligerents to explore their options without 

the extremists underminhg the discussions with their intemperaie demands.' Buxton too 

Y Buckier to House, 1 February 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; Robbins, 
The Abolition of War, p. 116. 

Scott, ed., British Supplement to Entente Reply to President Wilson, " 13 January 1917, 
Officia1 Statements of War Aims and Peaw Prmosals, pp. 45-49. 

For MacDonald's private view on secret diplomacy in this period, see p. 49. 
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believed that it was crucial for the British Government to state its aims to Wilson in confidence. 

ûnly then could they avoid the pidall of committing to iinmlinlhle objectives yet still satisfy 

American opinion. Furthemore, any level of discussions with Wilson would dissuade him from 

entering into direct negotiations with belligerent counaies. Even if their demands were lealred, 

the British Government would remain uncommitted because these terms would have no official 

standing and could not, therefore, be exploited by the Gennan j i n g ~ e s . ~  

Yet the Allies* 10 January statement had in many ways helped the dissenters advance their 

vision of o negotiated peace. The dissenters were most successful in focusing the attention of a 

section of the divided Liberal Party on the need to craft a moderate settlement. They experienced 

a small setback because Allied Governments were able to produce a war aims statement that was 

acceptable to both American and British public opinion. However, the dissenters were now able 

to concentrate theu attention on the 'expansionist' Allied programme which they argued went well 

beyond Asquith's 9 November 1914 war aims speech at Guildhall and stort building a case for 

the restatement of British war aims? The dissenters had not succeeded-despite their best 

efforts-in convincing the public that a moderate approach, in conjunction with presidential 

mediation, would lead to an early and permanent peace. Nonetheless, with Wilson apparently 

on their side, their prospects looked hopeful. 

Buckier to House, 27 December 1916, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box. 1, Folder 4; 
Confidentid Memorandum "The Allies and America," Buxton Papers, Box 35, WWI file. 

From the outset, Asquith declared that the war was to liberate Belgium, to seek reparations 
for Belgium, to protect France and smaller nationalities, and to defeat Prussianism (S~eeches bv 

e Earl of Oxford lad Asauith. K.G. [New York, 19271, pp. 223-224). At the end of January 
1917, Walter Long, the Colonial Secretary, appeared to c0nfh-m the dissenters' suspicions with 
his statement that Germany's colonies would not be returned to her afier the war (Kernek, 
Disbaaions of Peace dur in^ War, p. 42). 



The Continuation of Wilson's Peace Offmive 

Following his receipt on 26 December of the German reply to his note, President Wilson resolved 

to establish himself as a 'rallying point* for those in the warring nations who were interested in 

a negotiated peace? Wilson chose the Senate on 22 January 1917 as the venue for his most 

important foreign policy statement of tbe war so far. For Wilson, only a just peace could be a 

secure peace. He proposed as a parantee for such a peace American participation in a "League 

for Peace . " 

The question upon whiçh the whole future peace and policy of the world depends 
is this: Is the present war a struggle for a just and secure peace, or only for a 
new balance of power?. . .Only a tranquil Europe can be a stable Europe. There 
must be, not a balance of power, but a community of power; not organized 
rivairies, but an organized common peace. 

The only solution was, he continued, employiog one of the celebrated phrases of wanime 

diplomacy, a "peace without victory. " 

Victory would mean peace forced upon the loser. a victor's terms imposed upon 
the vanquished. It would be accepteci in humiliation, under duress, at an 
intolerable sacrifice, and would leave a sting, a resentment, a bitter memory upon 
which the terms of peace would rest, not permanently, but only as upon 
quicksand. Only a peace between equals GUI last. 

Wilson then outlioed the other prerequisites of a lasting seulement: "equality of rights arnong 

organized nations, " the acceptance of national selfdetermination, access to the sea for land-loçked 

countries, freedom of the seas and the limitation of armaments.dO 

The British response to Wilson's Senate speech was ambivalent. Buckler declared that 

Woodrow Wilson and " Martin, Peace without Victory, pp. 122-124; Lloyd E. Ambrosius, ' 
#he American Diolornatic Tradition: The Treatv Fieht in Perswftive (Cambridge, 1987), p. 28. 

' Scott, ed., "Address of President Wilson to the Senate," 22 January 1917, Official 
Statements of War Aims and Peace Prmosal~, p. 5 1, 52-53. Also on Wilson's address, see 
Kernek, Distractions of Pace  duriru War, pp. 32-33; Martin, Peaçe without Victory, pp. 124- 
126; Arthur Walworth, Woodrow Wilson (New York 1978), pp. 79-80. 
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the address was popular with "L~kraIs and democrats" and "on the whole ... 1 think it has been 

wondemilly received. ' This would bave been wishful thinking even if the ailing #taché had been 

monitoring British opinion more closely than he probably had during his past two weeks of 

enforced idleness. More typical of British sentiment waf The New Statesman's equation of "no 

victory' with Gennan victory: "Nothing short of victory will satisfy the Aliied peoples, and 

nothing short of it will secure our aims-and Mr. Wilson's. "61 

The low-key govenunental responsedD reflected official disquietude at the lilcely 

implications of the 'peace without victory' maxim. Bonar Law answered Wilson at a war loans 

rally in Bristol on 24 lanuary. It was impossible for Britain to view the war from a neutral 

perspective in the face of German aggression and barbarity. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 

did like the idea of an effective international league, however. He reiterated that Britain had only 

eschewed peace negotiations so Ear because to consider peace now would result in "a peace based 

on a Gerrnan victory." To great applause he closed by proclaiming that "what President Wilson 

is longing for we are fighting for. "a 

Laurence Martin argues that the officia1 teaction to Wilson's speech was taken by the pro- 

negotiations lobby as evidence of the British Govemrnent's 'extreme' interpretation of its own 

statement of 10 January. Snowden observed that the gist of Wilson's message clearly conflictecl 

6L Buclûer to House, 26 Ianuary 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; The New 
Statesrnan, 27 January 1917, p. 389. 

Sterling Kemek States thaî the Foreign Office concluded that it was not necessary to make 
a formal reply. Kernek, Distractions of Peace durine War, p. 33. Also see Rothwell, British 
War Aims and Peace Di~lomacy, pp. 654%. 

Scott. ed., "Comment of Bonar Law, Chancellor of the Exchequer, on the Address of 
President Wilson," 24 January 1917, gfficial Statements of War Aims and Peace Prcmosals, pp. 
57-59. See also Kernek, Distractions of Peace during War, pp. 32-33. The UDC published a 
pamphlet on Wilson's speech entitled, "President Wilson's Message to the World" (London, 
1917), UDC 33b. 
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with the Allied positions on Constantinople and the fiedom of the seas. Labour's The Herald 

concluded that the Entente powers were fighting for vengeance and not for the noble ends 

proclaimed by Wilson. Some dissenters also detected domestic concerns behind the British rebuff 

to Wilson. Beraand Russell, for example, argued that American diplomacy had failed because 

of the War Cabinet's desire to institute a more thoroughly militarized administration of the 

domestic war effort? 

Wilson's impassioned plea was instantiy acknowledged by dissenters as an inspirational 

cal1 for a liberal peace. They deplored his critics' fixation on one aspect of the message, arguing 

that the sense of 'peace without victory' had not been properly grasped." Buton maintained 

that "the result was that Wilson appealed to the silent masses, which was & essential thing to 

bring about." For Snowden, it was vital that Wilson had spoken "in the name of humanity, and 

repeated that the issues at stake in this war can only be settled by reason. " He felt that Wilsonian 

peace was within reach. The UDC also applauded the American President. Dissenters generally 

urged acceptana of American mediation for the same reasons they had highlighted the previous 

December, namely, that the United States really did support basic British objectives and that 

American diplomatic involvement was necessary in order to parantee post-war securityM 

The dissenters were now convinced that Wilson was hlly converted to their own foreign 

policy platform. More1 expressed bis firm conviction that "if she [the United States] cornes in, 

@ Martin. Peace without Victorv, p. 82; The Labwr Leader, 25 January 1917, p. 1; The 
Herald, "WelI Done, Wilson, " 27 January 1917, p. 9. Russell, "President Wilson's Statement, " 
1 February 1917, in Rempel et ai eds., The Collected Pabers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 
9, pp. 4748. 

" See, for example, The HeralQ, 27 January 1917, p. 9; The Nation, 27 January 1917, p. 
573; The Westminster Gazette, 23 January 1917, p. 1. 

Buxton to 'Elizabeth, * 8 February 19 17, Buxton Papers (DuLe), 34-C, Box 2, leuers 191 1 - 
49; The Labour Leader, 1 Febmary 1917, p. 1; Swartz, p. 137; 'Well Done, Wilson!," 
Herald, 27 January 1917, p. 9; The N a m ,  27 January 1917, pp. 573-574. 
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she will corne in on the programme of the Union of Democratic Control, which President Wilson 

has made his own. " Snowden claimed that Wilson now publicly supported the ILP's and "other 

pacifist bodies'.. .ideas and proposais. " Russell echoed these views. remarkîng that "Resident 

Wilson.. .states in simple, emphatic language the view for which pacifists have contended. "67 

In light of the disappointment of dissenters at the Allied declaration of 10 January, 

Wilson's Senate speech provided fresh impenis, guidance and credibility to the pro-negotiation 

forces. Wilson had reinforceci their own message which, in turn, refleçted well upon dissent. 

They could now bope that the pressure exerted by the United States might persuade the British 

Goverment to accede to a negotiateâ settlement. But Snowden was definitely mistaken in his 

belief that, "it will not be possible, after this Wilson's] declaration, for the war-to-a-finish 

patriots to invoke the support of the United States. "CU Bonar Law's Bristol speech indicated that 

the Govemment too might employ liberal rhetoric to advance its fight-to-the-finish policy, just 

as Wilson himself would later do in justiQing Arne- entry into the war as necessary to make 

the world safe for democracy. 

The Labour Party 

At the outset of the Lloyd George coalition early in December 1916, the new fnme Minister 

invited the Labour Party to participate more fully in the recomtructed administration. He 

requested Arthur Henderson to sit in the new, smaller and more powerfûl War Cabinet. In 

addition ministerial positions were alloçated to Labour men-including, ultimately, a specially 

" Quoted in Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 137; The Labour Leader, 25 
January 1917, p. 1; "President Wilson's Statement," 1 Febmary 1917, in Rempel # al eds., 
Collectecl P m r s  of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 9, pp. 4743. 

The Labour w, 25 January 1917, p. 1. 
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created Ministry of Labour-and concessions were granted on certain policy matters of hterest 

to organized labour. The executive of the Labour Party was at first reluctant to collaborate, but, 

after a meeting with the exenitive where Lloyd George managed to isolate Snowden and Sidney 

Webb, the leadership of the Parliamentary Labour Party agreed. Though the executive of the 

Labour Party accepteci to join the new Govemment, many labour supporters remained suspicious 

and this decision, moreover, had yet to be ratified by party conferend9 

The Labour Party conference of 23-26 January 1917 focused on two main issues: the 

Party's entry into the Lloyd George Coalition and its suppon for the war. After a heated debate, 

the Party voted to remain in Government. Snowden and E.C. Fairchild, an executive member 

of the marxist British Socialist Party, attacked the executive's decision. Yet, the vote to reject 

that portion of the executive's report which supported Labour participation in the Govermnent 

was defeated by 1,849,00 to 307,000 votes. Fairchild ais0 moved to declare the war an 

imperialist war and to demand that the Govemment enter negotiations immediately. Not 

surprisingly this motion did not pass either. The results was 302,000 for and 1,697,000 against 

the motion. Bruce Glasier, a long-standing ILP member, moved that the executive cal1 for a 

meeting of the International Socialist Bureau with a view to establishing a war aims programme 

acceptable to international labour. This motion was rejected by 1,498,000 to 696,000. 

MacDonald argued that if international organized Labour wanted to have any Say in the terms of 

peace it must consult and then issue a deciaration. ïndeed, the consultation process might even 

Even the pro-war section of the labour movement dismisteci Lloyd George. Beatrice Webb 
predicted that his " reactionary " and "non-egaiitarian " leadership would result in the suppression 
of the working class, India, and Ireland, while the ruling class would survive unscatbed. In 
addition, the new Government was bound to çarry on the fight irrespective of the human and 
financiai costs (MacKenzie, eds., The Diarv of Beatrice Webb, pp. 269-270 (7 December 1916). 
On Lloyd George's troubled wartirne relatiooship with the labour movement generalIy, see 
especially, Chris Wrigley, David Llovd Georg and the British Labour Movement: War and 
m, (Hassocks, 1976), m i m .  
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require an interm&ional meeting. His enthusiasm for such a conference was a foretaste of his 

position on the Stockholm conference in August. W.P. Purdy, in the Presidential Address at the 

A ~ u d  Conference of the Labour Party, said tbt the Allies' terms were sound, especially if there 

were some kind of federation of nations "which will act - by force if necessary - in presewing 

the peace of the world". An amendment proposed by Will Thome of the General Workers 

Union, calling for the war to continue until victory was achieved, passed 1,036,000 to 

464,ûûû.'O 

The dissenters mainîained that the fiil1 extent of their success at Manchester was obscured 

by the Labour Party's block-voting system. Morel aîtributed the Labour Party's renewed pledge 

of support for the war to the "cumbrous and extraordinarily undemwratic voting system in vogue 

at these conferences." A truly representative vote would have yielded considerably different 

resuits, although he admittecl that a real rnajority still backed the war. John Scurr, The Herald 

correspondent, seconded Morel's view, reporting that the 'peace' section was stronger than it 

appeared. The Nation agreed that the voting system "disguises and overwhelms minorities" and 

that the ILP motion on the Govemment indicated the actual feeling of the conference." 

In spite of these apparent setbacks, the dissenters viewed the conference as a qualified 

sucçess. They fek that the chmging mood of labour had been demonstrated and that Labour 

Party support for the war was ebbing. Morel interpreted the acclamation of MacDonald as 

Treasurer, dong with the election to office of other ILP representatives, as evidence that the 

Labour rank-and-file now supported a pro-negotiation position. The Labour Leader, too, noted 

a "changed atmosphere," particularly in the warm reception accorded to Wilson's 22 lanuary 

"Labour Party Conference," The Labour Leader, p. 7; Rmort of the Annual Conference 
of the Labour Partv. 23 January 1917, pp. 125-129. 

'' The U.D.C., Febniary 1917, p. 40; John Scurr, "Labour Party Conference," The Herald, 
3 February 1917, p. 4. 
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speech." MacDonald observed that more delegates appeared to have accepted the ILP's position 

and Snowden surmised that the delegates' attitudes were radically different from those expressed 

at the previous year's conference in Bristol. The latter regard4 the suçcess of several 

"emergency " ILP motions as tantamount to "rescind[ing] the decisions against peace negotiations, 

international relations and support for the Coalition Goverment." He maintained that the 

conference was a victory for the LP, claiming that the 'peace' section now had the endorsement 

of the rd-and-file and that there would be no "war party " at the conference of 19 18." 

December 1916 and January 1917 had been portentous months for British dissenters and their 

quest for a negotived peace. Followhg the low point of the formation of the Lloyd George 

Coalition, the dissenters were bombardai with peace initiatives and statements of war a h .  

Their drive for a negotiated settlement was affiected by four extraneous factors: the German Peace 

Note. the Allied statement of 10 lanuary, Wilson's interventions, and the Labour Party 

conference. 

The German Peace Note set in motion what was to prove the most fiantic period of peace 

diplomacy of the whole war. The dissenters were fortunate that the impetus came from abroad. 

The German initiative reaffirmed the somewhat credulous dissenting view of a Germany that was 

" The U .D. C ,, February 1917, p. 40; John Scurr, "Labour Party Coafennce, " The Herald, 
3 Febniary 1917, p. 4; "Labour Party Confernrence, " The Labour M e r ,  25 January 19 17, p. 6. 
Also see Car1 F. Brand, The British Labour Partv: A Short Historv (Stanford, 1974), pp. 3942. 

" "The I.L.P. Story of the conference," The Labour Leader, 1 February 1917, p. 6; & 
Labour Leader, 1 February 19 17, p. 1. Snowden listed three of the "emergency " motions. One 
opposed the Paris Resolutions. Another protested governmental repression of civil liberties 
through DORA and the Military Service Acts. The third supported Wilson's position on an 
international system based on a League of Nations. 
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interested in securing a faV, moderate sdement. The belligerent tone of the German response 

to Wilson's 18 December peace note, not to mention their resumption of unrestricted submarine 

warfare, could both be blamed on a naturd and understandable reaction to Allied extremism. 

Even the Allied Govements' carefully crafted response to President Wilson held 

promise for the dissenters. They had k e n  clamouring for a statement of war aims for months, 

on the grounds that the British people deserved to know for what they were fighting. Such 

knowledge, the dissenters conceded. might strengthen the public's will to resist the Central 

Powers. But, privately, they hoped for a statement that was either so extreme as to spark a 

public backlash and generate support for open diplomacy, or else a statement of temis that might 

lead directly to negotiations for peace. The combination of German diplornatic heptitude and 

Lloyd George's deft handling of his Govement's replies to Germany and America, however, 

allowed the British Government to emerge as a clear victor in the stniggle to win over British and 

American domestic opinion. Yet the dissenters at least had confirmation of what they believed 

were predatory Allied war a h .  Their campaign to force the Government to replace the 10 

January proposais with a new, more satisfactory, war aims programme would become their 

principal focus throughout 1917. 

Wilson had introduced the first real possibility of mediation. The German initiative was 

an unprecedented step forward, but the move became important only with Wilson's intervention. 

Whereas the German move was easily comûued by the Government as a mere ruse de mierre, 

President Wilson had exactly those peace-making credentiais which the dissenters sought in an 

arbitrator. He was an apparently disinterested, powerfiil neutral with a distinctive ability to 

implement and guarantee a setîlement. Wilson had intervened twice diplornatically and had come, 

tôey believed, very close to arranging negotiations. The dissenters were now convhced that 

Wilson stood for the same liberal peace as they did. They could also congratulate themselves for 
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stimularing Wilson's diplornatic onensive foray and an Allied statement of terms, however 

unsatisfactory. Wilson's quasidissenting views meant that, despite the setback of 3 1 January, 

he could and would continue to press for a liberal peace. The dissenters could look forward to 

reasonable success in the future with Wilson as their champion. However, they overestimated 

their ability to manipulate Wilson and were peculiarly adept at the politics of illusion. "Shocked 

and confiised by the circumstances beyond their control, British Liberals ofkn heard in Wilson's 

tendentious pronouncements the reverberating echoes of their own self-rightewsness. "'' 

Finally, the Labour Party conference appeared to show that the Labour Party would not 

continue acting as a bulwark against the peace agitation of its minority elements. The dissenters 

were confident that the Manchester meeting had been a great success, marred only by the party's 

oppressive block voting system. Dissenting opinion welcomed warmly what it perceived as the 

tirnely Amerîcan intervention in the peace process. Wilson's move came at a crucial moment 

when it seemed to the hopeful that Germany was prepared to negotiate in good faith. 

At the very moment when they hoped for a breakthrough in favour of negotiation, 

however, the dissenters were dealt a cruel blow. On 3 1 January the German Ambassador Johann 

von Bemtorff gave Lansing two documents. The first was a private letter, ostensibly from him 

to House. Actually, most of the letter was written by Bethmann-Hollweg and was intended for 

the President. It was a statement of terms which did not lend itself to anything remotely 

resembling a compromise settlement. The second document was a dedaration that unrestricted 

submarine warfare would resume on 1 February. This move represented the abandonment of the 

" Stephen E. Koss, Fleet Street Radical: A.G. Gardiner and the Dailv News (London, 1973), 
p. 207. 
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'Sussex Pledge' of 4 May 1916." It signified a disastrous development in German-American 

relations. Gennan aedibility was seriously damaged in the fiesident's view by the public and 

private nature of the G e m  communications. The majority of the American press saw 

Germany's strategic gambit as a virtual declararion of waraT6 

'' The Sussex Pledge bad been given to the American Governent following the torpedoing 
of the Sussex by a German U-boaî on 25 March. The vesse1 had been sunk without warning and 
several American citizens had perished. The Germans promiseci that, henceforth, no merchant 
vessels would be sunk without warning and that its submariners would try to Save lives unless 
ships tried to escape or resist. See G.R. Conyne, Woodrow Wilson: British Persmives, 1912- 
21 (New York, 1992), p. 64. - 

'' Zeman, A Diaiornatic History of the First World War, pp. 199-20. Also. see Kemek, 
Distractions of Peace durinn War, p. 36. 



Chapter 2: THE FLOW OF THE TIDLFEBRUARY 1917 TO MARCH 1917 

Introduction 

Historians have foçused on the apparent insignifiance of February and March 1917 because the 

broad strategic picture of the war offered little encouragement to British dissenters. German 

submarine warfare was already having a deadly effect on allied shipping and its impact would 

becorne even more devastating as the spring progressed. Ln addition, the Germans had 

strengthened their defensive positions on the Western front by staghg a series of plamed 

withdrawals. Nor was the dissenters' quest for a negotiated peace boosted by developments on 

the diplomatic fiont. The renewal of unrestriaed U-boat açtivity had resulted on 3 February in 

the suspension by the United States of al1 diplomatic relations with Gemany. This move 

appeared at fust to reverse the momentum which the dissenters had been building since December 

1916. The American drift toward a more explicitly pro-Allied position, confirmed by their 

adoption of 'armed neutrality' on 26 February, was viewed with foreboding by the dissenters. 

They were perturbed that these signs of American partiality would prevent President Wilson both 

from posing as a credible "honest broker" and from exerhg a moderathg influence on Allied 

diplomacy . Although disappointed by Wilson's suspension of diplomatic contacts with Gemany, 

most dissenters were at least relieved that the United States had not entered the war immediately. 

Traditionally those studying dissent have shifted their attention from the dissenters' 

concern for the failure of peace negotiation hopes engendered by the seemingly inevitable move 

to war to the impact of the Russian Revolution. This emphasis, however, has underestimated the 
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dissenters' impressive and continuous efforts in February and March to promote a negoaated 

settlement. Indeed, the intensification of diplomatic strif'e between the United States and 

Germany, following so closely upon Wilson's congressional address of 22 January, sharpened 

the dissenters' sense of urgency over the next month, spurring the dissenters to redouble their 

efforts towvds forging such a compromise peace. During the two-month intewal from the 

breakdown of American and German diplomatic ties to President Wilson's decision for war, they 

endeavoured to soften the British Government's war desiderau. By so compelling the Lloyd 

George administration to renounce its more ambitious war aims, the dissenters h o p 4  that such 

evidence of Allied moderation would reopen the negotiation window. 

Both the unfavourable strategic situation and the potential deféction of Wilson to the 

Allied cause, however, were more than offset by the March Revolution in Russia. The collapse 

of tsarist autwracy, by far the most significant event for the dissenters in 1917, niggered a flurry 

of activity by the peace-by-negotiation forces. They were convinced that a new age of liberty had 

arrivai. The Provisional Government's introduction of demoçratiç rigbts and freedoms to Russia 

by its proclamation of 16 March was constxued by the dissenters as a sturdy buttress for their 

peace-by-negotiation position because of their view of the peaceful nature of 'fke' people. 

Specifiçally, the dissenters thought that they could embarrass the Government into restoring civil 

liberties. Moreover, the conversion of a key British ally to the need for an early negotiated peace 

added considerable pressure on the British Government to review its war aims position. The 

Russian Revolution spread optimism and hope throughout the dissenthg camp that peace, at last, 

was close at hand. 

The Fadinn Voice of Reason 

On 3 February 1917 President Wilson suspended diplomatic relations with Germany. The 



dissenters were aiready concernd that Gennany's resumption of its U-boat campaign would 

undermine their owo contention that the Central Powers would acçept a moderate peace. 

Wilson's latest decision now forced the dissenters to confront the possibility of American entry 

into the war on the Allied side. British dissent was divided between a minority who believed that 

Amencan intemention would strengthen the Allied 'jingo' lobby, and a majority who were 

confident that Wilson would moderate the demands of the Entente extremists. 

Many dissenters insisted, at least publicly, that any reSOR by the United States to armed 

force would not preclude its President €iom constrainhg Allied war aims. Ponsonby, for 

example, was confident th*, 

even if Wilson] is drawn in, which seems aimost inevitable, he will as a 
belligecent exercise a moderating influence in the councils of the Allies and 
prevent the war beiog contiaued for objects which are not in accordance with the 
aims for wbich the war was origindly waged. 

Likewise, Trevelyan told Buckier that "the President is now the aclniowledged leader of al1 those, 

whether here [in Britain] or in Berlin, who desire a durable peace. So long as Wilson insisted 

on the "limitation of American liabilityn to the protection of its interests through international 

security, argued The Nation, its enlistment to the Allied cause should not be viewed with undue 

alarm. If this notion of limited liability was made explicit to the Allies, the President's 

moderating influence would be bolstered and his authority perhaps even increased. Somewhat 

hesitantly, The Herald agreed that the United States was bound to enter the war only on its own 

terms. The Labour weekly was M e r  encouraged by the Americans' apparent desire for an "all- 

round settiement, based on the mutual recognition of rights, and not merely destroying one set 

l "An Exdiplomaîist on a Negotiated Peace, " The Labour Leader, 15 February 1917, p. 7; 
Buckier to House, 10 Febniary 1917, Buckier Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. See also "Enter 
America, " The Nation, 10 February 19 17, p. 640; "Wby America Cornes in?, " The Nation, 17 
February 1917, pp. 672473. 



of opponents. " 

The prospect of armed intervention by the United States, however, also prompted a wave 

of pessimistic and apprehensive dissenting speculation. it was feared that President Wilson's 

departure from a formally neutral stance would lead to his abandonment of the league idea, a 

prolongation of the war and, post-war, an unwelcome retum to the discredited balance of power 

system of diplomacy. Snowden and MacDonald both thought that the United States could and 

would stay out of the war. The former wamed the public to be wary of news from the United 

States tailored to fit the British press. He believed that Wilson again needed to cal1 for a rational 

peace and a statement of terms fiom the Central Powers so that a peace conference could 

proceed. The leading ILP figure anticipated disaster if the United States entered the war and his 

disappointment at the suspension of German-American diplornatic relations was almost palpable: 

It is inconceivable that the people of the United States can thinlr so lightly of the 
war as to be ready to embark upon it without baving exhaustesi every possible 
means to avert it.. .it will be a suange and paiaful sequel to the peace efforts 
[Wilson] has lately been making. 

Although S nowden Iamented the increased likelihood of American belIigerency , he believed chat 

Wilson might still be able to effect a compromise peace. The President's recent Congressional 

address had, after d l ,  confinned his unswerving cornmitment to achieving such a settlement. 

Snowden felt that Wilson could "speak again in the name of humanity, and repeat that the issues 

at stake in this war can only be settkd by reason." The continued neutrality of the United States, 

however, would be crucial to the promotion and protection of the requisite detachment and 

rationality .' 

' "Why America Cornes In?, " The Nation, 17 Febniary 19 17, pp. 672473; "The Crisis: An 
Appeal to Rossendale," The HeralQ, 10 Febmary 1917, p. 9. 

The Labour Leader, 8 Febmary 1917, p 1. For MacDonald's view, see "The Position To- 
Day," The Labour Leader, 1 March 1917, p. 4. 
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Buxton attempted to dari@ both dissenting viewpoints for the benefit of House. Buxton 

se& that the "whigs and Iiberals" favoured American action. "The writecs of The Nation," 

he felt, were a " g d  microcosm" of this segment of opinion. The far less broad phalanx which 

remained dubious about American involvement, according to Buxton, feared the spread of war 

fever, presumably to the United States, and, also, the removal of the only strong neutrai 

presence? Buckler also identifid the divisions in dissenting ranks on the question of American 

intervention. Whereas Buxton thought that the latter viewpoint was the minority one, however, 

Buckler claimed that the vast majority of dissenters desired the United States to stay out of the 

conflict. If Wilson chose to intemene "just when the war fever of the Entente is becoming 

exhausted, " Buckler reported to House, then a massive infusion fiom Amer ka's l1 immense 

resources" would, most dissenters feared, prolong the war indefini~ely.~ 

Buxton moved in influentid circles. On occasion, he would meet privately with Lloyd 

George and he was a frequent presence at the celebrated weekly 'Nation lunche~'.~ It is also 

clear from Buckler's reports that the Liberal MP for North Norfolk was House's principal source 

Buxton to House, 8 February 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 23. See also, 
Alfred E. Havighurst, Radical Journalist: H.W. Massingham (1 860-1924) (London, 1974)' p. 
249; Knock, To End Al1 Wars, p. 119. Buxton also thought that many British conservatives 
were alarmed lest a belligerent United States corne unduly to rein in Allied war aims. The 
military situation was such, however, that these hardliners were pleased to embrace America as 
an ally . 

Buckler to House, 23 February 1917, Buckler Papers. Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4, p. 3. See 
also, Martin, Peaçe without Victory, pp. 85, 129. 

Buxton breakfasted with the Prime Minister on 5 Febmary and met with him at home on 
22 May. For evidence of Buxton's priministerial contacts see Buckler to House, 7 Febmary 
1917, Buclder Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; Buckler to House, 22 May 1917, Buckler 
Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 6. The informa1 meetings known as The Nation lunches, 
instituted by the editorial staff of The Nation in the Edwacdian era, had long provided a forum 
for the interchange of ideas benveen leading New Liberal intellectuals and Radical ministers and 
MPs. See Peter Clarke, Liberals and Social Democra6 (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 108- 1û9. One 
of these gatherings ocçufted on 6 Febmary (Havighunt, Radical Journalist, p. 249). 
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of informaîion on British dissenting opinion.' Buxton would pass on to Buckler his observations 

on both offcial and dissenting perspectives. The latter would, in aini, diligeutiy relay the 

intelligence to House. Buxton also fiequently wrote to House directly and arranged for Buckler 

to meet other leading dissenters. In fact, Buxton's 'salon' was a nexus between the British 

Govement, moderate pro-negotiation liberals (and sometimes socialists), and the White Hou~e .~  

As Laurence Manin has observed, the existence of "reasonable men" such as Buxton was 

instrumental in persuading Wilson and House that aggressive British war aims might ultimately 

be transformeci into a policy of moderation.' 

By the end of February, the possibility of American intervention loomed much larger. 

Throughout the month, Wilson hoped that Germany would retreat €rom their abandonment of the 

Sussex P1edge.l0 On 26 February the American Govement obtained a telegram that had been 

sent from Arthur Zimmermann, the Gerxnaa Foreign Minister, to the German legation in Mexico. 

This communication promised the Mexicans territorial gains from the United States if they were 

to ally with Germany against America. On the same day, in response both to the contiuuing loss 

of American iives and property on the high-seas as well as the intercepteci Zimmermann 

Telegram, the President made his "Armed Neutraiity" address to Congress. Although Amenca 

was "not now proposing or contemplating war" , he said, the nation must be prepared to defend 

its neutral rights. To that end, he wished to receive from Congress before it dissolved on 4 

For further correspondence between the two Americans on dissenting views of the 
implications of military intervention by the United States, see Buckler to House, 7 February 
1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; Buckler to House, 10 March 1917, Buckler 
Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. 

See Buckler's recollection of one such meeting at Buxton's residence on 16 February 1917, 
Buckler to House, 23 February 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. 

Martin, Peace without Victory, p. 129. 

l0 On the Sussex PIedge, see above, p. 71 n. 75. 
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March the authority to arm American merchantmen. Wilson's speech was followed by the 

passage in the Houe of Representatives on 1 March of the Armed Ship Bill. Although the 

proposed legislation was then filibustered in the Senate, the President was, in any event, entitled 

to act without congressional approval, and his speech was widely interpreted as signifying a & 

f m o  Amencan entry into the war." The Nation, for example, saw the adoption of armed 

neutraiity as a "milestone" on the road to war, The New Sîatesman was even more direct, stating 

that "the guas once mounted will be used, and that when they are, America will be at war. "l' 

Allied War Aims Attscked 

For a short period Germany's new submarine campaign led to an almost complete cessation of 

dissenthg peace efforts. Effectively, as Buxton stated to Buckler "the anti-jingo Liberals [felt] 

that nothing could any longer be gained by openly attacking the goverment for these Entente 

extravagances [the 10 January statement]. "13 Following the news in the latter half of February 

that American-German tension had increased dramatically, the dissenters sought once again to 

influence international political developments. In practice, this meant replacing the joint British 

and French note of 10 January with a softer statement of Allied war aims. There were three 

policy dimensions to this fresh round of peace campaigning. First, the dissenters pressed for 

clarification of the ambiguities in the Allies* 10 January statement. Second, they sought to cast 

doubt on the supposed moderation of these proposals. especially in their application to German 

" Scott, ed., "Wilson Address on Armed Neutrality to Joint Session of Congress," Officia1 
Statements of War Aims and Pace Prcposal~, pp. 77-79); Knock, To End Al1 Wars, pp. 1 16- 
117; Devlin, Too Proud to F i a ,  pp. 654-656; Charles Seymour, American Di~lomacv during 
@e World War (Hamden, 1964), pp. 204-205. 

The Nation, 3 March 1917, p. 721; The New Statesrnan, 3 March 1917, p. 506. 

l3 Buckler tu House, 7 Febmary 19 17, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4. 
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colonies, the Near East and various nationalities questions raised by the war. Third, as the next 

section demonstrates, the dissenters had somehow to portray Germany as amenable to a 

compromise peace which would still guarantee British security. 

The starting point of invigorated dissenting peace efforts was the suggestion of a lack of 

clarity in the Allies' 10 January programme. Trevelyan, for example, told the Commons of his 

satisfaction that the Govemment had etched out its war aims. But, citing the statement7s fudging 

of the nationalities question as it affect& both Austria-Hungary and certain Allied countries, the 

veteran Liberal claimed that British war policy remained indistin~t.'~ Given the multiplicity of 

interpretations that it was possible to place on the Allied programme, the dissenters argued that 

it behooved the Government to clarifi its objectives. Ponsonby saw a massive contradiction 

between the original rationale for war and the Allies' present intentions. Some enemy territory 

might have to be broken up, he agreed, but the Government should not deny that it favoured such 

a policy of dismemberment." MacDonald also attacked the imprecision of the Allied reply to 

President Wilson. Like Buxton, the LLP leader did not deny that the war had to be fought to 

some conclusion. But it was imperative for the Government to define its objectives in order that 

the British might know precisely for what they were fighting. MacDonald had every confidence 

that the people would maintain the same war effort in the absence of lies about conditions in 

Gemany . MacDonald was, of course, primarïly interested in promoting peace negotiations. He 

continued his speech to the House in a much more characteristically dissenting vein: 

Certainly 1 believe this House will agree with me in this, that if negotiations can 
do it, it should be doue that way-and by negotiations 1 do not suggest that the 
Foreign Secretary should address a Note to Berlin, but 1 mean simply that 
diplomacy should use the opportunities whiçh it now has got and that it should 
keep on defining its position, expounding its position, removing 

- -  

'' PD (ComrnonS), 20 February 1917, 90, cols. 1 188-1 192. 

'' W., COIS. 1177-1 178. 
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misunderstandings.. .the diplomatists should be as busy as the Army.16 

Even when Allied terms could be discemecl more clearly the dissenters considered them 

much tm punitive to persuade the enemy of the wisdom of negotiations. On 2 March the UDC 

Executive resolved t h ,  given the overall thnist of its 10 January proposais. Britain was now 

fighting for more than the people had been told and that the Allied statement was being 

interpreted by the Goverment in the most aggressive way possible. In his Febniary editorial for 

The W C ,  Morel accused the Allies of pursuing a policy of conquest by proposing to exclude 

Germany from Afiica. Britain had a smaller population yet a larger imperial temtory and would 

be "crushing" Germany by confiscathg the latter's legitimately held "footing in the tropical and 

sub-tropical world." Germany was also threatened, Morel added the following month, by the 

post-war economic boycott portendeci by the Paris Resolutions of 1916.17 

Io Parliament MacDonald complained that neither did Allied war aims in the Near East 

provide a guarantee of lasting peace. The ILP leader was perplexed by the implied 

aggrandizement of Russian regional influence: "Constantinople in the hands of any large hostile 

Power, and the Dardanelles fortified by that Power, create a problem of Imperia1 military defence 

which will make it absolutely impossible for this country ever to pursue the road of unarmed 

peace. " MacDonald regarded as a grave error the Government's apparent departure from what 

the dissenters had, heretofore, believed was an agreed policy of intemationalkation for the 

Straits. l8 

Ponsonby too had reservations about the Government's future plans for this strategically 

l6 - Y  lbid 12 February 1917, 90, cols. 34û-342, 344. 

" The U.D.C., Febniary 1917, p. 40; Swartz. nie Union of Democratic Comrol, pp. 136- 
137; Morel, "The Alternative," The U.D.C,, March 1917, p. 55. 

la PD (Comrnons). 12 February 1917, 90, cols. 342. 347. 
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vitai Near Eastern waterway. He preferred intemat.ionalization of the Straits to the outright 

Russian control that was currently king mooted. The former expedient would satisfy Russia's 

legitimate! right of navigation to a warm water port. But merely substituting Russian for Turkish 

control of the Straits would be most unsatisfactory. Ponsonby sensed the real motivation behind 

British and French tolerance of Russian designs on the Straits : 

One of the demands Germany will make.. .will be for some opportunity for the 
expansion of her trade and enterprise, and the line of least resismçe is Asia 
Minor. If you put Russia in possession of Constantinople, is it to block that way 
for Germany? 

Ponsonby conveyed no sense of concern for the inhabitants of the southem Balkans and, in very 

traditional fashion, articuIated simplistic freeaade arguments to denounce the prospect of a 

Russian presence at the Straits. Even more surprisingly, Ponsonby demonstrated remarkabie 

sensitivity to British secwity concerns. Although a long-standing critic of great power 

diplomacy, Ponsonby perhaps sensed the tactical wisdom of pointing out that, in a world of 

shifting alliances, Britain might one day be faced by a Russo-German combination. The result 

of such an alliance, with Russia in possession of Constantinople, "would be severe. "'' 

Buxton aiso continueci his earlier assaults on British war policy in the Near East. Buxton 

desued an independent Serbia which would, first, eliminate any need to disrnember Austria- 

Hungary and, second, satisfy British security concerns in the Near East by bisecting the Berlin- 

Baghdad railway and thus keeping Germany out of Turkey. The same British strategic 

sensitivities would be M e r  soothed by neutralization and internationalkation of the Straits." 

The dissenters ais0 censurai the Allies* provocative and unbalanaxi treatxnent of minority 

nationality issues. Although Asquith had never claimed to be fighting for territorial change in 

-- -- -- 

l9 "An Exdiplomatist on a Negotiared Peace, " The Labour Leader, 15 February 19 17, p. 7. 

" The New Sutesman. 17 February 1917, p. 468; 3 March 1917, p. 516. 
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Central Europe, Ponsonby objected to the Comrnons that the Lloyd George administration now 

appeared to be backing Czech-Slovak assertions of independence from Habsburg rule. Not only 

did this threatened dismemberment of Austria-Hungary represent an unjustifiable extension of 

Allied war aims, he continued, but B r i e  was supporting the establishment of a separate state 

for a people about whom few of its own subjects imew or careà anything." Buxton believed 

that a more equitable resolution of nationaiist grievances in the Habsburg Empire lay in the 

granting of national autonomy on a federal basis-the creation of relationships between centre and 

periphery similar to that which supporters of Home Rule believed should exist between mainland 

Bntain and Ireland. MacDonald's answer was the appointment of an international committee with 

a mandate to settle national probIems dong racial, religious, and historical lines. in Wilsonian 

language, he postulated that : 

With a view to the future and with the desire to maLe Europe redly a home of 
liberty and of peace, it is absolutely essential that this War should be conducted 
in such a way that the nations will accept what has happened and begin, for the 
first tirne in the history of Europe, a peace by consent of the peoples bat have 
hitheno been at war? 

The dissenters urged a modified treatment of the equally vexing Alsace-Lorraine question. 

Poosonby considered the Allies' apparent insistence on full restoration of the huo provinces ro 

France as too extreme. He urged clarification of what the Govemment meant in promising 

"restitution of provinces formerly tom from the Allies by force." For Ponsonby. a compromise 

was necessary, "based on geographid. racial, and political considerations, and founded on the 

wishes of the inhabitanis. " This brief, lofty statement concealed a great deal. Poasonby's 

reference to the "wishes of the inhabituns" was rnially a cal1 for a plebiscite, which the 

dissenters believed France would lose. MacDonald's silence on the fate of the disputed provinces 

*' PD (Cornmons), 20 February 1917, 90, col. 1 18 1. 

m., 12 Febniary 1917. col. 342; The New Statesman, 17 February 1917, p. 468. 
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suggests that he did not consider that ana to be part of 'occupied' France." Most dissenters 

categorised the peoples of Alsace-Lorraine as Germanie. Anti-French bias led them to believe 

that these populations were content with the territorial status quo. The plebiscite, apart fiom its 

effectiveness as a rhetorical tool, was seen as a way of escape from agreement to continue the 

war for French revanchisrne. 

Dissentine Confusion over Germany 

The corollary to al1 these dissenihg allegations of Allied aggression and intransigehce was their 

view of a Germany ready to negotiate in a tnie spirit of compromise. Morel had noteà in 

February's UDC that the latest German cornniunication of 3 1 January containeci the "first specific 

repudiation of a German intention to annex Belgium. " in an interview with The Labour Leader, 

Ponsonby implied b a t  the German Govemment's reply to President Wilson of 26 December had 

been sincerely meant. He also felt the German Note of 12 December had been unfairly rebuffed 

because of the mistaken Allied view of it as a ruse de nrierre. Snowdea, enormously encourageci, 

cited the ovenvhelming victory of an anti-war socialist candidate in an election to the Reichstag 

as evidence of a widespread popular opposition to the war in Germany." 

The dissenters, however, were critical of Germany's resumption of subrnarine warfare 

on 3 1 January. In an uncharacteristic volte-face, Morel condemned the Germa note to Wilson 

as "a monument of incapacity" and the submarine policy as an ill-timed and "major folly." 

indeed, he castigated the entire thrust of German diplomacy since their 12 December initiative, 

" "An Exdiplomatist on a Negotiated Peace, " The Labour Leader, 15 February 1917, p. 7; 
PD (Gommons), 12 February 1917, 90, col. 347. 

The U.D.C., Febniary 1917, p. 40; "An Ex-Diplomatist on a Negotiated Peace, " 
Labour Leader, 15 February 1917, p. 7; The Labour Leader, 8 March 1917, p. 1. 
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Ming it "impossible to imagine anything more unskiltùl than the way in which the German 

Government has d d t  with the situation." Snowden agreed that the German submarine policy 

was "as brutal as it was umecessary . " The international repercussions were "changing hourly , " 

and although he could not foresee events, Snowden feved that "the whole neuaal world was 

going to be brought into the vortex of this war." The Nation criticized the German 

announcement as "the most deplorable document in its record. " predicting that the United States 

would now join the fight against the Central Powers. The new Gennan move was particulariy 

inopportune because it diverted atîention away fiom Walter Long's almost equally provocative 

statement conceming the post-war fate of Germany's imperid possessions.~ 

The dissenters were also vexed by Germany's own failure to state its peace t e m  clearly. 

Snowden was disappointeci with the German reply to the Allied note of 10 Janiraryary He regarded 

it as unfortunate that Germany had interpreted the Allied initiative as a diplomatic affront. Untii 

Germany produced a war aims statement, Buxton told Buckler, no funher movement was likely. 

The American diplomat agreed: 

If it were defïnitely known that she [Germany] is willing to evacuate something - 
even if only Belgium - Buxton thinlrs the effect here would be great. At 

present the "Times" + the jingoes are able plausibly to assert that there is no 
evidence of her willingness to evacuate a single acre? 

Even the more ovenly anti-war soçialist The HeraId admitteci that the absence of a German 

statement could only heighten their guilt in the eyes of the British public. Yet any such 

conciliatory public declaration by Germany was uniikely, the newspaper argued, because this 

would be constnied as a virtual admission of war guilt. Nonetheless, a private deal was feasible 

The U.D.C., Febmary 1917, p. 40; The Labour Leader, 8 February 1917, p. 1; The 
Nation, 3 February 1917, p. 605. 

Buckier to House, 3 1 Januiuy 1917, BucWer Papers, Series 1. Box 1, Folder 4; Labour 
Leader, 8 February 1917, p. 1. 



and, if negotiations were to proceed, Germany had to offer a more specific and baland 

statement of terms .= 

Without excusing German transgressions, the dissenters attnbuted the former's inadequate 

diplornatic response and the escalation of submarine warfâre to their perfectly understandable 

fears of the kind of Aliied peace that had been outlined in the 10 Jaauary doçument. Buxton 

believed that this Allied note had allowed the "German jingoesw to supplant the moderates. 

Morel also blaxneâ the increased U-boat activity on the 10 January note and Trevelyan agreed that 

the ambiguity of the Allied statement had discredited the German moderates, forcing them to 

adopt the desperate policy of unrestricted submarine warfare. in a speech to his constituents, 

Trevelyan claimed that both the German and Allied replies to Wilson rejected peace. But the 

Allied note was the more bellicose because it also promised the break up of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire." Ponsonby did not want to defend the intensification of German U-boat campaip but 

believed, nevertheless, that there was a possible link between the Allies' statement of a h  and 

Germany's new naval strategy. Ponsonby laîer stated this contention still more boldly in the 

House of Commons. The submarine campaign heralded a new barbarism, but the Germans 

seemed to have been driven to that step by the Allies' proclamation of a war of conquest." 

" "The Crisis: An Appeal to Rossendale, " The Herald, 10 February 19 17, p. 9. The Herald 
epitomizeù one of the principal contradictions of British dissent's wartime foreign policy: its 
belief in the inherently pacifist nature of the British public and simultaneous advocacy of secret 
tallcs, to preclude a popular backlash against a peace policy. Popular bellicosity was, therefore, 
conveniently attnbuted to the pemicious influence of capitalist, militarist and imperialist 
viewpoints of the right-wing press. 

" Buckkr to House, 7 Febniary 1917. Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; Morel, 
"The Alternative," The U.D.C., March 1917, pp. 54-55; "C.P. Trevelyan's Speech to bis 
Constituents at the Labour Club, Brighousew [pamphlet], 3 March 1917, Allen Collection, Box 
m. 

"An Ex-Diplomatist on a Negotiated Peaw," The Labour Leader, 15 Febniary 1917. p. 
7; PD (çomrnons), 20 February 1917, 90, col. 1 179. 
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The dissenters would hold Britain responsible for the future destruction and dislocation 

if the Goveniment did not repudiate the extreme interpretations tbat had been placed on its 10 

January reply. A prolongation of the war would not punish the German Goveniment, Ponsonby 

insisted, but merely punish the innocent people of al1 belligerent nations. For Ponsonby, 

vengeance provided a pwr rationale for continuhg the war, as well as an ineffective means of 

eradicating militarism. Extreme demands undermineci German Liberalism, the most effective tool 

for destro y ing German militarism .D MacDonald bel ieved that even the German social ists 

opposed the Allied statement and that its ultimate effect would be to unite Germany against ics 

extemal enemies. At the same tirne, MacDonald uged the Government to monitor German 

public opinion, which he believed to be badly divided between the militarist-extremists and a 

much larger chorus of moderate voices led by the minority socialists in the Reichstag3' 

Peace. Parliament and Public Opinion 

The dissenters attributed the shortcomings of the Allies' 10 January note, in part, to the British 

Government's failure to consult parliamentary or public opinion on the question of peace t e m .  

Buxton stressed the vital importance of a policy which accurately reflected the views of both MPs 

and the wider public. He was convinced that the British people had especially serious reservations 

over three crucial planks of the Lloyd George Government's war policy platform: the destruction 

of Gennany's colonial empire, the institution of a post-war economic boycott, and the banishment 

of Turkey from the Straits? MacDonald emphasized the British public's desire for a more 

" PD (Cornons), 20 Febniary 1917, 90, col. 1 183. 

31 m., COIS. 1247-1249. 

m., cols. 1235-1241. 



democratically controlled foreign policy anci cornplainecl that MPs should have first debated the 

Allied note to Wilson before its dispatch. He wanteà the whole question of war aims to be 

reviewed by the House so that a 'sane' war policy might be found. in MacDonald's view, he 

and his friends represented a fâr larger segment of popular opinion aiaa Parliament. It was 

therefore imperative for the dissenters to have some Say in the formulation of British foreign 

policy, perbaps through a parliamentary cornmittee dealhg with foreign affairs." Snowden also 

took exception to the Goverment's handling of the Allied reply, although his criticisms centered 

more on Lloyd George's dictatorial political style. He berated the Prime Minister for not 

personally justifjing the Allied statement to Parliament. More generally, he reproached Lloyd 

George's contempt for the coasultative process and his willingness to allow subordhates, in this 

case Bonar Law, to manage the Commons while he pursued more important business? These 

criticisms of the "devitalizing" of Parliament carriecl even more weight for dissenters after the 

March Revolution in Russia. which appeared to validate the need for healthy representative 

institutions .u 

Given the level of disquiet at the diminished standing of Parliament and what they 

believed was blaîant ministerial disregard for public opinion, there was a certain logic to the 

focusing of dissenthg energies on the Rossendale by-election of February 1916. The advent of 

the Lloyd George coalition had persuaded the UDC to nominate 'peace-by-negotiation' candidates 

W.. 12 February 1917,90, cols. 36342,347; 20 February 1917.90, cols. 1246, 1248- 
1249. 

Y The Labour k a d e ,  15 February 1917, p. 1. More generally on Lloyd George's 
presidential style and overhaul of administrative machinery, see Paul Harkison, unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, "David Lloyd George as the 'Hammer' of Dissent: The War Premiership. 
1916-1918" (Hamilton, McMaster University, 1994), ch. ïïI and Doreen Collins, Aspects of 
British Politics. 1904-1919 (Oxford, 1965). ch. 5. 

See, for example, The Nation, 17 March 1917, p. 789. 
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in vacant con~tituencies.~ Rossendaie was the setting of the first such eleaoral test of the 

peace-by-negotiation position. The UDC dispatched a "considerable amount of literature" to this 

predominantly w o r h g  class Lancashire constituency. During the campaip, The Herald stated 

categorically that "every vote cast for Mr. Taylor ... wiH be a vote not merely for an early and 

honourable peace, but for freedom and dignity of the human spirit. Albert Taylor. a 

conscientious objector and the popular Secretary of the Boot, Shoe and Slipper Operatives' 

Union, received twenty-three percent of the votes cast. 

This result appeared to confirm dissenting suspicions that a strong and growing rninonty 

supported an early, compromise peace and that they were succeeding in winning over public 

opinion. Snowden told MPs that, if the Rossendale result was projeaed nationwide, then 150 

or so adherents of a peace-by-negotiation would be sitting in the House of Comrnons. With 

almost a quaner of the popular vote in a "typical Lancashire constituency " favouring peace 

negotiations, asserted C.R. Buxton, there must be massive support elsewfieo for a swifi cessation 

of the fighting. Neither Snowden nor anybody else in the dissenting camp, however. commented 

upon the discouraging Mach by-electioa result at Stockton-on-Tees, where the peace-by- 

negotiation nominee, a prominent Quaker banker named Edward Backhouse, was routed by 8.237 

votes to 5%. In April the peace-by-negotiation arguments of F.W. Pethick-Lawrence proved 

equally unpersuasive to the voters of South Aberdeen. Petbick-Lawrence, an executive cornmittee 

b P .  member of the UDC, received a mere 

" The U.D.C,, December 1916, 
Brittain, Pethick-Lawrencg, p. 80. 

333 votes €rom the total vote of S,l23? 

p. 15; Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 113; Vera 

Quoted in Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control. p. 214; The Herald, 10 Febniary 
1917, pp. 1, 9. 

C.R. Buxton, "The Mord of Rossendde," The HeralQ, 17 February 1917, p. 1; PD 
(Commons), 20 February 1917, 90, cols. 1235-1241; Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 119. 
The view that the Rossendaie results could be projeaed nationwide also appeared in 
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In the wake of the Rossendale byelection, on 20 Febniary, the dissenters launched their 

first major parliamentary offensive of 19 17. Ponsonb y, Trevelyan, Snowden, Bwrton and 

MacDonald al1 addressed the Commons. Together, their speeches represent an all-encompassing 

statement of dissenting foreign policy objectives. The House listened attentively as the dissenting 

message was put across. Both Pomonby and Trevelyan felt that only six months previously many 

MPs would have stormed out of the chamber in disgust. The Nation praised Ponsonby's 

"impressive and tactfiil" speech for demonstratiag beyond any doubt that Long's recent 

pronouncement heralded an Allied war of conquest for Geman colonial possessions. Buxton was 

also lauded in the liberal weekly for his own thoughtful dissection of the Gerrnan colonial 

According to Laurence Martin, the 'peace debate' was a landmark event at which many 

private supporters of a negotiated settlement in the Liberal Party publicly endorsed this position 

for the f i s t  tirne? Certainly, there was a bigh degree of collaboration between the UDC men 

and Buxton, despite the distance which the Liberal chose to keep from the leading dissenting 

organization. Although Buxton was less strident in his criticism of the Government than 

Ponsonby and others-as might be expected fkom a moderate who favoured 'permeation' over 

confrontation-their policy positions were remarkably similar. 

The dissenting forces certainly ranked the 'peace debate' as an impressive tactical victory. 

Buckler agreed with their interpretation, reporting to House on 23 February that the occasion had 

Tribunal. See "The Rossendale Election, " The Tribunal, 22 February 19 17, p. 3. 

XI Buckier to House, 23 February 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1. Folder 4: 
Nation, 24 Febniary 1917, p. 693. Actually, Lloyd George had rejected Long's statement as 
recently as 3 February, saying bat any decisions on Germany's colonies would have to await the 
convening of an Imperia1 Conference (The Nation, 10 February 1917, p. 639). 

Manin, Peace without Victory, p. 84. 
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been very successful for the "pro-negotiation group in the House. " MacDonald redized that the 

dissenters had much to accomplish More forcing the belligerents to the negotiating table." But, 

buoyed by their minor parliamentary Ûlumph, in the weeks leading up to the Russian Revolution 

the dissenters pusheâ even barder in the press and behind the scenes to soften the Allied war aims 

statement . 

The belief that the 'peace debaîe' was successfûl, however, was largely confined to those 

who were aiready supporters of a negotiated settlement. The New Statesmhn was scomful of the 

dissenters' parliamentary protests. The speeches of Snowden and Trevelyan, "perverse and 

cantankerous," provided perfect illustrations of why dissent lacked popular support. By implying 

that Gemany had been less guilty of preparing for war than the Allies, Snowden was discrediting 

his own country. Almost equaily contemptuous was Trevelyan's suggestion that subject 

nationalities should be freed and not only those of the Habsburg Empire. Comtering Ponsonb y 

and Buxton, The New Staîesman stresseci the inescapable logic of deptiving Germany of its 

colonial possessions: the Allies' cause would be just if free eade in the tropicai area were 

establi~hed.~~ 

Shortiy after the 'peace debate' the dissenters registered another quaiified public relations 

success. The occasion was a public discussion of "America and the Settlement of the War " at 

London's Cenaal Hall on 19 March. The meeting was presided over by Lord Parmoor, a 

respected High Anglican and nominally Conservative peer, and organized by Buxton and Sir 

'l Buckler to House, 23 Febmary 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4; "The 
Position To-Day," The Labour Leader, 1 March 1917, p. 4. 

" The New Statesrnan, 24 Februuy 1917, pp. 481482. 



Edwin Pears, the Constanthople correspondent of the Liberal The Dailv News? Those present 

were supposed to engage in a non-partisan examination of the Ameriçan perspective on the war. 

Buckler thought the event a great success, reporting to House that it was the tirst well-attended 

public meeting to question the oahodox, "hock-out blown v ie~poin t .~  

Buxton had told the 1,200-1,400 strong crowd of the folly of "holding down" Gennany . 

He alluded to intelligence fiom the "highest authoritiesw in the United States that, if Germany's 

aims had been revealed in Deçember, the public would have found the terms more moderate than 

expe~ted.'~ Germany had been prepared to abandon al1 conquered territories and also to restore 

and compensate Belgiwn. Serbia would have received an outlet to the sea, Italy would have got 

the Trentino, France would have been offered a large part of Lorraine, inçluding Metz, and the 

Straits would have been opened to Russia. Apparently, Buxton had been informed of America's 

willingness io guarantee this prospective settlement with "al1 its force." Thus German national 

pride would have been soothed and the agreement would not appear as an Allied diktat? 

The meeting had attracted the attention of many people eager for peace negotiations. 

Buxton told Buckler that Loreburn and Parmoor had both approved his address. Lord Lansdowne 

43 Martin, Peace without Victory, p. 84; Buckler to House, 10 March 1917, Buckler Papers, 
Se- 1, Box 1, Folder 4. Buckler alluded to the impending meeting in a letter to House of 23 
February (Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4). Although there is no evidence to date 
Buxton's decision to stage this initiative he was probably influenced by the result of the 
Rossendale by-election. 

Buclder to House, 23 March 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 5. Also see 
Conwell-Evans, Foreinn Policv from a Back Bench, p. 139. 

4s Buclùer to House, 23 March 1917, Buclder Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 5. Buxton 
later replied to a query, perhaps fiom either Lord Parmoor or Lord Loreburn, that he had indeed 
seen the senior foreign policy officiais on his visit to the United States in 1916. He even offered 
excerpts from his letters from House as proof of his comections (Buxton to Unknown, 27 March 
1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 730; Untitled document listing excerpts, no date. 
House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 730). 

The HeralQ, 24 March 1917, p. 2. 
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had already made known to Cabinet his disquiet at the protraction of the confîia and, of course, 

he would make a drmatic public intervention in the peace-by-negotiation debate in November 

1917. No longer in the Govemment, the former Comervative Foreign Secretary was moved in 

the wake of the Central Hall meeting to make discreet enquiries to Buckler as to the possibility 

of America brokering a peace. This was exactly the sort of irnpetus for peace which Buxton had 

hoped his meeting would generate. Yet Buxtan's hopes were still viewed with scepticism, and 

not only by predictable voiees such as those of the jingo press. Some people who wanted an 

early end to the war nevertheless doubted whether a satisfactory negotiaîed sealement could be 

crafied. For example, Bramwell Booth, the leader of the Salvation Army, expressed his doubts 

directly to Buxton: "1 am not disposed to anempt what 1 thM might do h m  and not good-and 

that is really my considered view of the probable negotiation while Dresent conditions obtain, 

especially in Germany and Russia. "" 

Despite such discordant notes, Buxton postulated that any authentication by the United 

States of his Central Hall statements would "have a great effect. " In reality, the dissenters, as 

well as moderates like Lansdowne, were excited over peace proposais that had never really been 

stated." But Buxton was obviously implying 

*' Booth to Buxton, 15 March 1917, Buxton 
letters A-D, Bramwell Booth file. 

that the position of the "knock-out blow" 

Papers, Special Correspondence, Boxes 1 -2, 

According to Buxton, the American officiais had information from Berlin about the 
situation there. Their best evidence indicated tiiat the temu he outlined at the Central Hall 
meeting were attainable the year before (Buckier to House, 23 March 1917, Buckler Papers, 
Series 1, Box 1, Folder 5). It is possible that Buxton had received some of his information from 
E.L. Dresel, an American diplomatic officia1 recentiy retumed from Berlin, with whom he had 
had discussions early in March 1917. Buckier reported to House that even though Dresel had 
told Buxton that German temis were now stronger than in lanuary, "Buxton was rather surprised 
to find that Dresel's view of the terms that the German moderates would accept was much nearer 
to Buxton's own views than he had imaginedm (Buckler to House, 1 March 1917, Buckler Papers, 
Series 1, Box 1, Folder 4). House told Buckler that the information House had passed on to 
Buxton came mostly fkom Bernstorff but the terms "were entirely different and ridiculously 
impossible" cornpared to what the German Govemment actually offered (House to Buckler, 19 
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enthusiasts would be seriously undermined if Germany's initial te- were fully reveald. The 

desired propaganda effect, however, could not be achieved without an American verification of 

his speech. Coasequentiy, Buxton sought specific and public assurances €rom the United States 

that what he had said was accurate. To support his case for disdosure, Buxton assured his 

American contacts that there was a signifiant body of influentid moderates who were in 

complete agreement with Wilson's stated foreign policy objectives. These individuals were 

merely awaiting confirmation of Buxton's pronouncements before campaigning openly for a 

negotiated peace. Buxton then asked Buckler if House, or somebody else, might authenticate his 

Central Hall address by providing "an amplification of what he has said himself." Buckler 

replied that such "amplification" would probably not be forthcoming. The following day Buxton 

suggested an alternative plan, whereby someone such as Loreburn who was "less 'tarred"' with 

the "pacifist motive" would send Page a request for verification of Buxton's 19 March 

Together, the 'peace debate' and the Central Hall meeting provided ample, if dubious, 

proof to the converted that Germany was prepared to restore the stanis quo that had existed prior 

to the outbreak of war. Peace negotiations. therefore, should begin immediately. Buxton wanted 

to encourage this generous view of German intentions so as to pressure the Government to act 

for peace while America was stilî neutral. While Buxton faileâ to stamp his interpretation of 

events late in 1916 with an officia1 American seal, he did succeed in boosting his credibility 

within the peace-by-negotiation movement and with Buckier and House as well. 

April 1917, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 3). 

Buxton to Buckler, 27 March 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 730; Buxton 
to Buckler. 28 March 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 729; Buclder to House, 28 
March 1917, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 5. Also see Conwell-Evans, Fore ip  Polic~ from a Back 
Bench, pp. 138-139. 



The Russian Revolution 

Tsarist autocracy in Russia collapsed drarnatically in March 1917. By 12 Marcb a Provisional 

Government had been formed, and Tsar Nicholas ï I  abdicated two days later. The Russian 

monarchy was long an object of dissenting scorn, but its overthrow caught the peaçe-by- 

negotiation forces by surprise. hdeed, few commentators appreciated just how much strain 

nearly three years of war had exerted on the Russian social and political system. Yet British 

dissent did quickly grasp that the Russian Revolution was an event of enormous international 

import. Without overstatement, The Herald calld the Revolution the "biggest event of the 

war."" It was immediately se& by the dissenters that the Revolution sipalled a great leap 

forward in their quest for a fker world and a negotiated settlement. The first of these intuitions 

was confirmed by the Provisionai Govement's hasty promulgation, on 16 March, of its 

celebrated Charter of Freedom which promised freedom of speech, writing and assembly. 

Discrimination against religious and ethnic minorities was to cease, and universal suffrage and 

a quaiified right to strike introduced. By rapidly entrenching these fundamental civil liberties, 

the Provisional Governent appeared to have begun the transformation of Russia from a bastion 

of authoritarianism to a mode1 liberaldemocratic state. Virtually the full speçtnim of dissenting 

opinion could have echoed Ponsonby's praise for the establishment in Russia of a "constitutional 

system and free in~titutioos."~~ Iadeed, the libertarian emphasis of the latter half of March 

" Lansbury, "The Russian Pcogramme, " The Herald, 24 March 19 17, p. 5. For other early 
ceactions from British labour circles, see Stephen Richards Graubard, British Labour and the 
Russian Revolution. 19 17-1 924 (Cambridge, 1956), pp. 16-2 1 . On dissent's long history of 
Russophobia, see Morris, Radicalism Aeainst War, pp. 59-64 and passim. 

PD (Gommons), 22 March 19 l7 ,9  1, col. 2090. More generally , see Rempel at al eds., 
The Collected Pamrs of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, part HI. Russell and Catherine Marshall, an 
NCF executive member, launched the NCF's "Charter Campaign" in late March 1917. Two 
documents were sent to NCF subscribers encouraging NCF supporters to endorse the Russian 
Charter in order to promote civil liberties in Britain. See "Russian Freedom Charter, " 2 1 March 



represents the first phase of the Russian Revolution. 

Yet, pro-war forces largely welcomed the Revolution as well. They believed that the 

political changes would galvpnize the Russian w u  effort to the obvious benefit of the Allied 

cause. Funhermore, owing to this instant refashioning of the Triple Entente into an alliance of 

beheeen democracy and Pnissian militarism." However, dissenters found it easy to depia 

official or popular patriotic expressions of support for the Revolution as hypocritical and self- 

serving. Snowden hoped that the more enthusiastically the 'war party' endorsed the new Russian 

regime, the more clearly would the British people see the past failures of their own Govemment. 

The Revolution in Russia is the supreme justification of those who have criticised 
Great Britain's aliiance with the Russian autocracy. Now the war party in this 
country is applauding the overthrow of the Czar. ..but they must not be allowed 
to forget that these are the people with whom they have been in alliance for the 
past huo and a half years." 

Not surprisingly, the Russian Revolution was the foremost topic of debate in nearly every 

political weekiy bat  hit the newsstands during the second half of March 1917. Massingham 

stated without equivocation to The Nation's readership that "the happiest event of our generation 

is now triumphantly completed. " The same newspaper proclaimed confidently that the Russian 

Revolution would Save liberty in Europe. George Lambury 's The Herald hoped that the eclipse 

of tsarism would undermine the militarists of al1 belligerent states. For the moment, however, 

Lansbury only lamented that recent attacks on civil liberties in Ireland and England appeared to 

1917 in Rempel & eds., The Collected Paoers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 22, pp. 1 17, 
4634%. 

See, for example, The New Statesman, 24 March 1917, p. 577. More generally, see 
Mayer, Political ûrieim, pp. 69-70 and Rempel gt al eds., The Collected Paaers of Bemand 
Russell, vol. 14, pp. 106-107. 

a The Labour Leader, 22 March 1917, p. 1. 



indicate that the British and Russian Governments were moving in quite opposite directions? 

Bertrand Russell also noted the striking contrast between Russia's embrace of freedom 

and the stranglehold of the Lloyd George Coalition on British liberties. He doubted whether the 

British authorities would follow the Russian lead and release their own "political and religious" 

prisoners-a thinly veiled reference to the incarceration of conscientious objectors, to whose plight 

Russell was at this time devothg most of his political energies." 

In keeping with the libertarian theme of the first phase of the Russian Revolution, the 

Revolution was again closely aligned with the cause of domestic freedom at a rally in the Albert 

Hall on 31 March. Hastily organized by The Herald, a number of trade union and socialist 

speakers joined Lansbury and Robert Smillie. President of the Miners' Union, on the platform. 

The general tenor of the gathering, which filled this famous landmark of London, was 

encapsulateci by the motion of support for the Russian revolutionaries: 

This Meeting sends joyfùl congratulations to the Democrats of Russia, and calls 
upon the Governments of Great Britain and of every country; neutral and 
belligerent alike, to follow the Russian example by establishing Industrial 
freedom, Freedom of Speech and the Press, the Abolition of Social, Religious, 
and National distinctions, an immediate Amnesty for Political and Religious 
offences, and Universal Suffrage." 

As regards the likely effects of events in Russia on the prospects of peace, most dissenters 

anticipated that the liberal complexion of the Provisional Govermuent would lead to its 

Y The Nation, 24 March 1917, p. 813; "New Holy Alliance," The Nation, 24 March 1917, 
p. 816; Lansbury, "The Russian Programme," The Herald, 24 March 1917, p. 2. 

" Russell. "Russia Leads the Way," 22 March 1917, in Rempel et al eds., The Collected 
Pawrs of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 23, pp. 118-1 19. Also see pp. xxxi, 114. 

"The Revolution at the Albert Hall," The Herald, 7 April 1917, pp. 8-13. See also, "The 
Meaning of the Meeting," The HeralQ, 31 March 1917, p. 5; "The Albert Hall Meeting," 
Labour La&, 5 April 19 17, p. 6. More generdly on the dernomation at the Albert Hall, see 
JO Vellacott, Bertrand Russell and the Pacifists in the First World War (Brighton, 1980), pp. 156- 
158. 



renunciation of tsarist territorial ambition. Brailsford was afraid that the Provisional Govemment 

might press for an expansionist peace and thus reduce the prospects of an early, just settlement. 

But the less sanguine views of this celebrated pre-war critic of the international arms trade were 

not widely ~ h a r e d . ~  It was soon appreciated that the labour and socialist faaions which exened 

Ieverage over the Provisional Government were not at al1 pro-war. The cornmitment to peace 

of these forces, however, created a different kind of apprehension in some dissenting ranks. 

MacDonald was worried that Lenin's Bolshevh, who were widely seen as peace-at-any-price 

pacifists, would discredit the Revolution and lead Russia into a separate and dishonourable peace 

with Germany, thereby permanently entrenching militarism in Germany. He favoured the 

political leadership of Alexander Kerensky, the moderate pro-war Minister of Justice in the 

Provisional Government. In MacDonald's view, disclosed to a meeting of the UDC executive 

on 29 March, only Keremky could be m t e d  to resist both Allied pressure to adopt a fight-to- 

the-finish stand and leftist pressure for an immediate, unilaterally negotiated peace. The 

ProvisionaI Government to work towards peace within a broader, Allied framework in order 

to secure a lasting settlement and also to ensure that Russia's democratic example exerted the 

maximum international influence ." Snowden's formula for peace, which he aired publicly , was 

rather more straightfonvard. If the proletariat won control over the "middleclass imperialists" 

responsible for the fighting, then the war would be ended by a truly people's peace? 

Brailsford, "The Russian Revolution, " The HeralQ, 24 March 19 17, p. 1 1. 

Marquand, Ramsay MacDonalQ, pp. 207-209. Also in attendance were Angell, Morel, 
Trevely an, Pomonb y, Hobson, Massingham aad Brailsford. Despite the notes of disquiet struck 
by MacDonald, the üDC executive still "urged all branches to hold 'meetings of sympathy' for 
the Russian Revolution. " 

~9 The Labour Leader. 29 March 19 17. p. 1. For Snowden, Dr. Paul MiliuLov, the Russian 
Foreign Mioister. and KerensLy were examples of 'middleclass imperialists'. 
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Conclusion 

The dnfc of the United States towards intervention and Getmany's resumption of unrestricted 

submarine warfare were setbacks for British dissent. But the plausibility of the peace-by- 

negotiation position was enhanced during the important two-month-period of February and March 

19 17. Dissenting efforts at convincing the Goverment to reconsider its 10 lanuary proposals 

were not without some reward. Under dissenting pressure, the Govement distanced itself from 

Walter Long's aggressive posture towards Germany's colonies. The dissenters themselves also 

regarded certain indistinct signals-from the Rossendale b y election, the debating of war aims in 

Parliament, and Buxtods meeting at the Central Hall-as firm evidence of the gradudly growing 

popularity and prestige of their ideas. 

The single most important boost to dissenting fortunes came from the revolutionary 

breakthrough in Russia. The dissenters believeâ that nothing short of a new age had begun, with 

new avenues of approach to a negotiated settlement quickly opening up. The Revolution, it was 

hoped, heralded a more general, European-wide crisis of political ceaction. Dissenters lookeâ 

fonvard to a British Govement, imbued with the generous ideals and faith in humanity that 

seemed to define the Revolution, and a democratic Gemany similarly equipped, forging together 

a liberal and lasting peaçe. The optimistic expectation that "if the Russian revolution succeeds 

democracy has won," could even be shared by those, such as Fabian socialist, Beatrice Webb, 

who were M y  in the pro-war camp.* 

Revolutionary Russia was supplanting Resident Wilson as the main focus of dissenting 

hopes? This trend undoubtedly was strengthened by America's steady movement towards 

"O MacKenzie, eds., The D i e  of Beatrice Webb, p. 278 (1 8 March 19 17). 

Robbb,  The Abolition of War, p. 118. 
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miIitary intervention. But the dissenting confidence that only Russia could broker a liberal 

international seüiement was bolstered by the apparent sincerity of the Provisional Govemment's 

cornmitment to dornestiç freedoms. The latter's celebrated Charter of 16 March stood out in 

sharp conuast to the censorship and other dictates of DORA to which the British Home Front was 

subject. As regards the kind of peace Russia should help shape, dissent was divided. Snowden 

and Bertrand Russell, for example, hoped that the weight of popular pressure would force an 

immediate cessation of hostilities. Buxton and MacDonald, meanwhile, looked to a moderate 

Russian regirne to persuade Allied leaders into granting generous terms to the Central Powers. 

These divisions correspondeci loosely with the dissenters' differences of opinion on the question 

of American intervention. Those favouring an early Russian peace were most likely to view 

America's eatry as a prelude to the protraction of the conflict. Others remained confident that 

even a belligerent United States would be a rnoderating influence in Allied counsels. Buxton, for 

one, continueci throughout 1917 to look to the United States to provide a lead to peace - 

negotiations. Yet, the main significance of the American decision for war in mid-April was, 

indeed, the counter-balancing strategic e f f a  it exerted upon a declining Russian war effort. The 

dissenting dream of a British Goverment being pressed into a moderate settlement by 

revolutionary Russia and Wilsonian America was beginning to fade at the very moment when it 

became a possibility. 



Chapter 3: "Untrustworthy Guides To FollowW-APRIL 1917 
TO MAY 1917 

In April 19 17 Philip Snowden expressed his mystification at what he judged to be the popular 

It is difficult to account for the generd feeling of pessimism which prevails about 
the war. One would have thought that the miMary situation in the West, the 
entry of Ameriça into the war, and the newspaper stories of grave unrest in 
Gennany would have crpated a feeling of optimism.' 

But the prevailing "stalemate" mentality of the public, and its reflection in the broder strategic 

picture, provided a certain reassurance for dissenters such as Snowden-the reassurance that their 

longed-for negotiated settlement might be close at han& Nonvitbstanding Snowden's cautious 

but optimistic assessrnent of Allied prospects on the Western Front, British gains in Apnl around 

Arras were more than offset by the ineffectiveness of the main French thrust. Also, unbeknownst 

to the dissenters, there were ominous sigm of collapsing discipline and morale in the French 

Amy.  These problems, which escalateci imo the Nivelle Mutinies, peaiced in May 1917.2 

Regarding the onset of American intervention, many dissenters were profoundly uneasy. 

Yet they were at least encourageci by Wilson's pledge to Congress of 2 April that the United 

States would acccpt only a liberal peace. This perception of the American President as a 

moderating influence on Allied diplomacy was the crucial factor behind the maintenance of 

' The Labour Leader, 26 April 1917. p. 1 . 

Rod Paschall, The D e h t  of Im&d Germanv. 1917-1918 (Chape1 Hill, 1989), p. 48. 
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dissenthg support for Wilson in the spring of 1917. 

The dissenters were also buoyed by the continuing development of the Russian 

Revolution. Early in April, the Provisional Govenimwt promised the Russian people a moderate 

settlement. known as the Pmograâ Formula, consistent with the principles enunciated in theu 

b o u s  slogan of "no amexations and no indemnities." The Russian adoption of this peace 

position ensured that, for dissenters, the new revolutionary regime would eclipse the United 

States as the leading exterd promoter of a negotiated peace. The new Russian foreign policy. 

which heralded for the dissenters the beginning of the second phase of the Russian Revolution, 

was the most important driving force behind their push for a revision of Allied war aims. 

W. Wibn  Goes to War 

Wilson's 2 April request to Congress for a declaration of war stressed three themes: the barbariîy 

of the German submarine carnpaign, the lawlessness of the German Govemment, and the idealism 

of Amencan war aims. The German Govemment had "put aside al1 restraints of law of 

humanity" by resuming mestricteci subrnarine warfare. Wilson attribua this intensification of 

German aggression to the autocratie nature of a German Govement which was "backed by 

organized force.. .controlled wholly by their will [and] not by the will of [the] people." The idea 

of a distinction between the German people and the Gerrnan Govemment was central to Wilson's 

position. The United States was waging war only against the latter. It was America's duty to 

"exert al1 its power and employ al1 its resources to bring the Govement of the German Empire 

to terms and end the war." The United States had no choice because "no autaxatic governmeot 

could be misted to keep faith.. .or observe its covenants. " Not surprisingly , Wilson was intent 

on replacing Germany's existing Govemment with a more genuinely democratic m. in 
addition, the United States would fight for open diplomacy in al1 countries, for the liberation of 
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the peoples of Europe, for freedom of the seas, and for the defence of the rights of al1 nations. 

Above dl, Wilson wanted to assure his audience that the United States was not going to war for 

We must put excited feelings away. Our motive will not be revenge or 
victorious assertion of the physical might of the nation, but only the vindication 
of right, of human right, of which we are only a single champion. .. 
We desire no conquest, no dominion. We seek no indemnities for ourselves, no 
material compensation for the sacrifices we sball freely mal~e.~ 

Wilson's special congressional address was significant for two main reasoas. First, the 

President had explicitiy stated that the extension of democracy abroad was a vital concomitant 

of a liberal peace. This implied, first and foremost, significam change in the constitutional 

arrangements of Imperial Germany. But, by rejecthg secret diplomacy, Wilson also intended 

to promote the democratic conttol of foreign policy in the ostensibly more liberal States with 

which the United States was now aligned. Second, Wilson's insistena that this was a war of 

democracy against autocracy, demonstratecl to dissenters that America approved the new Russian 

Government and the Russian Revolution. 

Most dissenters extended a cautious welcome to America's intervention. More1 hoped 

that the United Staîes would be instrumental in framing a peace "in barmony with the wider 

claims inherent in the community of the world's peoples." He was encouraged by Wilson's 

outright rejection of a fight-to-the-finish mentality and such punitive post-seulement sanctions as 

an economic boycott of Germany. Indeed, American involvement meant that the centre of 

"political gravity" would shift from Europe to the United States, thereby fostering a healthy 

Scott, ed., "Address of Resident Wilson Recommending the Declaration of a State of War 
behween the United States and the Imperial Gecman Govemment, Delivered at a Joint Session of 
the Two Houses of Congress," 2 April 1917, Qffîcial Statements of Wu Aims and Peace 
Ro~osals, pp. 85-9 1. 



inter~tionalism.~ The Nation was impressed by Wilson's noble statement of war aims. The 

President's emphasis upon the "the re-establishment of public law, the safeguarding of national 

liberties, and the search for AN END TO WAR" sigaified a long-overdue embrace of diplomatic 

ideafism within the Allied camp. There was no chance of Wilson king content with a status auo 

te beIlum peace because, in The Nation's view, there had been no true international justice in 

1914.' The expectation that Ameriçan military pressure and diplomatic influence would basten 

the end of the fighting was crucial to dissent's açceptance of Amencan intervention. The United 

States was also regarded as a vital force for the maintenance of democracy and freedom in 

We would put our suggestion plainly. In the close material and spiritual 
partnership between our country and America for the rescue of civilization, 
America, coming in late and with her own spiritual resources as yet intact, can 
perform an incomparable service in helping to revive the flagging spirit of British 
liberty at home.. . Now America, under Mr . Wilson's guidance, can show better 
thaa any European State how it is possible for a free nation to fight a war for 
fkeedom without losing its own freedom in the pro ces^.^ 

Such optimistic appraisals of the Iikely consequenus of American intervention need to 

balanced against the more sombre dissenting predictions. Morel had not completely discarded 

his view that American participation might impede a negotiated peace. He thought that Wilson's 

rigid differentiation between democracy and autoçracy was dangerou. Moreover, he warned, 

"no nation submits to constitutional changes imposed upoa it from without unless it is reduced 

to utter physical prostration. " Snowden was more overtly hostile to Wilson's speech, which he 

saw as "nothhg but a clever piece of special pleading and an elaborate excuse. " He also blamed 

- -- 

' Morel, "America in the War," The U.D.C.. May 1917, pp. 73-76. 

"Why America Has Corne h," The Nation, 5 April 1917, p. 4. See also, "World War and 
World Settlement," The Nation, 14 April 1917, p. 28. 

"An Appeal to American Liberdism. " The Nation, 28 April 191 7, p. 84. 
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America's entry into the war for the lamenable shift in the popular mood, believing that "there 

is a recrudescence of jingoism and hooliganism, and that the peace movement is for the moment 

helpless . "' 

The Petronrad Formuia: Initial Reactions 

On 9 April the Provisional Government announced to the Russian public that it would cestrict its 

war aims to the defence of Russian territory and that it would establish a "durable peace on a 

basis of the rights of nations to decide thei. own destiny." The new Russian régime did not seek 

to dominate other nations, occupy foreign territory or humiliate the enemy.' Although this 

Petrograd Formula for peace had an immeasurable impact on both British dissenters and 

international opinion generally, it was achially a prduct of the domestic power struggle in Russia 

between the Petrograd Workers' and Soldiers' Council and the Provisional Govement. The 

proclamation was drafted in response to a published interview by Paul Miliukov, the Russian 

Foreign Minister, in wbich he had declareci that Russian war aims still inçluded Constantinople, 

the dismemberment of the Austrian Empire and the establishment of an independent 

Czecho~lovakia.~ His position was not even shared by al1 members of the Provisional 

' Morel, " America in the War, " The U.D .CL, May 19 17, pp. 74-76; The Labour Leader, 12 
April 1917, p. 1; 19 April, p. 1. Snowden's concerns were shared by Russell, who voiced two 
overriding fears in the anticonscriptionist Tribunal of which he was the main policy writer for 
most of 1917. First, the United States rnight get carried away with war hystena and lose sight 
of its liberal foreign policy goals. Second, American military force would preclude a stalemate 
of 'universal exhaustion" which Russell thought offered the best prospect for a lasting seulement 
("America's Entry into the War," 19 April, in Rempel st al eds., The Collected Papers of 

and Russell, vol. 14, paper 27, pp. 129-130). 

* Scott, ed., "Provisional Government Proclamation on War Airns, " 9 April 1917, Officia1 
Statements of War Aims and Pace Pro~osals. December 1916 to November 1918, p. 95. 

Browder and Kerensky , eds., "Press interview with Miliukov in Rech, " 5 April 19 17, 
Russian Provisional Govemment of 1917, p. 1044. 
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Goverment, while the Petrograd Soviet was fbrious at this attempt to perpeniate a tsarist war 

policy. The opponents of an 'imperialist' peace successfully forced the Governent into issuing 

a statement of liberal war aims. This declaration, following so closely on the heels of the Albert 

Hall demonstration in favour of Russian liberty, marks what can be usefully viewed as the second 

phase of the Revolution with dissent's emphasis on the in tedonal  application of the Russian 

peace formula. 

Snowden regarded the Petrograd Formula as a h a 1  "panphrase of the dedarations of 

the 1. L.P. or U .D.C. upon the war and the peace settiement. " For Morel, Russia's endorsement 

of a dissenting platfonn transformed the whole nature of the conflict into a "a war between the 

civilian extremists and the civilian moderates, between the Imperialists and the Democrats . " He 

also equated the Petrograd Formula with Wilsonian liberal idealism: 

The Russian Provisional Govemment has followed President Wilson in endorsing 
the principles of the U.D.C. No annexations, no humiliation or subjugation, no 
prolongation of the war for the pleasure of trampling upon the enemy's neck; but 
a settlement broad-based upon the nghts of the peopies to decide their own 
destinies . l0 

The UDC had much to gain by tying their policy to Wilson's quest for a liberal peace and the 

Petrograd Formula. Wilson in particular was enormously respected outside dissenting circles. 

By connecting Wilsonianism and, to a lesser extent, the new Russian foreign policy, with the 

UDC, the credibility of the latter organization's policies could only rise in the public eye. 

For many inside the pro-negotiation camp, Russia now represented an evea greater force 

for peace than did the United States. It was "to the changed conditions in Russia rather than to 

the entry of America into the war," remarked Snowden, "[that] we must look for an early and 

'O The Labour Leadg, 19 April 1917, p. 1; The U.D.C., May 1917, p. 77. For The Herald 
too, the 9 Apnl proclamation was comparable in effea to Wilson's congressional address. Both 
Russia and America had now chosen a "nobler doctrine" ("Russia, U.S, and Ourselves, " 
Herald, 14 April 1917, p. 9). 
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satisfaccory peace. "I l  The adoption of a moderate war aims policy by Bribin's Russian ally also 

provided another signal for the dissenters to urge their own Govement's modification of iîs war 

aims. Morel declared that the Provisional Government's acçeptance of the Petrograd Fonnula 

drastically altered the Allies' 10 January note. Russia's revised diplornatic stance removed any 

rationale for continued Austro-Russian fighting, as the latter had no longer to fear a Russian 

seinire of Constantinople.* By May 1917, MacDonald was writing with some confidence in 

The Dailv Citizen that Russia would not make a separate peace. However, he did wam the 

readers of his weekly coiumn that continu4 Russian military participation seemed contingent 

upon either a full restatement of Allied war aims or the dispatch of a new peace note to President 

Wilson. Snowden thought that Allied acceptane of the Petrograd Formula might. indeed, force 

a reconsideration by Britain and France of their joint 10 January staternent. in view of Russia's 

new position, The Herald insisted that the British Govemment revise its war aims in conformity 

with American and Russian objectives. Only then might G e m q  be encouraged to opt for 

peaw . l3 

The Petromad Formula: Imnlication~ 

The Provisional Government's proclamation of 9 April fbelled a debate within the dissenting 

" The Labour 12 April 1917, p. 1.  The distinction which Snowden drew behiveen 
Russia and America was sharpened by George Lansbury in The Herald: "President Wilson wishes 
for a people's peace; the Russian Governent has declared for a people's peace" ("Keep the Red 
Flag Flying, " The Herald, 14 April 1917, p. 5). 

12 Morel, "America in the War, " The U.D.C., May 1917, pp. 75-76. 

'' The Dalv Citizen, 5 May 1917, p. 1; The Labour Leader, 12 April 1917, p. 1; "Russia, 
U.S., and Ourselves," The H e r a ,  14 April 1917, p. 9. Arno Mayer argues that the ILP 
accepteci the Russian démarche because it fortified the Piuty's d l  for a revised British staternent 

li ' * .  (Po, p. 164). 
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community, which would last until the treaty of Brest-Litovsk in March 1918, over the practical 

implications of the new Russian policy. Morel presumed to his readers that an autonomous 

Poland, a restoreû Serbia, a protectorate over Armenia, plus the internationdization of 

Constantinople and the Straits were al1 congruent with the framework of the Petrograd Formula. 

The Nation oscillated between thinlring that the Petrograd Formula had settled the details of 

Russian war aims and that the formula was inherently ambiguous." Brailsford, whom Buckler 

descnbed as sharing "the 'Nation's' standpoint," argued that a policy of 'no annexation' would 

block certain "indispensable" adjustments but was nonetheless ôetter than the wholesaIe redivision 

of Europe. l5 

MacDonald also voiced some dissenthg concems about the uncertain future direction of 

Russian policy, in an open l m r  of 25 April to "Russian  leader^."'^ The ILP leader was 

broadly correct in his judgment that the Petrograd Formula signified the growing leverage of the 

Petrograd Soviet over the Provisional Govemment . " This perception, shared b y other 

dissenters,la could only have been reinforcecl by the publication on 13 April of the Resolution 

on War Aims of the All-Russian Conference of Soviets. This statement called on both the 

Provisional Govement and Allied States to pub licl y renounce annexations and indemnit ies . The 

l4 Morel, "Exploiting the Russian Revolution, " The Labour Leader, 5 April 19 17, p. 6; 
Nation, 14 April 1917, p. 26; 28 April 1917, p. 82. 

LQuckler to House, 27 April 1917, B u c e r  Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 5; Brailsford, 
"No Annexations?, " The HeralQ, 6 May 1917, p. 8. 

l6 Marquaad, Ramsay MacDonalQ, pp. 21 1-212. See also, The Dailv Citizen, 5 May 1917, 
p. 5. 

" The Nation, however. took a less categorical view than MacDonald. It acknowledged the 
rivairy between the Provisional Govement and the Petrograd Soviet but thought that the 9 April 
proclamation haâ not pennanently settled the issue of Russian war objectives. The Nation. 14 
April 1917, p. 26. 



Soviets had expressly linked their domestic agenda with foreign policy reform: 

The revolutionary people of Russia will persist in their efforts to b ~ g  about an 
early conclusion of peace on the basis of the brotherhood and equality of free 
peoples. An official renunciation of al1 programs of conquest on the part of al1 
Goveniments is a powerhil means of te rmiaatiag the war on such conditions. l9 

Such was the prestige of the Russian Workers' and Soldiers' Councils in the eyes of British 

socialists that The Herald hoped for the formation of similar working class bodies in Britain, so 

as to ensure that the Govemment would respect ' r d  and file" support for the Petrograd 

F o r m ~ l a . ~  

The persistent conflict between the Provisional Government and the Petrograd Soviet 

surfaced oace again early in May. The Provisional Govement was subject to inçreasing 

pressure fiom the Petrograd Soviet to issue its 9 April statement-originally for domestic 

consumption ody-as a diplomatic note. Miliukov, leader of the more conservative Constitutional 

Democratic Party or Kadets, as they were known, duly proceedeed with the note's dispatch but 

attached a c o v e ~ g  letter extending unequivocal Russian support to the Allied quest for a decisive 

military victory.'l The Petrograd Soviet responded angrily, and four days later the Provisional 

Government issued a clarification of Miliukov's 1 May statement. By this second communiaué 

it was confirmed that Russia was still bound to the Allied programme. The Petrograd Formula 

implied nothing las. The important fat, however, was that the Govement was resolveà 

neither to dominate other nations nor to occupy foreign territory 'by force." Furthemore, the 

lg Browder and Kerensky, eds., wThe Resolution on War Aims of the Al1 Russian Conference 
of Soviets, " (3 1 March, old calendar) , The Russian Provisional Government of 19 17, pp . 1083- 
1084. 

"The New Gang,' The Herald, 21 April 1917, p. 9. 

21 Wade, The Russian Search for Peace. Februarv-ûctober 1917 (Stanford, 1%9), pp. 37-39. 



Governrnent's overriding objective w u  the promotion of national ~elfdetermination.~ The 

Soviet's pressure on the Provisional Government was nevertheless maintained. A new coalition 

was formed on 15 May, which included members of the Petrograd Workers' and Soldiers' 

Council. Miliukov was conspicuous by bis absence in the new Government and Kerensky, a 

Social Revolutionary, became Minister of War. The ascendancy of the much more radical 

Petrograd Soviet seemed complete when, three days later, the new coalition endorsed the Soviet's 

war policy position. The socalleci L'vov Dedaration signified for the k s t  time the Russian 

Govement's extranational assent to the ftamework of the Petrograd Formula? 

Russia's formal aceeptance of the Soviet's foreign policy bolstered dissenting demands 

for a statement of British war aims to match those of Russia. Moreover, they believed that the 

Russian example made such a statement attainable. Buckler reported MacDonald's position to 

Colonel House: 

MacDonald who has some sort of direct communication with the Russian 
socialists, feels confident that "peace without annexation" will soon be put 
forward by their govemment as a proposition to which the other Entente Allies 
will be asked to Say " yes" or "no". He is absolutely certain that Russia means 
somehow to get peace soon and that in m n g  this object she does not propose 
to spare the feelings of French and British jingoes? 

The adoption of the Petrograd Formula by the second Provisional Government also encouraged 

dissenters to pressure their own Government to adtiere to Wilsonian ideals. The joint role of the 

United States and Russia in moderating British war aims was frequently stressed by dissenters. 

Browder and Kerensky, eds., The Russian Provisional Goveniment of 1917, pp. 1098, 
1 LOO. The Petrograd Soviet accepted the Govement's explanation. It viewed the new note as 
a definite renunciation of forcible annexation (Browder and Kerensky, eds., "Soviet Acceptance 
of the Goveniment's Explanation," 4 May 1917, The Russian Provisional Govenment of 1917, 
p. 1100). 

m., pp. 1045, 1039-1041. Prince L'vov was Prime Minister of the reconstructed 
Provisionai Goverment. 

2* Buckler to House, 18 May 1917, Buckler Papets, Series II, Box 5, Folder 9. 
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More American intervention and Russian Revolution, argued The Nation, there had been no 

chance of peace. But these two nations had introàuced vital "saving elementsn which could oniy 

exen a beneficial influence on international statesmanship? 

On 23 May the UDC Executive sent a letter to Wilson highlighting the new Russian 

Goverment's determination to end the war as soon as possible on the bais of no annexations. 

The UDC maintained that the Russian position was so close to the PresidentTs own that the other 

Allies should surely issue a formal statement of support for a 'no annexation' policy. The UDC 

assured Wilson that if the United States tri& to persuade ail warcing powers to adopt such a 

view, "democratic" forces would then push for a permanent peace." The organization may well 

have been trying to nail Wilson's colours to the 'no annexation, no indemnity' mat. 

Furttiemore, ttie UDC probably hoped to link Wilson's moral authority to the Petrograd 

Formula. More clear is the degree of uncertainty within the UDC which the letîer to Wilson 

revealed. On the one hand, the leading dissenting body appeared to believe that, notwithstanding 

American military intervention, Wilson still had the authority to pressure his CO-belligerents into 

relaxing their war a h .  On the other, the Ietter shows their loss of faith in Wilson as a 

dissenting force-hence this attempt to have him publicly a h  his cornmimient to a "peace 

without victory " along the lines of the Petrograd Formula. 

The Petrograd Formula was enormously attractive to the dissenters because it mirrored 

and reinforced their own arguments for a negotiated peace. Crucially, the resolution supported 

their contention that if al1 Allied Governments issued public endorsements of the Petrograd 

"The Peaw of the Peoples, " The Nation, 19 May 19 17, pp. 156-157. The Herald agreed 
that it was Wilson and Russia who had brought Britain "back to fuadamentalsn ("The League of 
Nations," The Heratd, 19 May 1917, p. 9). 

" The UDC to Wilson, 23 May 1917, House Papers, Series IiI, Box 182, Folder 1/24. Of 
course, for the UDC, a permanent peace could not be attained through annexation. 
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Formula, then the Pnissian militarists wouid be undercut and moderate German elements able to 

end the war. The Petrograd Formula, in combination with Wilson's liberal pronouncements, 

were used by dissenters to highlight the punitive aspects of the Allies' 10 January statement. The 

Russian and Wilsonian stands now provided the dissenters with a solid platform from which to 

press the British Govemment into revising its war aims, or else nsk alienating its allies. 

During April and May 1917 British dissent exhibited a heightened sense of its uastoppable 

momentum. These feelings were stimulated by the belief that America and Russia had adopted 

dissenting foreign policies and also by an outbreak of domestic labour strife. lust as Russia and 

America were expected to exert extenial pressure on Britain to embrace a UDC-style programme, 

the labour m a t ,  it was felt, would provide the necessary intemal stimulus. The British 

Government's labour problems stemmed from trade union dissatisfaction with changes in the 

scheme for exempting skilled workers from military service. ûn 7 May a revised ScheduIe of 

Protected Oçcupations was introduced, reducing the number of workers covered by the union-nin 

Trade Catd Scheme implemented the previous November. The celebrated 'May Strikes' of 19 17 

which first hit Manchester, then Coventry, Barrow and Sheffield, were in direct response to the 

likely withdrawal of men from the engineering trades to the army. This dramatic wave of labour 

protest also released long-sirnmering grievances about the higb cost of living and the wartime 

erosion of craft union privileges by the deskilling processes of 'dilution* and 'substitution'. The 

strkes were led by workhop militants in outright defiance of the official engineering union 

hierarchy. The Govemment aitered its new Schedule of Protectted Occupations, and although 



these concessions only partially satisfied the rank and file, the strikes ended on 21 May? 

The British Govemment had been alarmed both by this potentially debilitating labour 

unrest and by the prospect of fusion between pro-negotiation forces and discontented workers led 

by revolutionary shop stewards in the engineering trades. Commissions of Industrial Unrest were 

appointed to assess the unstable labour situation. The commissioners' hastily assembled reports 

drew an alarming picnire of w o r b g  class discontent, fuelleci by rising prices, perceptions of 

profiteering, overcrowding and management iosensitivity on the shop floor. Many raak and file 

workers appeared to distrust both their own union executives and government promises. Lord 

Milner was not the only governmental figure who believed by late May that there was a distinct 

possibility of revolution in Britain? 

In addition to feeding official anxiety, the May Strikes Ied the dissenters to the somewhat 

dubious conclusion that the labour ranlc and file, by contrat to their union and party leaders, was 

hilly converteci to the concept of a negotiated peace. There were some signs that the dissenting 

view was spreading, but not necessarily to the workuig class. On 14 May the League of Nations 

Society staged a meeting at Central Hall which was addressecl by General Jan Smuts, the leading 

South African delegate to the Lmperial War Conference and future War Cabinet member, Lord 

Hugh Cecil, the libertarian Conservative backbencher, and Lord Buckmaster, the Liberal former 

Keith Middlemas, Politics in industrial Sotie: The Exmence of the British Svstem sin- 
191 1 (London, 1979). p. lû2; Chris Wrigley, "The First World War and State Intervention in 
industrial Relations, 1914-18" A History of British Industrial Relations vol. II 1914-1939 ed. 
Chris Wrigley (Brighton, 1987). p. 46; Hugh Armstrong Clegg, A History of British Trade 
Unions since 1889, vol. II 191 1-1933 (Oxford, 1985)- pp. 171-173. 

" Tuner, British Politia, pp. 168, 192-193. He wamed Lloyd George that action must be 
taken to "counteract the very systematic and active propaganda of the Pacifists, and to prevent 
their capturing the Trade Councils and other bodies, who profess to represent though they often 
misrepresent the working classes" (Milner to Lloyd George, 26 May 1917, quoted in Rempel g 

eds., The Collectecl P m r s  of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, p. xxxvi). Also see J.O. Stubbs, 
"Lord Milner and Patriotic Labour, 1914-1918, " En~lish Historical Review 87 (1972): pp. 255- 
277. 
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Lord Chancellor. The dissenhg reaction to the Central Hall meeting reveals a growing 

confidence thaî their ideas were gainhg wider acceptance. Certainiy Smuts and Cecil had no 

prior connections with dissent and, according to Gerda Crosby, "many prominent M.P.s and 

others not associated with the negotiated peace movement" were in attendance." The presence 

of Smuts suggested that even the Goverment might be preparing to accept a negotiated 

settlement. The Herala thought that none of the three keynote speakers would have talked in such 

conciliatory terms ody a few months previously and was particularly impressed by Smuts's 

expression of interest in the subjection of diplomacy to the control of public opinion. The South 

African politician also said that conciliation provided the way to a peacefful future and that 

territorial changes had to reflect the wishes of the peoples affected. Smuts was regardeci by 

Nation as a convert to "constnictive pacifism," and the same liberal paper also praised Cecil's 

plea for "universal benevolence. "" 

It was the tacit acceptance of a moderate peace raîher than the spread of support for an 

international league that was the important revelation to dissent from the Central Hall meeting. 

As A.J.P. Taylor has argued, the League idea was very much an afterthought to dissenters of the 

UDC stamp. Also, many dissenters began to worry about the likely character of such a post- 

settlement institution as soon as supporters of the Government began to promote it." Dissent, 

however, did use the meeting to put across its own view that any future league must embody a 

liberd, as opposed to conservative, internationalism, that it must certainly include a lenientiy- 

ZJ Crosby, Di sarmame n t and Peace in British Politiçs, p. 44. 

* "The Tnie Remedy for the War," The Nation, 19 May 1917, pp. 157-158; "The bague 
of Nations," The Heraia, 19 May 1917, p. 9. 

" Taylor, The Trouble Maken, pp. 141-144; Robbins. The Abolition of Wu,  p. 129. 



treated Germany as one of its leading members? 

The 'No Annexations' -te in the House of Commons 

Two days aftec the Central Hall meeting, the dissenters staged their most successful war aims 

debate of 1917. It was started by Snowden moving the following amendment to the 

Government's Consolidated Fund Bill: 

This House welcomes the declaration of the new democratic Government of 
Russia, repudiating al1 proposais for imperialistic conquest and aggrandizement, 
and calls on His Majesty's Govemment to issue a similar declaration on behalf 
of the British democracy, and to join with the Allies in restating the Allied terms 
in conformity with the Russian declaraaon? 

The ensuing "No Amexaiions DebatenY was followed by the first wartime parliamentary 

division on the subject of war aims. Snowden's gesture came two days after the Petrograd Soviet 

announceci iîs intention to join the Provisional Govemment and just over a month after the AIL 

Rwian Conference of Soviets called upon the Allies to redraft their war aims. Another 

international dimension, stressai by Snowden, Trevelyan and Wedgwood, was added by the 

statement to the Reichsu of Geman Majority (pro-war) socialist leader. Philip Scheidemann, 

that there would be a German revolution should Germany refuse, and the Allies accept, a no 

annexation and no indemnity policy.* If, as A.J.P. Taylor argues, the dissenters' reluctance 

to divide the House prior to May 1917 was one sign of theu political isolation, Snowden's 

" The Nation, 19 May 1917, pp. 157-158; The Herald, 19 May 1917, p. 9. 

" PD (Commom), 16 M a y  1917, 93, col. 1625. 

Y This was MacDonald's description of the p r d i n g s  in The U.D.C., June 19 17, p. 85. 

35 PD (Commons), 16 May 1917, 93, col. 1917; The Labour Leader, 24 May 1917, pp. 1, 
3; Wedgwood, Mernoirs of a Fightine Lik, p. 128; Crosby, Dismament and Peace in British 
Politiq, p. 44. 
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amendment indicates the growth of dissenting confidence that they were on the verge of the 

crucial breakthrough so eagerly anticipated since December 1916, 

The dissenting MPs focused on several interrelated themes: the changed international 

situation, the need to revise British war aims, and the precise shape of an ideal peace settlement. 

For the dissenters, the international pictute had been irrevocably altered not only by the Russian 

Revolution and the American intervention but by the combined effeçt of these two dramatic 

developments. Snowden, H.B. Lees-Smith, a Liberal and UDC member, and Philip Morrell, a 

Liberal and former UDC member, al1 pointed out the close similarity between Wilson's concept 

of 'peace without victory' and Russia's Petrograd Fomula .~  As a consequence of the now 

overwtielming Allied weight in favour of a moderate settlement, the British and French response 

to Wilson of 10 January was clearly unsatisfactory. Ponsonby admitteci that either a moderate 

or an extreme reading of the IO January note could be made. But it was now incumbent upon 

the Government to place an unambiguously moderate construction on this earlier statement. 

Snowden argued that a new dechration had to be made because the secret, pre-war beatie~ which 

had k e n  stnick with the old Russian &&g had been repudiated by the new Governme~t.~ 

There were sporadic references to the United States throughout the 'no annexations' 

debate. But the primary fwus of the dissenters rested upon the intentions of the Provisional 

Govemment and the Workers' and Soldiers' Council. Snowden was emphatic that the Revolution 

"has given us new hope in democracy and revived our faith in internationalism." Furtbennore, 

the amouncement that the Petrograd Soviet was going to join the Provisional Govemment 

confirmed that Russia was bent on peace. For Snowden, by eschewing annexations, "the Russian 

' PD (Commons), 16 May 1917, 93, cols. 1628. 1641, 1693. 

m., cols. 1726. 163 1. Although the dissenters had long suspected that such treaties had 
been si@, their existence was not confirmeci until May 19 17 and their texts not released until 
the Bolshevik seinire of power in November. 
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demoçracy [was] expressing the desire and the will of the democracies of dl beIligerent 

countries."' MacDonaid believed tbat the Petrograd Soviet wanted more direct. people to 

people, negotiations. As the future leader of European democracy, Russia obviously wanted "a 

reai vo i e  in the settiement after the war" and had boldly embarked upon the political route to 

reach objectives which war could not achieve? 

Although Snowden's motion did not use the word 'annexation', the debate centered on 

its meaning. Ponsonby maintained thaî the Petrograd Formula precluded both the status auo ante 

belhm and my r i g b  of conquest. Trevelyan thought that annexation for the Russians denoted 

seizure of Constantinople and the forced break-up of the Habsburg Empire? MacDonald 

argueci thai annexation implied even bolder schemes of territorial aggrandizement, of the kind that 

tsarist Russia might have envisaged. He and LeesSmith noted that Kerensky, one of the 

principal opponents of annexation, was nevertheless opposed to Turkish domination of Armenia. 

But the Russian desire to guarantee Annenia as a self-governing state clearly fell far short of the 

"impenalism" which MacDonald equated with "annexation. "*' Snowden, by contrast, dwelt 

upon the connotations of 'no annexations', by which he presumed the Russians to mean that no 

conquered territory would be kept by victorious powers after the war and that no land would be 

transferred between States without a popular vote4* 

The dissenters also used the 'no annexation' mantra to attack existing British war aims 

once again. LeesSmith wged Britain to relinquish its claims on Germany's African colonies and 

Ibid., COIS. 1626, 1628. 

m., cols. 1658, 1661, 1662. 

m., cols. 1728, 1707. 

*' m., cols. 1659, 1642. 

" m., col. 1634. 



to approach its Allies to do likewise. Ultimately, he looked for the Government to make a 

declararion sirnilar to the Petrograd Formula, which he believed would signal a return to the war 

aims of August 19144e  restoration of Belgium, France, Serbia and other occupied terriories, 

plus the exacting of "proper" reparati~ns.~ MacDonald urged the Government to refrain from 

destroyhg Germany, because such aggression would not resolve such tricky issues as the partition 

of Turkey, or the Austro-Hungarian question."' Wedgwood rejected the overthrow of the 

Hohenzollern dynasty as a prerequisite for peace. He wanted international supervision for al1 

colonies in tropical Africa, preferably under American leadership. This solution, said 

Wedgwood, would conform to Russian guidelines." 

The dissenters were not averse to fear-mongering in order to convince the Governent 

that a refusal to support their motion might jeopardize the Allied cause. Wedgwood, Morrell, 

Trevelyan, Ponsonby al1 reiterated MacDonald's point that continued dipiornatic intransigence 

might drive Russia into seeking a separate peace." Persuading the Russian Govemment of 

British goodwill would also require the War Cabinet to approve the upcorning conference of 

European socialists in Stockh~lm.~~ MacDonald and Snowden enthusecl about the convening of 

43 W., cols. 1640, 1642. 

4S - - ?  Ibid cols. 163 1, 1683. 

' m., cols. 1642, 1661, 1680, 16%' 1707, 1709, 1729. See also, Wedgwood, Memoirs 
of a Fightinp Life, p. 129. 

47 Early in May, the executive of the Labour Party had received a cal1 from the Dutch section 
of the International Socialist Bureau for a meeting of the International in Stockûolm. At the same 
meeting, the executive decided not to attend but authorized Henderson to go to Russia. It also 
moved to convene an Allied socialist conference in London. A few days later, on 10 May, the 
Petrograd Workers' and Soldiers' Council invited both rninority and majority soçialists to Russia 
to define war aims. The following day the ILP applied for passports to go to Russia (Marquand, 
Ramsav MacDonald, pp. 2 12, 2 13). While the ILP was supportive of the Petrograd invitation, 
The Natip had signifiant reservations. The paper argued that a conference in Stockholm would 
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this meeting and re~uested that their Government allow British delegates to attend." The 

dissenten also highlighted the likely effect on Germany of their amendment's rejection. Both 

Snowden and Wedgwood claimed that properly revised Allied war aims would assist the moderate 

and demmatic elements in Germany. The latter even argued that an honourable Allied peace 

offer would lead to revolution in Gennany and that such an outcome was far more desirable than 

the acquisition of Gemany 's East African colonies .*' 

The 'no annexations' debate, like the war aims debate of 20 February, highlighted the 

ground shared by the different representatives of the Parliamentxy dissenting camp. The most 

conspicuous cornmon bond was the massive amount of faith invested by dissent in the new 

Russian m. There was by cornparison, a paucity of sympathetic references to Wilson during 

this debate. Russia was increasingly seen as the vanguard of the search for a negotiated peace. 

There was also a broad dissenting consensus on the wisdom of open and democratic foreign 

policies, the futility of war and militarism, and the beneficence of fiee traàe as an agent of a 

sturdy internationalism. The dissenting speakers al1 approved the international socialist 

conference and seemed to think that such a meeting would endorse their peace programme. 

Yet the debate did not conceal the divisions within dissent. First, the dissenters were not 

in complete agreement over the definition of annexation. Some, such as Ponsonby, did not even 

think any definition was necessary. Second, there were subtle differences between the iLP and 

be acceptable if it were called for by neutrais. The neuals would have to meet first and only 
then meet each belligerent separately. After this, The Nation stated, a joint Sitting rnight be 
possible (The Nation, 12 May 1917, p. 130; 19 May 1917, p. 156). 

MacDonald was convinced that, "at the present moment the only great international 
movement that can begin a real peace movement is the International Socialist Party. " Snowden 
referred to the impending Stockholm event as "the embryo of the parliament of man" m., cols. 
1635, 1663). 

M., cols. 1632, 1681, 16432. 



Liberal treatments of the question of world government. The ILP members were more vigorous 

in k i r  support of the Intemational, the Stockholm conference and the Petrograd Soviet than of 

the putative League of Nations on which many liberd intemationalist hopes were pinned. 

Finally, not al1 dissenters were captivated by Russia. Buxton. though present during the debate, 

did not speak in favour of the amendment, nor even vote in the division. It is possible that the 

debaîe was UDC-orchestrated and that Buxton chose not to participate for tbis reason. The more 

convincing expianation is that Buxton had still not lost faith in President Wilson as the best hope 

for a negotiated peace. At the tirne of the 'no annexation' debate Buxton was trying, through the 

tnrsted Buckler, to establish a basis for closer CO-operation in the Near East beween Wilson and 

Lloyd George? 

Though Snowden's amendment was rejected by the large margia of 238 votes to 32, the 

dissenters believed that the debate would force the Government to modi@ its war aims position. 

MacDonald was disappointed b y the overall thnist of the Govemment ' s par liamentary rebuttal 

of the Snowden amendment. The I L .  leader was encouraged, however, that Lord Robert Cecil 

had expressed his support for both a neutraiized Straits settlement, and a federal constitution for 

the Habsburg Empire. The Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs had even hinted that the 

Government might be prepared to redefine its 10 lanuary note in the spirit of 'liberation' rather 

than 'annexation'. H.N. Brailsford regarded Cecil's speech as the most conciliatory officia1 

On May 22 Lloyd George had a breakfast meeting with Buxton, Buckler and Commander 
Pirie-Gordon, former editor of The Near East and currently engaged in secret service work in 
Salonika. The discussion centered on the details of territorial redistribution in the Balkans and 
the prospect of detaching Bulgaria from the Central Powers. More significant than the Prime 
Minister's surprisingly moderate Balkans policy (he wished Austria-Hungary to remain intact) was 
his frank admission that he already counted Russia out of the war. Moreover, he promised that 
neither he nor any other Allied leaders would accept a compromise peace ou the lines of the 
Petrograd Formula, which had been formally adopted by the Russian Provisional Govemment just 
four days before (Buckler to House, 22 May 1917, Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 6, 
See also, Buckler to House, 18 May 1917, Buckler Papers, Series II, Box 5, Folder 9). 



statement to date and that, if peax were stnick in such a spirit, there would be f i  territorial 

changes. The latter's contention that Cecil was trying to satisfy certain demands of the 

international socialists, however, seems rather d ~ b i o u s . ~ ~  

The dissenters appeared to be making further headway a week after the 'no-amexations' 

debate when, under questionhg from Trevelyan about the poor reception of his statement in 

Russia, Cecil replied: 

1 made it clear that British aims in the wa .  were in complete hamony with those 
of our Russian Allies, and 1 laid special stress on the fact that Our aims and 
aspirations were dictated solely by our determination to secure a peace founded 
on national liberty and international amity, and that al1 imperialistic aims based 
on force or conquest were completely absent from Our programme. I would 
emphasize the façt that the most recent declarafion of the reconstituted 
Govemment of Russia is in complete harmony with this p ~ l i c y . ~  

Morel's U .D .C. believed that Trevelyan's question had elicited from the Goveniment "a notable 

modification in the hitherto expressed British attitude. " Even Snowden, while denying that Cecil 

had changed tack completely, sensed a significant shift on the Government's part. Cecil had 

actually discussed terms, and the Govenunent appeared to be admitting that the dissenters had 

a strong case. Io fact, the Government had even said that it agreed with the Russian position, 

although Snowden ttiought the 10 laouary statement and the Petrograd Formula to be poles 

spart? Snowden also made the remarkably prescient point that, nomithstanding the more 

favourable climate for dissenting ideas, the Government would soon do its utmost to wginalize 

the dissenting movement. 

" MacDonald, "The 'No-Amexations' Debate, " The U.D.C., Iune 1917 p. 85; Brailsford, 
"No Conquests," The HeraN, 26 May 1917, p. 7. The Nation also drew encouragement from 
Cecil's 16 May speech ("The Peace of the Peoples," The Nation, 19 May 1917, p. 154). 

Y PD (Gommons), 23 May 1917, 93, col. 2274. 

" "A Step Nearer towards Peace and a Tribute to the Statesmanship of the Union of 
Democratic Control, " The U.D.C., June 1917, p. 86; The Labour Leader, 3 1 May 1917, p. 1. 



The bitter atîacks they made upon us arise fiom the fact that they know our 
advocacy of peace is gaining adherents rapidly, and that before long the 
Government will have to sumender to the popular demand to end the war. Their 
policy. in view of this, is to try to discredit us, and to cover their retreat to the 
peace Party in the near funire by creirting the impression that those who have 
opposed the war, and who, when the cause was unpopular, demanded peace by 
negotiations are untnistworthy guides to fol10w.~ 

Indeed, the pro-war press condemned Snowden and the debate. The New Statesman 

derided Snowden, stating that "to denounce the proclaimed and obvious aims of the Allies as 

aggressive, and their territorial policy as a policy of grab, is to betray a degree of suspicious 

prejudice which amounts aimost to a disease." The Times' response was less vitriolic, but no 

more supportive when it said "the tone of Mr. Snowden's speech made dispassionate discussion 

difficult, " followed by "he could find nothing too vile to say of the [IO January note. " The daily 

newspaper concluded that Cecil had presented an admirable defence of Bntish policy." 

On 29 May MacDonald met privately with Angell, Morel, Trevelyan. Ponsonby, 

Massingham, Hobson, and Brailsford to discuss the Russian Revolution. Whereas Lloyd George 

appears to have calculated that the Allied war effort could withstand the blow of Russia's 

withdrawal, the dissenters anticipated, with varying degrees of enthusiasrn, that a Russian 

departure would foster European-wide revolution. MacDonald hoped that Kerensky would be 

able to end the war and that, if he could, real international democracy might be established.' 

Morel was one of the more fervent supporters of following the Russian example. After May 

1917, when the Provisionai Government moved toward the left, a shift that can be said to usher 

in the third phase, his writings adopted a disthdy revolutionary edge, his Liberal-Radical idioms 

Y The Labour Leader, 24 May 1917, p. 1. 

" The New Statesman, 19 May 1917, p. 146; The Times, 17 May 1917. p. 7. 

Y Marquand, Ramsav MacDonald, p. 207. According to Arno Mayer, in light of Amerka's 
insignificant military weight before 1918, "Russia continued to be a vital military and economic 
factor in "stalemated" Europe, " me Political Onnins O 

. . f the New Di~iomacv, p. 66). 
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king replaceci by a new quasi-M-st vocaôulary. The war was a smggle between 

internationalism and slavery, by which Mord meant the oppressive and dangerous forces of 

capitalkm and nationahm. Of al1 the belligerent States, only Russia was heading in the 

approprie, internationalist direction. 

To-day manlrind is sundered between two opposing ideas stniggling for mastery- 
the idea of a material victory, and the idea of a moral victory. The former is 
still in the ascendant, and the war goes on. 

Lateimationalism or Slavery? Thaî is the supreme issue, and if maakind 
cannot decide it by evolution, it will have to decide it by rev~lution.~ 

MacDonald, showing the sort of pragmatism which would later make him a pariah within 

the Labour Party, also continued to press for a revision of British war airns. in a speech in 

Swansea on 22 May, he made the claim, surprishg for a dissenter, that nothing could be worse 

than a peace based on war-weariness. Such a peace would leave the country's objectives 

unfulfilled. He ugued instead for a set of clearly stated war aims, not peace aims, to which both 

people and Government could agree. These war aims should promote "liberation" in a general 

sense, but the only territory to be fieed would be that which had changed hands s k  1914. 

Britain's basic goals were the restoration of an independent Belgium, the extension of democracy 

"in the important powers of Europe, " as a guarantee against a recurrence of aggression, and the 

establishment of an international " h g u e  of the Democratic Organization of Parliaments, " guided 

b y popular opinion.' 

E.D. Morel, Thoughts on the War: The Peace-and Prison (Westminster, 1920), pp. 4749. 
This article was originally published in The Labour Leader, 3 1 May 1917, p. 4. 

" H. Hesse11 Tilanan, J. Ramsav MacDonald Labor's Man of Dstiny (New York, 1929), 
pp. 112, 113. 



The period from the begianing of April to the end of May marks the widening of the peace-by- 

negotiation movement from its relatively narrow and exclusively dissenthg origins hto a larger, 

more diverse force. The most signifiant and hopeful sign for dissent during these two months 

was the growth of foreign support for a negotiaîed and lenient peace. in requesting 

Congressional approval for a declaration of war, Wilson also pledged the United States to a 

moderate peace. Events in Russia provided a second extemal stimulus to dissenting efforts. The 

Provisional Govemment's formal adoption of the Petrograd Formula in the second half of May 

was the most important foreign pronouncement from the perspective of the British pro-negotiation 

forces. It defined for the dissenters the central purpose of the Russian Revolution and created 

the image of an unaggressive, anti-war revolutionary Russia which was to remain with the 

dissenters throughout the inter-war years. ïndeed, for many dissenters the Petrograd Formula 

and the Russian Revolution became synonymous. 

The dissenters could also be optimistic about their domestic progress. While the British 

Govenunent did not appear to be embracing the Russian position, the dissenters could still look 

to the 14 May League of Nations Society meeting, to the respectful hearing given dissenting MPs 

on 16 May and to Lord Robert Cecil's official statements, as evidence that their strategy of 

persuasion was gradually succeeding. Furthermore, in light of acute working class social and 

economic grievances, it was not entirely lànciful to presume that links could be forged between 

discontenteci labour and the pro-negotiation movement. The Nation thought that "the fire is 

kindlrd; in a few weeks or months it will nui from shore to shore and destroy the entire resisting 

fabric of ambition and purely nationalistic interest. "" 

SP "The Peace of the Peoples." The Nation, 19 May 1917, p. 156. 
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From June untiI August the peace-by-negotiation çampaign would reach a peak of 

intensity. But not ail developments fâvoured the dissenters. The feu tbt Amencan intervention 

would adversely affect Wilson's moderate position would smn becorne more widespread and 

justifieci. The power of the Petrograd Soviet, while to maay dissenters a good sign, would 

uitimately undermine not only the Provisional Govemment but also the dissenters' chances of 

persuading both the British Govemment and the Labour Party to emulate Russia's foreign policy 

initiatives. The rapid weakening of the Russian war effort undercut the dissenters by upsetùng 

the military stalemate that was an essential precondition of a negotiated peace. ironically, the 

same Russian Revolution which seemed to hold such promise for supporters of a negotiated 

settlement, açtually strengthened the hand of those who sought a knock-out blow tbrough massive 

American involvement. On the Home Front, the Govemment resolved to soothe the most 

potentially explosive working class grievances and was largely successful in preventing the 

dreaded fusion of peaçe and labour movements. At a superficial level, the new-found moderation 

on war aims of various nondissenthg poIiticians represented an enormous boost for the peace-by- 

negotiation forces. As 1917 progressecl, however, these govemmental and labour movement 

figures began to challenge dissent's guardianship of progressive foreign policy ideas. Moreover, 

the destination of these new moderates was very different from the one to which dissenters like 

Ponsonby, More1 and MacDonald were heading. 



Chapter 4: DISSENT'S FALSE DAWN-IUNE 1917 TO AUGUST 1917 

Introduction 

The British peace-b y-negotiatioa campaign peaked during the summer of 19 17. "As the last great 

wave [Imperialism] culminateci in a world war," obserwd an umigned article in The Tribunal, 

'so must this wave culminate in world peace. "l The mouthpieze of the CO movement was not 

the only organ of dissenting opinion that was moved to saüre such a note of optimism early in 

June 1917. Nearly every dissenting body and journal bad b e n  buoyed by the Rovisional 

Govemment's conversion to the Petrograd Formula and by the May Strikes in Britain. in the 

summer of 1917 the ranlrs of the pro-negotiation forces were still comparatively thin. Although 

only a small minority of the British people as a whole, the proponents of a negotiated settlement 

seemed, however, to be growing as a result of the Russian Revolution. 

Early in June dissenting hopes were further boosted by the famous Leeds Convention. 

This labour-pacifist meeting seemed to confirm that a broadly based, unified peace-by-negotiation 

movement was, indeed, taking shape. Leeds reinforceci the dissenters* belief that their movement 

for peace had gaineci momentum since the official Russian endorsement of the Petrograd Formula. 

Their confidence was sustained by the Reichstag Resolution of 19 July 19 17 which, they were 

convinced, signifieci Gemuiy 's acceptance of the Russian peace plan. The German resolution, 

Iike the Petrograd Formula before, provideâ another valuable exterual stimulus to the d issenters ' 

own campaign to transform the British Govenunent's war aims. Dissent's position was also 

l "Leeds and Revolution, " The Tribunal, 7 June 1917, p. 1. 
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bolstered wben Arthur Henderson, leader of the pro-war Labour majority, decided to embrace 

the Russian peace proposais. After Headerson persuaded a special party confêrence to endorse 

the planned meeting of European socialists at Stockhoim, it appeared that British labour was 

indeed abandoning its hitheno entrenched anti-negotiation stance. 

Paradoxically, as dissenting hopes were rising, their position was king eroded by five 

separate but related developments, each of which will be examinecl during the course of this 

chapter. Fust, the dissenters sensed that the interna1 difficulties of the Provisional Government 

threatened to result in a separate Russian peace-a peace that would jeopardize al1 their efforts 

to achieve a balanceci and durable settlement. These concerns were heightened by the Allies' 

unwillingness to adopt the Petrograd Formula. Second, the dissenters were distresseci by 

Wilson's refusal to adopt the Petrograd Formula and by his apparent acceptance of the need for 

outright military victory . Third, the peace-by -negotiation movement was further weakened by 

the propaganda and repressive measures of the British Govement. Fourth, the apparent 

conversion of the Labour Party to a negotiated settlement was somewhat illusory given that the 

special conference of 10 August expressly excluded anti-war socialists from the Iist of delegates 

eligible for the Stockholm meeting. Dissenters were now king aîtacked by a more determined 

Government and rejected, or at least disregarded, by a labour mainstrearn which remained 

committed to wiooing the war before negotiating with the enemy. Finally , the British strategic 

situation seemed to be improving in the summer of 1917. The limited and moderately successful 

offensive at Messines in June was followed on 31 July by the launching of the much grander 

Passchendaele offensive, or Third Ypres. More importantly, the institution of the convoy system 

in the North Atlantic enabled the Allies to counteract with increasing effectiveness the German 

U-boat threat . 



The Leeds Convention: Peaœ bv Revolution? 

The Leeds Convention was undoubtedty the most signifiant anti-war meeting between 1914 and 

1918. Although the May Strikes had provided sufficient reason for dissenters to convene at 

Leeds, the meeting was called principally to celebrate the Russian Revolution. The organizers 

had b e n  so elated by the Albert Hall meeting of 31 March that Leeds seemed like a logical 

~eque l .~  The conférence was organized by the United Socialist Coum'il (USC), a joint ILP-BSP 

group. By dissenting standards, the meeting was well attended, attracting nearly 1200 people 

even without the Labour Party's stamp of approvaL3 The thirteen convenors of the conference 

represented the hem of anti-war Labour: Alexander, Ammon, Anderson, Despard, Fairchild, 

Fineberg, Jowett, Lansbury, Quelch, Smillie, and Williams. W i n  and Johnson were the Joint 

Secretaries of the Convention. Mann, Russell, Pethick-Lawrence, Gallacher and Maxton were 

among the other dissenting luninaries involved with the conference.* According to Alan 

Bullock, the conference offered "a preview of the British Left between the wars, anarchical, 

' " What Happened at Leeds, " The Herald, 9 lune 1917. p. 8. F. Seymour Cocks MP (and 
UDC member) made the comection somewhat less explicitly. The Albert Hall dernonstration, 
he said, was the f ist  example of the "British Democracy " awakening and the Leeds Convention, 
the second ("The Leeds Conference," The U.D.C., July 1917, p. 103). 

Stephen White, "Soviets in Britain: The Leeds Convention of 1917, " International Review 
of Social History 19 (1974), p. 170; Marquand, Ramsav MacDonald, p. 209; Graubard, British 
Labour, p. 36. 

' What Hamened at Leeds, p. 18. H. Alexander was the National Treasurer of the BSP; 
Charles G. Ammon was a leading NCF member; Catherine Despard was the President of the 
Women's Freedom League. J. Fieberg and E.C. Fairchild were on the executive of the BSP, 
to which body Tom Quelch and Albert Inkpin also belonged. Robert Smillie was the President 
of the Miners' Federation and Robert Williams was President of the Transport Workers' Union. 
Francis Johnson was aüached to the ILP; Sylvia Pankhurst was the most radical member of the 
famous SufFragist family; Tom Mann was an old pre-war syndicalist; Pethick-Lawrence, a üDC 
executive member and Willie Gallacher (BSP member and, later, Britain's first Communist MP) 
was a leader of the Clyde Workers Cornmittee. James Maxton was a prominent post-war ILP 
leader. 
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Utopian, already fâscinatPA by and profoundly ignorant of Russian experience."' 

The Convention discussed four resolutions. MacDonald sponsored the f ist  which 

congratulated the Russian people for c a s ~ g  off tyranny, for removing "the standing menace of 

an aggressive imperialism in Eastern Europe" and for tiilung the lead in emancipating the workkg 

class from oppression. The second resolution, moved by Snowden and seconded by Fairchild, 

applauded the Russian Government for adopting the Petrograd Formula. The motion also called 

upon the British Government to match Russia's ofkr of a just setdement to the conflict. The 

third motion, from Ammon and Despard, calleà for the British Government to adopt the Russian 

Charter of Freedom of 15 March. The fourth and most controversial resolution, moved by 

Anderson and seconded by Williams, called on the "constituent bodies" of the Convention to 

establish Workmen's and Soldiers' Councils to "work strenuously for a peace made by the 

peoples of the various countries, and for the complete political and economic emancipation of 

international labour." Even more forcefully, the resolution intended these Councils to "resist 

every encroachment upon industrial and civil liberty. "6 

The text of the fourth resolution has provoked significant historical debate. Stephen 

Graubard has argued that the resolution envisaged "extraparliamentary Soviets w ith sovereign 

powers. " JO Vellacott, however, maintains that, although the wording was imported from Russia, 

the proposed councils were not conceived as instruments of revolution. Her principal contention 

is that &l the resolutions were essentially moderate and reformist. The substance of even the 

contentious fourth resolution, for example, addressed such mundane matters as the welfare of 

soldiers and their dependents . Along similar lines, Stephen White has argueci that both the fourth 

resolution in particular and Leeds in general are "better understood in a pacifist than a 

Bullock. The Life and Times of Emest Bevin, pp. 74-75. 

The Herald, 9 June 1917. pp. 9-1 1. 
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revolutionary perspective." The intended creation of British Soviets was oot a challenge to the 

authority of the British state. Rather, the Convention reflected an undoubtedly provocative, but 

revolutionary, "opposition to the continuation of the war for a 'kaock out' victory which was 

becoming increasingly manifest through 19 17. "' 
The conference resolutions were acnially the product of a variety of misttrations. 

Williams, for example, supported the motions for socialist not pacifist reasons. He called for an 

immeâiate dictatorship of the proletariat and brushed aside questions of c~nstitutionality.~ 

Tribunal reported that the "keyuotes of the Coderence were Revolution and internationalism." 

The international was the only power capable of giving Europe "a permanent and democratic 

peace." The correspondent also embraced revolution but, in keeping with the pacifism of the 

NCF, this was to be a non-violent revolution effected by destroying the "inertia of the great mass 

of the people. " ïndeed, Russell was very enthusiastic about the resolutions because he saw the 

possibility of a bloodless revolution "to bring the reign of violence to an end. "9 Snowden hoped 

that Leeds would result in the fulfilment of both broad and narrow objectives: the promotion of 

peace, the protection of civil liberties and of trade unionisrn as well as the control of profiteering 

in foodstuffs and the promotion of veterans' welfare. He saw the Convention as a sign that 

British opinion now opposed a fight-to-the-finish and even asserted that the pro-war union leaders 

could no longer claim to speak on behalf of British labour as a whole. The Herald regarded the 

main purpose of Leeds as the overthrow of tyrannical govemmental regulations institut& since 

' Graubard, British Labour. p. 39; Vellacott, Bertrand Russell, p. 163; White, "Soviets in 
Britain," p. 166. 

"What Happened at Leeds, " The HeralQ, 9 lune 19 17, p. 8. 

"Leeds and Revolution, " The Tribunal, 7 Juae 1917, p. 1; R. A. Rempel, "Pacifism and 
Revolution: Bertrand Russell and Russia, 1914-1920," in The Pacifist Im~ulse in Historiçal 
Perswctivg, ed. Harvey L. Dyck, (Toronto. 1996), p. 353. 
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the onset of war and the institution of a "people's peace" on the lines of the Petrograd 

Formula." Alongside these 'moderate' conclusioos there was also a potentially revolutionary 

edge, for example, to W.C. Anderson's demand for the creation of British Soviets and for a 

peaEe to be made by the "people," and not by union bosses and an oligarchie War Cabinet. The 

ambiguous impression left by the Convention adds weight to Stephen Graubard's contention that 

rank and file labour responded w d y  to Leeds only because it knew little of Russia or of the 

plan for British Soviets." If The I-ierald's correspondent was right to view Leeds as a sequel 

to the Albert Hall meeting, then the connecting thread was surely belief in Russia as a symbol 

of freedom. Different delegates, however, placed different constructions on the word "fieedom. " 

Perhaps b u s e  of the mbiguous nature of the conference resolutions, the Convention 

was seen by its participants as an unmitigated success. The assumption that peace-by-negotiation 

sentiment was growiog was never more widespread in dissenting circles than in the summer of 

1917. "Even some of the most vigorous of the U.D.C.'s critics," wrote Morel, "are beginniog 

to realize that the U.D.C. programme and the U.D.C. programme alow can Save this counay 

fiom ultirnate min." Even The Nation, far less strident than Morel, also held that support for 

a negotiated peace was growing, in the army, the civilian population and the intelligentsia as 

we11.* Even though Leeds was but an ad hw gathering of only seemingly united fringe 

caucuses, dissenters regarded the meeting as a pivotal event. They believed that the Convention 

was tnily representative, as Snowden summed up, "of al1 sections of the Labour and Socialist 

movement and al1 shades of Democratic opinion. " The same flawed assessrnent is implicit in 

" Cross, Phiii~ Snowdni (London, 1966). p. 158; The Labour Leader, 7 June 19 17, p. 1 ; 
"Leeds Leads: Who Follows?," The HeralQ, 9 June 1917, p. 7. 

'' Graubard, British Labour, p. 40. 

" The U.D.C, Iuly 1917, p. 102; "A The-Limit to the War," The Nation, 30 June 1917, 
p. 312. 
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Stephen Graubard's description of the Convention as "a characteristic expression of British 

Labour sentiment in the summer of 1917. "* 

The view that Leeds was al1 inclusive was skewed, however, by Snowden's and other 

dissenters' profound underestimation of the enduring power and influence of the pro-war union 

leaders who had boycottai Leeds and of Labour Party insiders Iike Henderson.14 The dissenters 

were also wrong in concluding that Leeds provided a mirror of working-class sentiment generally 

or even dissenting opinion. The UDC was not officially present at Leeds though the extent of 

UDC participation was blurred because of the involvement of many prominent ILP/UDC 

members, particularly MacDonald and Snowden. Indeed, some UDC members such as More1 

were not at Leeds but were very supportive. Others, namely Ponsonby, were not present at the 

Convention and were less obvious in their endorsement of Leeds. Many non-UDC dissenters 

emulated Buxton and remained silent on the subject of British Soviets, preferring to press for 

more backing from Wilson. 

Leeds did not voice the sentiments of British labour but merely those of the peace-by- 

negotiation enthusiasts who looked to Russia for support and inspiration. In f k t ,  Leeds provided 

a perfect illustration of the incestuous nature of dissent. British dissent was a small but 

amorphous grouping of people who shared many of the same hripes, who were in constant contact 

with each other, and wbo read each other's articles in the same newspapers, convincing 

themselves that their dissenting viewpoint was gnining ground. It is hardly surprising, then, that 

those who had attended Leeds departed with illusions of an unshakeable dissenting-labour unity 

and an unstoppable momentum for a peace without victory. According to Snowden's biographer, 

however, the Leeùs Convention is more appropriately labelled as "one of the great pseudoevents 

l3 Graubard, British Labour. p. 40. 

" The Labour Lezder, 7 June 1917, p. 1. 
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of British lefi-wing history . " * 

So, Leeds probably does not warrant the mythical standing it has sometimes achieved in 

traditionai labour histonography . But the Convention was nonetheless of considerable impoctance 

to the history of wartime dissent, first, merely by virtue of the (albeit misplaced) optimism which 

the meeting reflected and generated. Second, the motions meant different things to different 

participants, although many who were present on 3 June did not reaiize that these conflicting 

interpretations could be placed on the conference resolutions. Thus, the peace-by-negotiation 

movement entercd the crucial summer of 1917 with a unity that was more apparent than real. 

Third, as we shall see immediately below, the Leeds Convention frightened the British 

Government into a much tougher stand against organized dissent. 

After Leeds 

Despite the "mentaily dnink"16 mood induced by the Convention, the dissenters retained 

sufficient political awareness to try and capitalize immediatel y on the pro-negotiation momentum 

to which they believed Leeds had added. Snowden stressed that the Workmen's and Soldiers' 

Councils wouid have to be established quickiy, lest "the decisions of the Convention ... become 

farcical." He seemed to have sensed that the moment of opporninity would be short-lived and 

the imperative importance of channelling the pro-negotiation, pro-Russian tide now that it had 

peaked. The HeralQ, by detecting the "promise of âçtion " behind the conference resolutions, also 

l5 Cross, Phili~ Snowden, p. 158. "Once famais, now long forgotten," observes Aian 
Bullock of the Convention in The Life and Times of Eniest Bevin, vol. 1, p. 63. 

l6 MacKenzie, eds., The Diarv of Beatrice Webb, p. 281 (7 Iune 1917). 
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understd the importance of moving forward at fui1 speed." 

As a result of such concerns, a Provisional Committee, composed of the original thirteen 

sponsors of the Leeds Convention, was hastily set up to organize the establishment of soviets in 

each of the thirteen districts into which Britain was divided. Each district was to hold an 

inaugural meeting to select representatives to the Provisional Committee. The National 

Committee met fkom 13 to 15 July, while the district meetings were to take place between 28 July 

and 18 A u g ~ s t . ~ ~  Some dissenthg groups, however, hesitated to endorse these new bodies. On 

27 July, the Executive Council of the UDC resolved to cooperate with the British Soviets only 

on matters raised by their own foreign policy programme. The National Committee of the NCF 

voted for future ties with the Soviets only by a narrow margin of six votes to five.19 The 

London district meeting, scheduled for 28 July at the Brotherhood Church, Southgate, became 

a focus of sorts for dissent's post-Leeds euphoria. This gathering of about 250 delegates was 

violently disrupted by an angry mob of approximaîely one thousaad rioting servicemen and 

civilians. Most disturbing for dissenters was that this attack, said to be "one of the worst riots 

in years," seemed to bave had the active support of the authorities. Russell observed the 

"organized" nature of the maraudhg crowd and noted the distribution of meeting announcements, 

the attendance of semi-official pro-war organizations and the failure of the police to intervene to 

protect the conference attendees. Such was the impact that he saw the riot as marking the end 

'' The Labour Leader, 7 June 1917, p. 1; 'Leeds Leads: Who Follows?, " The Herald, 9 lune 
1917, p. 7. 

l0 Vellacott. Bertrand Russell, p. 166. 

l9 m., p. 167; Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 140. 



of bis hopes for soviets in Britallim Though slightiy more successful district meetings were 

staged in Leicester. Swansea and Nonvich. the Brotherhood Church Riot sigiulled the end of any 

senous effort to establish British Soviets.*l 

On one level, as Stephen White notes. when the idea of the Petrograd Formula was 

"absorbed into the attempt to convene the Stockholm Conference.. .and became that of the Labour 

Pany as a whole, the Councils lost their raison d'être? That is, the British Soviet idea had 

no underlying revolutioaary purpose and its pacifist purpose looked likely to be fulfilled by other 

means. On another level, the mob violence in evidence at Southgate provided a stark reminder 

to British dissent of the powerful pro-war forces, both official and unofficial, which they still 

confrontecl. Subsequently, district conferences in Birmingham and Glasgow were banned under 

Regulation 9A of DORA, and municipal authorities in Leeds, Manchester and Southampton 

withheld permission from local dissenters to use council propecty for the same revolutionary 

pacifist purpose." 

Quite apart from incitements to violence against the 'pro-Germans' in the jingo press, the 

evidence suggests that, at Southgate at least, the authorities connived in manufacturing the serious 

Rempel et al eds., The Collected Paoers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, pp. mu<-xl, 278; 
Russell, "Cmcifj Him! Crucify Him!" 2 August 1917, in Rernpel gt al eds., The Collected 
Paoers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 61, pp. 285-286; Vellacott, Bertrand Russell, p. 171. 
Also see R.A. Rempel, "Pacifism and Revolution: Bertrand Russel1 and Russia, 19 14- 1920, " p. 
356. Ray Monk, in his very recent biography of Russell, emphasizes the very great impact of 
the 28 July riot on Russell (see Ray Monk, Bertrand Russell: The Soirit of Solitude. 1872-192 1 
(London, 19%], pp. 501 -502). The Nation also noticed that the meeting was broken up "by an 
evidently organized mob" and that there was no rebuke fiom the authorities to the organizers of 
the riot. The editorial thought that it was bad policy to allow soldiers to interfere with a civilian 
meeting (The Nation, 4 August 1917, p. 443). 

Vellacott, Bemand Russell, p. 171; The Herald, 4 August 1917, p. 5; The Nation, 4 
August 1917, p. 443. 

22 White, "Soviets in Bntain," p. 166. 

Bone, "Beyond the Rule of Law," pp. 191-192. 
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brealcdown of public order? Ever since Leeds, the Government had been afraid that the 

dissenters were on the verge of linLing thei. campaign to the gripes of a disgnintied labour rank 

and file. The War Cabinet had even seriously considered prohibithg the Convention, anxious 

that such a gathering would spread revolutionary fervour through the ranks of labour and perhaps 

even those of the army. Already alarmed by the May Stnkes. the Goverment had become even 

more apprehensive. Lloyd George and his colleagues h e w  that the organizers of the Convention 

hoped to link the peace-by-negotiation coalition with d i s a f f d  labour militants and. hence. to 

force the Governent to negotiate a settlement? Although the meeting was ultimately allowed 

to proçeed the Cabinet decided at the same tirne "to undertake an active campaign to counteract 

the pacifist movement."% One result of this War Cabinet decision was the formation of the 

National War Aims Cornmittee (NWAC), which "sponsored local meetings at which prominent 

speakers stressed the necessity of victory and the importance of a unity on the homefront."" 

Lloyd George himself launched this new domestic propaganda agency with a speech at the 

inaugural meeting of the NWAC at the Queen's Hall in London on 4 August. 

revis in^ British War Aims 

The dissenters had tbree overridiag and closely related objectives in the aftermath of Leeds. 

Their first goal was to extract from the British Government at last a revised war aims statement. 

For the most part, conventional means of mobilizing public and parliamentary opinion were 

25 Wrigley, David Llovd George and the British Labour Movement, p. 197. 

26 CAB 23/3/154(22), 5 June 1917. 

57 Lorna S. J S e ,  The Decision to Disarm Germa*: British Policv towards Postwar German 
Disarmament. 19 14- 191 9 (Boston, 1985), p. 74. 
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employed to this end, although the brief and tentative flination of some dissentes with the idea 

of British Soviets cari itself be understood as a stratagem for persuading the Government to agree 

to a more moderate settfement. Second, they wished to prevent the Russians fiom striking a 

separate peace with the Central Powers and, third, they endeavoured to convince President 

Wilson belatedly to back the Petrograd Formula, or, at the very least, to r e m  to bis earlier 

'peace-without-victory* position. Once these objectives had been secureci, ît was expectd, 

Germany too would accept the wisdom of a compromise peace. 

British dissent's urgent desire to moderate their govemmentTs war aims çertainly leaps 

out fiom Morel's published writings in June and July 1917. Focusing initially on Russia, Morel 

thought that the revolutionaries faced a dilemma. The leaders were not interested in a separate 

peace, but they were nonetheless obliged to make peace in order to preserve the Revolution. To 

that end, Russia had renounced conquest, a magnanimous policy which he believed Germany and 

Austria-Hungary had matched. He maintained that any rationale for war would completely 

disappear just as soon as Russia and Austria-Hungary stopped figbting, which was almost the 

case." In effect, the Russian Revolution, by rejecting Russiau expansionism, had destroyed the 

raison d'être of the Junkers. In order to promote the Petrograd Formula, Morel also pointed to 

the "al1 Russia" congress which had met in late June. This meeting of ali political factions in 

Russia had resolved bat ail Europe's rulers were to blame for the War and that any attempt to 

prevail by a decisive military victory and a punitive peace would only plant the seeds of future 

conflict. For Morel, the representative nature of this meeting further enbanced Russia's authority 

as the leading international force for peace." 

in the heady days after Leeds, Morel was even able to write that the Revolution 

" The U.D.C., June 1917, p. 87. 

m., July 1917, p. 100. 
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constituted a "aew reiigïon" that "Free Russia" was using agaiast "the woahip of force." This 

"new religion" was based on "no conquests, no annexations, no indemnities, no subjugations, no 

humiliations." There were two roads Britain could take. In one direction was "Destmction," to 

which policy of the 'knock-out' blow pointed; the other was the route taken by revolutionary 

Russia towards the peacefiil co-existence of nations. 

me] ultimate goal [of this road] is a couacil of nations, heoceforth united in 
war. cultivating intellect for the enrichment of humanity. aimiOg the gifts of 
science to the bettement, not the destruction, of mankind; nations free at length 
to bend their energies upon expelling the devils which cumber their hearths, the 
devils of social injustice, of poverty and preventable disease.. .' 

Morel castigated the British Govemment for failing to appreciate bat  the situation described 

above was within reach. Britain's political leadership, lïke Russia's, would have to compromise. 

The termination of the war and the future security of the British people, perhaps 
the future existence of the British Empire, depend upon the British nation 
compelling their Government to reach the same level of statesmanship [as 
Russia]. 

Such compulsion was necessary for two reasons: to assist Russia and to prevent the humiliation 

of Germany and, hence, another war. Indeed, Germany continued to appear far more flexible 

than Britain in Morel's writings. He did not blame Germany for failing to issue the war aims 

statement for which Allied Governments had been pressing since December 1916. Instead, he 

said t h ,  every tirne the Germans made an overture, they were insriltingly rebuffed and told they 

would be crushed which, in tum, strengthened $.heir extremists. "The more the situation is 

studied," he s u ,  "the more apparent it is that the key to peace is at this moment in London, 

and not Berlin. 

The Herald referred to the Russian Revolution as "a moral and spiritual force of 

" Morel. Thou~hts on the War, pp. 31, 32-33. 

W., p 88. 
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incalculable import . In reviewing the Leeds Convention, Lansbury 's labour weekl y observed 

that Russia had provided in the Petrograd Formula an unambiguous answer to the puzzle of 

peace, although one which had yet to be solved by any other country. The Herald called upon 

Britain to accept the policies affumed at Leeds. Only if Gemany continuecl to take an 

imperialistic stand could the current position of the Allies be vindicated and the fighting carried 

on with a clear conscience." C.P. Treveiyan's review of Morel's Africa and the Peace of 

Euro~e can also be seen as part of the dissent's effort to publicize alternatives to British war 

policy. Before praising Morel's book for supporting the creation of a free made zone in central 

and tropical Africa, Trevelyan rather pointedly contrasted the increasingly radical complexion of 

Russia's Provisional Government with the belligerent Mexibility of Brirain's War Cabinet? 

Buxton also entered the fiay of the debate to revise British war aims, proposing once 

again intemationaiization of the Straits. Although Russia had renounced its earlier claims on 

Constantinople and had even endorsed internationalization, the other Allies had said nothing. 

Ultimately, Buxton thought that peace would be fragile if it were based on imperialist claims, for 

such expansionist poiicies would only produce Fresh c o n f i i ~ t . ~  Unlüce his allies in the UDC. 

who said that they sought real international refonn but who only paid lip service to the world 

government ideal, Buxton saw the League of Nations as a panacea. He claimeci that the plan to 

create such a body was the main issue of the war: 

-- - 

" "Our Editor, " The Herald, 9 June 1917. p. 2. 

"Leeds Leads: Who Follows?," m., 9 June 1917, p. 7. 

Y Trevelyan, "Vital Problems of the Hour," The U.D.C., June 1917, p. 92. 

35 Buxton, "The Destiny of the Turkish Straits, " The Contemporary Review, June 1917, vol. 
QI, pp. 679, 682. in this article Buxton went into considerable detail, fîrst examining the 
precedents for international administration such as that of the Danube and of the Ottoman debt. 
He also developed at length the physical size of the area to be internationalized. He still wanted 
any Straits settlement to be guaranteed by the United States. 



Such a League, once it is f o d ,  will automatically remove the reasons for 
national rivaky and intrigue. The Entente clainu to be f i g h ~ g  to secure the 
friture peace d Europe, but unless this war results in the establishment of an 
international league of peace it will bave been fought in vain? 

Buxton's next attempt at persuading the Goverment to assume a pro-negotiaîion posture 

was to despatch a detailed memorandum to the Foreign M c e ,  entitled "The Entente and the 

Allies of Germany." Referring to a recent parliamentary statement by Bonar Law in which the 

Leader of the House had talked about the "detachment" of Germany fiom its Allies, Buxton 

outlined a proposal which he believed would create just such a rift within the Central Powers.= 

Ideall y, Buxt on's detailed and moderate peace plan would entice Aus tria-Hungary , Bulgaria and 

Turkey away fiom Gemany. But the advantage of his scheme, Buxton stressed, was that, at the 

very least, such Allied overtures would induce Germany to moderate its own war aims out of 

deference to her allies. The key to peace, he continueci, was " to recognize local desires and to 

frame a settlement on that basis." He suggested that pre-war Austro-Hungarian frontiers be 

recognized, with the exception of the Trentino. Disgruntled minority nationalities would be 

assuaged by domestic reforms rather than by the creation of new States. Serbia would receive 

Montenegro and purchase Spizza." Bulgaria would be restored to her former boundaries but 

"The Entente and the Allies of Germany," no date, House Papers, Series III. Box 181, 
Folder 1/94. The Govemment's copy of the memorandum is in FO 37 1/3083/1386W and was 
received on 12 July 1917. Buckler also sent it to House on 26 July (Buckler Papers, Series 1, 
Box 1, Folder 3) and, according to Victor Rothwell, "to as many public figures he could reach 
on the future settlement in eastem Europe" (British War Aims and Peace Di~lomacy, p. 118). 
Bonar Law had stated in the House of Commons on 14 May that "no blow would seem so fatal 
to the Germans as the detachment of one of theù allies" (PD [CommonsJ, 14 May 1917,93, col. 
1374). 

In typical dissenting faShion Buxton espoused the virtues of national selfdetermination but 
then called for the forcible transfer of Spizza and its population to Serbia. Buxton was aware of 
the contradiction but wanted to bridge the gap between the Govement's position that some 
territorial changes were necessary and radical dissenting advocaçy of an undiluted nationality 
principle. 
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would have to withdraw fÎom Serbia. Salo& would be internatiorialized, and Romania and 

Transylvania would achieve autonomy. Alternatively, the Entente could encourage Bulgaria and 

Austria-Hungary to put forth their own tenns through American diplornatic channels. 

Buxton was trying to strike a balance between Allied victory and an early, reasonable and 

lasting peace. Although he knew that achieving a muaially acceptable solution would be difficult, 

he believed that his plan provided a viable alternative to the fight-to-the-finish policy. His 

memorandum exemplifies the more pragmatic side of dissent, as opposed to the movement's 

visionary idealism. Schmled in the bloody ethnic rivalries of the Balbnn, he knew that a 

seulement which permitteci unbridkd national selfdetermination would be unworkable. Buxton 

was adamant that a reformeci and partially reconstructed Habsburg Empire must be preserved, 

akhough he appreciated that some of its territory would have to be redistributed on ethnic or 

economic grounds to satisfj the most intractable nationalist grievances. He was keenly aware that 

his memorandum would be greeted with scepticism by the Government and t r i 4  to anticipate 

their criticisms by defending his separate peace plan as a sensible. practical approach to a 

potentially insoluble problem." 

The Fate of Rus& 

As they were pushing the Govemment towards a less inflexible position, the dissenters were also 

exhibithg their concem over the possibility of a separate Russian peace. With Russia out of the 

M. Buxton's fevs were duly confirmecl. His memo was dismissed by Robert Cecil who 
informeci his Cabinet colleagues that "This scheme would not content Bulgaria, would complete 
the demoralization of Serbia, and would play iato the hand of Germany and the magyars in 
Austria-Hungary . " The memorandum was evaluated b y Leo Amery , an enthusiastic imperialis t, 
Conservative MP and junior member of the Government. He rejected it but added that Buxton's 
proposals "are far more likely to be acceptable to the Powers concerneci than any which have yet 
been suggested in any quater." For Cecil's obsewations and Amery's report, s e -  FO 
371/3O83/ 138609. 



war the preconditions of a Petrograd-type peace would be irretrievably undermineci. Even before 

Leeds, Lord Robert Cecil had been able to report to the Prime Minister that MacDonald 

"regarded a separate peace with absolute horror, as it would mean the destruction of every thing 

he cared for in Europe, and he would do his utmost to prevent the Russians taLing such a 

step."" The UDC worried that the Govemment would Iose its chance of assisting Russia. 

Our chief desire now lies in the hope that the conversion may be rapid enough 
to prevent the Lloyd-George-Milner-Northcliffe combination fiom leading the 
country into disaster, which the continued rnishandling of the Russian situation 
is only too Iikely to do if it is persisted in much longer. 

If the Govenunent helped Russia and if the Russians did not sign a separate peace, The U.D.C. 

announced, "the principles of the Russian democracy as to the termination of the war must prevai1 

in couutry."'l The Nation maintained that without a revised Allied war aims statement, 

Russia was bound to opt for a separate peace. Bertrand Russell affirmed that "al1 parties.. .are 

united in hoping that the Russians will not make a separate peace" because 'pacifists' needed 

Russia to help make pea~e.'~ 

To win further approval of the Petrograd Formula and also to lend support to Russia, the 

dissenters formulated proposals which they believed were congruent with both the Provisional 

Government's peace plan and Britain's fundamental war aims. On 2 July the UDC issued a 

detailed blueprint for a negotiated settlement whicb focused on temtorial change, the League of 

Nations, open diplomacy, disarmament and reparation~.~ Other MPs aied to bolster the 

" Lord Robert Cecil to Lloyd George, 29 May 1917, Lloyd George Papers, F/163/3/3. 

The U.D.C., July 1917, p. 102. 

42 "The Revision of War-Ab, " The Nation, 23 June 19 17, p. 288; Russell, "The Price of 
Vengeance, " 2 1 June 19 17, in Rempel eds., The Collected Pmrs of Bertrand Russell, vol. 
14, paper 44, pp. 189-190. 

43 For the full manifesta, see Appendix C. For pro-war labour criticisms of the LJDC 
proposals, see The New Statesman, 7 July 1917, p. 915. 



Provisional Governent with a non-parliamencary show of support. They published open Iemrs 

both to the Provisionai Govemment and to the Council of Workers' and Soldiers' delegates, 

expressing their pleasure at the sucass of the Revolution and announcing their complete 

agreement with the 9 April statement. As if to rassure the Russian Govemment and to 

encourage its continued participation in the war until a just peace was secured, the MPs promised 

to urge Britain to adopt the Russian policy in full. The letter also assured the Provisional 

Government that British newspapers did not reflext the vicws of the British public as a whole on 

the Russian Revolution.' The second letter to the Soviet was signed by the "Radical and 

Socialist members of the British House of Commons. " Praising the work of the Soviet, especially 

i@ 15 March Declaration, the MPs tried to create an impression that Britain would adopt the 

Petrograd Formula: 

Your example will make our own efforts incomparably easier in demanding a 
settiement which shall not be based on mere conquest, but upon national desires, 
and which shall lay the foundation for a League of Nations to secure the peace 
of the ~ o r l d . ~ '  

Following his aborted trip to Russia early in kne, MacDonald wrote to the Petrograd 

Soviet independently, telling them, presumably. what he had intendeci to Say in person.' 

"Open Letter to the Provisional Govemment from the House of Commons, " The U .D.C., 
June 1917, p. 96. The letter was signed by thirty-one MPs, including Buxton, MacDonald, 
Ponsonb y, Snowden and Trevelyan. 

45 "To the Council of Workmen's and Soldiers' Delegates, Petrograd," The U.D.C., June 
1917, p. 96. Percy Alden, Sydney Arnold, Joseph Bliss, W. Clough, F.W. Gladstone, Richard 
Holt and Arnold Rowntree signed the letter to the Provisional Government but not the letter to 
the Soviet. There were twenty-five signatories in al1 to the second letter. Philip Morrell was the 
only MP to sign the second but not the fust communication. 

MacDonald had planned to go to Russia to leam more about the Revolution and to 
convince the Provisionai Government that British dissent was close to s e c u ~ g  a revision of its 
Government's war aims. Arriving in Aberdeen on 10 June, however, the ILP leader was 
prevented ftom boarding the Petrograd-bound vesse1 by a ship's crew acting at the behest of the 
jingoistic leader of the Seamen's and Firemn's Union, Havelock Wilson. See Marquand, 
Ramsav MacDonald, pp . 2 13-2 15. 
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Echoiag his allies in the Commons, MacSonald too spoke of the immense contribution which the 

Soviet had made to the burgeoning peace-by-negotiation movement. But, he also expressed 

concem over the friture direction of Russian policy. 

The thought of a separate peace, whiçh not only in Germany but in other lands 
would mean the establishment of militarism and the aççeptance of imperid 
conquest, is alien and offensive. We strive, not so much for the mere ending of 
the war as for the b ~ g i n g  of peace to Europe.. ." 

MacDonaid's correspondence conveyed a certain dissenting disquiet over the ambiguities of the 

Petrograd Formula. He told the Soviet that it was necessary to tell oppressed peoples "who wish 

to be free that we know who they are, and that we are prepared to support their claims. In 

this regard, MacDonald was one of the few dissenters who grasped the dangers of the Petrograd 

Formula's unclear treaûnent of such issues as the rights of minority nationalitid9 More 

importantly, the letter reflected MacDonald's fear of a separate peace. His public expressions 

of support for the Revolution belied his private aaxieties about the direction in which it was 

taking Russian foreign poticy. MacDonald's disquiet only added to his sense of urgency that the 

British Government must quickly be led to the negotiating table. MacDonald and others also 

wanted to avoid further delay because of Russia's deteriorating military effort. They knew that 

a Russian collapse would result either in a German victory or, alternatively, the protraction of 

the present stalemate. In either eventuality, the Allies would be able to ignore Russian 

sensibilities and the hand of the militarists would be strengthened. In short, the dissenters needed 

47 MacDonaid to the WorlawnTs and Soldiers' Council, Petrograd, 15 June 1917. PRO 
30169, file 1 161. 

The Nation also had difficulty interpretîng the Formula's application to the question of 
national selfdetemination. The Russian plan was unacceptable if it sanctioned "tramferences 
of territory which registers nothing but the successful use of force." Any oppressed nationality 
"which found its allegiance irksome" must be granted some form of redress ("The Tme Remedy 
for the War," The Nation, 19 May 1917, p. 158). 
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Russia just as much as Russia needed them. 

The dissenters' efforts may have provoked Lloyd George into responding to their calls 

for a restatement of British war aims. The Prime Minister focusecî on this theme in his Glasgow 

speech of 29 June, which began by praising the Russian Revolution for making Allied victory 

more ceriain auci for easing the stmggle for democratic objectives at the peace conference. Lloyd 

George also proclaimed that Britain was fighting for the same goals as President Wilson and that 

they would not end the war until these had been achieved. If the dissenters thought that Lloyd 

George was considering Russian proposais, they were sadly mistaken. The p r i e  of a 'GermanT 

peace would be servitude, he told his audience. The Prime Minister also derided the Petrograd 

Formula as "the doctrine of the status auo," stating that "indemnity is an essential part of the 

mechanism of civilization in every land. "" 

"Thev Look in Vain": President Wilson's Betraval of Dissent 

Of Lloyd George's speech, The Nation observe. that it had been addresseci not only to domestic 

and Russian opinion, but to American as welLJ1 The dissenters too had one eye tumed towards 

the United States. in façt, the fervour with which they had been campaigning since June was 

only partly the product of their post-Leeds euphoria. The perception that President Wilson was 

abandoning Liberalism in foreign affairs provided a second great motivation. On 26 May Wilson 

Scott, ed., "Address of Rime Minister Lloyd George at Glasgow on Peace Terms," 29 
June 19 17, Official Statements of War Aims and Peace Pro~osals, pp . 107-1 12. Lloyd George 
also spelt out certain of the details of a future settlement, vowing, for instance, not to return 
Mesopotamia and Armenia to Turkey on the grounds that ehese regions were not ethnically 
Turkish. As regards Germany's colonies, he pledged that native, rather than German, interests 
would be considerd first. He appreciaîed that the Allies could not force democracy on 
Germany, but the Allies could make it clear that a b a r  peace would result from the banishment 
of Pxussian militarism. 

'' "A Step on the Road, " The Nation, 7 July 1917, p. 340. 



replied to the Provisional Govemment's cal1 for Allied Governments to adopt the Petrograd 

Formula. His note argued that the German sociaiists were king exploiteci by their Government 

in order for the latter to bolster its authority in the face of a worsening war situation. He took 

a firm line on American war aims: 

The meshes of [German] intrigue must be broken, but can not be broken unless 
the wrongs already done are undone; and adequate measures must be taken to 
prevent it from ever again king rewoven or repaired. 

In other words, Wilson was committed first and foremost to the defeat of Germany. He revealed 

his sceptical attitude not only to the Petrograd Formula but also to the entire thnist of Russian 

foreign policy . "We ought not comider remedies, " he said, "merel y because they have a pleasing 

and sonorous sound." Wilson favoured wresting territory from the enemy if its inhabitants so 

wished and also supported inderrmities "for manifest wrongs doue." In a striking deparnire from 

his earlier 'peaçe-without-victory' position, Wilson continueci: 

The day has come to conquer or submit. If the forces of autocracy can divide 
us, they will overcome us; if we stand together, victory is certain and the liberty 
wbich victory will secure. We can then fiord to be generous.. 

The dissenthg reaction to Wilson's note indiates M e r  their grow ing disillusionment 

with the American President since his institution of armed neutrality in March 19 17. Snowden 

was concerned bat "war fever seems to have attacked many Americans very badly." He wanted 

to believe that Wilson's actions on the Home Front were designed to effect an early peace but, 

" Scott, ed., "Message from President Wilson to Russia on the ûccasion of the Visit of the 
American Mission, " 9 June 19 17, Official Statements of War Aims and Peace Pro~osal~,  pp. 104- 
106. The British replied to the Russian Note on I t June, professing to be in agreement with the 
Russian Govemment and denying that Britain bad entered the wax for conquest. Britain was not 
fighting for selfish aims but for the liberation of Belgium, respect for international agreements 
and, more recently, the liberation of oppressecl peoples. The British Govemment believed that 
secret treaties were in conformity with "the p ~ c i p l e s  laid down by President Wilson in his 
historie message to Congressw (Scott, ed., "Reply of the British Govemment to a Russian Note 
in regard to Allied War Aims and their Revision," 11 June 1917, Qfficial Statements of War 
A b  and Peace Rooosal~, p. 106). The British reply did not specim which address to Congress. 
but it was probably Wilson's 2 April cd1 for a dechration of war. 
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he added, "the evidence on which to do so is not at al1 convincing." In particular, the 

introduction of conscription in the United States was hardly consistent with the above 

~bject ive.~ Criticuing Wilson duectly, Snowden stated that, if the President now insisted upon 

the overthrow of the Hohenzollerns prior to any peace agreement then "he has taken a step which 

indicaies that he is not a statesman, but an amateur in practicai p ~ l i t i a . " ~  In discussing the 

evolution of American war aims, The Herald noted that "President Wilson too, has suffered a 

change. " Not only did the institution of conscription without a conscience clause deprive Wilson 

of the nght to protest Prussianism, but the principle of national selfdetermination now appeared 

to have different implications for the Central Powers on the one hand, and the Entente on the 

other . Lansbury commented sardonically upon the speed of W ilson's transformation from " peace 

without victory " to "conquer or.. .submit. "" 

If Snowden was disappointed by Wilson's apparent insistena on the destruction of the 

German dynasty, then the latter's Flag Day speech of 14 June could oniy have confirmeci the ILP 

figure's worst € a s .  Particularly galling for Snowden must have been Wilson's denunciation of 

the Stockholm Conference as a tool "to deceive al1 those who throughout the world stand for the 

rights of peoples and the self-government of nations. "' Reviewing why the United States had 

entered the war, Wilson concluded that 'the extraordhary insults and aggressions of the Imperia1 

The Labour Leader, 7 June 1917, p. 1. On the dismay which the latter decision 
engenâered inside the British dissenting camp. see also The Herald, 9 lune 19 17, p. 2; 
Tribunal, 23 August 19 17, p. 2. In his weekiy editorial in the latter publication. Lansbury wrote 
that "we sball await with interest an explanation from President Wilson of how the conscription 
of unwilling Americans to support the war aims of European Powers is reconcilable in his 
philosophy with principles of freedom and democracy." For background to the conscription 
controversy in the United States, see Knock, To End Al1 Wars, p. 122. 

" M. 
"The World at Stake, " The HeralQ, 16 June 1917, p. 9. 

Quoted in Clements, Woodrow Wilson, p. 168. 
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German Government Ieft us no self-respeaing choice. ' He funber displayed his belligerent anti- 

Germanism in blaming the Imperia1 Government for filling "our uasuspeaing communities with 

vicious spies and conspirators. " The President clearly believed that Germany had long standing 

plans for conquest, although his eaemy remaimd its Government, not the G e m  people? 

Dissenters generally were becoming increasingly doubtiùl of Wilson's cornmitment to 

liberai intemationdism. Buxton worrieâ privately that the tough Ianguage of the 14 June speech 

would weaken the supporters of a negotiated settlement. On 26 June, the UDC executive 

qualified its earlier support for Wilson by adding a preliminary note to Angell's UDC pamphlet 

on the parallels b e m n  Wilson's policy and the UDC programme, suessing "that the leafiet dealt 

with those utterances of President Wilson with which the U .D .C. is in agreement and no others . " 

By 3 July. the UDC executive had decided to delay the publication of Angell's leaflet." 

The British Government might also have contributed to the erosion of Wilson's credibility 

in dissenting circles. According to Sterling Kernek, the Government too had noticed a significant 

change in both the substance and tone of Wilson's war aims pronouncements. The Foreign 

Secretary, A.J. Balfour, even concluded that American and British aims were essentially the 

same. Consequently, the Govemxnent worked to identify British war a h  witb Wilson's. and 

Lloyd George's Glasgow speech of 29 June speech can cenainly be placed in such a light? 

But Wilson had not forfeited al1 his Radical credentials. Many dissenters still hoped that the 

Amencan President would lead them from war. They dleged thaî his recent actions had been 

forced upon him by the intransigence of his Allies. There was a flurry of contact between 

President Wilson's State Paaers and Addresses (New York, 1918). pp. 412415. 

Quotecl in Swartz, The Union of Dernomatic Control, pp. 137, 138; Buxton and 
Whitehouse to House, 28 June 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 730. 

" Kemek. Distractions of Peaq durine War, pp. 5 1-52, 44. 



dissenters, anxious that the President cease to be manacled by Allied pressure, and sympathetic 

rnembers of Wilson's entourage in the second half of June. The meetings and correspondence 

were the 'behind-the-scenes' counterpart of the dissenters* public çampaignhg. 

The dissenters presseci Wilson to support Russian foreign policy, or at least to continue 

pushing his own brand of liberal internatiodism. Via Colonel House, Buxton and Whitehouse 

urged the President, whom they still viewed as the only man capable of brokering a fair peace. 

to take action on the basis of bis 22 January ddress. Should the Allies accept the proposals of 

the Provisional Government and issue a new statement of war aimc;, they believed, then a 

negotiated settlement was distinctly p~ssible.~" Also, on 28 June Trevelyan wrote to Buckler, 

identifying the United States with Russia and stressing that Wilson could "compelw the Allies to 

accept "his policy" of renouncing d l  conquest. Trevelyan wanted Wilson to use the Allied 

dependency on American military might as a moderathg influence on Allied war aims. He was 

no doubt aware that if Wilson failed to moderate Allied war aims then American intervention 

would only strengthen the fight-to-the-finish forces.61 Trevelyan associatesi Wilson's policy very 

closely with the "proper kind of peace" and went so far as to express his "deep-seated confidence 

in President Wilson." At the same tirne he stnick a waming note. 

But 1 see a danger of one of the most tragic reverses in history if he fhds himself 
isolated with the Western European powers who have not adopted his policy, and 
sees Russia, which has adopted it, for& into anarchy or a separate peace by its 
inability to get more than insincere phrases fiom the other Allies. The Presidenr 
can't afford to assume indefinitely that Russia and Great Britain mean the same 
thing. They do not. And he will have to choose." 

Buxton and Whitehouse to House, 28 June 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 
730. 

61 Trevelyan admitted that it "may be mie still thaî [Wilson] can't force Germany to reason 
except by fighting. " 

Extract of Letter from Trevelyan to Buckler, 28 June 1917, Bucicier Papers, Series 1, Box 
1, Folder 6. Trevelyan's prescient message was passed from BucWer to How. 



Morel's July editorial in The U.D.C. was also indicative of the confusion surrounding 

Wilson in dissenthg r d .  Having previously stressed the close connection between Wilson's 

foreign policy, the Petrograd Formula and the UDC programme, Morel could now only state that 

"free" Russia was endorsing Wilson's previous programme. The editorial expressed its outright 

contempt for Wilson, in saying thaî the President could not erase his earlier endorsement of the 

UDC programme." Morel cleariy voiced the WC's disillusionment with Wilson even as he 

hoped to transfer some of the President's Iost credibility to the Russian peace plan. 

Any lingering dissenthg hope that Wilson would still force a negotiated peace was more 

or l e s  completely exthguished by mid-August. The depth of disappointment was graphically 

illustrated by MacDonald who wrote to Buckier about the effects on Britain of Amenca's entry 

into the war. A minority of dissenters had opposed American intervention, the ILP leader had 

remarked, because of the enhanced prospects for peace that the continued neutrality of the United 

States would have ensured. MacDonald clearly articulated dissent's growing disapproval of the 

recent drift of Wilson's foreign and domestic policies. 

Amongst political sections misailecl 'pacifist' President Wilson's recent 
pronounçements have been regarded with disappointment and they are interpreted 
here by al1 sections as markhg a complete reversal of his old views regarding the 
war and its settlement 

MacDonald wanted Wilson to issue a public reiteration of his view that military force could only 

achieve certain political goals and that true peace could only corne without victory. He also 

a The U.D.C, July 19 17, p. 102. It was official UDC policy that the Petrograd Formula 
was synonymous with UDC policy. To reinforce this perceiveci l i a ,  the July edition of 
U.D.C. announced the release of a new UDC leaflet. It was entitied "Free Russia and the Union 
of Democratic Control" and presented extracts of Russian and UDC statements to show that there 
was "identity in principle" ("U.D.C. Literature, " The U.D.C., July 1917, p. 105). See "Free 
Russia and the Union of Democratic Control, " UDC Leaflet 37B, (London, 1917), passim. 

MacDonald to Buckier, 17 August 1917, Buckier Papers. Series II, Box 5 ,  Folder 5. This 
record of the meeting was written up at Buckier's request, who then fowarded it to H o w  on 
21 August (Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 7). 



p r d  Wilson to allow American socialist participation at the impending conference of the 

"international movement " in Stockholm. 

Despite MacDonald's expectation that Wilson's damaged credibility would ultimately be 

restored, the record of his conversation with Buckler captures with utmost clarity British dissent's 

almost complete loss of f&ith in the American President. 

They look in vain for indications that Mr. Wilson is still aware that this war will 
have to be settled by political agreement. however long it is fought, and are in 
consequence driven to the conclusion that the e f f i  upon Europe of America's 
entry into the war has been to strengthen aggressive Jingoisrn and to set back the 
moral and politicai movements that had become strong in consequence of the 
Russian revol~tion.~ 

The weight of despair carried by the phrase, "they look in vain" was heavy indeed. When 

Wilson withheld passports fiom Amencan socialists wishing to travel to Stockholm, the 

dissenters' sense of abandonment by the President was only heightened M e r .  

Auempts at 'reaching' Wilson were not confined to those who supported Leeds. On 12 

June Buckler reported to House that he bad recently met Buxton, Massingham. Whitehouse, and 

Richard Holt. who dl wanted the United States to help elicit from Britain a restatement of war 

aims dong Russian lines. Just over a week later, Buckler referred to the continuhg pressure 

exerted by the same four moderate dissenters for a "fiil1 restatement of British war a i r n ~ . " ~ ~  

Perhaps to spur on the United States Govexnmeat, Buxton passed on to Buckler a draft of his 

"Decisive Settlement Cornmittee" leaflet.q This document demonstrates Buxton's penchant for 

producing settlement proposais which acknowledged Gennan responsibility for the war but 

' Buckler to Houe, 12 June 1917; 2 1 Iune 1917. BucLler Papers, Seria 1. Box 1, Folder 
6. 

" 'Draft of the Decisive Settlement Cornmittee," Buclder Papers, Series II, Box 5, Folder 
7A. BucLler fookrarded this proposal to House on 14 June 1917 (Buckler Papers, Series 1, Box 
1, Folder 6). See Appendix D for the "Decisive Settiement Cornmittee" draft. 
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without compietely disregardhg the "no-aanexation" thnist of the Petrograd Formula. Buxton 

was aüempting to bridge the gap between British dissent and their Govemment, while still 

adhering to the essentials of the Russian proposaku Laîe in June Buxton and Whitehouse 

called on Wilson to endorse a 'Russian' war aims statement and to draft peace proposals with a 

view to stimulating negotiations. This was, after dl, only what Wilson had earlier urged, they 

said. They noted how the President's recent speeches had undennined pro-negotiation forces in 

Britain and Germany. Nonetheless, Wilson ought to drag the European powers towards a 

" rational diplomacy , " while his influence remained strong . 

Although Buxton and other dissenters even las  visible and more distant from the UDC- 

ILP nexus than he, many continued to cling ont0 the hope that Wilson had not deserted them 

entirely. Dissent's more general change of heart about Wilson obviously womed Colonel House. 

He even asked Buckler to reassure "our liberal friends.. .that when the tirne cornes for action, they 

will find him [Wilson] on the rigbt si~ie."'~ The emerging view of Wilson as an apostate 

provides a recurrent theme of dissenting speeches and writings in the summer of 1917 and, 

indeed, throughout the remainder of the year (-and forever after). 

perspective on Wilson is crucial to any understanding of their great 

The changed dissenting 

fear that the rnovement 

See above, pp. 139-140 for discussion of the other memorandum 
Wilson during the summer of 19 17. 

which Buxton passeci to 

" Buxton and Whitehouse to House, 28 June 1917, House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 
730. 

House to Buckler, 1 July 1917, Buckier Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 3. These 
assurances were certainly accepted at face value by Buxton. Responding to Lord Bryce's 
criticisms of his own opposition to the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary, Buxton rejected the 
"no annexation" mode1 in favour of Wilson's international negotiation stance. A stable 
settlement, he maintained, could only be reached "by applying the principle of selfdetermination- 
-that is, as advanced by America." In Buxton's view, only by following Wilson's mode1 could 
Britain enlist American support for any settlement, and Britain needed this support in order to 
establish a League of Nations, the only guarantee of pst-war stability (PD [Cornmon.], 30 July 
1917, 96, COIS. 1831-1832, 1836, 1837 and 1838-1839). 
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towards peace was king reverseâ in fâvour of the 'Never Endians"'' and that the Russian 

Revolution might bave created only a Aeetiog opportunity. It was, therefon. doubly imperative 

for Wilson to secure a negotiated peace before the 'window of opportunity' opened by Russia was 

firmiy and permanently closed. 

The Rei- Resolution and the 26 Julv Peace Debate 

The most significmt international event for dissent in July 1917 was the Reichstag peace 

resolution." This action on the part of the Gennan legislaaire reinforcd the dissenters' quest 

to force their own Government to adopt a pro-negotiation stand. The Reichsm Resolution also 

provided the impetus for the î ïrst peace debaîe in the British Parliament since May. The 

Resolution, which was passed on 19 July, had been preceded by an important speech from Dr. 

Georg Michaelis, the newly appointecl German Chancellor. Michaelis had stated that Germany 

would not negotiate with an enemy which plauned to amex parts of the German Empue or 

intended to institute a post-war economic boycott. But Germany was prepared to open 

discussions on the basis of the proposed Reichsw Resolution. As though addressing a British 

audience, he said that the German Government was cornmitteci to democratic constitutional reform 

and longed for peaceful cwxistence with Germany's neighbours. However, he stressed that 

Germany would brook no interference in her constitutional affairs by outside powers, nor would 

" H.W. Massingham coined th& tenn to denote the mentality of the fight-to-the-finish 
enthusiasts . 

The resolution appeared in the British press on 21 July. It was the product of a high 
political crisis in Germany which culminated with the Supreme Command forcing the resignation 
of Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg. With his disappearance. argues Gerda Crosby, came 
overthrow of the hopes for moderate [German] policies (Crosby. Disarmament and Pace in 
British Politics, p. 47). 



she be humiliate. at the negotiatiag table? 

The Reichsm Resolution passed by 212 to 126 votes; it was carried by a coalition of 

Social Democrats, Progressives and the Catholic Centre Party." The Resolution proclaimed that 

Germany had gone to war for defensive purposes. So long as her enemies were bent on 

conquest, Germany would remain united and "unconqueraôle. " Yet, almost as if it had been 

tailoreci deliberately to fit dissenthg sensibilities, the motion also employed more conciliatory 

The R e i c h s ~  labours for peace and mutual understanding and lasting 
reconciliation among nations. Forced acquisitions of territory and political, 
economic, and financial violations are incompatible with such a peace." 

The Chancellor's speech and the Reichsw Resolution prompted a riposte from Lloyd George. 

Charging that any construction could be placed on the Chancellor's speech, the Prime Minister 

chose to criticize the address for its neglect of specific issues and the conspicuous absence of any 

detailed reference to Belgium. He agreed th8 Germans were entitled to choose their own 

Governent but "what manner of govemment we can trust to make peace is Our business. "76 

Dissenting reactions to the speeches of Prime Minister and Chancellor were predictable: 

Lloyd George's statement was unacceptable, first, because the British Govemment must also 

shoulder responsibility for the war and, second, because it was impossible to force democracy 

upon Germany. Michaelis, meanwhile, had provided a welcome sign of a new flexibility inside 

xi Scott, ed., "Address of Chancellor Michaelis to the Reichsw on Peace Terms and the 
Reichscg Resolution, " 19 July 1917, Pfficial Statements of War Aims and Peace Prooosals, pp. 
115, 116. 

" Crosby, Dismament and Peace in British Politicg, p. 46. 

75 Scott, ed., "The Reichsu Resolution," 19 July 1917, Oficial Statements of War Aims and 
Peace Pro~osal~, pp. 1 15, 1 14. 

Scott, ed., "Address of Prime Minister Lloyd-George in London in Reply to Chancellor 
Michaelis, " 2 1 Iuly 19 17, ûfficial Staîements of War Aims and Peace Pro?&, pp. 1 17, 1 18. 
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Germany. According to The Nation, the Prime Minister was now "following Mr. Wilson's lead" 

by adding German democrati7ation to his list of war aims. The German Govement, meanwhile, 

as indicated by a second speech by the Chancellor, on 26 July, now supported the Reichstag 

Resolution-that is, a peux based upon the status auo ante bellum." Bertrand Russell claimed 

that Michaelis' address signified the Gennan Government's renunciation of conquest and its 

witlingness to be flexible. Lloyd George's pronouncement, however, was judged hypocritical. 

The Prime Minister was unable to see beyond the "inevitable rhetofic" of the Ger- speech. 

Instead, he had made unsupported assertions regarding German intentions for Belgium. 

FuRhermore, the Prime Minister, by insisting on dealing only with a democratic Govemment, 

had put up the 'most serious obstacle to negotiations."" 

Morel's position was consistent with that taken by The Nation and Bertrand Russell. The 

UDC secretary was not concerned by the Chancellor's omission of guarantees for Belgium. He 

also detected in the Reichstgg Resolution a rejection of "commercial war" and a portent of 
0 

German constitutional reform. The Chancellor's addre~s,'~ seen alongside the Reichstag 

Resolution and the prospect of future changes to the Reich constitution, provided a sufficient 

guarantee that Germany would evacuate Belgiurn and introduce real democracy at home. At the 

same t h e ,  Morel pilloried the British Government's insistence that Germany was bent on a war 

of aggression. He regarded this mistaken assumption as the principal obstacle to peace. in fact, 

Morel agreed with Michaelis that Gemany was fighting a defernive war . He particulad y disliked 

the Prime MUlister's view of the 'knock-out blow' as the only viable alternative to the imposition 

" The Nation, 28 July 1917, p. 417. 

" 'Chancellor and Premier," 28 Iuly 1917, in Rempel g t a l  eds., The Collected Papers of 
Bemand Russell, vol. 14, paper 55, pp. 2 17-219. 

l9 It is not clear whether Morel w u  teferring to the Chancellor's address of 19 Iuly or the 
speech which he delivered seven days later. 
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of a 'German' peace. Morel's flawed understanding of German war policy led him to believe 

that the British Govetnment had not gone nearly as far towards peace as had its Gennan 

cornterpart. His main objection was to Lloyd George's pledge to continue fighting until 

Gerrnany was demoçratic. For Morel, a truly democratic Germany could not be imposed by an 

The Reichstag Resolution was interpreted by dissent as equivalent to the German 

legislature's adoption of the Petrograd Formula, aithough Arno Mayer has pointed out that the 

motion did not mention national selfdetermination and that, as such, it was considerably different 

from the Provisional Government's 18 May statement.** Nevertheless, Morel thought that the 

Reichstag Resolution went "a very long way" towards acceptance of the Petrograd Formula. The 

UDC General Counçil thought likewise and aIso detected German support for post-war freedom 

of irade and a League of Nations. The organizattion urged British MPs to p a s  a motion similar 

to that carried by the Reichsw and also to draft a resolution of their own condemning forced 

annexations and penal reparation~.~ The Nation ventured that the Reichstag Resolution 

represented Germany's acceptance of the Allies' minimum terms. The New Liberal weekly 

wanted the Governent to drop its plmed post-war boycott of German trade and to issue a new 

war aims statement." The dissenters were perhaps especially gratified by the Reichstag 

Resolution because of the proof it provided pro-war labour of the pacific inclinations of the 

Gennan socialists. Earlier, at Leeds, Emest Bevin, who was on the executive of the solidly pro- 

The U.D.C., August 1917, p. 113. 

Mayer, -, p. 133. 

a The U.D.C,, August 1917, p. 1 12; Ninth Generd Council Meeting of the UDC, 27 July 
1917, UDC Papers, DDC 111. See &O, Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 159; 
Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 138. 

" "Peace by Conference," The Nation, 28 July 1917, p. 420. 



war Dockers' Union, had spoken agaimt Snowden's motion of support for the Russian formula. 

Suppming this resolution becornes the policy , we will Say, of a large majority of 
the Labour movement of this country and tbat it is then formi upon the 
Govenunent. Where do our fanious friends of the I.L.P. stand? When we have 
affived at this policy and have associated ourselves with Our Russian friends, and 
there is no response from Germany, wiH they join us in the vigorous prosecution 
of the war umil Germany d w  respond? Our experience of the German Social 
Democrats in the past was not altogether a happy one. Has any evidence corne 
to this country that the German Social Democrats are prepared to reverse their 
policy?Y 

La the Commons on 24 July, Buxton made no reference to the Reichstag Resolution, but 

did allude to the Chaocellor's recent speeches. Notwithstanding his unsatisfactory treatment of 

Germany's fiinire constitutional arrangements, Michaelis had by his other words ushered in a new 

phase of the war? Two days later, following the UDC General Council's lead. dissenting MPs 

tried to encourage the Commons to follow the m ' s  example. MacDonald moved the 

amendment which he noted was remarkably similar in substance and spirit to the Reichstag 

in view of the resolution passed by the representatives of the German people 
assembled in the Reichsu to the effect that, putting aside the thought of 

Y Quoted in Bullock, The Life and Times of Emest Bevin, p. 75. 

"I PD (Commons), 24 July 1917, %, col. 1173. 

PD (Commons), 26 July 191 7, 96, col. 148 1). MPs were rather pointedly remhded of 
the similarities by the translation from the German which MacDonald delivered for the benefit 
of the House: "Declining al1 thoughts of the forcible acquisition of territory, the Reichsw strives 
for a peace by agreement, and a permanent reconciliation of nations. With such a peace, 
political, economic, and financiai oppression are incompatible. The Reichstg equally rejects al1 
plans which aims at economic exclusion and enmity between peoples afkr the W u .  Only such 
economic peace, with freedom of the seas, wili after the conclusion of the War prepare the 
ground for a permanent fkiendly community of lifk between nations. Led by these considerations 
and aims, the Reic- will energeticllly further the creating of international organisations for 
the promotion of international law. So long, however, as the hostile Governments rejea such 
a peace and threaten Germany and its Allies with conquest and violent oppression, the Ge- 
people is determined unshakenly to stand together and endure for the defence of its own and its 
Allies' right to live and develop. The Ge- people h o w  that in unity and defence it is 
invincible. " 



acquisition of territory by force, the R e i c b s ~  is striving for a peace of 
understanding and lasting reconciliation of nations, that with such a peace 
politid, economic, and financial usurpation are incompatible, and that the 
Reich- repudiates al1 plans which aim at the economic isolation and tying 
down of nations after the War, tbis House declares that this statement expresses 
the principles for which this country has stood throughout and calls upon the 
Government, in conjunction with the Allies, to re-state their peace terms 
accordingly; and further it declares that the Allies should accept the Russian 
proposal that the forthcornhg Allied conference on war aims shall comprise 
representatives of the peoples and not solely spokesmen of the Govecnments." 

Keith Robbuis plays down the significance of the ensuing debate. The amendment was 

supportexi by only nineteen MPs, a drop from the already low level of support garnereâ by the 

motion put forward during the 'no annexation' debate of 16 May.' This m e r  shrinkage of 

dissent's parliamentary support can be explained by the differences between the two motions. 

The first was a demonstration of dissenting solidarity with Britak's Russian ally, whereas the 

second, more conaoversid, amendment applauded the actions of an enemy legislature. Yet, if 

viewed in an extra-parliamentary context, the Ediled amendment can be seen to have fulfilled three 

vital purposes for dissent. Fust, the motion addressed their need somehow to support the 

Reichstag. Although the Reichsa was not the democratic equivalent of the House of Commons, 

MacDonald concedcd, its resolution should not be treated, as the British jingo press had, as a 

mere "theatrical play" staged by a hopelessly unrepresentative institution?' Trevelyan followed 

MacDonald's lead closely, stressing the representative nature of the Reichstig and claiming that 

the German socialists mirrored the sincere desire for peace of the German w o r h g  class as a 

whole. Adoptiug the amendment would, in Trevelyan's eyes. send the right signal to the German 

masses. Likewise Ponsonby too pushed for acçeptance of the amendment as a gesture to the 

" PD (Commons), 26 July 1917, 96, cols. 1479-1480. 

Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 138. The previous amendment attracteâ thirty-two 
sympathetic votes. 

'D PD (Commons), 30 July 1917,%, cols. 1482, 1486, 1487, 1489. 



German people.g0 

The second purpose of the amendment was to exhibit the dissenters' continuhg 

admiration for Russia. MacDonald, Lees-Smith and Ponsonby ail Iinked their support for the 

motion with their support for Russia." As the dissenters equated the Reichstag Resolution with 

the Petrograd Formula, any parliamentary recognition of the German motion would equal de facto 

acceptance of the Russian policy. 

The third rationaie for MacDonald's motion was to refocus attention on British war aims. 

MacDonald himself called upon the Governent to repudiate the proposed post-war economic 

boycott of Germany, while Trevelyan wged the rejection of annexations and future aggression 

in a new officia1 statement of British war a h . "  Dissenters had taken the Reichstag Resolution 

as evidence that Britain had the most hardline govemment of ail the belligerents, and they wished 

to use this evidence to force the War Cabinet to adhere to the Petrograd Fonnula. This 

saatagem, in tum, reflected their escdating fear that any failure to make a satisfactory statement 

of British war aims would soon lead to a Russian military capitulation to Gennany. The 

dissenters were comparatively unconcerned that their Goverment's insistence on a retributive 

peace might offend President Wilson. 

Buxton, who closed the 26 July debate, expresseci surprise that no one had countered the 

dissenters' criticism with a single persuasive argument for annexations or the break-up of the 

Habsburg Empire. Nonetheless, in keeping with Buxton's discretion, he rehseâ to back the 

amendment because of his own, quaiified support for annexationism, namely the annexation by 

* m., COIS. 1499-1500, 1579. 

9' M., cols. 1480-1481, 1490-1492, 1518, 1579. 

m., COIS 1480, 1498, 1499. 
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Russia of part of Armenia.a With the contorted iogic which sometimes characterized dissenting 

initiatives, Snowden pressed for a division which he fully expected to be a rout. But failure on 

such a grand sa le  would at Ieast "disclose the fact that the majority of the Members of the House 

of Commons do not waat, do not strive for, a peace with understanding and a lasting 

reconciliation with the nations," Moreover, the motion's rejection would also demonstrate that 

Parliament favoured the "economic isolation of Gemany. ' that it did not want a reasonable peace 

and that it lacked any sympathy for Russia. Snowden further alleged that the "British 

Government more than any other of the belligerents now at war...is standing in the way of an 

early settlement. "* 

By the end of July 1917. the dissenters believed that their push for a revised war aims statement 

had reached its critical stage. Fust, throughout the summer they believed that public opinion was 

becoming more favourably dispose- towards a UDC-type programme. Second, they may well 

have been aware that the Government plaoned to launch another military offensive in the near 

future." Third. the stability of the Provisional Govemment was clearly threatened by 

impending military collapse and nual anarchy, not to mention the political extremes of both Right 

and Left. The Kerensicy OtTensive, launched early in July, was undertaken at least in part to 

PD (Commong). 26 July 1917, 96, col. 1586. Although still distancing himself from his 
dissenting colleagues, Buxton's subsequent letter to The Nation was markedly different in tone: 
"1 hold that Parliament ought to dernand a statement from the Government, showing specifically 
what amexations, if any, it requues" (The Nation, 4 August 1917, p. 455). 

" m., col. 153 1. 

9~ On the strategic decision taken by the War Cabinet, see Rothwell, British War Aims and 
Peace Di~lornacy, pp. 98-99. 
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convince Allied Governments that Russia was still effective militarily and to undercut the position 

of the anti-war Bolshevik faction. But the offensive tu& into a aiastrophic rout. A Bolshevik 

takeover almost occurred in July and the political turbulence resulted in the replacement of Prince 

L'vov as  Prime Minister by the il1 fated Kerensky.% 

From this highly flammable Russian situation, the War Cabinet's Labour representative, 

Arthur Henderson, retumed to Britain €rom Russia on 24 July. He was now convinced of the 

necessity of supporting the Provisional Governent and that one way of reinforcing the Russian 

moderates was to despatch a British socialist delegation to the irnpending Stockholm 

Conference." To this end, he penuaded the Labour Party's NEC to convew a special 

conference to determine whether or not Labour representatives should travel to Stockholm.' 

He even visited Paris with MacDonald and George Wardle, acting Chairman of the Labour Party, 

to discuss arrangements for the international socialist meeting with French socialists and delegates 

from the Petrograd Soviet. On retuming, Henderson atîended the War Cabinet of 1 August but 

only after he was kept waiting outside while his colleagues discussed the unofficial Paris trip 

without him? This celebrated 'doormat incident' and Henderson's subsequent raignation €tom 

govemment are staples of institutional labour historiography. The episodes are invariably 

portrayeci as crucial steps on Labour's march towards tmly independent political power and 

influence. Henderson's departure from the War Cabinet was also of enormous import in the 

% Wade, The Russian Search for Pew. pp. 88-92. 

" Mary Agnes Hamilton, Arthur Henderson (Landon, 1938), p. 120; J.M. Winter, "Arthur 
Henderson, the Russian Revolution and the Reconstruction of the Labour Party," Historical 
Journal, 15 (1972). pp. 760, 765. 

For the background to the Stockholm Coderence, see above p. 118 o. 47. 

" WC Special Minutes (199a). 30 July 1917, CAB 23/13/4748; Wngley, David Llovd 
Geors  and the British Labour Movement, pp. 21 1-214. 



wartime history of British dissent. Buckler foresaw an irnpending altercation between moderates 

and extremis& at the highest level of goverment: 

h is evident that Henderson ... has reîurned fkom Russia partly converted to the 
Russian point of view, and that he tmk MacDonald with him [to Paris] for the 
reason that he wauted MacDonald to corne to Russia. This is what, not 
unnaturdly, almm the 'knock-out' advocaîes, and we are perhaps approachiog 
the moment when a struggle between them and the pro-negotiation forces will 
break out within Cabinet. Henderson's defence on his return from Paris to-day 
should be significant. 'O0 

The Labour Party special conference assemblai at the Centrai Hall in London on 10 

August, where an overwhelming majority voted to send delegates to Stockholm. The Miners' 

Federation then successfuily moved to block minorîty (i.e. anti-war) socialist representatives from 

the British delegation. The special cooference recmvened on 21 August, and the question of 

minority participation was reconsidered. The Miners' Federation and other large unions now 

opposed Stockholm because they did not wish to risk giving a voice at the meeting to anti-war 

socialists of the I19 and BSP. The onginai decision to attend was upheld but only by the 

slimmest of margins. " Irnmediately after Labour's cornmitment to Stockholm was reaffirmed. 

the Miners' Federation carried a motion that stripped societies affiliated to Labour of any 

representation at Stockholm. This motion passed by 2,124.ûûû votes to 175.000.'m 

lm Buclder to House, 1 August 1917, Buckier Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 6. 

'O1 Brand, The British Labour Party, pp. 47-49; Van Der Slice, International Labor. 
Diblomacv. and Peace. 1914-1919 (Philadelphia, 1941), p. 104; Graubard, British Labour, p. 
33. The vote tally for the 10 August motion to support the Stockholm project was 1,846,000 for 
and 550,000 against (Marquand, Ramsav MaçDow, p. 218). The 21 August vote was 
1,234,ooO for and 1,23 1,000 against (" Labour M u t  Keep the Stockholm Fires Burning, " 
Heraid, 25 August 191 7, p. 5). According to The HeralQ, the closeness of the vote on 2 1 August 
obliged the upcorning Trades Union Congras (TUC) in Blackpool to review the matter once 
more. The TUC duly upheld the special conference decision ("The Trades Union Congress," 
Herald, 1 September 1917, p. 9; "The Trade Union Congress at Blackpool, " The Labour Leader, 
6 September 1917, p. 5). 

lm Brand, The British Labour Party, p. 49. 
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Notwithstanding the violation of the a f f i l i a  societies' rights, the dissenters were elated. 

Labour's suppofl for Stockholm and its new draft foreign policy programme were trumpeted as 

turniog points in the transformation of the party from a sycophantic prop of the Government to 

a genuinely independent political alternative. Ponsonby's response captured dissent's jubilation. 

He held that people would now rush to join the revitaihi  Labour Party and be forced into 

adopting a dissenring platform." If the Government still refused to budge on war aims. a 

"pre!tty hot agitation" would ensue, involving the international socialist movement, the domestic 

peace-by-negotiation forces and the recenly converted Labour Party.la Snowden pointed out 

that Labour had completely changed its stance on the issue of an international sociaiist meeting 

since the party conference at Bristol of January 1916. He immediately seized on the Stockholm 

decision as "a fundamental cbange of view in regard to the war policy . It is a repudiation of the 

fight to a finish method of bringing tbis war to an end. "" 
The speciai conference was also signifiant because it spawned Labour's Draft 

Memorandum on War Issues. This document, approved on 10 August, was taken by dissent as 

an additional sign that the Labour Party had swallowed the entire UDC programme. They saw 

prwf of Labour's new boldness in such specific objectives as a h g u e  of Nations, the restitution 

of Belgium and Serbia, the neutralization of Constantinople, the protection of religious and ethnic 

minorities in Turkey, international control of tropical Africa, and post-war freedom of trade." 

lm Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 140. 

lm Quoted in Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 165. 

'OS The Labour Leader, 16 August 1917, p. 1. For similar expressions of dissenting support 
for Labour's volte-façe, see "How to Play the German Game," The Nation, 11 August 1917, p. 
468; "To Stockholm! " The Tribunal, 16 August 1917, p. 2. 

la Van Der Slice, International Labor, pp. 102-103. See also, "The Peacemakers, " 
Nation, 18 August 1917, pp. 496497. 
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The ILP certainly regarded the clraft memorandum as an acceptable stPning point for discussion. 

Snowden clairned tbat Labour's new foreign policy programme constituted a wholesale embrace 

of the ILP position, aside ftom a few dubious additions and oecasionally inconsistent applications 

of the no annexation, no indemnities principle. But these miwr flaws paled into insignificance 

beside the Labour Party's endorsement of a peace-by-negotiation.'* 

Yet, at best, the August special conference was only a phyrric victory for dissent. Many 

dissenters reacted with biüemess to their exclusion fiom Stockholm. Snowden cornplainecl that 

Labour's snub to minority socialist opinion "in a large mesure, rendered the first decision [to 

aitend Stockholm] nugatory. "lm The Herald castigated Miners' Federation President, William 

Adamson, for attempting to limit "socialist " representation at Stockholm. Affiliated societies of 

the Labour Party had always had separate representation at meetings of the Intemati~nal.'~ 

Although such bastions of pro-war labour opinion as the Miners' Federation were committed in 

principle to Stockholm, their opposition to any dissenting presence is the prism through which 

the evolution of Labour Party policy must be seen.'" For ILPers in panicular, this bifurcation 

of the officia1 Labour view of Stockholm represented a striking denial of theu leadership. 

The dissenters' response to this rebuff by the Labour mainstream highlighted the dilemma 

" The Labour Leader, 16 August 1917, p. 1. The ILP specifically rejected the draft 
memorandurn's position on the fate of certain minorities in Turkey, its treatment of Italia 
Irreden~, and the proposai restoration of Alsace-Lorraine to France without a plebiscite. Of 
greater concern, however, was the clause assigning to Germany responsibility for starting the 
war. Such a clause, the ILP believed, would prevent negotiations from even beginning 
Labour Leader, 30 August 1917, pp. 2, 4). Among the Liberal dissenters, Trevelyan expressed 
concern to Ponsonby about parts of the dr& programme, especially its plan for Alsace-Lorraine 
(Swartz, The Union of Democratîc Control, p. 167). 

" The Labour Leader, 23 August 1917, p. 1. 

log "The Stockholm Meeting, " The Herald, 18 August 1917, p. 7. 

Il0 Brand. The British Labour Party, p. 49. 
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they M. Afkr trumpeting Labour's acceptance on 10 August of their foreip policy position. 

dissenters could hardly complain that the vote against minority representation at Stockholm 

signified the party's sudden repudiation of al1 UDCiILP influences. Moreover. dissent could not 

fight their exclusion without undeminhg the Labour Party and putting the entire Stockholm 

project at risk. The UDC tried to limit the damage by reducing the significance of the second 

motion to a "minor question of minority representation on the delegation."ll' The Labour 

Leader blamed the exclusion of dissenting forces from Stockholm on the suddenness with which 

the issue had been raised inside the labour movement and on the "unprecedented press campaign 

of misrepresentation and caiumny . " lu 

The adjusment of the Party's war aims was also grossly overemphasized. In essence, 

the drafi was a blunt statement of patriotic, pro-war Labour feeling which contained only a few 

elements that could be construed as 'dissenting'. The central thmst of the document was much 

more traditionai, if not downrîght retributive. Labour cailed for a court to assign blame and 

deter- the compensation for acts committed during the war. An indemnity fund would be 

created out of contributions from warring nations "in proportion determineci among other things 

by their responsibility, in the eyes of an international commission, for the damage done." The 

proposed establishment of a court to settle compensation payments provides a clear example of 

Labour's co-option of dissenting language to further anti-Geman purposes. The Party also 

wanted the full indemnification 

nationalities of south-east Europe 

of Belgium by Germany, complete independence for the 

the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France and the satisfaction of 

'11 The U.D.C., September 1917, p. 129. Robert Williams took a similar line, arguing that 
the denial of ILP, BSP and Fabian Suciety representation must not distract undue attention from 
Labour's cornmitment to a peace-by-negotiation ("Labour Must Keep the Stockholm Fires 
Buming, " The Herald, 25 August. 19 17, p. 5). 

lu "The Adjourned Labour Conference, " The Labour Leader, 23 Aupst 1917, p. 5. 
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Italian irredenti~rn.~~~ Lloyd George would have been hard presseâ to disapprove this 

document. But the dissenters fafed the same predicament as they did with regard to the 

Stockholm Conference motion-to attack Labour's war aims publicly would expose their real 

impotence. 

The dissenters also failed to benefit from Henderson's departure from govement. His 

support for Labour representation at Stockholm had, not unexpectedly, incurred the wrath of the 

War Cabinet. According to Keith Robbins, Henderson's resignation on 11 August was for 

dissent "a major auning point in the war."'" His move was undoubtedly important but more 

for the institutional development of the Labour Party than for the fortunes of British dissent. 

Labour continued to be represented in the War Cabinet, but Henderson's replacement, George 

Barnes, former secretary of the ASE, was even regarded by pro-war labour elements as a mere 

lackey of Lloyd George. As Snowden pointed out, Barnes and the other Labour men in 

Government could hardly claim to speak for a party whose policy was now different (however 

subtly) fiom that of the administration to which they b e l ~ n g e d . ~ ~ ~  

The pro-Stockholm campaign reveals much about both the condition of the Labour Party 

and dissenting opinion in the summer of 1917. "At this t h e ,  " as Marvin Swartz observes, 

"political discontent, which the Union of Democratic Control tried to encourage, reached a 

climax in the controversy over the proposed meeting of the Second International in 

Stockholm. " Il6 But the dissenters failed to recognize the real significance of Labour's 

endorsement of Stockholm. Whereas the dissenters saw the Party's move as an accepmce of 

'13 M. 

Robbins, The Abolition of War, p. 139. See also, The U.D.C., September 1917, p. 129. 

11' The Labour Leader, 23 August 1917, p. 1. 

Swartz, The Union of Dernomtic Control. p. 162. 



their leadership, the opposite was, in fact, much closer to the tntth. 

The very fact that Henderson appeared to have been convened to the policy of 
MacDonald anà the U.D.C. made it al1 the more necessaq for him to defer, 
wherever possible, to the aade-union leaders whose support he would need if he 
was to carry that policy into efrect, and who stiU lwked upon the I.L.P. as a nest 
of subversives. Il7 

Stephen Graubard largely agrees with the verdict of MacDonald's biographer. 

The mood of the conference was revealed in an instant. Composed 
overwhelmingly of trade union delegates, it was prepared to accept a major 
policy change recommended by one of its own tnisted leaders, but its feelings 
remaineci unchanged about pacifist sociaiist groups ... The decision to go to 
Stockholm represented a vote of confidence in an individual, Arthur Henderson, 
it did not indicate a more basic aiteration of ~entiment."~ 

From the end of August the dissenters were on the defensive, their momentum having 

been exhausted by the rock of Stockholm. Henceforth, the Govemment would dominate the 

debates over peace, to which the Labour Party, with its, at bat, shallow cornmitment to 

dissenting objectives, offered the on1 y effective opposition. Ultirnatel y the debate over the goals 

and probable effectiveness of the Stoçkhoh Conference was moot. The Government refùsed to 

issue passports to the Labour delegation and the trade unions were not prepared to fight the 

Govemment on the issue.119 British dissenters were also hampered by divisions among foreign 

socialists. The Inter-Allied Socialist Conference was held in London on 28-29 August to hammer 

out a common position for S to~khol rn .~  The Conference voteci in favour of Stockholm but 

Il7 Marquand, Ramsav MacDonald, p. 220. 

ll%raubard, British Labour. p. 30. 

m.. pp. 33-34. 

The ILP delegates were MacDonald, Henderson, Joweît, Brailsford, Miss Margaret 
Bonfield, H. Dubery and R.C. Wailhead. The Labour Leader, 30 August 1917, p. 2. 
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could not agree on a set of war a i m ~ . ~ l  The Nation even referred to the meeting as "a fiasco." 

and Brailsford blamed the French and Belgian sociaiist leaders for destroying "the dwindling 

hopes that we had built on S to~kholm."~  There was little point in dissent pressing the 

Government for permission to travel if they could not agree among themselves as to what should 

a d l y  be accomplished ai Stockholm. As a result of the disagreements aired at the Inter-Allied 

Sociaiist Conference, the Labour Party executive decided to fom a national platform on war aims 

that would be suitable for the Allied so~ia l i s t s .~  

Conclusion 

The dissenters' primary objective throughout 1917 was to obtain a negotiated end to the war. 

The Russian Revolution was so irnmensely popular in the dissenting community precisely because 

it believed that açceptance of the Petrograd Formula would lead directiy to a negotiated peace. 

This was dissent's position at the time of the Leeds Convention. However, it is a measure of the 

dissenters' declining fortunes bat, as the summer progresseci, they were forced to press the 

Governent to accept positions and policies that were increasingly removed fiom their original 

objective-a negotiated settlement. The dissenters* attempted conversion of the Govemment to 

the Petrograd Formula was irnperceptibly transformed into a campaign of support for the 

Labour Party executives incorporated into the draft some amendments suggested by 
affiliated societies. The resulting document was presented to the 28 August conference. 
Following the failure of this meeting, it waî decided at the TUC conference in Blackpool to 
fashion a war aims statement on whicb al1 Allied socialist parties could agree (Van Der Slice, 
tntemational Labor, p. 104; "The Trade Union Congrcss at Blackpool," The Labour Leader, 6 
September 19 17, p. 5). 

" The Nation, 1 September 1917, p. 547; 'What Does Mr. Wilson Mean?, " The Herald, 
8 September 1917, p. 8. 

" Marquand, Ramsav MacDonald, p. 218. 
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Reiçhstag Resolution. This second quest gave way to the push for Stockholm and, finally, to the 

very narrow drive to persuade the Government to issue passports to the conference delegates. 

Labour's endorsement of Stockholm was a hollow victory for dissent. After eight months 

of fkenetic activity they appeared to have convinçed the conservative Labour leadership to support 

both the Russian Revolution and a dissenting foreign policy. However, the lingering mistrust 

of dissent implicit in Labour's rebuff to the CTDC, ILP and other dissenting bodies ai the special 

conference on 21 August was an enormous setback for the peace-by-negotiation forces. While 

British Labour would be represented at Stockholm, it would not be by the likes of MacDonald 

or Snowden, despite the ILP's constitutional right to representation. This blow was al1 the more 

significant because it undermined dissent's meagre power base and distracted much of its potential 

audience too. Just as they seemed to be gainhg ground, the Labour Party had stripped the 

dissenters of future legitirnacy. 

The last and perhaps most senous blow to befall dissent in the summer of 1917 was the 

amest, trial and imprisonment of E.D. Morel. On 31 August Morel was charged under DORA 

for arranging for someone to convey his pamphlet, Tsardom's Part in the War, to a French 

colleague in neutral S~ i t ze r l and .~  Sentenced shottly afterwards to six months imprisonment 

at the Bow Street magistrates' court, the Government had effdvely silenced dissent's most 

prolific and astute spokesman. The ease with which the Govenunent arrested and tried him in 

camera and dissent's inability to stop the Government showed the dissenters' weakness. The 

prosecution and the withholding of passports for Stockholm demonstrated the Govemment's 

determination to cwnter dissent's campaign for a negotiated peace based on the Petrograd 

Formula. The hounding of Morel might have been less critical had it not followed so closely 

Labour's exclusion of dissenting organizations from Stockholm. British dissent was in the late 

" Cline, E.D. Motel, pp. 111-1 12; Bone, "Beyond the Rule of Law," pp. 161-163. 
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Chapter 5: IN THE DOLDRUMSSEPTEMBER 1917 TO NOVEMBER 1917 

Introduction 

The fall 1917 was disastrous for two of Britain's Allies, Russia and Italy . in the East, the 

Russian Armies continued to retreat and crumble from wirhin. On the domestic front, the 

Bolshevik overthrow of the Provisional Government suggested the likelihood of a separate 

Russian peace. The situation was almost as perilous in the South, where late in October, the 

Italian Second Army was routed by German and Ausman forces at Caporetto. Indeed, it 

appeared that Italy had been immobilized b y a 'knock-out blow . ' Britain's military situation 

from September through November was not nearly so grim, although it was still a source of 

considerable concem. General Allenby was mating steady progress in Palestine, and the 

Passchendaele offensive on the Western Front continued sporadically until rnid-November.' 

l Ironically, though, Caporetto actually steeled the Italian will to continue the war (see John 
Schindler, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, "A Hopeless Struggle: The Austro-Hungarian h y  
and Total War, 1914- 19 18" mamilton, McMaster University, 19951). 

The strategic significance of Passchendaele, or Third Ypres, is still hotly disputed. In the 
majority of historical accounts the massive human cost of the minimal territorial gains represented 
not only the height of the Generals' folly but also almost desîroyed the morale of the British 
Army (se ,  for example, Trevor Wilson, The Myriad Faces of War: Britain and the Great War, 
1914-1918 [Cambridge, 19861, pp. 477-484; Boume, Britain and the Great War, pp. 76-78). 
Passchendaele was undoubtedly a grisly affair. But while in progress, the battle was seen even 
by The Nation and The Herald as a huge success that would compel the Germans to evacuate 
Belgium. Some recent scholarship has also portrayed Passchendaele as a significant victory, 
crucial to the defeat of the German Army in the West in 1918. According to this revisiouist 
position, even though a decisive brealnhrough had remained elusive, the campaigu had sapped 
German morale, obscured the weaknesses of the French and demonstratd Britain's mastery of 
the techniques necessary to overcome the Germans' defensive system ( se ,  for example, Paschall, 
The Defeat of Irn~erial Germany, pp. 79-80; John Terraine, The Western Front. 1914-1918 
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Dissenthg hopes for a peace-by-negotiation had not improved, though a conclusive end 

to the f i g h ~ g  seemed almost as distant as ever in the Ml of 1917. Indeed, the prospect of such 

an outcorne to the war was more remote than ever before. Although Germaq sent tentative 

peace feelers througb Spanish and Swiss the only initiative of real significance in these 

months was the Papai Peace Note. It is an indication of how fiu their aspirations had falten that 

the dissenters devoted so much aüention to this, at best, fleeting papal intervention. Septernber 

to November, therefore. was a comparatively quiet period for dissent that resulted in a further 

105s of momentum. Their lack of support in the 6 November Commons peace debate illustrated 

dissent's continuing political isolation. Even worse, the dissenters had to counteract the 

Govemment's detenDined effort to marginalize and discredit them, to which ends the prosecution 

of Morel, the generous funding of the National War Aims Committee (NWAC) and new 

censorship regulations under DORA ail made telling contributions. The news of the Bolshevik 

Revolution on 7 November represented perhaps the greatest setback for dissent in this three- 

month period. The ousting of the moderate socialists in the Provisional Governent by Lenids 

overtly anti-war Bolsheviks further diminished Russia's credibility in the eyes of the British 

Govemrnent. Events in Russia made a restatement of British war aims even less likely. 

The Paml Peace Note 

ûn 10 August, the same day that the Labour Party moved to attend the Stockholm Conference, 

[London, 19641, pp. 153-156). 

The fîrst of these overtutes, which sought guarantees that would have effedively nullified 
Belgian sovereignty, was a virtual non-starter. The second, Swiss brokered approach, envisaged 
a aade-off between German gains in the East and concessions in the West. Neither gi6marche 
received more than the cursory consideration of the War Cabiwt (see Rothwell, British War 
A b  and Peace Di~lornacy, pp. 105-110 and b e r ,  British Politics, pp. 235, 249). 
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the War Cab* became aware of Pope Benedict XV's peace initiative. The pontiff s note of 1 

August had cailed for bilateral disarmament, international arbitration, freedom of the seas, 

virtually no indemaities, the withdrawal of enemy troops fiom Belgium and France, the r e m  

of Germany's colonies, and an "examinaiion of territorial questions.. .in a conciliatory spirit, 

taLiog account of the population as €ar as is just and possible.'" According to Dragan 

Zivojinovic the Vatican wished to prevent the collapse of the Catholic Habsburg dynasty and was 

profoundly disturbed at the possible ramifications of Russia's socidist peace policies.' 

Notwithstanding the perfectly valid reasoos to suspea the Pope's motives and the fact that 

'Socialism and the Papacy stand in Continental politics at the opposite poles of thougbt, n6 most 

dissenters reacted with enthusiasm to the papal initiative. Brailsford senseci that the Pope was 

dnven by the same desire to end the bloodstied and misery as were the socialists, and The Herald 

praised the Bishop of Rome as "this great Christian internationalist. "' 
The dissenters approved the Pope's actions for a number of reasons. Fust, the initiative 

satisfied their desire to stimulate negotiations. Second, it incorporated certain essentials of the 

dissenting position. Third, the Pope's timing was good; the offer came Iess than a month after 

the R e i c h s ~  Resolution and coincided almost exaçtly with the drafting of the Labour Party's war 

aims programme. Fourth, the papacy was now seen by the dissenters as an important 

international backer of their ongoing campaign to force the British Government to revise its war 

aims. Snowden insisted bat the Pope's "concrete and practicai proposais afford the b a i s  of a 

Kernek, Distractions of Peace durine War, p. 54. 

Dragaa R. Zivojinovic, The United States and the Vatican Policies. 1914-1918 (Boulder. 
1978), pp. 76-78 and, more generally, chs. 6 and 7. 

T h e  Pope's Intervention," The HeralQ, 25 August 1917, p. 9. 

' m.. mA Peace of Reconciliation," The Herald, 18 August 1917, p. 2. 



just and lasting peace." He expressed his particular approval of the pontiffs reported support 

of a worldwide ban on conscription and of popular control of governmenl discretion to declare 

war. Such proposais were aiready integrd to ILP policy and would greaîly benefit "free politicai 

institutions. "' The Nation saw a workable peace proposal in a combination of Labour's war aims 

programme and the Papal Note. The newspaper fùrther argued that, if the Pope compelled the 

German Governent to declare for the majority in the Reichstag, then much would have been 

ac~ornplished.~ 

Against the grain of dissenthg praise for Benedict, President Wilson dismissed his 

diplornatic intervention. In his 27 August reply, the President rejected the Pope's plan because, 

if implemented. it would amount to a peace based on the status auo ante bell~rn.'~ Furthemore, 

the settlement envisageci by the Pope would not alter the fundamentally undemocratic nature of 

German politics. Consequently, a permanent military coalition would be necessary to thwart the 

military ambitions of an inherently mtrustworthy German Govemment. Wilson concluded by 

declaring against a punitive peace in general and a post-war economic boycott of Germany in 

particular, a reexposition of the 'peace without victory' formula which, according to Thomas 

Kaock, revealed the President's displeasure with the position on war aims of his AIIies. '' 

' The Labour Leader, 23 August 1917, p. 1; 27 September 1917, p. 1. 

The Nation, 18 August 1917, p. 497; 29 September 1917, p. 653. 

" Scott, ed., "Reply of President Wilson to the Peace Appeal of the Pope, " 27 August 19 17, 
officiai Statements of War Airns and Peace Pro~osal~, p. 133. Throughout August Britain and 
the United States had d i s c d  their possible replies to the Pope. On 2 1 August, the British 
Govemment informeci the Vatican t&at the Central Powers would have to state theu war aims 
before any move towards peace could be made. inforrned four days later that Wilson was on the 
verge of replying, the War Cabinet decided that an American note alone would suffice and that 
any fûrther action on their part was unnecessary, at least at present (Kernek, Distractions of 
Peace during War, p. 55, p. 58; Rothwell, British War Aims and Peace Di~lomac~, p. 104; 
Crosby, Disarmament and Peace in British Politiq, p. 49). 

Knock, To End Ail Wars, p. 131. 
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The dissenters were ambivalent about the President's response to the Pope. Snowden 

regarded the answer as either helpful to dissent or subject to manipulation by the Allies. Its most 

likely effm would be to expose the wide gulf that separated Wilson not only ftom his Allies but 

also from the Central P o w e r ~ . ~  Accordhg to the W C .  

it is most disappointhg to fïnd the President playing with the idea of 'no peace 
with the Hohenzollerns' and malring the error which has been proved in history 
to be W, of aîternpting to dictate to the enemy what fom of Government they 
should ad~pt. '~ 

The organization was consoled only by the impression that Wilson's reply did not seem tlaal, 

although Helena Swanwick recalled in 1924 that the President's reply to the Pope had made it 

clear at the tirne that he no longer intended a negotiated peace. Russell too noted that the 

situation vis-à-vis the United States was not encouraging. America was "still thoroughly enjoying 

the warn and its ruting class was committed to the continuation of the war.14 

The dissenters were even more dissatisfied with the British Government's brief response 

to the Pope of 21 August. la the Commons two months later Trevelyan and Joseph King, 

another Liberal MP, requested the Government to contact the papacy once more. The Nation had 

also urged the Govenuwnt to formulate a more detailed reply, panicularly as the United States 

was apparently opposed to an outright military victory. Unlike the Central Powers, who had 

responded favourably to the Pope, complained The Herald, the British Govemment did not even 

* The Labour Leader, 6 September 1917, p. 1. 

l3 The U.D.C,, September 1917, p. 129. 

'' Swanwick, Builders of Peacg, p. 87; "The International Situation: The Pope's Peace Note, " 
23 August 19 17, in Rempel eds., The Collected Pa~ers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 
64, pp. 2942%. 



deem a reply ~ortûwhile.'~ 

The dissenters were not completely convinced by the Gemian reply. Snowden was aware 

that the Gennan note had put forth no specific w u  aims, but it h d  at least acceptai "the general 

priiriples " of the papal plan. Hence, it would be difficult for "Allied imperialism to keep up its 

big game of bluff. "16 The Nation regarded Gemany's 21 September reply as an "ill- 

proportioned and unsatisfactory document," notwithstanding its acceptance of the Papal Peace 

Note and the Reichsm Resolution as  a joint bais for talLs. In particular, there was concerri that 

Germany had promised to parantee an independent Belgium." Yet, Massingham's weekiy 

remained hopeful that the moderate Reichsm MajorityU was poised to prevail once and for al1 

over the jhgoes, thus resolving this issue in favour of the Beigiaas. Without an unambiguous 

endorsement of the Petrograd Fonnula, the German reply was for The U.D.C. "almost 

vaiueless. " The journal could only hope for a more encouraging Allied answer. l9 

The dissenters were sorely mistaken in their expenation tbat Germany's rejoinder would 

widen the breach which they perceived between the Reichstag Majority and the German jingoes. 

Snowden was pleased that the new Chancellor, Count von Hertling, had had to secure Majority 

l5 PD (Cornons), 22 October 1917, 98, cols. 468469; The Nation, 22 September 19 17. p. 
627; nie Herald, 3 November 1917, p. 9; "Let Labour Try Its Hand and Clear Out the 
Bunglen!," The Hrrald, 17 November 1917, p. 9. 

The Labour Leda, 27 September 1917, p. 1. 

" The Nation, 29 September 1917, p. 653. On <bis point, both The Herald and Russell 
echoed The Nation's disappointment with Germany ("Our View of the Kaiser's Note," 
Hers, 29 September 1917, p. 9; "The Kaiser's Repiy to the Pope," 27 September 1917, in 
Rempel gt al eds., The Collecteci Paoers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 7 1, pp. 3 14-3 15). 

" "Clearing the Roaâ to Peace, " The Nation. 29 September 1917, pp. 656457. The term 
'Majorïty' refers to the group of parties which voted in favour of the 19 July Reichstag 
Resolution. 

l9 The U.D.C., October 1917, p. 140. 
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approval before taking office. He was even more elated that von Hertling had agreed to promote, 

inter dia, a foreign policy based on the German reply to the Pope. Other dissenters, such as 

Edward Bernard, author of The Labour Leader's weekly "International Notes," claimed that von 

Hertling's appointment signified that Germany's Govemment now derived its authority from the 

Reichsm. Regardless of officia1 policy, then, Germany had become democratic, thereby 

fulfilling one of President Wilson's principal war aims." 

Many dissenters were becoming disillusioned, however, by the vacillations of the 

Reichsw Majority. Early in September The Nation wamed that the political success of the 

German moderates remained " valuable just so long as the combination which secured it subsists . " 

But this very combination was already crumbling. Four weeks later, the same newspaper noticed 

that Georg Michaelis, von Hertling's predecessor, had told the Reichstag on 27 Septernbzr that 

Germany would have a free hand in future peace talks. For The Nation, this statement effectively 

rendered the Reichsm Resolution meaningless. The disillusionment was almost palpable: "If no 

explanation and no crisis follows this revelation of stupid Machiavellianism, then we had better 

face the facts and wash Our hands of the German Majority and its ways. "2' A week later, 

Nation reported that Michaelis seemed to have shifted back to supporting the Reichstag 

Resolution, although without modiQing his insistence that Germany retain Alsace-Lorraine. 

Massingharn's weekly took further beart when it appeared that Michaelis' likely replacement, 

Richard von Kühlmann, would have to receive the b a c h g  of the Reichstag. This obligation 

* The Labour Leader, 15 November 19 17, p. 1 ; Edward Bernard, "International Notes, " 
Labour hader, 22 November 1917, p. 3. 

'' "Will Germany Become Democratic?," The Nation, 1 September 1917, p. 548; "The 
Reichst;iP Majority, the German Goverment, and Belgium, " The Nation, 6 October 191 7, p. 5. 
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represented the partial and long overdue assertion of tnie parliamentary sovereignty in 

G e r m a n ~ . ~  

The Government9s Offensive Anninst Dissent 

The War Cabinet had decided as early as June 1917 to combat dissenting propaganda more 

energeticaily . These efforts were stepped up in the fall and took several fom-the tightening 

of DORA regutations, the harassrnent of dissenting groups by condoning ad-war riots, the 

placement of the NWAC on a souder fiaancial footing and a still fïnner response to dissent's 

calls for war aims revisions. The most dramatic example of heightened official vigilance was the 

trial and punishment of E.D. Morel. Morel's incarceration had been keeniy awaited for some 

tirne by Foreign Office officials especially and he had only escaped prosecution thus far because 

the Director of Public Prosecutions feared that Morel would tum any trial into a public forum 

from which to spread his dissenting message. Although the Metropolitan Police Special Branch 

had compiled a weigtity dossier of Morel's fiequent 'seditious' lapses in The U.D.C., he was 

ultimately charged with a more technical breach of DORA, thus removing the prosecution's need 

to challenge his writings in court." 

Some of Morel's supporters could accept that he was technically guilty but were 

The Nation, 13 October 1917, p. 54; The Nation, 10 November 1917, p. 175. The 
Reichstag Majority received assurances from von KUhlmaan that he would support their 19 Iuly 
resolution and Pmssian franchise reform. 

" On the nature of Morel's alleged off-ence, one of illegal conveyance of printed mauer (as 
opposed to the publication of something in contravention of the censorship regulations), see above 
p. 168. For the involvement of, respectively, the Foreign Office, the Director of Public 
Prosecutions and Scotland Yard, see FO 3951151169424 (20 September 1916); Su Charles 
Mathews to Lord Newton, 10 ûctober 1917, FO 37112828/3255/2û2398; and FO 
395/140/168072 (28 August 1917). I am indebted to Andrew Bone for these references. See 
also, Swartz, The Union of Democratic Conbol, pp. 127-129; Cline, E.D. Morel, pp. 1 1 1-1 13; 
Bone, "Beyond the Rule of Law, " p. 162. 
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neverthelas shocked by his sentence. MacDonald made much of "the skinoy little thing" which 

the Government had used to act against him. Lord Coumey expressed outrage at Morel's 

treatment and the "arbitrary law" under which he had been prosecuted. The U.D.C. was 

scandaliseci that its editor would have to serve his sentence in the second division of the British 

perd system; Morel was a political prisouer and certainly no cornmon criminal." Pethick- 

Lawrence thought it "disgracefiilW that Morel was king handled in such conternptible fishion, 

and Helena Swanwick refemed to the "unworthy spite" of the decision to imprison the UDC 

leader in the second division. According to Catherine C h e ,  the rigours of Morel's confinement 

had traumatic effects from which he never fully recovered. Shortly after his release at the end 

of January 1918, a month early for good behaviour, he "experienced both a psychic and a 

physical collapse. "= 

The dissenters aüributed Morel's perseution to the Goveniment's fear of mth. A 

number of ILP branches passed motions condemning the silencing of Morel by irnprisonment 

rather than by rational debate. The U.D.C. and The Labour Leader argued that if the 

Government had had anything more serious with which to charge Morel they would surely have 

done so. But they had been obliged instead to rest their case on a minor infraction of DORA? 

The Goverment's confidence that dissent could be checked without attracting much 

adverse criticism was M e r  displayed in the irnplementation of two controversiai measures 

" "Open Letter to E.D. Morei," The labour Leader, 13 Septernber 1917, p. 5; quoted in 
Swanwick. Builders of Peacg, p. 103; The U.D.C,, ûctober 1917, p. 139. 

"Second Division Treatment,' M., p. 138; Swanwick, Builders of Peacq, p. 100; Che, 
E.D. Morel, p. 113. 

" Swanwick, Builders of P-, p. 101; 'Mr. Morel's Imprkonment, " The Labour Leader, 
20 September 1917, p. 2; 6 September 1917, p. 2; "The Moral of the Morel Case," 
U.D.CL, October 1917, p. 138. See also, "Six Months for Spreading the Tnith, " 6 September 
19 17, in Rempel gt ai eds., The Collected Paoers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 68, pp. 
308-309. 
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during November 1917. Its first move was to seek M i n g  for the NWAC duectly fiom the Vote 

of Credit. It .  motion passed after an w u a l  debate during which resefvations were voiced on 

both sides of the House. Some MPs objected to the likely cost as much to the implications for 

civil liberties of this enlargement of the British propagonda machine. The dissenters, including 

Buxton, Ponsonby and Trevelyan, further claimed both that the NWAC was ineffective and yet 

questioned the propriety of using public money to advance what they considerai to be a partisan 

pos i t i~n .~  ûutside Parliamen dissenters also articulated concem about the implications of 

Treasury fiinding for the NWAC. The U.D.C. saw a "new precedent" in the use of national 

revenues to undermine a political opposition." 

The Government's second manoeuvre was to extend the censorship of anti-war 

propaganda. Sir George Cave, the Home Secretary, wanted to resmct the cuculation of such 

'undesirable' literanire. The result was DORA regulation 27C, issued on 16 November, which 

required al1 pamphlets to carry the name and addras of the publisher and the pcior approval of 

the Official Press Bureau." The regulation was preceded by a senes of police raids on 

dissenting organizations in a failed m m p t  to establish a connection between the British peace 

movement and German money. The dissenters were alarmed by both these attacks on their civil 

liberties, and their fears were heightened when on 21 November the Commoos voted to 

disenfranchise COS. Ponsonby believed that the Goverameut had launched a broad offensive 

See PD (Cornmon&, 13 November 1917, 99, cols. 288-348. The dissenters' motion was 
defeved by 22 votes to 132. Theü bostility to the NWAC belies Swartz's judgment of this 
propaganda agency as incompetent and that it "did not succeed in its atwmpts to counteract the 
Union of Democratic Control and other dissenting groups' (Swartz, The Union of Democratic 
Control, p. 188). 

The U.D.C,, December 1917, p. 164. See also, 'Suppressing the Pacifists-and Freedom: 
Blanit Cheque To Boost the Government, " The Labour Leader, 22 November 19 17, p. 5.  

" Swartz, The Union of Democrltic Control, p. 189. 
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against dissent, noting that the Govemment had enhancd both its propaganda and censorship 

powers." Snowden thought regulation 27C extremely sinister because it amounted, in his 

opinion, to censorship of peace-by-negotiation debate. He blamed the saingent new measure on 

"a section of the London press," but pro-war newspapers too frowned on this tightening of 

DORA and feared its extension from pamphlets to newspapers. Although he urged a vigorous 

popular response to throw off this new "dictatorship of opinion, " Snowden was disappointed that 

the necessary forty MPs could not be mustered to force a debate on this latest restriction of the 

written word.'' The UDC w m e d  its readers of the "drastic charamr" of the regulation, and 

The Nation hoped that it would be challenged in court? Even more seriously, The Herald 

charged, these changes rendered impossible any democratic peace because the t e m  of such a 

settlement could no longer be discussed freely." 

The 6 Novemk Peace Oebate 

Far from subrnitting to the dissenting hue and cry over Morel's irnprisonment, the finances of 

the NWAC and DORA regulation 27C, the Govemment continued to stand finn against the 

peace-by-negotiation forces. On 26 October, Louis Barthou, Clemenceau's new Foreign 

Minister, had dedared that the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France was not negotiable. This 

PD (Gommons), 19 December 1917, 100, col. 1999. 

" The Labour Leader, 22 November 1917. p. 1; Bone, "Beyond the Rule of Law, " pp. 194- 
197, 203-205. 

"The U.D.C,, December 1917, p. 164; The Nation, 24 November 1917. p. 259. Actudly, 
the hostility of the mainstream press and of a phaianx of about 70 Liberal and Labour MPs was 
sufficient to seaire a relaxation of regulation 27C. After 21 November, pamphlets no longer 
needed the Press Bureau's seal of approvai, although they still had to be submiued to this office 
ahead of their publication (Bone, "Eeyond the Rule of Law," pp. 205-206). 

a The HeralQ, 1 December 1917, p. 28. 
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swment, dong with the cancellaîion of the planned Allied war aims conference," prompted 

on 6 November a Commons debate on British policy on Alsace-Lorraine. LeesSmith led off the 

discussion by proposing the following amendment to tbe Consolidated Fund Bill. 

That this House is of the opinion that, provided that satisfactory parantees can 
be obtained with regard to the independence and restoration of Belgium and the 
evacuation of other occupied temtory, no obstacle should be placed in the way 
of prelimiauies towards negotiations for a peace sdement which ought to 
embody an equitable solution of the problem of Alsace-Lorraine, and the devising 
and enforcement of effective international machinery for the avoidance of future 
wars . 

Lees-Smith highlighteâ the inconsistencies of Allied war aims at present, the obvious clash, for 

example, between the Paris Resolutions and support in priaciple for a League of Nations. He 

then focused on the nature of Britain's cornmitment to France? 

MacDonald approached the amendment more broadly, claiming that a war aims statement 

would stabilize a public opinion caught between war weariness and patriotic euphoria. He also 

retumed to the old dissenthg tenet that the r e m  of Alsace-Lorraine had net been one of 

Britain's inhial objectives. Moreover, an official clarification of this point would, he conjecturecl, 

strengthen the British war effort both politically and militarily . Somewhat unusually. MacDonald 

suggested that, following a settlement based on the Petrograd Formula, a tribunal might be 

established to hear accusations from the belligerents and that, its evaluation completed, guilty 

parties could be punished. More characteristically, be also held that a display of "statesmanship, " 

presumably a moderate w u  aims statement from Britain, would strengthen the Reichstag Majority 

and, in tum, consolidate democracy in Germany.' MacDonald also highlighted the idea of a 

League of Nations, as a way of establishing once again his subtle distinction between war aims 

Y See below, p. 185. 

PD (Commom), 6 November 1917,98, col. 2007. 

' m., COIS. 2030, 203 1-2033, 2034, 2029, 2035-2036. 
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and peace aims. The only legitimate objectives under the former category were the liberation of 

areas that bad Mlen under foreign control since the war had begun. Such a controversial matter 

as the French desire for Alsace-Lorraine, mea~while, was a peace aim, wbich needed to be 

discussed in the liberal arena of a league of democratic Parliame~ts.~ 

From the short debate it was obvious that the mriod of the Commons had changed in the 

past fw months. The dissenters had earlier received a fair hearing, but this latest amendment 

eIicited a far less tolerant parliamentary response. Whitehouse, the last dissenting speaker, was 

even shouted down. Snowden complained that "in no Parliament in Europe is the question of war 

aims and p e a ~ e  terms treated with such indifference and intolerance as in the British House of 

Commons . " The Labour Leader's parliamentary report noted with exasperation that "The Peace 

Debate in the House on Tuesday produced the worst exhibition of stubbom will to military 

conquest that our govemment has yet given to the world." The Herald found it hard to believe 

that anyone "could read into such a resolution anything even remotely 'pro-German' or 'peace-at- 

any-price. ' " The Nation reacted more temperately . While observing that the Govemment had 

still not clarifed its war aims, the newspaper surmiseci that Britain did not intend to annex 

German territory or dictate the character of its Government? 

The disappointing outcome of the debate confirmed the effectiveness of the Govemrnent ' s 

battle to contain dissent. The vote of 282 to 31 in favour of closure revealed once more the 

pathetically insignificant level of parliamentary support for sucb dissenting initiatives as the 

Alsace-Lorraine amendment. Although the dissenters received only one less vote than the first 

m., col. 2037. This portion of MacDonald's speech was viraially identical to that which 
he had delivered at Swansea on 22 May. See above, p. 122. 

The Labour Leader, 15 November 1917, p. 1; 8 November 1917. p. 5; The Herale, 10 
November 1917, p. 2; The Nation, 10 November 1917, p. 173. 
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pere debate, the number of 'nos' was proportionately higher than on 16 May." Dissent's 

share of the Commons vote was fklling just as the movement was arguing that support for them 

was growing. The dissenters may have been aware of the growing parliamentary hostility but 

reasoned that the chance to spe& out could not be missed. Parliament had been in recess fiom 

mid-August until mid-Octùber so they had had little opportunity to use the Commons as a 

platfom recenly. No doubt the Lees-Smith motion was also intended to encourage the Reichstag 

Majority, by demonstrating the kind of goai faith about which Russell had written in discussing 

the Gennan reply to the Papal Peace Note." Forcing the debate was also consistent with the 

dissenters' desire to brace the Provisionai Government for a revision of British war aima. 

The dissenters' isolation in Parliament forced them once again to stress the growth of an 

invisible opposition to the Government's fight-to-the-Msh polky. Buxton told House that a 

number of MPs who, whiie not part of the "Pacifist Section," had changed their opinions. He 

felt that the 'knock-out blow' enthusiasts were strengthening the extremists in Germany. But he 

was also reassured by the burgeoning of "British dernacratic opinion," as evidenced by recent 

shifts in the editorial line of the two leading Liberal dailies, The Manchester Guardian and The 

da il^ News from support for a military solution to endorsement of a negotiated settlement. 

Buxton was concerned, however, that Asquith's refusal to attack the Government directly was 

inhibiting many Liberals from endotsing a negotiated peace. For Buxton, the degree to which 

the former Prime Minister and President Wilson were prepared to use their influence were critical 

For a list of the amendment's supporters, and also for the vote tallies in the two earlier 
peace debates, 26 July as well as 16 May, see Appendix F. 

"The Kaiser's Reply to the Pope," 27 September 1917, in Rempel gt al eds., The- 
Pawrs of Bertrand Russell. vol. 14, papa 7 1, pp. 3 14-3 15 



factors in pushing the Govenunent towards negotiati~ns.'~ 

An even more crucial prerequisite for a negotiated peace, al1 dissenters would have agreed, was 

the survival of the Provisional Government in Russia. On 8 October, the Russian Government 

was again reshuffled, although Kerensky was retained at its head. This Govement, seen by 

some historians as the weakest administration since the ovenhrow of &sm, w u  ovenhrown by 

the Bolsheviks on 7 November. The next evening Lenin issued an appeal to warring countries 

to begin negotiations immediately on the basis of the Petrograd F~rmula.'~ Although there was 

no explicit suggestion of a separate peace, Lenin was determineci to end the war . He was certain 

that by fementing revolution, the new Russian could precipitate the collapse of al1 

capitaiist Govenunents. Russia would then be able to reach satisfactory arrangements with the 

new revolutionary States. Al1 early Bolshevik pronouncements and diplornatic initiatives were 

-- 

dl Buxton to House, 12 November 1917, Buxton Papen, Special Correspondence, Box 3 
Letter E-H, House File. This leuer is also in the House Papers, Series 1, Box 23, Folder 729 
and in the Massingham Papers, MC 4 119317. 

42 Wade, The Russian Search for Peaçg, p. 121. The 8 November document, sometimes 
called "Proclamation to the Peoples of AI1 the Belligerent Countries " or, simply, "The Decree 
of Peacew called for an irnmediate peace on the basis of the Petrograd Formula and an end to 
secret diplomacy . It also pledged to publish al1 secret treaties stnick by the tsarist Government. 
As well, a three-month armistice was proposed to allow for negotiations to begin (see John W. 
Wheeler-Bennett, Brest-Litovsk: The Fornotien Peace. March 1918 [New York, 197 11, pp. 375- 
378). Bolshevik efforts to start negotiations were reinforced by Leon Trotsky, until recently 
chairman of the Petrograd Soviet and now Russian Cornmissar for Foreign Affairs, who on 20 
November infomed Allied ambassadors of the Decree of Peace. It is unclear exactly when the 
contents of this appeai became public howledge in Great Britain. The Labour Leader published 
the decree as late as 29 November and, even then, it stated that it had had to translate it from a 
French newspaper of 12 November ("Towards Peace and Liberty! Full Text of the Russian 
Appeal to Belligerents," The Labour Leader, 29 November 1917, p. 5). On 22 Novernber, 
Allied ambassadors met in Petrograd to discuss possible courses of action. It was decided to 
ignore Trotsky and the Decree of Peace and to recommend that their Governments not 
communicate with the new reg* (Wheeler-Bennett, Brest-Litovsk, pp . 70-7 1). 
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intended to widen any divisions between the foreign masses and their G~vernments.~ 

The dissenters, like so many other contemporaries, had aot anticipated the collapse of the 

1st  Kerensky Goverment. Following its reconstruction early in Ocîober, Snowden sensed tbat 

"something like a definitte conclusion as to the immediate fume of the Governent of Russia" 

had been reached. The Labour Leader even maintainecl that the reorganization of the 

Govenunent gave Kerensky more power." The Nation responded to the formation of another 

Russian coalition in the same way that it had reacteâ to previous politid changes since March; 

it called for a restatement of Allied war aims to reinforce the new Russian admini~tration.~~ The 

disseaters' public expressions of confidence in Russian political stability, belied their private 

anxieties. They grasped that a Russian withdrawal would gravely weaken their hand, either by 

strengthening jingo resolve in the face of a crisis or by assisting a German military victory. 

Either outcome reduced the likelihood of a satisfactory salement. 

The dissenters had hoped that the British Government would oblige both them and the 

Provisional Goverment by issuing a new war aims statemeat. Their wish seemed to have been 

fulfilled when, at the Albert Hall on 22 ûctober, Lloyd George declared that the Allied leaders 

would meet to discuss both political and military affairs. A week later, however, the Government 

reversed this decision, Bonar Law telling the Commoas that, "as far as he knew, " the proposed 

conference would only discuss the rnilitary conduct of the war." On 5 November he confirmed 

that Allied war aims were not on the agenda of the upcoming conference. Snowden considered 

See Zeman, A Diolomatic Histon, of the Fust World War. pp. 246-248; Wheeler-Bennett, 
Brest-Litovsk, chs. 3 and 4. 

The Labour ka&, 11 October 1917, pp. 1, 2. 

The Nation, 13 October 1917, p. 54. 

a See PD (Commons), 29 ûctober 1917,98. col. 1 187. 
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this volte-façe a "bombshell," and The Nation expressed its profound dismay at this failure of 

British statesmanship. The Hem14 too r e g r d  the narrowed focus of the conference, arguing 

that Russia was onlv interested in the question of war aims. After the Bolsheviks had grasped 

power, Brailsford followed the line of Philip Price, The Manchester Guardian's Petrograd 

correspondent, who had reported that Britain's stubborn refusal to discuss war aims had 

persuaded the Bolsheviks to stage their COUD d'état." 

The dissenters reacteà ambiguously to the Bolshevik take-over and peace proclamation. 

Most realizeû that Bolshevik Revolution meant that Russia would soon be out of the warY A 

separate peace, according to an editorial in The U.D.C., would be the most likely outcome now 

even if the Bolsheviks were quickly replaced by another Go~ernmem?~ Russia's departure fiom 

the war had been feared by dissent ever since the advent of Marcb Revolution. Its apprehension 

was heightened because of the increasingly low regard in which most dissenters held the 

Bolsheviks. As early as May 1917, The Nation had characterized the Petrograd Soviet as a 

moderating influence between Monarchist and Bolshevik extrema. Lenin was seen as the leader 

of "the fanatical and violent 'Majority Social Democrats'" and a 'peace at any price' man. The 

Bolsheviks' image was further tamished by their failed coup of 16-17 July. The Nation doubted 

whether the "Leninites" were in German pay, preferrhg to believe that such unpardonable, 

*' The Labour Leader, 8 November 1917, p. 1; The Failure of the Govement. " 
Nation, 3 November 1917, p. 148; "How To Thank the Fighting Men," The Herala, 3 November 
1917, p. 9; Brailsford, "A Separate Peace?, " The HeralQ, 1 DeCernber 191 7, p. 20. 

For some indication, however, of dissenting confusion as to Bolshevik intentions, see 
Nation, 10 November 19 17, p. 173; 17 November p. 230; "The Onensive aod the Revolution, " 
The Herald, 28 J d y  1917, p. 8; Brailsford, "Forces in the Russian Chaos," The Herald, 24 
November 1917, p. 8; Bernard, "International Notes, " The Labour Leader, 15 November 1917, 
p. 3. 

'' The Labour l&& r, 29 November 1917, p. 1; The U.D.C., December 1917, p. 163. 



treasonous actions were the product of nna t ic i~m.~  Brailsford's denunciation of the aüempted 

July upnsing was equally severe. Tt is a mercy for Russia," he wrote, "bat the painful but 

neassary taste of suppressing this antidemocratic disorder has been ~nder t aken .~~~  

The only encouraging aspect of the Bolshevik Revolution and Lenia's dace was that the 

dissenters could use them to discredit the Government and press for negotiations. En masse they 

denounced the Goveniment for abethng the Russian collapse by not agreeiug to the Petrograd 

F~rniula .~ The exclusion of war aims from the now aborted Allied conference also featured 

in the dissenters' attacks on the Goveniment. When the Russian peace initiative was confirmeci 

in late November, The Labour Leader predicteà that the Germa. Goverment would reply 

carefully, thereby forcing Allied Governments (in the face of working4ass pressure) to make 

an equally conciliatory gesture. The Nation was less charitable, deriding the Bolshevik plan as 

"hopelessly impracticai. " But the newspaper at least agreed that the Governent should tell 

Russia that a war aims confrrence would take place as som as Russia had a new Govern~nent.~~ 

The dissenters' capacity to produce insightful political analysis at this moment of crisis 

and uncertainty was limited because events in Russia were hidden behind a "cumin of 

darlnas."" Much reporting in the immediate aftermath of the November Revolution was 

incomplete or unreliable. The confusion explains dissent's surprisingly uncertain reaction both 

" "Diplomacy and Revolution," The Nation, 12 May 1917, p. 133; "The Peril of Russia," 
The Nation, 28 July 1917, p. 421. 

"The Offensive and the Revolution, " The Herald, 28 July 1917, p. 8. 

" The U.D.C., DeCernber 1917, p. 163; The Nation, 10 November 1917, p. 173; 
Labour Leader, 15 November 1917, p. 1. 

"Towards Peace and Liberty! Full Text of the Russian Appeal to Belligerents," The Labour 
kader, 29 November 1917, p. 5; "How to Help Russia". The Nation, 24 November 1917, p. 
264. 

Y The Nation, 17 November 1917, p. 230. 
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to the Boishevik taire-over and IRnin's peace decree. The Bolshevik Revolution was in a sense 

anti-climactic. There was nothkg for dissent to Say thaî had not been said More. They had 

prophesied ad nauseam thai Kerensky would fa11 if the Allies withheld a moderate war aims 

statement. But vindication provided only cold cornfort, given dissent's mistnist of the Bolsheviks 

and their evident willingness to strike a separate peace. Yet strident criticism of the Bolsheviks 

had to be held in check because it would have only undermined dissent's effort at persuading the 

Goverment to negotiate on the basis of the Petrograd Formula or to issue a moderate war aims 

statement ." 

By contrast to 1917's summer of hope and promise, the fa11 was disappointhg at best. If the 

Italian military defeat and Russian Revolution did anything to stimulate pro-negotiation feeling, 

the beneficiaries of the changed international climate were not dissenters. Their loss of ground 

and momentum can be attributed to a range of factors. There was a dearth of diplomatic 

initiatives for dissent to fuel their drive for a new British war aims statement. The fact that the 

dissenters accepted the interventions of the Pope with such fanfare was in itself significant. It 

was a measure of the dissenters' narrowed horizons that they fett compelled to endorse the 

Vatican initiative. Indeed, the Papal Peace Note was important only because it provided a vehicle 

for the transmission of dissenting views of British, American and Geman peace policy at a tirne 

when Parliament was not in session. The dissenters also had to contend with growing 

governmental repression and the eclipse of the Russian mode1 for peace. 

See the following attacks on the Bolsheviks' violent and antidemocratic tendencies: 
Brailsford, "Russia, Peace and Bread, " The Herald, 17 November 1917, p. 7; "How To Help 
Russia, * The Nation, 24 November 1917, p. 263. 
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Perhaps the dissenters' greatest handicap was themselves. The peace debate of 6 

November showed that parliamentary support for dissent was minimal and perhaps even 

declining. If, as Buxton suggested, pro-negotiation sentiment was growing in the Commons, then 

the recent converts were clearly rejecting dissent's leadership. It follows that new advoçates of 

a negotiated peace were not necessarily desirous of a comprehensive dissentiug settlement. 

Therefore, they should not be seea as augmenthg the ranlû of dissent. The dissenters had 

largely exhausteci their political credibility. Since December 1916 they had made various 

predictions, including, most impoctantly, that negotiations were immirnent-yet none had been 

borne out. Any stature which dissent enjoyed inside the labour movement and with the wider 

public had been squandered by late August. indeed, thereafter. the Goverment clearly felt 

secure enough to openly harry dissent with renewed purpose and vigour. 



Chapter 6: THE DAYS OF OLD-DECEMBER 1917 TO JANUARY 1918 

Introduction 

Late in 1917 there was a widespread feeling on the British Home Front that the Allied war effort 

was faitering. Beatrice Webb captureci the public's anxieties in her private estimation that 

Germany was, indeed, winning the war, given its continued submarine successes, the invasion 

of Italy, the collapse of Russia and the deteriorathg morale of the French Army.' The year had 

been one of heavy sacrifice. Hence, Tory aristocrat Lord Lansdowne's celebrated appeal for an 

end to the fighting, published in The Dailv T e l w a ~ h  on 29 November, added some legitimacy 

to dissent's still insistent demands for a negotiated peace. The Governrnent was obliged to deal 

with the repercussions from the Lansdowne Letter. At the same t h e  Ministers also had to 

respond to the war aims programme issued by the Labour Party on 28 December and to the 

resistance of the trade unions to the latest 'comb out' of men from the factories for the army. 

Notwithstanding these encouraging signs for dissent, within two months they had 

witnessed their supersession as the leading advocates of a negotiated peace. Their radical foreign 

policy programme was dilutal and CO-opted by more cautious elements. Russo-German peace 

talh were parfiy responsible for this reversal of dissenthg fortunes. Originally the Brest-Litovsk 

negotiations had looked like a bold precursor of a negotiated settlement. By the end of January, 

however, the punitive actions of the Gerrnans had made this optimistic view impossible to sustain. 

Russia was eliminated from the peace equation and, therefore, also as an ally of dissent. Lloyd 

MacKenzie, eds., The Diarv of Beatrice Webb, p. 290 (1 1 Deeember 1917). 
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George, meanwhile, in a brîlliant jour de fore, was successful not only in negating the impact 

of the Lansdowne Letter but also in gaining the leadership of moderate pro-aegotiation sentiment 

which he led back to a 'knock-out blow' position. Support for negotiatiom was spreading but 

m a t  new aâherents were not converted to the viewpoints of dissenters like Morel, Ponsonby and 

MacDonald. They were attracted instead to the rather different perspectives on a moderate peace 

espoused by either Lansdowne or Henderson. 

The Lansdowne Letter 

The central theme of Lord Lansdowne's famous letter to The Dailv Teleyraoh was the pressing 

need for an early, negotiated peace. To members of Asquith's last administration the letter would 

have been familiar; it was a modified version of a document Lansdowne had submitted to Cabinet 

at the Prime Minister's request in November 1916. Before despatching his letter for publication 

over a year later, Lansdowne showed it to his erstwhile ministerial colleague, Arthur Balfour, 

the Foreign Secretary. The Govemment, however, denied any foreknow1edge of Lansdowne's 

foray into peace poli tic^.^ Lansdowne began by lamenthg both the length and human costs of 

the war. He believed that the Centrai Powers had acknowledged Allied security needs by 

agreeing to the creation of an international league for arbitration. Moreover, Lansdowne argued 

that moderate forces in Germany needed to be strengthened by the reformulation of Allied war 

aims. He urged the Govemment to state categorically that its objectives did not extend beyond 

the following guiding principles of its peace policy. First, that Britain wanted Germany to remain 

* For the text of the Letter and background to its publication, see Lord Newton, Lord 
Lansdowne: A Biompp4y (London, 1929), pp. W. 466-468. For reactions to Lansdowne's 
Cabinet Paper of November 19 16. see Robbias, The Abolition of War, pp. 109-1 10. General 
Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Imperia1 General Staff* had been particularly contemptuous 
of Lansdowne's pessirnism. 
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a Great Power. Second, that Britain did not want to force a new Government on the German 

people. Third, that Britain did not want to destroy post-war German commerce. Fourth, that 

there would be a post-war inquiry into keedom of the seas. Last, that Britain was prepared to 

join ao international leagw to settle disputes pea~efully. 

The Letîer was vehemently denounced in pro-war circles. Before an audience of 1.500 

at a conference of the National Unionist Association of Consemative and Liberal Unionist 

Associations at Kingsway Hall, Bonar Law labelled the Letter a "national misfortune. '3 The 

Northcliffe Ptess was especially strident in its criticism of the former Foreign Secretary. The 

principal objection of The Dailv Mail, The Evenino N q  and The Times, as well as of other 

popular patriotic pape=* was to the pessimistic tone of Lansdowne's communi~ation.~ Russell 

observai that Lansdowne was king portrayed as an antediluvian aristocrat who feared 

demwracy and was prepared to compromise with Prussian militarism as a result.' 

Not only dissenters were heartened by the timely intervention of Lord Lansdowne in the 

peace-by-negotiation debate. John Turner argues that many Army officers shared Lansdowne's 

concem about the wartime disruption of the soçial order and bis conviction that the warring 

parties were deadlocked. Some Unionist backbenchers, if not the Party leadership. were also 

cautiously ~elcooiing.~ On the Labour side, Arthur Henderson sensed that the solid cornervative 

credentials of Lansdowne would ease the burden of shifüng "moderate opinionw towards a pro- 

negotiation position. Moreover, the Lansdowne Letter was a vindication of the views he had 

The Dailv Telwaph, 1 December 1917. p. 7. 

* Harold Kurtz, "The Lansdowne Letter," History Today X W R  (February 1%8), p. 86; 
Turner. British Polit i~,  pp. 249-250. 

'Lord Lansdowne's Leüer, " 6 December 1917, in Rempel et al eds . , The Collecteci Pawrs 
of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 86, pp. 370-371. 

Turner, British Politiq, p. 249. 



k e n  propagatiog himself since reauniag from Russia in July.' 

The dissenters greeted the Lansdowne Letter with a predictable outburst of enthusiasm. 

Buxton thanked Lansdowne personaily and offkred to assist his kaire efforts for peacp.' "How 

can we make him Prime Minister?" Ponsonby wondered to Lady Coutney. He too expressed 

his gratitude to Lansdowne for the encouragement and hope which his letter had sparkd9 

Ponsonby later v o i d  his satisfaction with the timing of the Letter, as it seemed to undermine 

the Goverment's atternpts at "manufacturing faise opinion" through the NWAC and new DORA 

regulations.1° MacDonald also welcomed the spirit of a letar which "sets the balderdash of the 

'knock-out* blow on one side; it subordinates military success to reasonable dipbmacy . " '' 

Nation gave extensive coverage to the Letter beside which "no utterance of British, or even 

European, statesmanship since the war began compares in importance." As "the father of the 

Anglo-French Entente," Lansdowne's judgments as to the preconditions of peace were "of the 

first consequena. " The UDC formed a cornmittee to disseminate Lansdowne's "views" and, 

although not until the following spring, the Letter led to the creation of special Lansdowne 

' Henderson, "No Sliding Peace!,' The Herald, 8 December 1917, p. 5; Turner, "British 
Politics and the Great War," in Britain and the First World War, John Turner, ed. (London, 
1988), p. 129. 

' Lansdowne to Buxton. 6 December 1917, Buxton Papers, Special Correspondence, Box 4, 
Lansdowne File. 

Poosonby to Lady Courtney. 29 November 1917, quoted in Turner, British Politics, p. 228; 
Ponsonby to Lord Lansdowne, 5 December 1917, Ponsonby Papers, C.666. Lady Courtney was 
a member of the UDC General Council (Swartz, The Union of Democratic Conmol, p. 193). 

l' The Dailv Citizen, 5 DeCernber 1917, p. 1. 



Cornmittees which became nexuses of dissenthg and nondissenthg opinion.* 

The Letter was warmly received in dissenthg circles because of the belief that 

Lansdowne's respectability and formidable political stature would legitimate theu own peace-by- 

negotiation arguments. In thanicing Lansdowne, Ponsonby also hoped that the Tory elder 

statesman would not be embarrassed by dissent's support for him. MacDonald worried that 

Lansdowne would be vilified and tarred falsely as an ILP supporter. The UDC refiained publicly 

from afliliating with either Lansdowne or the Lansdowne Cornmittees for fear of smearing the 

former Foreign Secretary with the taint of pacitism.l3 

Although the Letter wodd have to be handled carefully, it had provided dissenters with 

an unexpected opportunity to regain some of their lost momentum and to reassert their controi 

over the peace-by-negotiation movement. Buxton felt that there was "a pro-negotiation and pro- 

Lansdowne movement" in Parliament. He also claimed that the public would support a Liberal 

or Labour leader who espoused such views, so long as he was not an open associate of the 

UDC." So, in conjunction with Wedgwood, Buxton wrote an open letter urging dl Liberals 

to persuade Asquith to take charge of these pro-negotiation forces. The two Liberal MPs stated 

that "conservatives with Pnissian traditionsn had heretofore dominateci the settlement debate and 

that moderates could only look to the United States "to ensure a settlement on really liberal 

The Nation, 1 December 1917, p. 289; Swanwick, Builders of Peace, p. 88; Kum, "The 
Lansdowne Letter, " p. 87; F. W. Hirst, "The War and the Approach to Peace-The Policy of 
Lord Lansdowne." London, (19181. Hirst was the principal organizer of the Lansdowne 
Cornmittees. 

l3 Ponsonby to Lord Lansdowne, 5 December 1917, Ponsonby Papers, C.666; The Dailv 
Citizen, 5 December 1917, p. 1; Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 1%. 

l4 Buxton to Hirst, n.d., Buxton Papers, Special Correspondence, Box 3, Letters E-H, Hust 
File. Buxton later credited Lansdowne with inspiring Wilson's Fourteen Points speech of 8 
lanuary 1918. However, he also t h g h t  that the Letter was ill-timed, that it should bave been 
released a year earlier when the Allied strategic position was stronger (Buxton, "Lost 
Opportunities of the Last Wa.," n.d. [194û?], Buxton Papers, Box 35, pp. 4-5). 
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lines. " They spoke of Consemative divisions and the desertion of Liberais fiom the Party. The 

letter seemed to propose a auo aate bellum peace, which would offer Germany no gains. 

Faced with the "vast losses" aiready incurrd. the militarists would forfeit ail support if they 

rejected such a plan. Momver, the Liberal MPsT scheme niled out the humiliation and 

subjugation of Germany and would therefore provide the basis of a lasting sealement." Asquith 

was reluctant to break with the Governent completely. adopting a position on Britaui's war 

policy in Birmingham on 1 1 December that was remarkably similar to that taken by Lloyd 

George three days later when the Prime Minister unequivocally rejected a peace-by- 

negotiation. l6 

There were superficial similarities between Lansdowne's proposals and those of the 

dissenters. Both saw negotiations as a talisman to ward off bloody revolution, the destruction of 

Western civilization and social coilapse. For example, The Nation had earlier noted that "we are 

in the fourth year of a world-war which is fast wearing out the material stock and the moral 

power of civilization." Late in October The Herald declared that "if the world is wortb saving, 

let us Save it! It is idle to talk about rebuilding after the war if we contemplate going on to 

exhaustion-point. "l' Unlike the majority of dissenters, however, Lansdowne lacked the vital 

corollary of this €ex of disorder-the vision of a new order. The omission was not at al1 

surprishg because, in essence, the Weltanschauung of Lansdowne was antithetical to everything 

for which dissent stood. As thrice imprisoned CO, Clifford Allen, commented, the tone of the 

Letter spoke volumes about Lansdowne's social and politicai anxietiesT particularly his acute "fear 

l5 Wedgwood and Buxton, enclosure with 1 December 1917 letter to Asquith. hingle Papers. 
Section W56. 

l6 Turner, British Politics, p. 25 1. 

l7 "Clearing the Road to Peace, ' The Nation, 29 September 1917. p. 656; "The Hope for the 
FutureThe Real National Party, " The HeralQ, 27 October 1917. p. 9. 
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of Labour." Indeed, the Tory aristocrat did not want to create a new world order based on 

international cooperation. He wished, first and foremost, to preserve a social system at the apex 

of which s t d  his own class but which was now cnimbling under the strain of total ~ a t . ~ *  

Dissenthg hopes for the future, however naively idealistic, were at least comtmctive. 

Lansbury looked for "a redeemed and regenerated world" to emerge from the carnage." 

Nation argued that "this final baulefield may well become the scene of the death of Christian 

civilization, and that demwacy is the only force of rescue left to us. " Negotiations were 

regarded as a necessary first step towards the regeneration of both society and international 

politics. Comparing the " Never-Endians " unfavourably with the "Endians, " the ieading Liberal 

weekly defïned the latter as people for whom 

the war is not an ordinary war; it is hors concours: it is the collapse of a system, 
the end of the world. Nothing like it has ever happened before, or should ever 
be allowed to happen again. Therefore they seek a better country; exarnining the 
whole diplomatic and politicai structure and seeking to rebuild it in harmony with 
the all-pervading human need." 

The Lansdowne LRtter ultimately hurt the dissenters' wnpaign to obtain a peace-by- 

negotiation. At first, the Letfer e n s d  a postponement of any war aims revisions by the 

Govemment. Any such official action might have appeared inspired by Lansdowne and, 

therefore, as defeatist.'' Lloyd George's 14 December speech to the Masters of the Bench of 

the Honourable Society of Gray's IM redfimed his Government's conmitment to a fight-to-the- 

'* Quoted in Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation," 
and the Great War," p. 129. 

l9 h b u r y ,  "Christmas, 1917." The HeralQ, 1 

p. 391. See also, Turner, "British Politics 

December 1917, p. 5.  

'O "The Growth of Riblic Opinion,' The Nation, 15 September 19 17, p. 600; "Endians and 
Never-Endians, " The Nation, 20 October 1917, p. 83. 

21 Rothwell, British War Aims and Peace Diolomacy, p. 146; Woodward, "The Origins and 
Intent of David Lloyd George's January 5 War Aims Speech," p. 27. 
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finish policy. The Prime Minister denied that there existed a "half-way house behueen victory 

and defeat"; the oniy solution he saw was victory followed by a comprehensive treaty 

mtlemenP In the longer term, the Later and the 'movement' which it triggered robbed 

dissent of potential recruits who chose instead to follow Lord Lansdowne, a Consemative whose 

moderation owed nothing to dissent. 

The Bolsheviks had taken two bold foreign policy steps after their takeover of power in 

November 1917the release of the Allied secret treaties and the commencement of armistice 

negotiations with Germany. By the end of November. Germany and Austria had accepteâ 

Russia's conditions for a preliminary cease-fie. and armistice negotiations began on 2 December 

in Brest-Litovsk. Four days later Trots@ announced a one-week suspension of negotiations so 

as to "inform" Allied Governments of their progress. This announcement also urged the Allies 

to join the negotiations or to "deciare and define definitdy.. .the aims for which the peoples of 

Europe may lose their blood during a fourtb year of war. "" 

The Russo-German armistice was signed on 15 December; peace negotiations started a 

week later. On 22 DeCernber. the Russians put forward their six-point programme." On 

" Scott, ed.. "Address of Prime Minister Lloyd-George on War A h ,  " 14 December 1917, 
Official Statements of War Aims and Peace Pro~osal~,  pp. 210-215. Asquith, under great 
pressure to endorse the Lansdowne Leüer, nevertheless backeû Lloyd George. 

Scott, ed., "Proclamation of Foreign Minister Trotsiq on the Armistice and Urging Allie. 
Participation and a Statement of War Aims," 6 December 1917. Offcial Statements of War Aims 
and Peace Pro~osal~,  pp. 202, 203. 

1. No forcible appropriation of any territories taken in the course of the war. The 
occupying armies to be withdrawn from those temitories at the earliest moment. 

II. Complete politicai independence to be given to those nationalities which had b e n  
deprived of it since the beginning of the war. 



Christmas day, somewhat surprisingly given their position of strength vis a vis Russia, the 

Central Powers acceptai the Bolshevik programme as the basis of a general settlement. Germany 

and Austria attached only two provisos to their assent, first, 

Al1 Powers now participating in the war m u t  within a suitable period, without 
exception and without reserve, bind themselves to the most precise adberence to 
the general conditions agreed upon. 

and second, 

With respect to point No. III of the Russian proposal, the question of self- 
determination for national groups which possess no political independence cannot, 
in the opinion of the Quadruple Alliance, admit of international settlement, but 
must, if necessary, be solved by each State independently together with the 
nationalities concernai, and in acçordance with the constitution of that State. 

But neither Germany's military leaders nor its civilian politicians at Brest-Litovsk had any 

intention of implementing a peace consistent with the Petrograd Formula, to which the Bolshevik 

conditions bore a distinct resemblance. The Gerrnan delegation admitted fiankly that their plan 

was to offer a general peace on the basis of the Petrograd Formula solely because of their 

expectation that the Anglo-French Entente would decline such a proposal. Thus could their 

punitive, separate peace with Russia be fully justified? Indeed, later on Chrismias Day the 

Germans clarifieci their position, stating that, since the Bolsheviks had published their Decree on 

the Self-Determination of Nations on 15 November, Poland, Courland and Lithuania had chosen 

m. Nationaiities w t  hitherto enjoying political independence to be allowed the right to 
decide by means of a referendum whether they elect to be united to other nations or to acquire 
independence. The referendum to be so arranged as to ensure complete freedom of voting. 

N. In the case of territories inhabitecl by several nationalities, the rights of rninorities 
to be safeguarded by special provisions. 

V. None of the belligerent Powers to pay any war indemnity. War requisitions should 
be returned, and sufferers by war should be compensated from a special fund levied on al1 
belligerent countries in proportion to their resources. 

VI. Colonial questions to be senled in confonnity with points 1, II, ID, and IV. 
Wheeler-Be~ett, Brest-Litovsk, pp. 1 17-1 18. 

Wheeler-Be-, Brest-Litovsk, pp. 108-1 1 1, 120, 127. 
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to pursue a course separate nom Russia. Late in December the Bolshevb proposeci the 

simultaneous withdrawal of Russia fkom Persia and Turkey in conjunction with the Central 

Powers from Courland, Lithuania and Poland. Local plebiscites would then determine the destiny 

of the peoples in the 1-r tbree territories. The German delegates rejected the Russian proposal. 

Events at Brest-Litovsk had a profound impact on the dissenters. They had long been 

afraid of a separate Russian peace, believing that a Russian withdrawal would galvanize popular 

jingoism in Britain to confront a more aggressive and partially victorious Germany. la addition, 

they feared that the Allies would be defeated in the field before American military force really 

began to count. Such a defeat would lkely force on Britain the kind of disastrous, punitive 

sealement they believed would be imposed on the Central Powers. These nightmare scenarios 

conjured up apoçalyptic images in dissenting minds, of famine, social dislocation, revolution and 

renewed warfare. For the majority of dissenters the best alternative was for their Goveniment 

to join the Russians at Brest-Litovslc. 

The altered position of Russia in dissent's strategy was made easier for many by the 

publication of secret treaties revealing the imperialist nature of Allied war aims. The dissenters 

had long suspecteci that these treaties bound the Allies to an annexationist policy and had pressed 

the Goveniment throughout 1917 to reveal their contents." The Labour Leader hoped that the 

Bolshevk revelatioos would provide "a complete justification" of the ILP position? For 

Brailsford the treaties showed "that the holy cnisade agaiost militarism was, in k t ,  a sordid 

smiggle to annex German coal mines and partition Turkey." Trevelyan later dated Labour's 

" See, for example. The U.D.C., June 1917, p. 87. 

"Towards Peace and Liberty!" The Labour Leader, 29 November 1917. p. 5. Although 
the text of the first treaty was released on 23 November, word of their contents did not reach 
Britain umil the end of the month and really only afier The Manchester Guardian began 
publishing them in full on 12 December. 



conversion to a quasidissenthg foreign policy to the publication of the secret treaties. "For the 

f h t  the," he recalled, "the conviction became widespread that the war was, after d l ,  an 

imperidkt war? The Nation smck a more cautious note, maintaining that secret diplomacy 

was wrong, but thai publishing treaties which the Bolsheviks had obtained only by çouo d'état 

was even more reprehensible. Such actions would serve only to further discredit the Bolsheviks 

in the eyes of European Govemeats and min their slim chance of securing a negotiated 

Nonetheless, the dissenters endeavoured to use the treaties to embarras the Govement 

into issuing a new war aims statement. This objective certainly seems to have inspirecl Ponsonby 

during the short Commons debate of war aims on 19 December. He attaçked a Goverment 

which had "prostinited the original disinterested motives for which this country entered the War, 

and substituted for them a mean craving for vengeance and punishment, a sordid desire for gain. " 

For Ponsonby, the secret treaties attached dishonour to Britain; he demanded an officia1 

clarification of the Government's pos i t i~n .~  The Nation, too, regretteci Lloyd George's refusa1 

to restate British war aims, particularly after the Bolsheviks' disclosures had "reduced the war 

to a game of grab, and abolished the clear moral distinction which existed between the [sic] 

Germany and the Alliance of 1914." A new war aims statement was required from the 

Govement in order to set the record straight. On the very day that Lloyd George made his 

" "The Secret Treaties, " The HeralQ, 8 Dewmber 19 17, p. 10; Trevelyan, From Liberalism 
to Labour, p. 36. Despite Trevelyan's retrospective claims regarding the significame of the 
treaties, Labour's war aims programme of 28 December had been agreed to in principle as early 
as the special conference of 10 August. 

2e "The Secret Treaties." The Nation, 1 Decernber 1917, p. 294. 

" PD (Commons). 19 December 1917, 100, cols. 1998-2009. Buxton, Trevelyan and Prhgle 
were among some of the dissenters that spoke during this debate. Some of the non-pacifists who 
spoke during the debate were Sir W. Collins, and Walter Runcimaa, both describexi by 
Times as "Asquith supporters" (see "Spirited Debate, " The Times, 20 December 1917, p. 7). 
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famous war aims speech to Britain's union bosses, The Herald was demandimg the statement of 

"detailed terms. "31 

The dissenters' desire to force a refomulation of British war aims by discrediting Allied 

secret diplomacy was complicated by the opening of Russo-German negotiations. Despite the 

potemial benefits of the treaties' publication, some dissenters f d  that the Brest-Litovsk talks 

would undermine any new support for a negotiated peace. Brailsford was categoncally against 

Russia's unilateral withdrawal from the war. The reprehensible nature of the secret txeaties 

notwithstanding, Russia had "an overwhelming moral obligation, deeper and stronger thaa any 

treaty." By renouncing their debt to the peoples of the Aliied countries, the Bolsheviks were 

"putthg themselves outside the pale of our Internationalist Socialist Society. "= 

So reluçtant were dissenters to admit that the Bolsheviks were concluding a separate peace 

that many simply refused to do so. Not until early in DeCernber did The Nation acknowledge 

that the Bolshevilcs were cornmiued to ending the war. But even then Massingham's weekly 

remained unclear as to whether that end would be through a separate or a general peace. The 

same journal later surmised that the Bolsheviks were "playing altematively for a general peace 

or a general revolution," or perhaps just a German revolution. Brailsford denied that the 

Bolsheviks were seeking a separate agreement but wamed that they might be forced into one 

unless Britain moved on the question of negotiations." The Herald talked of Russia holding out 

against a separate peace in the hope that the Allies would eventually help settle an overall 

" "The Power of DarIrness." The Nation, 22 December 1917, p. 400; "What then Are We 
Fighting for?" The Herald, 5 lanuary 1918, p. 7. 

a "A Separate Peace?" The Herald, 1 December 1917, p. 20. 

The Nation, 1 December 1917, p. 289; The Nation, 12 Jawvy 1918, p. 474; Brailsford, 
"Towards a General Peace, " The HeralQ, 5 January 19 18, p. 8. 



agreement. 

A Bolshevik brokered gperal peace was acceptable to dissent because their war aims 

were regarded as disinterested. Ponsonby thought the "Bolshevists.. .simply splendid and 1 hope 

they will teach the world that military victory is not necessary for a good settiement." 

MacDonald, who thought the Russian armistice manifesto a "remarkable document, " believed that 

above dl, there was Russia, driven by her own condition to think of a separate 
peace, and yet striving valiantly to make peace democratic, general and secure-a 
peace which might embody the original and vugin political and moral aims of the 
Allies? 

The Nation praised tbe "generai honesty" of the Bolsheviks. Following Trotsky's 29 December 

declaration, The Herald proclaimed that "the Bolsheviks stand for everything for which Great 

Britain has professed to stand in this war, and for which our men have died and are dying . "= 

In the event of a separate Russian peace, the dissenters would hold Britain responsible 

for any future catastrophe. MacDonald still insisteâ that Russia would be forced to leave the war 

only if the Allies faild to back a compromise peace. He blamed the latter for obliging the 

Bolsheviks to negotiate with Germany? The Herald painted a bleak picture of a resource rich 

Russia, alienated fiom its erstwhile Allies, king drawn towards an accommodation with Germany 

in the aftermath of a separate peace. The war would then "stretch on into a black and dubious 

"What then Are We Fighting for?" The HeralQ, 5 January 1918, p. 7. 

Ponsonby to Trevelyan, 5 January 1918, Trevelyan Papers, Box 79; Fonvard, 29 
December 1917, p. 1. The manifesto to which MacDonald was referring was the 22 December 
six-point programme. See also "Ramsay MacDonald in Glasgow," Forwu& 12 January 1918, 
p. 3. 

Y The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 474; "Now or Never-A People's Peace, " The Herald, 
12 January 1918, p. 7. Trotsky's 29 December declaration urged "al1 the peoples and 
Governments in the Allied countnes" to join with Russia and the Central Powers in a Petrograd 
Formula-type setttement. 

Forw&, 29 December 1917, p. 1. 



future" with ever lengthening casualty lists. Altematively, in the event of a separate peace, the 

German reinforcement of the Western Front would, for the foreseeable future, outweigh the 

effects of Ametican miiitary intemention on the Allied side. As it was the British Government 

which had reîused to negotiate a general peace, Germany was pot to Mame for abandonhg the 

Petrograd Formula? Yet, the dissenters still held to k i r  view that the Petrograd Formula 

remained a viable policy option for the British Government. Particularly ahrr Germany's 

temporary acceptana of the Petrograd Formula on 25 December, the dissenters boped that a 

general settlement would lead to the formula's universai application and the fulfilment of national 

selfdetermination h i d e  the British Empire." 

While the dissenters were urging a supposedly intransigent British Govemment to revise 

its war aims, they continued to portray Germany as moderate and flexible. Trevelyan told the 

Cornons that German democrats had consistently demanded a non-annexationist peace. He cited 

the Minority Socialists' sweep of municipal elections in Leipzig as proof of the German people's 

war weariness. Brailsford decried the strict censorship of foreign news and the false impression 

lefi of the militarists as the ascendant political force inside Germany. He even foresaw a German 

revolution should the Government opt for amexations in the East?' The Herald maintaineci that 

such a grave miscalculation by the Gennan Government, especially if Britain agreed to negotiate 

"What then Are We Fighting for?" The Herald, 5 January 1918. p. 7; "Now or Never-A 
People's Peace, " The Herald, 12 January 19 18, p. 7; "Peace or the Comb-Out?" The Herald, 19 
January 1918, p. 7. 

XI See, for example, The Herald. 5 Ianuary 1918, pp. 2, 6; The Nation, 19 January 1918, 
p. 503. 

'O PD ~Commons), 19 December 1917, 100, col. 2067; "On Public Diplomacy , " The Herald, 
19 January 1918, p. 8; Brailsford, "Teuing off the Mask, " The Herald, 12 January 1918, p. 8. 
Trevelyan was rekrring to the Independent Social Democratic Party which was a splinter group 
from the Social Democratic Party. Unlike the other Social Democrats, the "Minority Socialists" 
voted against war credits. 



a general peace, would destroy the German Army's will to fight. If the Gennan people h e w  that 

British imperialism had been curbed, the same newspaper predicted boldly in mid-February, they 

would refuse to fight. 

Germany's foreip policy was even portrayed in a favourable light. The Herald had 

already concluded that the German Government had accepted a settlement based on the Petrograd 

Formula.41 The Nation, amazingly, also interpreted Germany's conditions for peace as 

tantamount to an acceptance of the Bolshevik programme. As late as February 1918, The Nation 

was still depicting the German Chancellor as a conciliatory figure, likely to push for a 

compromise peace just as soon as the Allies' pacific intentions were reveaied? The dissenters 

were convinced that Germany wanted a moderate peace with Russia so that the latter would be 

annexations Germany would win the gratitude of the Russian people.43 The dissenting press also 

saw the German socialists as the vanguard of moderate peace sentiment. The Herald moumed 

the plight of the German Social Democrats, asserting that they had ben lied to by the 

Notwithstanding their rosetinteci views of Britain's enemy, the dissenters still had to 

*' "Peace or the Comb-Out?" The HeralQ, 19 January 1918, p. 7 "The Murder of 
Demoçracy-Who 1s Preventing the Peace?" The Hetald, 9 February 191 8, p. 3; "Trotsky To the 
World, " The HeralQ, 12 January p. 3. 

The Nation, 5 January 1918, p. 449; "The Dove and the Ark", The Nation, 2 February 
1918, p. 557. See also "The Power of Ideas, " The Nation, 5 January 1918, p. 452. 

"What then Are We Fighting for?" The HeralQ, 5 January 1918, p. 7; "The Test for 
Gerxnany, " The Nation, 5 January 1918, pp. 445454. Conversely, the British refusal to join 
negotiations at Brest-Litovsk was seen as proof of a short-sighted foreign policy ("Wanted, a 
Peace Offensive, " The Nation, 26 January 1918, p. 528). 

"The Murder of Democracy-Who 1s Reventing the Peace?" The HeralQ, 9 February 1918, 
p. 3; "The Intervention of Labour, " The Nation, 2 February 1918, p. 556. 
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explain the increasingly obvious collapse of Bols hevür diplomacy at Brest-Litovsk. Rather thui 

admit that a BoisheviL peace was unworkable, the dissenters chose to blame the setbacks on the 

rising strength of the Gerrnan military party? A British statement, therefore, was needed to 

force the Gennan Government to reveal its own pemdy to the Gennan people? By mid- 

February though, The Herald in particular was lamenting the British Goverment's lost 

opportunity to have strengthened the German moderates. Both Lansbury's weeldy and - 
Nation now felt able to state categorically tbat the Gennan Governent was the enemy." 

Th e Labour Peace Programme 

Allied socialists had failed to agree on a war aims statement at their 28 August meeting in 

London. In light of this failure, a joint committee of the Labour Party's NEC and the 

Parliamentary Committee of the TUC was formed on 26 September to draft "a working 

agreement as to Peace and War Aims between the workiag classes of the Allied nations. 

Webb, MacDonald and Henderson headed this committee, which was to use the Labour Party's 

10 August draft War Aims Memorandum as its point of departure. The fmal text was adopted 

by the NEC on 12 December. This was the document passed by the Special Joint Conference 

45 The political successes of the Germa militarists were frequeatly blamed on Allied 
intransigeace or aggression. See, for example, "The Murder of Democracy- Who 1s Preventing 
the Peace?" The Herala, 9 February 1918, p. 3. 

" "Now or Never-A People's Peace, " The HeralQ, 12 January 1918, p. 6; "Wanted, a Peace 
Offensive, " The Nation, 26 January 1918, p. 528. 

" "The Murder of Democracy-Who Is Reventing the Peace?" The Herald, 9 February 1918, 
p. 3; "Wanted, a P e r e  Onensive, " The Nation, 26 Jaouary 1918, p. 528. 

Quoted in J.M. Winter, Socialism and the Challenge of War: Ideas and Politics in Britain, 
19 12-19 18 (London, 1974). p. 262; Margaret Cole, The Stoe of Fabian Socialism (Stanford, 
1%1), p. 170. 



of the Labour Party and the TUC on 28 December. 

The Labour Memorandum on War Aims, however, differed substatltially fkom the 10 

August dtaft. First, the memordum stated that the fâte of Alsace-Lorraine would have to be 

decided by plebiscite. S w m  claims that it was the ZIDC/ILP presence on the sub-committee 

which substituted this stipulation for the assumption in the 10 August document that the two 

provinces would automatically revert back to Fran~e?~ Second. the newer document tod< a less 

pro-Allied line on the question of Italian irredentist ambitions. This section of the memorandum 

now insisted that any aansfers of &tory be preceded by pIebiscitary sanction. Third, the most 

salient feature of the 10 August ciraft, its harsh tone toward Germany, was not removed, although 

it was now muted somewhat. The 28 December memorandum containeci several imputations of 

Germany's war guilt.' FWly, the memorandum called for the "complete democratisation of 

al1 countries" and even borrowed Wilson's h o u s  phrase about "making the world safe for 

Democracy." Much to the UDC's dismay, Wilson had made German demoçratization a 

precondition of any peace negotiations . Presumably , b y using the Amer ican President 's language , 

the sub£ommittee agreed with his position. 

Stephen Graubard claims that the Labour programme was written in an "atmosphere of 

growing disillusion and recrimination" engendered by The Manchester Guardian's publication of 

the secret treaties. Yet, by the time the treaîies were published, the programme had aiready ben 

writtedl There is also some debate over the authorship of the programme. The Memorandum 

Swartz, The Union of Democntic Control, p. 168. 

One clause referred to the Gennan "wrong admittedly done to Belgiumn and another spoke 
of "the crime against the peace of the world by which Alsace and Lorraine were forcibly tom 
fkom France in 187 1. " The Labour memorandum calleci for a war crimes tribunal to investigaie 
govemments and individuals with a view to attributhg blame and receiving reparations. 

Graubard, British Labour, p. 46. See also C h e ,  Recruits to Labour, p. 20. 
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has been attributed variously to Heciderson, Morel, Leonard Wolfe (a Fabian and League of 

Nations speciaiist), Brailsford. the ILP, and MacDonald. Swartz gives the UDC sole credit for 

the programme, but the contemponry record of Batrice Webb's diary suggests the keynote 

contributions were those of her husband. Both Austin Van Der Slice and J.M. Winter agree chat 

Sidney Webb was the principal author, the former observing that the programme was based on 

the "Draft Memorandum on War Issues" passed at the Special Labour Party Conference in 

August and that the draft approved by the NEC on 24 ûctober was similar to Webb's 10 August 

document .= 

Labour's war aims programme was seen by most dissenters as charting a radically new 

course for the Party, away from a fight-to-the-fiaish and towards a peace based on the Petrograd 

Formula. In Snowden's view "the British Labour Party had become widely in.& with the 

rapidly growing desire for peace." Lansbury too saw the 28 December conference as a sign of 

Labour's momentous shift in Edvour of a negotiated settlement. The Nation interpreted the 

programme as Labour's demand for an immediate restatement of war aims and as a declaration 

of the Party's belief in a settlement based on an international league, "disarmament, economic 

peace, and no forcible annexations. " Prior to the 28 December conference, The U.D.C. had 

predicted that, if the Labour Party endorsed the new programme, "then at 1st Mr. Snowden and 

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald will become part leaders of an aclmowledged majority. "a 

Historians too have tended to see the document in this light. Swartz argues that "the 

a Swartz. The Union of Democratic Control, pp. 166167; MacKenzie, eds.. The Diarv of 
Beatrice Webb, p. 283 (5 August 1917); Van Der Slice, International Labor, p. 102; Winter, 
Socialism and the Challen~e of War, p. 262. See dso, Bullock, The Life and Times of Enest 
Bevin, p. 77; F.M. benthal,  Arthur Henderson (Manchester, 1989)' p. 142; Marquand, 
Ramsav MacDonalP, p. 221. 

a Quoted in Swartz. The Union of Democratic Control. p. 200; "Labour's Lead for Peace," 
The HeralQ, 5 January 1918, p. 12; The Nation, 5 January 1918, p. 451; The U.D.C., January 
1918, p. 176. 
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Union of Democratic Control could rightly assert that British Labour was following its lead in 

foreign policy. Yet, contrary to both contemporary and historiographical assumptions, the 

Labour Party rexnaind staunchly patriotic and pro-war. Henderson's understanding of Labour's 

foreign policy was not, and could not, be harmonized with the dissenters* conception of a 

negotiated peace. Howard Weinroth observes that Henderson and the executive cornmittees of 

the Labour Party and the TUC never accepted 'peace without victory'." As early as September 

1917, Henderson had outlined the general shape of his ideal peace settlement. Like the 

dissenters, he d l e d  for a democratic, negotiated peace reflecting the popular will. He believed 

that the manifold contribution of British workers to the national war effort "clearly established 

thei. rightn to have a Say in the peace settlement. He had also urged the Government to issue 

a new war aims statement in line with Britain's 1914 objectives.% 

Henderson's position, however, actually diverged quite sharply €rom that of dissent. 

Whereas a key article of the dissenting faith was that war guilt must be apportioned equally 

among belligerents, Henderson explained the war's origins solely in terms of Germao 

expansionism. His advocacy of revised British war aims was designed to create a 'win-win' 

situation-perhaps a negotiated peace but, in the event of a German refusal, a strengthening of 

the "determination and moral passion of the Allied peoples to prosecute the war in a military 

sense to a successful issue." He aiso insisted that "the democratisation of the Government of 

Germany must be accomplished More, not after, the peace negotiations." Moreover, not al1 

legitimate British war aims had yet been won. Henderson stressed that the international socialist 

Y Swartz, The Union of Democntic Control, p. 169. See also Graubard, British Labour, 
p. 48 and, more reçently, Clegg, British Trade Unions, p. 233. 

Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation, " p. 388. 

" Henderson, 'A People's Peace, " The Dailv News, 28 September 19 17, p. 2. This article 
was subsequently reprinted by the Labour Party. 
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conference for which he called would oaly be a "consultative conference" and net put of any 

drive towards an "inconclusive peace. " As far as Henderson was concemed, Britain had entered 

the war as 

the champion of the cights of small nations and the sanctity of treaties; to 
mistraie Germany's plans of military aggression and world domination; and to 
obtain a just and honourable, durable peaw? 

These are not the words of one who had apparently been converteci to the dogmas of the UDC 

or the ILP. 

Despite the apparently dissenting nature of the 28 December programme, many dissenters 

had, or would develop, serious reservations about the Labour Party's new policy. Buxton 

regarded the proposai internationalization of German colonies without "equivaient 

compensations" as tantamount to cnishing Germany. Compared with Wilson's policy, Labour's 

demands for the fieedom of Belgium, Romania Montenegro and Serbia were far less 

conciliatory.' MacDonald tbought that the "document might have ben a litte more sagaciously 

written. " He wanted a clearer outline of both minimum conditions and those issues which might 

be resolved by negotiations. He also reiterated his belief that nationalities could not be fieed by 

war. Brailsford appreciated the memorandum's general spirit and applauded its stand on an 

international league, post-war economic peafe and dismament. But he also complained of "too 

many clauses which might be twisted to justi€y a prolongation of the war." The Nation was 

critical of the Memorandum's African provisions, panicularly its proposais for direct international 

govemment of tropical Africa, which the newspaper thought l a s  wise than international 

" m. 
" Buxtoo, "Labour's War Aims, " Tbe Labour Leader, 14 Febmary 1918, p. 5. 
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"supetvision. "" 

The dissenters nonetheless sought to take advantage of the momentum they perceived to 

have been generated by the 28 December conference. Many urged Labour to force the 

Government's hand on negotiations. Russell argued that the Labour Party should insist that the 

Government adopt its plan and begin negotiations which, he believed, could reach a senlement 

inside a month. Lansbury called upon Henderson to tell the Government that Labour would not 

stand for a "war" policy and also to press Lloyd George to substitue the Labour Party's policy 

for its imperialist 

The seventeenth Annual General Coderence of the Labour Party, wbich convened in 

Nottingham on 23 January 1918, appeared to many dissenters as further evidence of Labour's 

conversion to their foreign policy platform. Snowden thought the "temper and tone" of the 

meeting completely different from that of the conference of January 1917. He claimed that the 

delegates were "of the I.L.P. point of view on al1 questions" but did not adopt more radical 

resolutions because of "the restrainuig influence" of the executive and a few large unions. 

Snowden chose to believe that if the delegates had had their way they would have demanded that 

the Government join the Russo-Gerrnan negotiations and accept a war aims programme based on 

"the demands of international democracy." The Herala rejoiced at the apparent rejection of 

jingoism and proclaimed that delegates were fumly behind a "'Peopie's Peace' based on the 

"Ramsay MacDonald in Glasgow, " ForwarQ, 12 January 191 8, p. 3; "Towards a General 
Peace," The Herala, 5 January 1918, p. 8; "The Territorial Seülement," The Nation, 12 January 
1918, p. 478. 

" Russell, "The Gennan Peace mer, " 3 Janiary 1918, in Rempel eds., The Collected 
Pabers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 92, pp. 398-399; "Labour's Lead for Peace, " The 
Herald, 5 January 1918, p. 12. See also Brailsford, "Towards a General Peace, " The Herald, 
5 January 1918, p. 8. 



Russian formula of no annexaîions, no indemnities, 'disarmament,' and a 'League of 

Nations. ' "61 

In actuality, however, attempts at the Nottingham conference to push the Labour Party 

towards such a radical position had been thwarted by the cautious resolution moved by Henderson 

and seconded by MacDonald which delineated Labour's friture course of action on war aims. 

The resolution welcomed the reçent statements of Lloyd George and Wilson "in so far as they 

are in harmony with the war aims of the British Labour Movement." It also called for a joint 

Allied declaration of war aims. One clause proposed convening a meeting of Allied socialists to 

discuss a war aims programme based on British Labour's 28 December declaration. Oiher 

elements of the motion called on German socialists to formulate their aims and to press their 

Govenunent to state its objectives prior to the holding of an international conference of socialists 

in S~itzerland.~ 

Why MacDonald would second such a cautious motion remains mysterious. Probably 

the Labour Party executive wanted to convey the impression of unanimity and therefore needed 

MacDonald's endorsement in order to win the support of the ILP delegates? However. 

MacDonald's support for the resolution markedly differed in substance and in tone €rom that of 

Henderson. When the latter put forward the resolution, he was prepared to compromise on 

certain points in order to speak to the conference on the war aims question "with the full effet 

" The HeralQ, 2 Febmary 1918, p. 2. See also "Nottingham Labour Conference, ' 
Labour Leader, 3 1 January 1918, pp. 4-5. 

" Reoort of the Annual Conference of the Labour Party, 23 January 1918, pp. 105-106. 

a The Chairman of the conference succeeded in getting the ILP to withdraw its amendments 
to the resolution. These abortive amendments deleted the references to the programmes of the 
British Prime Minister and the American President, demanded facilities to attend an international 
conference (as opposeù to a mere request to allow kilities) and substituted Stockholm for 
Swikerland ("Nottingham Labour Conference, " The Labour Leader, 3 1 January 19 18. p. 5). 
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of organised Labour and Socialism in this country." Henderson wanted statements of socialist 

opinion to measure any gulf between the peoples of belligerent countries and he pressed for an 

international conference to reconcile the differences. MacDonald did not address this question 

of unanimity. He stressed the importance of establishing an Allied position in the hope of 

repudiating the secret treaties. Like Henderson, MacDonald argued that a socialist conference 

would entrench a meaningful democratk presence in the 'new diplomacy' of the future peace 

seulement and prevent a return to 'old diplomacy'. He advanced this point, however, more 

forcefully than did Henderson? 

The dissenters' drive to radicalize the Labour Party had failed. Following the Party's 

approval of the War Aims Memorandum, the NEC and the Parliamentary Cornmittee of the TUC 

called an Inter-Allied Labour and Socialist Conference for 20-23 February at the Central Hall in 

London. The purpose of the conference was to get d l  Allied socialists to accept Labour's war 

aims statement. Henderson had on 10 January invited Samuel Gompers, President of the 

American Federation of Labour (AFL), but he was unable to secure AFL approval in time to 

attend." According to Henry Pelling. the invitation was an important concession to Gompers' 

pro-war position. In extendhg his welcome to Gompers, Henderson accepted the AFL leader's 

request that ail ami-war American socialists be excluded from the conferen~e.~~ MacDonald's 

efforts to entitle ILP delegates to advance positions to Allied socialists di fierent fkom those agreed 

at the Central Hall on 28 Decemkr were also "dealt with W y "  by Henderson. Thus, the 

Reoort of the Annual Conference of the Labour Party, 23 January 1918. p. 105-106. 

" Re~ort  of the Einhteenth Annual Conference of the Labour Party, Central Hall 26-28 lune 
1918, pp. 7%; Rebort of the Executive Cornmittee IJanuarv-June. 19181. The cal1 for the 
conference also coincided with the Bolshevik moves toward a separate peace. 

6L Pelling, America and the British Lefi. p. 115. 



Labour Memoraodum became the war aims programme of Allied so~ialists .~ 

The dissenters had an inLIing that their attempted radicalization of the Labour Party had, 

indeed, been stymied. MacDonald noted that Labour's position was quite different from that of 

January 19 17. Nonethelas, the Party "was still hesitating regarding the higher policies which 

it ought to pursue, and uncertain of its grip on the deeper problems of war and peace." Snowden 

admitteci that the Labour Party was not yet completely converted to the dissenthg point of view, 

although he was pleased that it now, at least, supported a negotiated vace and an international 

socialist conference. Ority in that Iight could Henderson's motion be judged satisfactory. Yet 

Snowden was insistent bat, given what he perceived as the conciliatory pronouncements of the 

Centrai Powers, peace diplomacy had achieved about as much as it ever could without a formai 

peace conference-a peace conference towards which the Labour Party was not prepared to 

push.@ 

Llovd Georw at Caxton Hall 

On 20 December 1917 Lloyd George haâ tried to regain the political initiative on the war aims 

question. Responding to parliamentary criticism that he had never embraced Wilsonianism, the 

Wrigley , Arthur Henderson (Cardiff, 1990), p. 123. Some minor amendments to the 28 
December programme were made at the 20423 February meeting. The new document included 
a stronger statement on the league, declaring that dl potentially troubling issues would be 
submitted for arbitration, that al1 members would be committed to taking action against States 
which refiised to submit to such arbitration and that Alsace-Lorraine would be ceded to France 
prior to a plebiseite. There were contradictory statements with regard to the minority 
nationalities in Austria-Hungary and the stated intention of leaving the Empire intact. Overall, 
the claims of nationalists in central Europe were given greater prominence. The Labour Party's 
proposal for international administration of formerly German Afiica was replaçed by a mandate 
system that was to operate under the auspices of the h g u e  (Brand, The British Labour Party, 
p. 53). 

a Forwu& 2 February 1918, p. 1; The Labour Leader, 3 1 January 1918. p. 1. 



Prime Minister repe?ted several key elements of the speech that he had delivered in Glasgow on 

29 June.* He called on Germany to relinquish the territories which t had conquered and to 

make reparations to the poples affected by German aggression. The f a  of Mesopotamia, 

Armenia and th Gennan colonies would be determined by a post-war peace conference. In 

addition, Lloyd George saessed that Britain sought a guaranteed pea~e based on equitable 

foundations that could only be built aAer victory in the field and "the destruction of Prussian 

military power." The third preçondition of peace reiteraîed by the Prime Minister was the 

dernocratization of German Government which, in itself, would rid Germany of its militarism. 

He reaffirmed to the Commons that Britain's central reason for entering the war had been to 

liberate Belgium. But the German Government bad never acknowledged "the indisputable rights 

of Belgium." Ominously for dissenters, Lloyd George wamed that, because Russia had begun 

separate negotiations, Russia would have to fend for itself? 

Some dissenters thought Lloyd George's statement of 20 December more conciliatory than 

his speech of 14 December. MacDonald thought that the Prime Minister had highlighted the best 

elements of his Glasgow speech, which represented a marked improvement over his earlier 

statements of British war policy. The Nation was most laudatory, calling the 20 December 

speech a "good and promising plan" that would be accepteci by most of the country. The same 

" Kernek, Distractions of Peace dur in^ War, p. 72. 

See Scott, ed., "Statement of Prime Minister Lloyd-George in the House of Commons on 
Peace Terms, " 20 December 1917, Qfficial Statements of War Aims and Peace Pro~osals, pp . 
216-225. There is a certain element in the address, however, which seerns to indicate that Lloyd 
George was specifically reacting to Trotsky's appeal for a new war aims statement. The 
Bolsheviks had recently dehed annexation as "any s e k e  of alien temtory by force and...the 
conquest by force of alien natioaalities" ("Towards Peace and Liberty! Full Text of Russian 
Appeal to Belligerents, ' The Labour Leader, 29 November 19 17, p. 5). Without referring to the 
Bolsheviîc appeal, Lloyd George stressed in his 20 December speech that the Allies had not 
conquered a single piece of temtory inhabited by "the ruling race," German or othenvise. He 
implicitly justifie. the conquest of territory through the fblfilment of national selfdetermination. 
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paper urged Lloyd George to present his progranme to Germany. A baffied Labour Leader 

called his speech "a contradiction of the oration he delivered l e s  tban a week ago. "" 

Heraid, however, took a harder line, counselling that, if Britain was fighting to liberate the 

peoples of these colonies, as Lloyd George had suggested, then the Governent should take the 

same position on Ireland, hdia and Egypt. Brailsford saw a Prime Minister who was prepared 

to sacrifice Russia in return for Germany's colonies. The UDC was of a like mind, a January 

1918 editorial in its momhly publication clearly irnplied that Lloyd George's speech had ben  

lame? 

Notwithstanding Lloyd George's minor politid triumph, developments on the diplornatic 

fiont made a more definitive statement of British war aims imperative. On 15 December. the 

Bolsheviks announced that an armistice had been reached." Ten days later, Count Czernin, the 

Autrian Foreign Minister, stated that the peace taiks at Brest-Litovsk had comenced on the 

basis of the Petrograd Formula. Faced with the huge British lossw of 1917 and a probable 

German offensive on the Western Front early in 1918, the British High Command and the War 

Cabinet intensifid their discussions on the strategy and manpower requirements for 19 18. It was 

clear from these t a k  that the Goverment would have to break certain of its promises to the craft 

'l Fofward, 29 December 1917, p. 1; "A Straight Road to Peace," The Nation, 29 December 
1917, p. 428; "The Year-End ûutlook," The Labour Leader, 27 December 1917, p. 2. 
Labour Leader was. of course, referring to Lloyd George's speech of 14 December. 

"Labour's Chance: An Appeal to the Congrrss, " The HeralQ, 29 December 1917. p. 9; 
"What then Are We Fighting for?" The Herald, 5 January 1918, p. 7; Brailsford, "The Bolshevik 
Adventure," The HeralQ, 29 December 1917, p. 7; The U.D.C., January 1918, p. 176. 

" Following the signing of the Russian armistice on 15 December the Cabinet was 
encouraged by secret discussions with Austria which indicated that a more liberal war aims 
statement might help end the war (Woodward, "The Origins and Intent of David Lloyd George's 
January 5 War Aims Speech," p. 28). 
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unions in engineering in order to &tain the necessary recruits." After the War Cabinet 

disaission of war aims on 28 December, Lloyd George decided to respond to the bluff which he 

perceived the enemy to be mllcing and also to persuade the trade unions to throw theu support 

behind the Govemment's manpower policy. By 3 January he was firmly resolved that the 

enemy's Petrograd Formula pledge and the delicaîe issue of domestic manpower requuements 

could only be answered by a unilateral dechration of British war airns." 

There has been much historical discussion of both the origins and objectives of Lloyd 

George's 5 January speech at Caxton Hall. The dissenters' influence on the Prime Minister's 

thinLing has almost certainly been exaggerated. Marvin Swartz maintains that it was the UDC 

handling both of the Lansdowne Letter and the published secret treaties that forced Lloyd George 

to produce a new war aims statement. This is a serious exaggeration of the influence of the UDC 

or of dissenters generally. Stephen Graubard points to the new Labour memorandum, the 

commencement of negotiaîions between the Bolsheviks and the Germans, and the revelation of 

secret treaties as reasons the govemment opted for a new war aims statement. W.B. Fest adds 

the popularity of the Lansdowne Letter and the manpower shortage as reasons why Lloyd George 

considered the war aims question." The evidence that suggests that the Government was 

primarily concemed with the manpower question is much more ~ompell ing.~ Yet, at the same 

" See David R. Woodward, Llovd George and the Generals (Newark, 1983), ch. 10. 

Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, pp. 192, 1%; Graubard, British Labour, p. 47; 
W .B. FatT "British War A h  and German Peace Feelers during the F i t  World Wu.  December 
1916-November 1918," The Historical Journal 15 (1972), p. 304. Also see Turner, "British 
Politics and the Great War", p. 129; David R. Woodward, "The ûrigins and intent of David 
Lloyd George's January 5 War Aims Speech", pp. 22-27, 37. 

In mid-Novembet the new Director of National Service, Neville Chamberlain, had 
announced that more men would have to be drafted into the Army, and in December the 
Government decided to conscript 108,000 men ftom the engineering traâes. The Government 



time as the Government was obliged to confiont the perplexing matter of military manpower, it 

had also to consolidate its leadership of the war aims debate. Such consolidation was particularly 

important as the Lansdowne Letter had greaîly strengthend that segment of pro-war opinion 

which sought to modi@ the fight-to-the-finish position. In John Turner's opinion, 

there was a broad conse(1sus at the end of 1917, inside and outside the 
govemment, that a fresh dedaration of British war aims, leaving open the 
possibility of a negotiated peace, was both desirable and nece~sary.~~ 

So, on 5 January 1918, Lloyd George delivered one of his most important speeches of 

the whole war. Seeking the validation of mainstream labour, the address was delivered to a TUC 

conference on manpower at Caxton Hall in L~ndon.'~ The outcome of a confluence of several 

related themes and events, the speech was spectacularly successfbl in restoruig the Government's 

leadership of the war aims debate. The ineffectiveness of dissent was further confkmd as 

Labour and moderate opinion generally rdlied to the Prime Minister's new policy. Lloyd 

George's speech was essentially the same as that which he had delivered to the Commons on 20 

December. He opened by expressing his confîdent expectation that the full support of "organized 

had informed the unions on 3 January 1918 that it wished to allow the cancellation of exemption 
certificates, revir the Schedule of Protected Occupations and introduce a "clean cut" with no 
guarantee that dilutees would be drafted before the skilled men. A manpower bill was duly 
presented to Parliament on 14 January and passed on 6 February, by which time the Government 
had reached agreement with al1 unions affected Save the ASE. Following the onset of the German 
offensive on 21 March, however, the Engineers decided against resisting the latest Military 
Service Act. See Chris Wrigley, "The First World War and State Intervention in industrial 
Relations, 1914-18, " p. 49; Clegg, British Trade Uniow, pp. 189-190. Both these accounts and 
the influentid study by James Hhton, The First S h o ~  Stewards' Moverm@, see the dilution of 
the skilled trades by semi-skilled or unskilled workers as the rod  cause of labour unrest in 
wartime Britain. See, however, the revisionist view of Alastair Reid who attaches more weight 
to wage restriction than opposition to dilution ("Dilution, Trade Unionism and the State in Britain 
in the First World War," in WD Floor Barnainian and the State: Historieal and Com~arative 
Pers~ec t iv~ ,  eds. Steven Tolliday and Jonathan Zeitlin [Cambridge, 19851, pp. 66-67). 

Turner. P m ,  p. 269. 

'' Woodward, "The Ongins and Intent of David Lloyd George's January 5 War Aims 
Speech," p. 22. 



labour" for the British war effort would be maiaakd. He sought theu acceptame of the 

Govemment's new manpower programme. To demonstrate that the Govemment's war policy 

reflecLed a broad consensus of views, the trade union leaders were informed that a wide range 

of political opinion, including the Labour Party, had been cons~l ted .~  The Frime Minister set 

out British aims in lofty terms. Britain was fighting for "a just and lasting peace" based on the 

slaaity of treaties, the right of selfdetermination and for the establishment of an international 

organization to prevent fiiture wars. He specified that Britain had no intention of dismembering 

Gennany, Austria-Hungary or Turkey, nor of revising Germany's constitution. More generally, 

Lloyd George rejeaed Old Diplomacy in favour of a new diplomacy based on the promotion of 

justice and stability. Yet, the sovereignty of Belgium. occupied France and Italy, Montenegro, 

Romania and Serbia would have to k restored and reparations levied for the damage inflicted, 

rather than for recouping the costs of the Allied war effort. But breakbg up Austria-Hungary 

was not a British war aim, even if he did advocate a Lind of home mle scheme for the Empire's 

minority donahies .  He supported the temtorial claims of the Italian irredentists. He wanted 

to internationalize Constantinople and to separate the fringes of the ûttoman Empire fiom Turkey 

itself. The fate of the German colonies would be detennined at a conference and by reference 

Indeed, Lloyd George searched widely for ideas to inject into his speech. Asquith and 
Grey had met with the Prime Minister to disniss his upcoming address. He spoke witb a Labour 
delegation on 28 December and also sought out MacDonald, who wrote a long leaer to Lloyd 
George on 1 Jawary. in it he called for national selfdetermination in Europe, possibly a change 
in the German Goverment and the retention of Germany's colonies. Lloyd George discussed 
war aims with both Lord Buckmaster and C.P. Scott, the incrwingly moderate editor of 
hkmchester Guardian. Maurice Hankey, Secre!tary to the War Cabinet, Philip Kerr, the Rime 
Minister's Private Secretary, Jan Smuts and Lord Robert Cecil were very much involved in the 
drafting of the speech. Smuts, Kerr and Hadey agreed that a viable settlement could be 
achieved at Russia's expense while Cecil favoured a peace that did not leave Russia at Germany's 
mercy. In the end, the speech did signal a willinguess to abandon Russia, as Russia had forsaken 
its Allies already. Cecil was acting Foreign Sefretary at this time because Bdfour was ill; 
Balfour, though, supported his subordinate's pro-Russian stand (Tumer, British Politiq, pp. 257, 
268, 269; Wilson, ed. The Politid D i e ,  p. 326 [28 Decemkr 19171; Woodward, "The 
ûrigh and Intent of David Lloyd George's January 5 War Aims Speech," p. 35). 
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to the staunch anti-GefmaniSm of their native peoples, F ' d ly ,  the Prime Minister uged the 

creaîion of a supra-national organUation to prevent war through arbitrati~n.~' 

The speech should be seen bath as an attempt to reach a genuinely moderate settiement 

and as an effort to bolster British resolve to dekat Germany. Stephen Graubard has said thas 

Lloyd George, in e m ,  qreed to the Petrograd Formula at Caxton Hall. David Woodward 

regards the speech as Lloyd George's attempt to moderate British aims in an effort to formulate 

a viable peace d e m e n t .  W.B. Fest thinlrs that Lloyd George sLilfully produced something 

calculated to saris9 both conservative and Labour opinion.= According to Lloyd George 

himself, the speech ought to be "regarded rather as a war move than as a peace move." He told 

Asquith that, because the objectives outlined were more than the Germans could accept, the 

address was a war aims speech." The dissenters had long demanded a clear restatement of 

moderate, noble war aims as a way of refocusing the national war effort. If the enemy Eailed to 

respond satisfactorily, then the British people would fight with renewed vigour, knowing for sure 

that they faced an aggressive and expansionist €m. Lloyd George intended to give the dissenters 

exactly that for which they had beea 

Initially, dissenters saw the Prime Minister's address as a victory for the pro-negotiation 

forces. It was believed to represent a compromise position that was open to adjustment by 

negotiation. The dissenters were particularly impressed with the tone of a speech which seemed 

Scott, cd., "Statement of British W'ar Aims by Prim Minister Lloyd-George, " 5 January 
1918, (Micial Statements of War A h  and Peace Pro~osals, pp. 225-233. 

Graubard, British Labour, p. 49; Woodward, "The Chigins and b n t  of David Lloyd 
George's January 5 War Aims Speech," p. 22; Fest, "British War Aims," p. 305. 

" Quoted (from a War Cabinet meeting) in Woodward, "The ûrigins and latent of David 
Lloyd George's January 5 War Aims Speech," p. 35; Rothwell, British War Aims and P e m  
Di~iomacy, p. 153. 

" Rothwell, British War Aims and Peace D~D-, pp. 152-153. 
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to have dispensai with the fight-to-the-finish. Ponsonby urged continued criticism of the 

Government but told Trevelyan that 

I do not go as fat as Brailsford nor do I think that the speech is just a trap for 
labour with a view to easing the situation with regard to manpower-because 1 
reaily believe thaï the little man Lloyd George] is dehitely changing his line. 

MacDonald, in a Glasgow speech of 6 January, also saw Lloyd George's laquage as 'an 

improvement. Snowden, indirectly attributhg the Prime Minister's dramatic move to the 

momentum for peace started by Tansdowne, appreciateà that the statement was at least "clear 

definition and open publicity." Trevelyan and Brailsford aaributed the speeches of both Lloyd 

George and Witson to pressure from the Bolsheviks, whilst Buckler regardeci "the working class 

volcanon rumbling inside Britain as the Prime Minister's chief spur to action." 

Snowden saw the Government's new stand as identical to the Labour Party's. Henderson 

too, although not a dissenter, held that there were siniilarities between the two positions. The 

latter was satisfied that British war aims were now much clearer than before and that Lloyd 

George's gambit had created a new, hopeful situation. On 9 January the Parliamentary 

Committee of the TUC and the NEC of the Labour Party "welcomed" both Lloyd George's 5 

Ponsonby to Trevelym, 11 January 1918, Trevelyan Papers, Box 79; "Ramsay MacDonald 
in Glasgow, " Forward, 12 January 1918, p. 3. Ponsonby was referring to a recent article by 
Brailsford. He probably objected to Brailsford's contention that Lloyd George's "detailed terms 
make a new programme for a bitterly protracted warn (Brailsford, "Tearing off the Mask." 
Herald, 12 Januacy 1917, p. 8). For M e r  commentary on Lloyd George's address, see 
Nation, 12 January 1917, p. 473; "The Coming Peace," The Nation, 12 January 1918; Russell, 
"The Bolsheviks and Mr. Lloyd George, " 10 January 1918, in Rempel fl a eds., The Collected 
Pabers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 93, pp. 4ûû-4û1. 

The Labour Leader, 10 January 1918, p. 1; Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, 
p. 201; Brailsford, "Tearing off the Mask," The HeralQ, 12 Jaauary 1917, p. 8; Buckier to 
Arthur Hugh Frazier, 16 January 1917, quoteû in Turner, British Politia, p. 270. Frazier was 
the Counsellor to the American Embassy in Paris. 



January speech and Wilson's 8 January address." By endorsing the Goverment's new position, 

argues Stephen Graubard, British Labour "found new reason for believing in the justice of the 

Allied cause.' John Tumer asserts tbat the only ditkrence betweeu Lloyd George's war aims 

speech and the Labour Party's Memorandum on War Aims was Labour's rejection of a post-war 

economic boycott of Germany? 

Some dissenters, however, either immediately opposed the 5 Jaauary pladonn or tumed 

against it later. By late January The Nation was calling for a new British statement of aims 

because the ambiguities in the Caxton Hall programme were seen as aggressive by the average 

Gennan." Brailsford declareci that there was "no hope of peace in these temis. They are a 

programme for an hperiaiist war." He considered the declaration suspect because of its 

endorsement by people of incompatible viewpoints. Moreover, insufficient empbasis had been 

placed on the League of Nations. Brailsford was also concemed that Lloyd George had neither 

promised freedom of the seas nor ruled out a post-armistice trade war against Germany. He saw 

these omissions as proof of the Rime Minister's determination to crush Germany. The Herald 

immediately expresscd the profound misgiving that the new programme might be an "irreducible 

minimum" which would prolong the war and later denounceci the 5 January statement as "m 

satisfaftory, opy reasonable, democratic. It did repudiate the secret treaties; it did 

" The Labour Leader, 10 January 19 18, p. 1; "Labour and a Clean Peace, " The Manchester 
Guardian, 7 January 1918, p. 7; "Mr. Henderson and the Next Stage-Special 'Herald* 
Interview, " The Herald, 12 January 1918, p. 4; The Manchester Guardia, 10 January 1918, p. 
5 0 .  

Graubard, British Labour, p. 51; Turner, British Politic$, p. 269. For expressions by 
contem~orari~ of the view that the Governent had adopted the Labour Party's policy, see atso 
The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 473; "The Coming Peace,' The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 
476; Russell, "The Bolshevilrs and Mr. Lloyd George, " 10 January 19 18, in Rempel 4s. .  
The Collected Panen of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, papa 93, pp. 400-401. 

"Wanted, a Peace Offensive, " The Nation, 26 lanuary 1918, pp. 528-529. 



agree with the terms officially put forward by the Labour Party." Russell's appraisal was 

particularly prescient. He appreciated that, m e d  with Labour support for its war a h ,  the 

Govemment would probably insist that only its new programme ofkred the essential 

preçonditions of peace. If so, then these objectives would rernained unfulfilled without two more 

years of w a P  

With Lloyd George seemingly coming round to their position, the dissenters were anxious 

to force the Govemment into immediate negotiations. Ponsonby told Trevelyan that "our line 1 

think should be to insist that we join in the Russdjerman negotiations at once. " But, he warned 

that it could be dangerous to move too quiciùy to a negotiated ~ettlernent.~' MacDonald wanted 

to bring the Government down in order to elicit from "the democracy of Germany " a statement 

comparable to the Prime Minister's. Specifically, he proposed the Labour Party's withdrawal 

fiom the Govement. This action would force an election. The Party would then prevent the 

contest fiom being staged before the new electoral registers had been drawn up. He sensed that 

the vote could be stalled by moving public opinion to demand the installation of a new 

Govemment M y  committeû to Labour's 28 Defember programme. This Govement would 

then obtain Allied agreement for its war policy and hold a meeting of the international where the 

German socialists could put forth their own moderate position. Later, MacDonald anticipated, 

a Brailsford, "Tearing off the Mask, " The Herald, 12 Ianuary 1917, p. 8; "Now or Never-A 
People's Peace," The Herau, 12 January 1918, p. 7; "Labour's Peace Ultimatum to the 
Govement, " The Herald, 2 February 1918, p. 7; "The Bolshevilrs and Mr. Lloyd George, " 10 
January 19 18, in Rempel eds., The Collected P e r s  of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, paper 93, 
pp. 400-401. 

" Ponsonby to Trevelyan, 11 January 1918, Trevelyan Papers. Box 79. Pro-war Labour's 
Henderson, however, thought that the Labour Party could ask the Government to join the Brest- 
Litovsk negotiations only if the Central Powers announced officially that their position was 
sufficiently close to both Russian principles and key elements of the Lloyd George programme 
("Mr. Henderson and the Next Stage-Special 'Herald' Interview, " The HeralQ. 12 January 19 18, 
P. 4). 



the German socialists would carry their country with them. Snowden urged an immediate 

wnpaign for peace negotiations. He wanted to compare British proposais with pronouncements 

fkom the Central Powers, to show that the belligerents' positions were now fundamentally the 

same. The HeralQ called on Labour to "mite control,' but without elaborating.* 

When events did not unfold as hoped or predicted, the dissenters blamed the British 

Government. Snowden was Iivid at Lloyd George's apparent reversion to a knock-out blow 

position in his speech to a TUC conference discussion of Government manpower policy on 18 

January. He castigatd the Prime Minister for destroying any good impressions left by his 5 

January address, claiming that he had betrayed "in a dozen passages the imperialist designs of 

the Allies." The Nation also accused Lloyd George of undennining any beneficial effect which 

his earlier words might have exerted on Gerrnan public opinion.* 

The dissenters' hope for cornparison of the belligerents' terms was quickly disappointed. 

Although the German Government did not reply officially to Lloyd George's and Wilson's 

speeches until 24 January, leab in the German Press appeared to indicate the uncompromising 

nature of the German response. The Nation was alarmed by the hostile reaction of the moderate 

German press, which had fouad the British and American proposals to be too aggressive. The 

officia1 response was no more encouraging. Chancellor von Hertling's 24 January reply to Lloyd 

George and Wilson, in effect rejecting British and American overtures, showed that the Gerrnan 

" Forward, 2 February 1918, p. 1; The Labour Leader, 10 January 1918, p. 1; "We Accept 
Lloyd George's Challenge: Labour Must Take Control, " The Herald, 26 January 19 18, pp. 8-9. 

" The Labour Leader, 24 January 1918, p. 1; The Nation, 26 January 1918, p. 526. Lloyd 
George had told the TWC that no civilian of import in Germany had responded to his 5 January 
speech. The silence implied that the military there were still firmly in control politically. This 
king the case, the only alternative was to fight on. Robert Williams, President of the National 
Transport Workers' Federation, was incensed tbat, in response to the made unionists' questions, 
Lloyd George had expressed his mistrust of German democracy and claimed to be noncommittal 
about assisting an internationid socialist conference (The Manchester Guardian, 19 January 19 18, 
p. 4; "Nottingham Labour Conference, " The Labour Leader, 3 1 January 1918, p. 5). 



Govemment still had confidence in Germany's military capabilities. Moreover, von Hertling 

refused to accept Belgian independence as a precondition of negotiations, tûereby undercutting 

the pro-negotiation forces in Britain? The dissenters sought to conceal this setback by playing 

d o m  the significance of the Geman reply. Snowden lamented the Chancellor's neglect of 

specifics but, surprisingly, lauded the tone of a speech which he considered a conciliatory follow- 

up to those of Lloyd George and Wilson. Snowden reminded his readers that the German 

Govemment's stand was to be expected, aven the belligerent character of Allied pronouncements 

and that Germany remained undefeated. The Nation also interpreted von Hertling's reply 

favourably , detecting somewhere a partial açceptance of Wilson's programme.95 

By Febmary it was clear that the dissenters had failed to moderate the war policy of their 

own Government. The Nation conceded reluctanly that the Government's 'peace offensive' had 

ended with the inter-allied çommuni&g issued after the fourday meeting of the Supreme War 

Council in Versailles that had ended on 2 Febmary . Massingham's weekly criticized the Allied 

Govemments for dismisshg the change of temper in Germany (and Austria). It cited von 

Hertiing's 24 January speech and the recent labour protests as proof of Germany's growing 

moderation. The Nation wondered whether the Supreme War Couacil's statement really enjoyed 

American support. The Herald was left to bernoan the "triumph of Pmssianismn within the 

British Government? 

" "The Open Sesame to Peace," The Nation, 19 January 1918, p. 504; Fest, "British War 
A b , "  p. 306. 

4~ The Labour M g ,  3 1 Ianuary 1918, p. 1; The Nation, 2 February 1918, p. 554. See 
also "The Dove and the Ark," The Nation, 2 Febmary 1918, p. 557. 

% The Nation, 9 Febniary 1918, p. 58 1; "The Murder of Democracy-Who 1s heventing 
Peace?" The HeralQ, 9 Febniary 1918, pp. 2-3; "The Diplomacy of the bock-Out BlowT " The 
Nation, 9 Febniary 1918, p. 584. After the conference ended Wilson declared his full support 
for the military decisions of the Supreme War Council. 



Wilson's Fouiteen Po- 

On 4 December Resident Wilson had asked Congress to declare war on Austria-Hungary and 

Bulgaria. The speech also included an important, often overlwked, statement of Amerrican war 

aims. Wilson called for the dismantling of Germany's aggressive autocracy, the restoration of 

Belgium and freedom of the seas. He paid lip service to the Petrograd Formula as a noble and 

just idea but believed that the Formula was subject to the very khd of manipulation that the 

Gennans were demonstrating in their negotiations with Russia. He rejected the dismemberment 

of Austria-Hungary and TurLey, stressing that he only wanted to free these two empires from 

Prussian dominion. He pledged not to punish Germany or to interfere in its internai affairs. 

although how he plmed to remove the Germa autocracy without such meàdling was left 

unclear. He stated that the high purposes for which the United States were fighting applied both 

to the Allies and the Central Powers. Indeed, the object of his statement was to strengthen the 

resolve of "free peoples of the world" to continue on with the fighting, by reiterating the 

"irreproachable" objectives of the war." 

As was Lloyd George, Wilson was concemed that his foreign policy was being overtaken 

by events in Russia and Germany. House also semed the urgent oeed for a dramatic intervention 

and pressed Wilson on 18 December to deliver a liberal war aims statement. Wilson agreed to 

make a speech in which he would address three different constituencies: the Russian people. the 

IV Scott, ed., 'Address of President Wilson Reviewing American War Aims and 
Recommending the Declaration of a State of War b e e n  the United States and the Austro- 
Hungarian Government, Delivered at a Joint Session of the Two Houses of the Congress," 4 
December 1917, Onicial Staternents of War Aims and Peace Prooosals, pp. 195. 196-197,201. 
Snowden's reaction to the address was typical. He deplored its tone, but insisted that Wilson had 
not changed his policy. The Nation too supported Wilson's address. concluding that the 
American President's programme was the same as Lansdowne's me Labour Leader. 13 
December 1917, p. 1; The Nation, 8 December 1917, p. 317. See also Th Labour Leader, 6 
December 1917, p. 2; The HeralQ, 8 December 1917, p. 3). 



Gerrnan Socialists and the Allied Govemments. The outcome was the celebrated Fourteen Points 

address which Wilson made to Congress on 8 January 1918.= Of the fourteen points. some 

were more centrai to dissenthg concerns than others. Wilson promiseci open diplomacy, freedom 

of the seas, post-war free trade, arms limitation agreements, impartial redistribution of colonies, 

evacuation of Russian territory by foreign troops and the right of Russia to decide its ow~l fate, 

the complete restoration of Belgium and d l  of occupied France, including Alsace-Lorraine. His 

position on the break up of Austria-Hungary was ambiguous but seemed to veer toward a federal 

solution. Most crucially, he advocated a League of Nations to guarantee the security of its 

member states .gp 

Wilson's statement was welcomed by the pro-war leadership of the Labour Party and the 

TUC. The Founeen Points. in addition to Lloyd George's 5 January message, were seen as 

eohancing the chances of peace? The HeralQ supporteâ Wilson's message but wamed that 

the war must not continue umil al1 fourteen points were secured. Such a prolongation of the 

Walworth, Woodrow Wilson. pp. 146-147. Wilson was composing his address when news 
reached him of Lloyd George's 5 January speech. The President was offended at not having been 
consulted and felt that Lloyd George had taken up his own ideas m.. p. 151). To ensure that 
Britain was in step with the President, House m e  to the War Cabinet, notifying it of Wilson's 
impending speech, which would be a more detailed version of his 4 December address. House 
wanted to ensure that "no utterance is in contemplation on your side which would be likely to 
sound a different note or suggest claims inconsistent with what Wilson] proclaims the objects of 
the United States to ben (House to Balfour and Lloyd George, 5 January 1918, House Papers, 
Series 1, Box 70A, Folder 2341). Kendrick Clements bas gone even m e r  than House, claiming 
that Wilson's 8 January programme was essentially the same as his 22 January 1917 "Peace 
Without Victory" aâdress (Clements, Woodrow Wilson: World Statesman [Boston, 19871, p. 
1 64). 

99 Scott, ed., "Address of President Wilson on the Conditions of Peace Delivered at a Joint 
Session of the Two Houses of Congress, " 8 January 1918, Official Statements of War Aims and 
Peace Pro~osals, p. 234. 

lm "The Resident's Terms Warrnly Welcomed by British Labour, " The Manchester 
Guardia, 10 January 191 8, p. 5. Chris Wrigley is essentially correct in saying that Henderson 
was trying to link the Labour memorandum with Wilson's programme in order to auach more 
respectability to the Party (Wrigley, Arthur Henderson, p. 125). 



fighting would be an injustice in itself. Most dissenters, however, applauded the President's 

latest contribution to peace diplomacy with few such rese~ations. His address correspondeci with 

their own desire for a dramatic presidential initiative. The üDC approved the Fourteen Points 

as consistent both with UDC policy and the Petrograd Formula. The Naîïon thought Wilson's 

tone even better tban Lloyd George's and this was taken as a sign of the more serious intent on 

the President's part. It made sense, then, to move closer to Wilson's foreign policy. As 

Wedgwood told the Commons, the Allies were beholden to American policy. The United States 

had a fie-hand concerning diplornatic agreements and would impose an anti-annexationist peace 

on its Allies regardles of the latter's belligerent p~sairiog.'~~ 

The Fourteen Points were seen as a counter-balance to Lloyd George's programme. The 

dissenters were loath to admit, however, that Wilson either agreed with, or was being led by 

Lloyd George. Three days after Wilson's Congressionai address, Poosonby told Trevelyan that 

unless Wilson "corrects " some of the "bad" points of Lloyd George's war aims. the Germans 

would not accept them.lm The Nation acimowledged that Wilson had repudiated a post-war 

economic boycott of Gerrnany, sought freedom of the seas, urged reform rather than destruction 

of the Ottoman Empire. and that he had "supplemented" Lloyd George's demand for security by 

advocaîing a League of Nations. Moreover, Wilson had called for a settlement based on 

principle. a position which was not clear in Lloyd George's speech. Brailsford praised Wilson 

"' "Now or Never-A People's Peace," The Herald, 12 January 1918, p. 7; Swanwick, 
Builden of Peacg, p. 109; The Nation, 12 January 191 8, p. 474; PD (Commons), 19 December 
1917, 100, cols., 2020-202 1. See also "The Coming Peace," The Nation, 12 January 1% 8, p. 
476. 

lm Ponsonby to Trevelyan. 1 1 January 1918, Trevelyan Papers, Box 79. 



for advancing the cause of fieedom of the seas when Lloyd George had net? 

Wilson's prognmme countered Lloyd George's apparent willingness to abandon Russia 

to its W. The Resident was lauded for his determination to extend any eventual settlement to 

the East. The Manchester Guardian praised Wilson's sensitivity to Russian feelings and for 

rehing to accept the German conquest of the East as ine~itaùle.~~ F i l y .  Wilson's speech 

was also seen as a corrective of some of his own Iapses in judgment. The Herald stated that the 

Fourreen Poims fînally gave up "the nonsensical idea of refiisal to negotiate with the German 

Govemment. " Equally, The Nation claimed that Wilson now recognized the power and 

Iegitimacy of the Reichstag by disclauning my desire to modify German institutions. 1°1 

In the heady days earIy in January 1918, dissenters were entitled to think that the 

President once again favoured a 'Peace without Victory'. But t w  much had transpireci since 

January 1917. The idealistic assumptions behind the Fourteen Points, if ever they were redistic 

at dl, were so only fleetingly in the special cùcumstances that prevailed early in 1918. By 

Febmary, these circumstances had changed; Russia was moving inexorably toward a separate 

peace. and Germany was M y  in the grip of the militarists. 

Conclusion 

Six separate developments had provided great hope for the dissenters in the December-January 

lai The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 474; "The Cornhg Peace," The Nation, 12 January 
1918, p. 476; Brailsford, "Tearing off the Mask, " The HeralQ, 12 January 1918, p. 8. Braibford 
believed that the Germans could not accept any settlement that did not guarantee fieedom of the 
seas. The Herald echoed The Nation on the Turkish question (The HeralB, 12 January 1918, p. 
2). 

The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 474; "mident Wilson's Russian Policy," 
Manchester Guardian, 10 January 1918, p. 4. 

la The HeralQ, 12 Jmary 1918, p. 2; The Nation, 12 January 1918, p. 474. 
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period: the Lansdowne Letter, the publication of the secret treaties, the negotiations at Brest- 

Litovsk, the Labour Party's War Aims Memorandum, Lloyd George's 5 January address and 

Wilson's Fourteen Points speech. The dissenters' attempts to exploit each of these opportunities 

were either blocked, as in the case of the secret treaties, or were tumed agaht  hem, as was 

Lansdowne's intervention, the Labour war aims programme and Lloyd George's Caxton Hall 

speech. 

The Lansdowne Letter, in EdCt, further reduced dissent's innuence. Although the Letter 

did popularîze the idea of a moderate peace, the dissenters did not really benefit from the frah 

interest in negotiations which it triggereâ. The dissenten continued to be debilitated by their lack 

of credibility . a problem which the Lansdowne Letîer actually exacerbatecl. Lansdowne had CO- 

opted pro-negotiaîion sentiments and transferred them to more consemative and respectable 

individuals and interests. The dissenters were lefi oaly with their extremist image. 

Dissent's focus on Russia proved to be its most damaging weakness. Stephen Graubard, 

believing that the Labour Party hga adopted a dissenting foreign policy, notes that, after the 

speeches of Lloyd George and Wilson, the trade unions stopped pressing the Govemment to join 

the Russo-German negotiations. Graubard presumes that British Labour missed an ideal 

opportunity to have imposed a truly dissenting peace on Europe as a whole. He criticizes 

Henderson for failing to realize that Russia was not negotiating with Germany on an equal 

footing.lo Yet this criticism is more appropriately duected at the dissenters than at Henderson. 

Grmted, the dissenters chastised the Govemment for abandonhg Russia by not joining the Brest- 

Litovsk negotiations, but they underestimated the annexationist ends of German policy and 

overestimated the Bolsheviks' power either to coerce Allied and enemy Govements or to spread 

revolution. 

'06 Graubard, British Labour, pp. 49-50. 
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Dissent's fixation on Russia, moreover, meant that they deluded themselves on other 

questions. This was apparent fiom their reaction to Lloyd George's 5 January speech. The 

dissenters were pleased that Lloyd George had adopted a more flexible position on Alsace- 

Lorraine but were unable to take advantage of the apparent concession. Buckler noted that 

"Trevelyan and his fnends" had acknowledged that Lloyd George used the word 

"reçonsideration" with regard to the contested territory. They were too absorbed, however, with 

their campaign to support Russia's position of selfdetermination for the Baltic "provinces." 

According to Buckler, the dissenters believed that if they were successful on this issue, then the 

precedent would have been set for Alsace-Lorraine.'''' 

The Bolshevik Revolution was an unmitigated disaster for the dissenters. Pelling is 

largely accurate in pointing out that the Bolshevik determination to conclude a separate peace 

elUninated the rationale of the putative Stockholm cooference.lm Henderson bad wanted 

Stockholm to bolster Kerensky and to keep Russia in the War. The Bolshevik COUD d'état and 

the opening of the Brest-Litovsk talks therefore reduced the urgency of the Stockholm project 

from pro-war Labour's perspective. The dissenters still tried to influence public opinion by 

stressing the dangers of a separate Russian peace, but to little effect. They could only refer to 

what might have been-hardly an effective rhetorical strategy. They were now forced to argue 

for a 'no annexations' statement so that Britain could join Russia at the negotiating table. The 

dissenters believed that Russia was integral to any fair sealement. Russia was their greatest ally. 

So with the advent of Russo-German peace negotiaîions, the dissenters had littie choice but to 

support Russia in its rush to a separate peace, espezially given their misguideci view that the 

Germans were intent on implemeniag the Petrograd Formula. 

'07 Buckler to House, 15-16 January 1918, Buckler Papers, Box 5, Folder 8. 

lœ Pelling, America and the British L&, p. 1 15. 
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Despite its apparent adoption of a dissenthg programme, the Labour Party remained 

steadfastly patriotic. Henderson's and MacDonald's 23 January peace motion is an example of 

the dissenters' predicament. ûn the one hand the motion can be seen as a culmination of 

MacDonald's work-the adoption of a statement of w u  aimr wbich might induce the enemy to 

reply and serve as a prelude to negotiatiom. But the passage of the motion was a pyrrhic victory . 

MacDonald and the dissenters did not succeed in convincing Allied Govements to issue the war 

aims statement they desued. The Labour Party continued in Go~ernment, '~ endorsed Lloyd 

George's 5 Jauuary address and tmk no action when the Government's war policy retumed to 

its earlier pursuit of outright military victory. By gwaring to don the peace-by-negotiation 

mantle, however, the Labour Party denied the dissenters a power base from which to challenge 

both the Governent and pro-war Labour. Dissent's attempted conversion of the Labour Party 

to a genuinely radical foreip policy course was tllmly rebuffed. The dissenters were prevented 

fiom revising Labour's war aims memorandum at the special conference of 28 December, at the 

b u a l  Labour conference at the end of January and at the conference of Inter-Allied Socialists 

late in February. Similarly, dissent's calls fkom b i d e  the Labour Party for the exertion of 

continued pressure on the Government fell on deaf eus. 

Lloyd George was successful in regaining the leadership of, or at least denying leadership 

to, those nondissenters who had begun to believe that a genuine effort to reach a negotiated 

peace should be made. His programme diverted criticisrn of the secret treaties and reestablished 

the legitimacy of the British cause. The Govemment had ody to respond to the demands for 

another war aims statement; it was not necessarily obliged to adopt dissent's view of peace. As 

lm This EM irritated MacDonald, particularly when the Labour ministers voted with the 
Goverment against an increase in the minimum wage for agricultural labourers in spite of their 
abandonment of Labour Party policy. The ministers were censured by the membership but were 
not ordered to leave the Govemment. ForwarQ, 2 February 19 18, p. 1. 



John Turner states, 

The content and the provenance of Lloyd George's Caxton Hall speech both 
support the argument that af&er the initial flurry of irritation, the issue of a 
negotiated peace, as r a i d  by Lansdowne, was not allowed to become a threat 
to the domestic politicai structure at the end of 1917 .'Io 

Wilson's Fourteen Points also turned înto a reverse for dissent who were tïrmiy 

committed to a programme of support for Russia. Not only did Wilson's speech fail to affect the 

drift of negotiations at Brest-Litovsk, but the scope of his programme meant that Wilson's vision 

could be enforced only through a military victory . As did Lloyd George, Wilson awaited a 

satisfactory reply from the German Goverment. When one was not forthcoming, he was free 

to support the Supreme War Council's insistence on a fight-to-the-finish. 

In the second tialf of January and throughout February, the dissenters suffered an 

unbroken string of setbacks: the appearance of a much more openly belligerent German 

Government, a Labour movement clearly aot comrnitteâ to a radical interpretation of its war aims 

programme, a British public and a Government insistent once again on the achievement of a 

decisive banlefield triumph. By mid-February, the dissenters were even tiirther removed ftom 

political influence than they had been before December 1916. 

Il0 Turner, British Politiq, p. 270. 



Chapter 7: EPïLOGUE AND CONCLUSION 

In ber celebrated chronicle of the w u  years, Vera Brittain remembers the chi11 which Germany 's 

Mach 1918 ofFeruive sent ti~ough the civilian population in Britain. 

However long 1 may be destinai to survive my fkiends who went down in the 
Fiood, 1 shall never forget the crushing tension of those extreme days. Nothiag 
had ever quite equalled them before-not the Somme, not Arras, not 
Passchendaele-for into our min& had crept for the first Ume the secret, 
incredible fear chat we might lose the War. ' 

This sense of foreboding had already been heightened by the signing of the Treaty of Brest- 

Litovsk on 3 March. Although the tmns of the treaty were not broadcast immediately, it was 

soon apparent that the Bolshevik regime had accepted the punitive peace imposed on it by 

Germany. Thus, Russia was suddenly removed from dissent's peace calculations and the fdlacy 

of Gennan 'reasonableness' was compietely exposed. The subsequent launching of the 

Ludendorff offensive (on 21 March) not only al1 but broke through British lines on the Western 

Front, it completed the destruction of dissent's badly damaged creàibility. Field-Marshal 

Ludendofls attack undermineci several key supports of the dissenthg platform, especially the 

arguments that a decisive military victory was for ail sides unattainable and that the Grman 

Government would assent to a moderate ~ettlernent.~ There was no chance thereafter of British 

dissent regainhg the peace-by-negotiation initiative. 

The early successes of Ludendofls forces obliged the Lloyd George administration to 

' Vera Brittain, Testament of Youth: An Autobiommhical Studv of the Years 1900-1925 
(New York, 1933), p. 41 1. 

Rem@ eds., The Collected Paaers of Bertrand Russell, vol. 14, p. 389. 
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hastily extend the scope of conscription. in the desperate circumstances of spring 1918, and in 

the face of Haig's 1 1 April Special Order of the Day dedaring "with our backs to the wali.. .each 

one of us must fight to the end,"3 even the ASE refrained from opposing the Govemment's 

attempts at whittling away the occupational exemptions hitheno enjoyed by much of its 

membership. At al1 levels of British society, the nervous apprehension recalled by Vera Brittain 

soon stiffened into a determined resolve to continue a fight-to-the-finish policy.* The 

Government was roundly condemned, indeed almost defeated, over its alleged bungling of 

military manpower requirements.~ut as the Allied strategic situation improved through the 

summer, the Coalition's political position becarne increasingly secure. In this regard the 

Coalition further benefitted from the end of fighting in November . indeed, the Government went 

on to win the infamous, post-Armistice 'Coupon' Election of December 19 l8! 

Frequently regarded as a disaster for organized Liberalism, the election results were 

perhaps even more disappointing for dissent. Most Liber al dissenters, including Buxton and 

Ponsonby, ran as independents, lost, and migrated to the ILP shonly thereafter. In many cases 

the switch to Labour followed rejection by patriotic constituency cornmittees. But most of these 

converts to the ILP had also lost fith in the effectiveness of the Liberal Party as a standard 

bearer of a dissenthg foreign policy. The ILP did not fare any better. Of the fifty ILP 

candidates, a mere three gained entry to the Commons. Morel, running as an ILP candidate, 

'Martin Gilbert, The First World War: A Comalete History (New York, 1994), p. 414. 

' Turner, "British Politics and the Great War," p. 129; Wrigley, Arthur Henderson, p. 125. 

This challenge to the Coalition was started by the former Duector of Military Operations, 
General Mauice, who sent a letter to the Press disputing Lloyd George's and Bonar Law's recent 
statements regarding the numerical strength of British forces on the Western Front. 

SO called beçause of the letter of authentication, or coupon, si@ by party leaders Lloyd 
George and Bonar Law and carried by dl Coalition candidates to distinguish them from their 
Asquithian Liberal and Labour Party challengers. 
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MacDonald and Snowden were al1 out.' 

Many such dissenters soon established a foothold inside the wider labour movement. In 

May 1918 the Labour Party had set up an Advisory Committee on International Questions 

(ACIQ). This body was deputed to articulate progressive ideas for internal party discussion and 

to publicize in pamphlet form Labour's foreign policy position. M a y  prominent dissenters- 

Buxton, MacDonald, Morel, Ponsonby and Snowden included-worked on this Committee which 

became a focal point of foreign policy formulation in the decade after the war. The leverage of 

the dissenters over Labour was by no means confineci to the sphere of cornmittee work on such 

policy makiog bodies as the ACIQ. Many would go on to hold office during the short-lived 

Labour Goveniments of 1924 and L%W-3 1. There was no bigger testament to the political clout 

now exercised by dissenters than the return of the once vilified Ramsay MacDonald, first to the 

House of Commons in November 1922 and, second, to the Chairmanship of the Labour Party 

in the same month, and findly his ascension to the Remiership in January 1924. Snowden 

served as his Chancellor of the Exchequer, Buxton as Minister of Agriculture and Ponsonby as 

Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. The laüer's name was already identifiai with a 

novel parliamentary convention providing for Commons scrutiny of international treaties twenty- 

one days prior to their ratification. The Ponsonby Rule tbus signifiecl a minor tactical triumph 

in the battle for democratic control of foreign policy which dissenters had been waging since 

August 1914. 

' Approximately 2000 Liberals made the journey to the ILP. Robert Dowse cites the other 
influences on this shift in party politid allegiance: the ILP's seemingly superior electoral 
prospects, antipaîhy to Lloyd George, the ILP's "ethic of social responsibility " and its advocacy 
of an old Liberal staple-the single land tax-as the cornerstone of its fiscal policy. Ody a 
"smaller numkr" of these former Liberals were converteci to the doctrines to soçialism. The 
majority simply regarded the ILP as more congenial to the Radical ideals for which the paay of 
Gladstone had previously been the vehicle. See Robert E. Dowse. "The Entry of the Liberals 
imo the Labour Party 1910-1920. " Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Research [August 
19611: pp. 84-85. 



Of the five dissenters singled out in this thesis only Mord was absent from the t k s t  

Labour Government. Morel had expected his appointment as Foreign Secretary, but antagooism 

with MacDodd, as well as the latter's caution, kept hm from this prestigious ~ f f i ce .~  

Moreover, MacDonald was personally detefmined to chiut a progressive course for Labour 

inteniationaily and sewed as his own Foreign Seçretary in 1924. 

Thus, the dissenters were extremely well position4 to shape Labour's foreign policy, 

although the US-UDC clique did have to contend with trade union indifference or hostility to 

theu causes. In the immediate post-war period, the Party emulated dissent's implacable 

opposition to Versailles and d l 4  for extensive revisions to both the Treaty and the League of 

Nations. Dissent (and Labour) favoured the extension of kague membership to the two 

international pariahs, Germany and Russia, as well as more aggressive promotion of 

disarmament, free trade and other internationalist objectives. Henry Wuikler argues that, before 

forming a minority govenunent in 1924, Labour's foreign policy was largely dictated by its ex- 

Liberal, ILP dissenters. 

Their chie€ influence in the halfdecade or so afkr the war was to crystallize and 
to verbalize the widespread pacifism which was perhaps the most important 
single f a o r  bearing upoa foreign-policy atîitudes in Great BritaidO 

There was a distinctly dissenting edge to the diplomatic recognition which the MacDonald 

administration extended to the Soviet Union, its negotiation of a trade agreement with the same 

réeimg and Labour's advocacy in office of armament limitations. Yet, Wùikler notes that 

See Trevelyan to MacDonald, 6 Ianuary 1924, MacDonaid Papers-Rylands University 
Library, Envelope 6; Cline, Recniits to Labour, p. 85; Jones, Arthur Ponsonby, pp. 141-144. 

ûn the dissenters' awareness of such resistance from organized labour, see Buxton to Hirst, 
n.d., Buxton Papen, Special Correspondence, Box 3, LR#ers E-H, Hirst File; Jones, Arthur 
Ponsonby, pp. 119, 133. 

'O Henry R. WinLLer, "The Emergence of a Labour Foreign Policy in Great Britain, 1918- 
1929," The Journal of Modem History 28 119561, p. 249. 
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dissent's more ambitious foreign policy prdpt ions- the calls for the wholesale revisioo of 

Versailles, for example-were moderateâ by Party pragmatists Iike Henderson and J.R. Clynes. 

He goes fiirther, detecting ftom the mid-1920s a diminution of dissent's influence inside Labour's 

counsels. Marvin Swartz agrees that dissenting ideas Ml into dedine in 1924 but attributes this 

to the burden of govemental respomibility.l1 

Indeed, the Party increasingly abandoneci its 'League of Victors' position and moved to 

its inter-war 'League of Nations policy' which accepted the legitimacy of French daires for 

security and the virtue of modifying the post-war seulement incrementally. The latter policy was, 

according to Winlder, defineci by support for anns limitation agreements, the elimination of 

grievances through negotiation, arbitration and "pooled " security against aggression. " This 

change in emphasis was evident in the foreign policy of the 1924 govemment. Upon assuming 

the Foreign Office MacDonald sought to repair relations with France while at the same cime 

securing the withdrawal of their army fkom the Ruhr which had been occupied since Ianuary 

19î3. As Alan Cassels states. MacDonald tried to establish fkiendly relations with French leaders 

through protestations of goodwill, despite strident calls from the ILP and many dissenters for an 

ami-French policy. His efforts were rewarded when, in August 1924, he persuaded France and 

Gennany to accept the Dawes Plan for a revised reparation payment schedule and won assurances 

from the French that they would end their occupation of the Ruht.13 MacDonald further 

reinforceci the European status  au^ when he and 

delegation to the League of Nations. The resulting 

Parmoor headed 

Geneva Protocol, 

a Labour Government 

negotiated by Parmoor, 

M., pp. 247, 253, 257; Swartz, The Union of Democratic Control, p. 221. 

* Winlder, "The Emergence of a Labour Foreign Policy , " pp. 247. 253, 257. 

l3 Alan Cassels, "Repairing the Entente Cordiale and the New Diplomacy," The Historical 
Journal 23, 1 (1980), pp. 133-153. 



strengthened the arbitration provisions of the League Covenant and set a date for a disarmament 

conference.14 Uufortunately for the dissenters, the Geneva Rotocol was not approved by 

League member Goveniments. By the end of 1924, the Labour Government's foreip policy 

record was hugely dispiriting for dissenters, premiseâ as it now was on acceptana of war 

reparations and support for the (unreconstituted) League of Nations. The advent of Labour nile 

was, therefore, another Ealse dawn for dissent, somewhat comparable to the succession of 

disappointments experienced by the dissenters during tbat crucial year of the war, 1917. 

In a wider, more diffuse sense, though, the dissenters did win the peace alter December 

1918. Only recently have historians begun to challenge dissent's view of Versailles as unduly 

vindictive and excessively burdensome on a post-war Gennany ill-equipped to indemnify its 

former enemies. l5 The once 'pro-Gennan' argument that no single Great Power was responsible 

for the outbreak of war had become historiographical orthodoxy by the mid-1920s. The 

interpretation remained largely unchallenged until Fritz Fischer's meticuious dissection of German 

war aims was published in the 1960s.16 Even the arch-opponent of dissent, Lloyd George, was 

forced to concede in his memoirs that the nations of Europe had in August 1914 "slithered over 

the brink into the boiling cauldron of war. "'' 

l4 Charles Loch Mowat, Britain between the War. 1918-1940 (Boston, 1955), pp. 180-18 1. 

l5 The first detailed critique of the Treaty was that mounted by 1.M . Keynes in The Economic 
Conseauences of the Peae. For contrasting views of the influence of this famous polemic during 
the inter-war period, see Robert Skidelsky , John Mavnard Keynes, vol. 1, Hopes Ektraved. 1883- 
1920 (London, 1983), pp. 397-400; Sara Moore, Peace without Victory for the Allies. 19 18- 1932 
(Oxford, 1994). chs. 4 and 6. For a revisionist treatment of Versailles, see A. Lentin, Lloyd 
George. Woodrow Wilson and the Guilt of Germanv: An Essav in the Pre-Historv of 
m a s e m e n t  (Leicester, l984), introduction. 

l6 See Fritz Fischer, Brmanv's Aims in the First World War (New York, 1967). Fischer's 
work was originally published as Griff nach der Weltmacht (Düsseldorf, 1961). 

l7 Quoted in James Joll, The Onpias of the First World War (London, 1984). p. 203. 



Late in 1917 Philip Snowden sîruck a characteristically optimistic note as he loolked ahead. 

The Statesmen of Europe and Amenca have now the opportuity to prove the 
honesty of k i r  professions of f i t h  in democracy. If they Edil to use the present 
opportunitty they will in al1 probability, long before the close of the coming year, 
be swept away by the irresistible flood of a great democratic uprising in al1 the 
belligerent nations. l8 

Snowden's sanguine tone captures perfectly the myopia, flawed judgment and exaggerated 

expectations which British dissenters had frequently displayed duing the preceding year. They 

had earlier rejoiced in, and taken credit for, Wilson's diplornatic initiatives of December 1916 

and January 1917. They claimed to have forced Lloyd George into the statement of British war 

aims on 10 January 1917 which, however unsatisfactory, shaped dissent's agenda for the 

remainder of the year. The dissenters somehow saw in the disappointhg result of the Rossendale 

byelection (held shortiy after Lloyd George's speech) evideaçe that the British public shared their 

own dissatisfaction with the Govemment's annexationist war aims. Civilian morale certainly 

ebbed and flowed on the British Home Front, but war weariness never completely sapped a 

patriotic resolve that was by the end of the period under review somewhat more solid than it had 

been in the summer of 1917. Siniilarly, every occasional parliamentary debate of a peace issue 

was too blithely taken by dissent as evidence of the growing political support for their agenda. 

The March Revolution in Russia was undoubtedly an enormous fillip for dissent. The 

Provisional Govemment's Freedom Charter enabled them to chide the Lloyd George 

administration for its increasingly wilful disregard of civil liberties in Britain. The enunciation 

of the Petrograd Formula for a peace without amexations or indemnities f i e r  boosted 

dissenting morale and, crucially, provided the mode1 for a negotiated settlement. The Bolshevik 

seinire of power and the subsequent opening of negotiations for a separate peace between Russia 

:* Snowden, "The Year-End Outlook," The Labour u, 27 December 1917, p. 2. 
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and Germany, however, were devastating. The Petrograâ paradigm of peace with honour was 

rendered nul1 and void and, given the u~lcompromising position adopted by the Germans at Brest- 

Litovsk, the proponents of negotiations were more than ever exposed to ailegations of defeatism. 

As the Russian Revolution udolded in 1917, the dissenters seemed also slowly to be 

converting pro-war Labour to a peace-by-negotiation position. A Special Conference in August 

extended British Labour's support to dissent's hoped for international conference of socialists in 

neutral Sweden. Labour's commitment to a negotiated peace appeared to be strengthened further 

by its adoption of a War Aims Memorandum in December which enshrined various keynote 

articles of the dissenting faith. Yet the same Special Conference specifically guarded against any 

dissenting presence at the Stockhoim Conference. The War Aims Memorandum, meanwhile, had 

been drafted by the solidly pro-war Sidney Webb and, in essence, signified a renewed, aibeit 

qualified commitment of the Labour Party to the British war effort. The dissenters saw in the 

Labour f arty a vehicle for a peace agenda w k h  they still believed to be their own. By February 

1918, however, the Party was effdvely insulated against its perrneation by dissent; it was firmly 

in the grasp of Arthur Henderson and the pro-war ~ a d e  union heavyweights. 

The dissenters also seemed by early January to have out manoeuvreci Lloyd George and 

to have secured the support of President Wilson. Both the Prime Minister's Caxton Hall address 

of 5 January and Wilson's Fourteen Point programme, were naively assumed to mirror UDC 

policy. Lloyd George may have occasionally di@ into the dissenting lexicon, but his 

Govertunent had for the past few months been engaged in a determined campaign aigainst the 

peace-by-negotiation forces. Morel bad been arrested and imprisoned for a violation of DORA, 

the censorship provisions of this legislation had recentiy been stiffened, and the NWAC was 

doing its utmost by propaganda to cast British war aims in a noble light. Likewise, the fulfilment 

of President Wilson's ambitious f m i p  policy UUtiatives had, fiom the American perspective, 



to await a sucçessful, decisive termination of hhlities against the Central Powers. 

At a quick glance it might have appeared to an optimistic dissenting observer early in 

1918 that their alternative foreign policy plans had been adopted by both Lloyd George and 

Wilson as well as by the Labour Party and idiosyncratic representatives of the establishment like 

Lord Lansdowne. Such assessments, however, were a grave distortion of the m e  position. The 

dissenters had in fact been supplanted, first by the Labour Party and, later, by the Goverment, 

as the foremost purveyors of 'new diplomacy'. In appropriating various dissenting ideas and 

objectives, though, the Labour Party and Lloyd George had sofcened or transformeci them. Both 

the Govemment and Labour enjoyed a prestige and credibility that far exceeded that of the 

dissenters. It was hardly surprising that the decepttive 'conversion' of both to a 'progressive' 

foreign policy resulted in the subsequent marginalkation of genuinely Radical peace thinking for 

the remainder of the war. 

This study of British dissent's fàiled quest for a negotiated peace during 1917 is intended 

to shed light on the ideas and tactics of the 'troublemakers' engaged in this somewhat neglected 

episode in their turbulent and convoluted history . It is also hoped that the preceding pages have 

illuminated the peculiarities of British dissent in a more general way. Dissent was not a 

monolithic tendency, as was exemplified by the diversity of dissenting reactions to the Russian 

Revolution of March 19 17. Ponsonby, Morel, MacDonald and Snowden henceforth thought that 

revolutionary Russia provided the best hope of securing a premature cessation of hostilities, 

Buxton, by contrast, continued to regard President Wilson's leadership as more cmcial to forging 

a just, negotiated peace. 

A more general point might, however, be made in this connection, namely the weight 

attacheci by dissent to 'extemai' forces of some kind, whether President Wilson, the Petrograd 
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Soviet, German Social Dernom&, or Pope Benedict X. This emphasis on salvation fiom abroad 

is certainly an indication of the dissenters' weakness on the homefront. Howard Weinroth 

attributes the peace-by-negotiation leadership's dependence on outside stimuli to their refusal to 

mobilize the workingclass from fear of inciting revol~tion.'~ But however much dissenters 

were worried about instigating a b l d y  revolution, they nevertheless did expend much energy 

in persuading working men and women to consider the righteousness of their programme. In that 

sense the dissenters did not rely on extemal force at the expense of domestic. The relationship 

between the two w u  symbiotic. Xnternational developments were used on the one hand by dissent 

to give themselves more credibility in the eyes of the British public and, on the other hand, to 

coerce the Government into action. Dissent's ability to influence, in however lirnited a fashion, 

the Govemment in turn provided them with more visibility. The strategy, however, was a 

hostage to policies beyond their control. The dissenters benefitted in the first half of 1917 from 

the seemingly unqualifieci adherence to a peace-without-victory of Russia and America. 

Conversely, dramatic changes in Russian and American politics in the latter half of 1917 undercut 

their campaign. The extent of dissent's weakness was evident in their inability to influence the 

Govemment despite the considerable labour discontent and social dislocation of late 19 17. 

The thesis has b e n  constructecl largely, dthough not entirely, around the opinions and 

actions of five dissenting figures, each embodying a subtly different interpretation of, or response 

to, the issues of the moment thrown up in this most critical year of the Great War. Noel 

Buxton's role as a dissenting propagandist has been somewhat underestimateci by historians 

genera l l~ .~  He strove to project a moderate image and to convert the sceptics inside both 

l9 Weinroth, "Peace by Negotiation. " p. 384. 

The exceptions to this rule are A.I.P. Taylor's The Trouble Maker~ and Noel Fieldhouse's 
" Noel Buxton and A. J.P. Taylor's, 'The Trouble Makers'. " 
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British and American Governments by a strategy of permeation. He was much less adversarial 

thao most of his dissenting çonfrerm but bad more success in disserninating their message through 

official circles. Whether breakfasthg with Lloyd George or submitting memoraada to Cabinet, 

Buxton was adept at making the dissenting case look respectable. 

Arthur Ponsonby was, as he appeared, withdrawn and pensive. He ftequently led the 

dissenting charge against the Government in the Cornmous and provided an intektual anchor 

for the UDC executive. Outside these two roles Ponsonby was little bown. The 

uncompromising nature of his views made him a dissenter of the first rank but also prevented him 

from gaiaing wide public aççeptance. 

E.D. Morel's impact on the peace-by-negotiaîion movement as a whole was pervasive. 

Unlike the other four, who had to divide theu time between parliamentary duties and efforts at 

converting the people at large, Morel was free to concentrate on his public campa@. The study 

of his work reveals him as a tireks producer and CO-ordinator of dissenting work. It was a 

testament to Morel's ability and reputation that he should have been singled out by the 

Govemment for prosecution. If his great sîrength was an unwavering commitment to the 

dissenting position, it was also his greatest weakness. The combination of his inordinate egotism 

and his inflexibility made him wholly unsuitable for office. 

MacDonald's political contribution h g h o u t  1917 exemplified his role as the UDC and 

ILP figure anticipating his involvement in creating the National Government in 1931. 

MacDonald, like Buxton, showed that it was possible to be a coxnmit&ed dissenter yet open to the 

need to compromise. He worked tirelessly for a negotiated peace and developed a large 

following. Partly as a result of his prominence and his efforts, the distinction between the UDC 

and the ILP was blmed. 

Snowden, closely identified with the ILP, was a fiery debater and acerbic commentator 



who maoaged to be both a dogrnatic dissenter and to main a popularity second only to 

MacDonald. An enthusiastic proponent of the Petrograd Formula, he was quick to discern what 

he viewed as Wilson's tenuous cornmimient to dissent. 

It is tempting to see in the contrasting perspectives of the five dissenters a concrete 

illustration of the distinction which Roger Chickering draws between "utopiann and "ideological" 

strains of pacifism, iocluding dissenting thought . 

Utopian pacifism conceives war as an inseparable aspect of a social and political 
order that is utterly compt and beyond rehabilitation. Ideological pacifism 
rejects war because of the threat it poses to a social and political order that is 
basically sound and praiseworthy .*l 

The five dissenters fa11 into Chickering ' s ' ideological' vein. The differences between Morei, 

Ponsonby, MacDonald, Snowden and Buxton, however, and particularly those between the latter 

and the four other dissenters, lay more in the realm of tactics than ideas. As Martin Ceadel 

convincingl y argues, al1 shades of British pacificism were ' ideological' .= 

This study of British dissent is meant not only to highlight the shortcomings of its 

arguments and its Iimited achievements during the Fust World War. Albeit less directly, the 

tribulations of the peace-by-negotiation movement illuminate a peculiar feature of British political 

culture. There existed in Britain a longstanding tradition of questioning authority generally and 

of quarrelling specifically with single issues such as the Corn Laws or the Govement's handling 

of the Bulgarian Atrocities to the point of becoming crusades. This tradition, from which the 

dissenting predisposition emerged, can be traced at least as far back as to the growth of religious 

21 Quoted in Martin Ceadel, "Ten Distinctions for Peace Historians, " in The Pacifist Im~ulse 
in Historical Persyctivg, ed. Harvey L. Dyck poronto, 19%), p. 27. The original source is 
Roger Chickering, h ~ e r i a l  Germanv and a World without War: The Peace Movement and 
German Society. 1892-1914 (Riceton, 1975). pp. 18-19. 

Martin Ceadel, "Ten Distinctions for Peace Historians," pp. 26-27. Ceadel differentiates 
between "pacifism", the rejection of al1 wu, and "pacificism", the acceptance of war in certain 
instances. See a more detailed discussion of the two terms, see footnote 20, p. 9. 



pluralism in the seventeenth century and to changes in political theory postulathg that a 

government's I e g i t k y  m u t  be deriveed from the consent of the govemed. Kenneth Dyson sees 

the absence in Britain of a perennial risk of invasion from abroad as another formative influence 

on dissent. There was no real precedent for the theoretically draconian controls that were placed 

on dissent during the Great War by DORA. In continental Europe, by contrast, the constant 

threat of foreign conquest created "a perceiveci need for a vigorous response to the combination 

of enemies abroad with factionalisrn and threat of disorder at home. "= The result in European 

societies was a more elevated, al1 encompassing conception of state power than ever developed 

in Britain before the First World War. Yet, even after the outbreak of war, and in spite of the 

expansion of DORA in particular and the British state generally, dissent was still able to function. 

Even in the latter half of 1917, when the Govemmea bewne more interested in quieting dissent, 

they were still able to publicize opinions that were highly critical of the Government and the war. 

Notwithstanding al1 the above, it is ironic that the dissenters compared Britain's civil 

liberties in wartime unfavourably to contemporary French and German standards. Io actuality, 

the French and German Governments were much more sucçessful and thorough in their 

suppression of dissent? The absence of systematic persecution and the lack of sustained and 

life-threatening hostility to dissenters €rom the British people speaks volumes for British tolerance 

and forbearance. Even in the Second World War with a much greater threat of invasion and the 

Kenneth H.F. Dyson, The State Tradition in Western Eurow: A Studv of an Idea and 
Institution (Oxford, 1980), pp. 41, 36-37; Boue, "Beyond the Rule of Law," p. 5. See also, 
Robert Eccleshall, British Liberalism-Liberal Thounht ftom the 1640s to the 1980s (London, 
1986), pp. 8-1 1; A. J. Baker, ex am in in^ British Polit i~,  2d. ed., (London, 1984), p. 1 1 ; Ceadel, 
The Oneins of War Prevention, passim. 

" For detailed discussions on the restrictions faced by French and German dissent, see Jean- 
Jacques Becker, The Great War and the French P e ~ l e  (New York, 1986), pp. 48-56, 153-168; 
Gerhard Ritter, The Sword and the Scmtre: The Problem of Militarism in Germany. vol. 2, 
Eurotean Powers and the Wilhelmine Em~ire. 1890-1914 (London, 1972), ch. 7. 
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trauma of bombing, anti-war dissent was allowed to speak out, both inside and outside 

Par liament .= 

One of dissent's accomplishrnents was its implantation in the popular mind of the 19S0s 

and 1930s of a mistrust of public authority. The dissenters managed to secure the moral high 

ground in the inter-war period. A contemporary historical survey produced by Waiter Langsam 

in 1934 typifies the generdly sympathetic contemporary portrayai of wartirne dissent at this tirne. 

MacDonald, for example, is described reverently as a believer "in moderation and peace."26 

The dissenters' view of the war and the Govemment seemed to be confirmecl by the flood of war 

memoirs published in the late 19î0s and early 1930s. Along with dissent's continued criticism 

of British foreign policy after the war, coupled with their retrospective attacks on wartime 

propaganda and manipulation of public o p i n i ~ n , ~  these autobiographical accounts served to 

erode govermental credibility and to arrest rearmament after 1933. This effeçt was intended and 

seen as a prerequisite for the inauguration of a democratic foreign policy which, in turn, would 

bring about international reconciliation and assure world peace. 

While the dissenters 'won' the argument claiming that the peace was Carthaginian and 

influenced some popular attitudes in the inter-war period, they had only a marginal impact on the 

shape of future Govemments and the direction of foreign policy. The dissenters did, though 

patially, realize one of their objectives when, on 21 May 1919, the Lloyd George Govemment 

announced that it was refomllng the Foreign Sewice by dropping the property qualification for 

Y Yvonne Alebandra Bennett. unpublished W.D. dissertation, "Testament of a Minonty in 
Wartime: The Peace Pledge Union and Vera Brittain, 1939-1945" (Hamilton, McMaster 
University, 1984), especidly c h .  4 and 5. 

" W a k  consue10 Langsam, The Worid since 1914 (New York, 1934). p. 1%. 

For a classic example of ami-war autobiography, see Brittah. Testament of Youth. For 
a post-war critique of foreign policy, see Dickinson, me International Anarchy. Ponsonby's 
FaIsehoad in Wartime, published in 1928, is a mode1 of the third genre. 
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new admissions, innoduchg salaries, changing the entrance examination, and altering the hiring 

proeess." These reforms were regiuded as vital f ist  steps in the movement towards a more 

democratically conduded foreip policy. Yet, aside from these minor bureaucratie adjustments 

and two short-lived periods of Labour d e ,  the inter-war period was generally disappointing for 

dissent with the Government usually dominated by individuals and parties who were reviled in 

dissenthg circles . 

The dissenters had justified theh assauh on British war policy as a defence of individual 

freedom and democracy-the very essence, supposedly, of British war a h .  Moreover, they 

believed it was impossible to achieve a lasting peace by imposing a punitive settlement or by 

foisting a new constitutional system on the enemy or both. Perversely, they held themselves to 

be the true guardians of British interests-to be indeed the true British Patriots, rather than the 

flag-waving jingoes who disrupted their meetings and pilloried them in the press. 

It is one of the great paradoxes that the dissenters' attempts to avert a future European 

conflagration helped to initiate one. By working to undermine public support for the Versailles 

Treaty, by striving to prevent the Government from carrying out its treaty obligations, such as 

for the permanent demilitarization of the Rhineland, and by fostering a climate of appeasement, 

the dissenters contributed to the war they so dearly hoped to avoid. 

Collins, As- of British Politi~, pp. 342-343. 



Appnàix A: THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS OF THE UDC1 

1. No Province shall be transferred from one Govemment to another without the consent 
by plebiscite or otherwise of the population of such Province. 

2.  No Treaty, Arrangement, or Undertaking shall be entered upon in the name of Great 
Britain without the sanction of Parliament. Adequate machinery for ensuring democratic control 
of foreign policy shall be created. 

3. The Foreign Policy of Great Britain shall not be ainied at creating alliances for the 
purpose of rnaintaining the 'Balance of Power', but shall be dùected to concertai action between 
the Powers, and the sethg up of an International Council, whose deliberations and decisions shall 
be public, with such machinery for securing internationai agreements as shall be the guarantee 
of an abiding peace. 

4. Great Britain shail propose, as part of the Peace Settlement, a plan for the drastic 
reduction, by consent, of the armaments of al1 belligerent Powers, and to facilitate that policy 
shall attempt to secure the general nationalisation of the manufacture of armaments and the 
control of the export of annaments by one country to another. 

' Swartz. The Union of Democratic Control, p. 42. in May 1916 the UDC added a fifth 
point: "That the European confiict shail not be continued by economic war after the military 
operations have ceased, and that British policy shall be directed towards promoting the fullest 
commercial intercourse between nations and the preservation and extension of the principle of the 
open door" (Ibid., p. 78). 



Appaidix B: THE UNION OF DEMOCRATIC CONTROL PI 191P 

EXECUTIVE COMMlTïEE 

H . N . Brailsford 
Charles Roden Buxton 
LA. Hobson 
F.W. Jowett, M.P. 
F . W. Pethick Lawrence (Hoa. 

Treasurer) 
J. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P. 

GENERAL COUNCIL 

Delegates from al1 Branches and Federations and the following: 
C.G. Ammon 
W.C. Anderson, M.P. 
Norman Ange11 
The Hon. Lady Barlow 
Harrison Barrow 
Gilbert Cannan 
Lady Courmey of Penwith 
B .N . Langdon Davies 
Miss M. Llewelyn Davies 
The Hon. R.D. Denman, M.P. 
Miss 1.0. Ford 
Alexander Gossip 
Principal J.W. Graham 
Edward Grubb 
Major Maitland Hardyman 
Car1 Heath 
J.H. Judson 

E .D, Morel (Secretary) 
Arthur Ponsonby, M.P. 
TheHari. BernaadRussell 
Philip Snowden, M.P. 
Mrs. H.M. Swanwick 
Charles Trevelyan, M.P. 

William Leach 
Miss Muriel Matters 
Mrs. Morel 
Roland E. Muirhead 
Miss Paget (Vernon Lee) 
M. Philips P r i e  
Lady Margaret Sackville 
Mrs. Salter 
Mrs. John Scurr 
Robert Sh& 
Mrs. Philip Snowden 
Sir Daniel Stevenson 
R.C. Trevelyan 
George Tweedy 
Dr. Ethel Williams 
Miss Cooper Willis 
Israel Zangwill 



Appndix C: UDC WAR AIMS MAMFESTO' 

1. Questions of Nationality and Temtory. 

As a preliminary to any rearcangement of territorial boundaries, it ought to be made 
perfectly clear that ail claims based on conquest, imperialistic ambition or strategic 
considerations, such as a German demand for a revision of strategic fkontiers in Fklgium and 
elsewhere, an Itafian demand for non-Italian d-a or a Russian demand for Constantinople, 
are mled out on p ~ c i p l e .  There must be a complete acceptance of a policy of "no amexation. " 

Our Suggestions are: 

(a) m i u m .  
The complete ceestablishment of the sovereign independence and integrity and the 

econornic restoration of Belgium must be absoiutely secured. 

OFrance, 
The invaded districts of France must be evacuated. 

(C) Serbia. Montenwo and Rumania. 
Serbia, Montenegro and Rumania must be evacuated and their independence restored. 

a Alsace and Lorraine. 
The disposition of Alsace and Lorraine should be decided on the principle of the cight 

of the population to control; its own destiny. The decision would not necessarily imply the 
allocation of the whole provinces to either France or Germany. Neither should the policy of 
autonomy be excluded. 

In this, as in other cases, where the views of a population are subject to dispute, the 
question ought to be decided, by a piebiscite or otherwise, under the supervision of an impartial 
International Commission and fiee fiom the interference of ocçupying armies. 

&) Trentino. 
The claims of Italy to Trentino or other unredeemed districts ought to be decided by the 

same process. 

aPoland. 
Poland should be €tee and independent. The population of Austrian Poland and the Polish 

Swanwick, Builders of Peacg, pp. 81-85. 
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districts of Pnrssia shouid decide whether they wish to becorne part of Poland. 

& Austro-HuqOgrian Em~ire. 
An unfortunate impression was createâ by the Allied Note to President Wilson of January 

10th tbt it is the tued determination of the Allies to break up the Astro-Hungarian Empire into 
independent States. This intention ought to be explicitly repudiated by al1 the Allies, as it has 
been by the Russian Demacracy. But it must be made clear that freedom for the component 
populations of that Empire can be obtained by self-government within that Empire, as it can be 
secured for the F i  in Russia and for the Irish within the British Empire. 
(h) Other Problems, 

There are very complicated problems, such as the Polish c l h  on Dantzig, Bulgaria's 
claims on Macedonia, Rumania's claims on Transylvania, and the future statu of Persia, which 
obviously cannot be s d e d  by any military decision, but which ought to be referred to an 
International Commission appointed with the cwperation and authority of the nations of Europe. 
fil Turker, 

Russian demoçracy has repudiated the Imperialistic Policy of the Tsars to annex 
Constantinople. The way is therefore open for a proposal to neutralize, or inter-nationalize, the 
city and the Straits. It is agaimt the interest of the world that the great trading watenvays should 
be in the hands of single Powers. 

The policy of international control over the Ottoman Empire should be maintaineci and 
extended so as to provide full security for the Christian peoples and fieedom of development for 
other races under the suzerainty of the Sultan. 

But no immediate settlement of the Turkish Empire could be regarded as final. The 
arrangements would necessarily have to be revised fiom tirne to tirne by the League of Nations. 
The maximum of freedom for the various nationalities and freedom of trade between al1 parts, 

and equality of economic opportunity for the nationals of al1 European Powers should be the 
policy followed. 

a Geman Colonies. 
Great Britain should repudiate definitely any c l a h  to amex German colonies by right of 

conquest. That, however does not imply the renini of the statu quo ante bellum. 
As recently as 1885, by the General Act of the Conference of Berlin, an assignment of 

sovereign rights in Africa was made by the Great Powers. A shifting of the political frontiers 
in existence before the war has h o m e  inevitable. It may be thaî such territorial readjustments 
will involve political changes under whicb some part of the African territory hitheno administered 
by Germany may be transferred. 

The principle of no annexations, however, requires a fiank recognition that, in the 
interests of a lasting peace, Germany is not l a s  entitled than other Great Powers to organize and 
develop over-sea Dependencies. 

The great zone of Tropical Afkica should be neutralized under an international guarantee, 
and absolute M o m  of traâe and enterprise established there. 

A less exclusive trade policy enforcecl throughout Afkica by international arrangement 
would greatly facilitate the adjustment of national territorial claims. 

Under a general rearrangement of territories the Pacific Islands might be dealt witb as 
well as Africa. 



2. GUARANTES. 
a r e  of ~ations. 

The foundation of al1 future hopes of permanent peace lies in the establishment of a 
League of Nations. That wili become a reality only in so far as al1 the peoples are leù to see that 
such a League offers betm hope of national security than the old system of cornpetitive 
amiment. We cannot hope to destroy militarism so long as the is a chance of Govemments 
king able to persuade their people that the ody means of national security lies in preponderant 
military power. Our first task is to convince the masses of every country that in a League of 
Nations they may fmd the means of deknce which renders their oid miiitarism unnecessary . 

Such a League of Nations with a common undertaking to submit disputes to arbitration 
and to form an hternational Council or Parliament for dealing with international problems as they 
become criticai has been proposed by President Wilson on behalf of the United States, and 
accepted in principle by the British, French, Russian, Austro-Hungarian and German 
governrnents . 
lu Ooen~oor 

The second condition indispensable to permanent peace is to persuade the German and 
Austrian populations that their right to qua i  opportunity for economic expansion and for access 
to raw material will be secure without theu king obliged to fight for them. To secure this the 
nations should agree to reciprocal equality of commercial opportunity in al1 their dependencies. 
Upon the breakhg down of commercial exclusiveness depends the good will of the fuaire. The 
policy of economiç warfàre laid down by the Paris Conference should be repudiateci as being 
opposed to international peace. 

The disappearauce of secret diplomacy is essential to permanent peace. Secret treaties 
should be prohibited by intemaîional agreement, and should be regarded as void. Al1 treaties 
should be sanctioned by the National Parliaments and subject to periodical revision. 

(& Disarmament. 
The largest mesure of agreement for the reduction of armaments on land and sea should 

be obtained a -  the sdement. 
We suggest that while the removal of the motive for arming among nations will prove 

to be the ody real guarantee for the effective reduction, a method might be adopted by means 
of international inspection of m e n t  establishments, for controlling the execution of any 
agreement for immediate reduction whkh rnay be reached by the settlement. 

Nations should agree to abolish private enterprise in the production of armaments. 

&) Freedom of the Seas. 
This question should be surveyed in the light of the infraction of the rights of aeutrals 

in t h e  of war, and of the security of economic opportunity for al1 nations in time of peace. 

3. REPARATION. 

Belgiurn is entitled to relief from Germany owing to the circumstances under which she 
was forced into the war. 

No indemnities should be demanded in the sense of payments to recover expenses of the 
war. but there should be as common fuad provided by ail the belligerent nations to assist 
recovery of the parts of the world most seriously devastaîed by the war. An International 



Commission should decide the allocation of the common f h d .  



Appcadix D: DRAFI' PROGRAM OF DECISIVE SETnEMENT COMMITTEE' 

kat of Militarism 
Since the repudiation by the Russian Revolution of al1 claims of conquest, the discussion 

over the real objects of this war has begun from one end of Europe to another. On one thing 
people and governments are united: the essential purpose of the Allies must be achieved. 

The defeat of Russian Militarism has several meanings, each of them important. It 
meam fmt of al1 the indisputable defeat of the actual military purposes for which the German 
War Party fought in this w u .  These purposes were mainly three. (1) The schemes of the naval 
school, which aimed at quir ing conaol of the Chanael by taking and keeping Antwerp or even 
Calais. (2) The allied demands of the industrial capitalists of the Six Economic Unions who 
wanted to annex Belgium and Northem France in order to possess theù coal and iron fields. (3) 
The plans of the more moderate Eastern School which in order to dominate Turkey, wished to 
hold the road to Turkey and therefore to annex or dominate Serbia. 

We shall have defeated these three purposes, when the independence of Belgium is 
absolutely restored (with an adequate indemnity), when the occupied territories of France are 
evacuated, and when Serbia once more stands free, independent and secure across Germany's 
military road to the East. 

nue of Nations 
Our purpose is, however, more positive and constructive than this. We can destroy 

Pmssian and every other militarism only by setting up in place of the armed peace and the 
competing alliances which cursed Europe for a generation before the war, such a League of 
Nations as President Wilson has proposed. It must provide for the salement of al1 aggravatecl 
disputes in future by a permanent Council of Conciliation or by arbitration, and it must ensure, 
by the pledged co-operaîive force of the civilized world, a moratorium €rom war until this 
procedure has been applied. 

Commercial Peace 
Further, we are coming to realize that it can prevent trade wars and boycotts, only by 

organizing commericial (sic) peace within its ranks. This League, as General Smuts has urged, 
must be formed at the settiement of the war, and must provide for general disarmament; and, as 
Lord Buckmaster has argued, it will fail unless it includes Germany. When this League is set 
up, when Germany adheres to it (as the Chancellor has promised that she will), when further she 
has proved her sincerity by reducing her menacing armaments to an agreed level, then and not 
till then we may fairly Say that Pnissian Militarism has been destroyed. We look, as a 
consequence of this repudiation of militarism by the German people, for the democratic reform 

* Buckler Papers, Series 11, Box 5, Folder 7A. This document has no date but Buckier 
referred to it and sent it to House on 14 June 19 17. See Buckier to House, 14 June 19 17, Buckler 
Papers, Series 1, Box 1, Folder 6. 



of the German Constitution. That process has already been sketched in part in the Kaiser's 
rescript. We can hasten it, not by threatening an intervention in the ixsternal concems of the 
Gerrnan people, which would dekat our own ends by rallying the whole nation against foreign 
coercion, but rather by making it clear that a Germany, free at home and fixing her ambitions 
on peaceful enterprise abroad, will have nothing to fkar Born our hostility. 

National Grievances to be avoida 
The League of Nations must be no consenrative Holy Alliance. making a death in life, 

by stereotyping the status m. It m u t  be prepared to organize by consent changes in the world, 
as changes become due. But its friture will be wrecked if it starts handicapped by any of the 
graver problems which have made this war. The Socialist formula "no annexation" is a proper 
protest against schemes of conquest and aggrandisement, but to insist that the map must be left 
unaltered would be to lave Europe strewn with war-breeding anomalies and wrongs. The 
problem of meeting the many claims of Poles, Alsatians, Czechs, Serbs and the rest rnay well 
seem to demand years offurther (sic) war, until we recollect that the causes of war were not al1 
on one side. Our a h ,  if we desire permanent peace, m u t  be to lave no people, not even an 
enemy people, with a grievance which may tempt it oncemore (sic) to arm and intrigue and 
eventually to make war. 

German Expansion 
The provoking cause of the war on the Gennan side was undoubtedly the sense that the 

economic and colonial expansion of a race which adds nearly a million to its population every 
year was hampered by the condition of the world in 1914. The excuse in no way diminishes the 
criminality of the war, but we must none the less desire to remove such carises of war in the 
fûture. The satisfaction of the various Allied claims of nationality will be immensely eased, if 
as part of a comprehensive seakment, which does justice to oppressed races. and prevents a 
return to the old armed peace, we concede to the Gerxnans a share in the work of the colonizing 
Powers, permit the development of their purely economic activity in Turkey, and remove the 
threat of a boycott on their trade. 

The possibility of makiag these economic concessions is. with our military successes in 
Frauce and Turkey, Our chief asset in the settlement. It must not be bargaiwd away lightly. On 
the other band. if we were to decide, for purposes of Imperia1 aggrandisement, to maintain al1 
our Colonial conquests, to partition Turkey among the Allies, and to exclude Geman trade fiom 
the world's markets, it is clear that we must either abandon the hope of salutary changes in 
Europe or else wage war interminably. 

The destruction of the Russian autocracy bas reduced the list of Allied demands to 
manageable propomoas. We may now begin by substituting the effective neutralisation and 
disarmament of the Turkish Straits under an international commission (over which America might 
preside) in place of the old de& for the annexation of Constantinople. 

The new Russia has also declared that it will not fight for the dismemberment of Austria- 
Hungary. ûn its merits we hold that the solution of the problem of nationality in the Dual 
Monarchy by the complete adoption of an honest fsderal constitution is preferable to 
dismemberment. Dismemberment must maLe several " Ulsters ", subject minorities to the 
unchecked rule of majorities, and raise in the ports and on the raiiways difficult problems of 
communication. Nor could the little States to be created become effeftively independent; they 
would have to lem on greater Allies for protection, and this implies the guidance of their 
diplornatic, military and commercial policy. The best solution is Home Rule al1 round, for 
Czechs, Rumanians and South Slavs as well for Germaas and Magyars. To Iuly, however, the 



distinct and easily separable region of the Italian speaking Trentino ought to be ceded. Trieste 
should have the statu of a Free (autonomous) city. 

The Balkans 
The details of a good Baikan Setîiement might well be left to an impartial commission. 

Tbe essential point is the complete restoration of Serbian and Rumanian independence. Albania 
might become an Italian Rotectorate. The genuinely Bulgarian regions of Macedonia and the 
Dobrudja must be restored to Bulgaria. The compensation to Serbia should be the cession to her 
of at least one good port on the Adriatic (Ragusa or Cattaro) with as much of the intenrening 
territory (dl of it inhabitecl by Serbs) as is needed to ensure her access to it. Salonica and 
Kavalla (under Greek sovereignty) should both become free ports open to the use of the whole 
interior. 

Turkey 
The neutralisation of the Turkish Straits and the restoration of Serbia will mean that 

Turkey can no longer be used as a military pawn by the Germans. The whole civilised world 
will demand that the Armenian Provinces shall be reserved as a home for what is left of the 
massacred Armenian d o n ,  and their protection may safely be confided to Russia. That, 
however, is the oaly indispensable annexation in Turkey. Dismemberment c m  here mean nothing 
but a scheme of conquest, inconsistent with the disinterested professions of the Allies. To give 
the region of Smyma and Konia to Italy, for example, would be to deny the principle of 
nationality at the expense of its relatively advancecl Greek and Turkish population. France would 
rule Syria well, but the demand of the Syriam was always for Home Rule. With India and Egypt 
in our possession can we justiS> to neutral opinion a claim to add Mesopotamia to our Empire? 
Strategy, it is said, requires us to take it: tbat is exactly why the German extremists daim 
Belgium. 

International Solution 
(a) in Asia For a positive policy in Turkey let us a u e ~ ~ p t  to apply, not merely in 
Constantinople, but elsewhere the international principle. What was difficult without a League 
of Nations will be possible when we have formed it. There must be reforms in Turkey imposed 
and superviseù by the whole League. Autonomy, even in the past, was a success in the Lebanon: 
this system might be extendeci to the whole of Syria and to the Jewish settlements of Palestine. 
for which America might assume responsibility. There must be an amicable arrangement over 
the capital undertakings (railways, irrigation, oil-wells etc) of the various powers, in which 
Gennan enterprise will have its share. Arabia has won and must keep its independence. 

(b) in A f r i ~  The same principle of intemationalism will help us in Africa. The immense 
Congo area (including Ge- East Afriça) is aiready subject by Treaty to a system of free trade 
and is conditionally neutralised. The best way of enâing colonial rivalries in Africa is to extend 
this system, improved as experience dictates, to the whole of tropical Afnea (excluding of course 
the Dominion of South Afnca and the Mediterranean colonies). The interests of the natives must 
everywhere be secured in a general charter, which, by recognizing their communal property in 
the soil and its produas, will pro- them against the system of exploitaiion whicb King Leopold 
carried out and certain groups of capitalists propose to revive. Territorial sovereignty within this 
tropical area needs Som redivision. If our Colonies intend to keep German South-West Africa 
and ber Pacific Islands, then it would be well to provide equivalents for them within this area. 
and the eventual sale or exchange of other districts might ako be midered.  An industrial 



people like the Germans cannot be excluded from the raw materials of the Tropics without 
making it a permanenly restless aad aggtieved element, aad a danger to the world's peace. 

Poland and Alsaçe 
We bave left to the last the most difficult questions of dl ,  those of Poland and Alsace. 

To dienate large portions of German temtory would require a ternile extension of a war, which 
as General Smuts and Mr. Henderson have told us, bas already cost Europe seven or eight 
million killed, if it were to be the result solely of military operatiom. With the aid of colonial 
and commercial re-adjustments, it may be f a i b l e  at a much earlier stage, and the resulting peace 
will be better than one which rested on force alone. The democratic case for a change in Alsace 
does not rest on race: the population is mainly German by race. If it is made to rest on bistory 
and the wrong done in 187 1, we can not forget that these provinces were German till Louis XIV 
conquered them. 

Po~ular will the criterion 
They have been and will be again what someone has called "the challenge cup" of 

Europe, unless we recur to the only liberal test, the will of the population. Part of Lorraine 
would certainîy wish to be French, but part of it has as decidedly Gerxnan sympathies. The 
wishes of Alsace (apart from its demand for a better fom of Home Rule) are very doubtful, A 
plebiscite in each area taken by neutral commissioners would be the only ideally satisfactory 
solution, and at tbis we must aim. Failing this the cession of the certainiy pro-French portion 
of Lorraine (Metz & Thionville) might suffice to end the historical feud, if the stanis of Alsace 
were improved. Poland has been offered independence by both sides, but Germany does not 
offer re-union, and Russia is clearly unwilling to fight for it. The Poles themselves after a 
temble experience of devastation and starvation dread a m e r  conflict on their territory, and 
both the Provisional Polish Council in Warsaw and the Polish Socialist Party have issued 
manifestoes begging the world not to prolong the war on their account. Let us insist so far as 
we humanly can on the te-union with Poland of those portions of Pmssia and Austria which have 
a substantial Polish majority , but we must not pursue this ideal, if its attainment would mean the 
extermination of the Poles. For the minority of this nation left uoder alien rule guarantees of 
tolerance must be secwed. For the Polish State we must secure unqualified independence free 
fiom any German dictation. That is essential to a lasting peace. 

Sumrnarv 
Our proposals are summarily these: 

(1) A League of Nations. Obligatory conciliation or arbitraîion in al1 disputes. United 
Defence against a lawless Power. Reduction of armaments. Commercial Peace within the 
League- 

(2) Restoration of Belgim, Serbian and Rumanian Independence. indemnity to Belgium. 
Evacuation of occupied parts of France and Russia. 

(3) A Plebiscite to settle the destinies of Alsace-Lorraine. 
(4) An independent Poland. 
(5) The adoption of a Federal Constitution by Austria-Hungary. Cession of the Trentino 

to My.  Trieste to be a Free (autonomous) City. 
(6) An International Commission for BalLan boundaries. Bulgarian Macedonia and 

Dobnidja to be restored. Serôia to acquire an Adriatic Port with comecting temtory. Albania 
an Itaiian Protectorate. 

(7) internationalisation of the Turlush Straits. Armenia a Russian Protectorate. 



Autonomy for Syria and Palestine. Atabia independent. Turkish Reforms under European 
control. Amicable arrangements of Euopean capital enterprises. 

(8) The extension of the Free Trade Zone of Tropical Africa. Equivalents to be found 
in it for annexeci Gennan colonies. This sketch is put forward as a tentative suggestion. We 
c l a h  for it that while it meets the generous spirit of the Russian Democracy by excluding al1 
lmperialist conquest, it does provide for the cws essential to a peaceîùl Europe. It would 
make an end of Pnissian Militarism, but it would create no rival system of domination in its 
stead. ûn such a basis might be founded what Mr. Asquith called "a partnership of nations". 



Appendix E: NOEL BUXM)N9S 12 JULY 1917 PROPOsAL TO THE 
F'OREIGN 0FFICP 

THE ENTENTE AND THE ALLIES OF GERMANY. 

Since the Secret Session and the dedaration of Mc. Bonar Law in the House of Commons 
on May 14th that "no blow would seem so fatal to the Germans as the detachment of one of their 
alliesn, the question whether the Entente Powers have an essential quarrel with Austria, Bulgaria 
and Turkey has been much debated. Discussion has been encouraged by the Russian demand for 
a revision of the Allies' airns, and by the knowledge that sections of Russian opinion now in 
authority held that the Allies ought to have recognised the Bulgarian claims. 

The attitude of the Govemment is viewed as a highly important step towards defeating 
Germany's aims, whether by actual detachment of her Allia, or by bringing pressure from them 
to bear on the Berlin Goverment towards moderation. It is regarded also in the light of the 
future as being in harmony with a settlement which aims at king decisive. It is assumed that 
Turkey cannot break loose from Germany independently, but that either Turkey or Bulgaria, or 
Bulgaria and Austria, could act together, and that H.M.G. has in view the latter combination. 

If this is so. the problem is to harmonise aims which apparently conflict, namely the 
satisfaction of Ausma and Bulgaria with the defeat of aggression, and the discharge of the duty 
of the Allies to Serbia. Italy, Rumania and Greece. 

The irreducible conditions on each side corne very near to king incompatible, but a solution 
may be found on the following lines:- 

The recognition of the Austro-Hunnarian frontier, except as to the Trentino, the claims 
of the nationalities in the Empire king met by i n t e d  reforms. The restoration of Serbia, and 
the incorporation by her of Montenegro. the port of Antivari king made a genuine economic 
outiet by the purchase of Spizza Born Austria. The recognition of Bulpria's claims to her 
former fiontiers, and, in addition, to the so-called Uncontested Zone, to the Bulgarian parts of 
the recent Greek acquisitions in Macedonia and to the part of the Dobruja held by ber in 1912; 
Bulgaria to abandon her present occupation of the contested zone and of every part of the 
Kingdom of Serbia; SaIonia to be iutemationaiised; Rumaniq to be restored and the rights of the 
Rumans in Hungary to be met by autonomy for Tramylvania. 

The arguments used in the controversy may be sumariseci as follows:- 
(1) The proposal is a practical one. 

- --- pp 

"The Entente and the Allies of Germany," no date, House Papers, Series III, Box 181, 
Folder 1/94. The Goveniment's copy of the memorandum is in FO 371 I3083ll38609 and was 
received on 12 July 1917. 



The probability of its success in one form or the other is sufficient to oufweigh 
the possible risks to be adduced against it. 
There are many signs of a change of feeling both in Austria and Bulgaria. For 
instance, Amencan officiais who have lately returned report the prevalence of 
great hostility to Germany in bath coutries, and there is no need to enumerate 
the vvious difficulties in which the Austrian and Hungarim Govemments find 
themselves involved. 
It is evident that Austria would desire peace if she were able to preserve her 
fiontiers (except as regards the Trentino), whether the condition of peace were 
her adoption of a federal system or not. 
As to Bulgaria, the fact that Russia ceased for a time to be a military power has 
not prevented the Bulgarian Government from king the disapproval of 
Germany. This is conspicuously shown in its refbsll to break off relations with 
America. The participation of the United States in the war is certaialy a factor 
in the change of attitude, for Bulgariansregard that country as theù educationd 
creator. Again, the Russophil pvty in Bulgaria has organised itself in the fonn 
of a nominally cultural society. The Russian Revolution completely changes the 
Bulgarian attitude to Russia in many ways, especially since the abandoment by 
Russia of the policy of annexing the Straits. Its effect was seen in the serious 
anti-German disturbances at Sofia in April. 

(2) The military advantage is evident. 
If acnial detachment is achieved, its advantages are obvious. Germany's main 
object in the war, the possess-ion of a comdor to the East, would be thwarted 
and Turkey would be paralysed. The Entente would reap immediate benefits; 
our forces at Salonica would cease the offensive and the pressure of the 
submarine campaign in regard to transport and tonnage would be enormously 
lessened. 
If detachment is not achieved, an advantage arises in the pressure put upon 
Germany by her Allies to reduce her claims in the direction of the terms which 
the Entente desires. 
It is urged on the contrary:- 

(1) That supposing a detachment actually took place, Gemany would obtain 
increased supplies through the presence of neutral countries on her flank. 
This, it must be assumed, is a factor which would be dealt with in any 
arrangement made. 

(2) That Bulgaria would evidently be unwilling to join Austria in defeaing from 
Germany, because she would lose large territories which she now holds 
In reply to this it may be pointed out that she only holds them at the price of 
keeping her peasants fkom their farms. She has no security for doing so 
permanently. She sees b a t  s k  may lose still more territory. The populations 
would be difficult to govem, and independence on good terms with the Allied 
Powers is more attractive than material prosperity as a Gennan gangway without 
real political freedom. 

(3) That there is a risk of alienating the small States. 
To estimate justly the balance of risks requires a full knowledge of official 
information, but it may be observed that the risk of not adopting the policy 
suggested are also very great. 
Provided that the Allies adhere to the policy of restoration, there is no equally 



actraEtivve prospect that the Central Powers can hold out. 
(4) Tbat Bulgaria was "treacherous" and w d d  be uutrustworthy as a neutral. 

We must remark that Bulgaria was led to distnist the Entente at the beginning of 
the war. Allied diplomacy wavered between two rival policies and refused to 
recognise the importance of Bulgaria as a factor in the military situation. The 
strong pro-Ally party in Sofia received no encouragement; moreover, it had to 
contend with the overshadowiog menace of Russian Imperiaiism. Today the 
aspect bas changed. The new Russia has repudiated al1 ideas of conquest and has 
thus re-assured the Bulgariuis. They were miinly Russophil even before the 
Russian Revolution, while tkiendship for democratic Russia is universal. It led 
to disaubances even before the friends of the Entente were able to show that the 
Entente was prepared to recognise Bulgarian rights. 

(5) That Serbia would be unjustiy t r W .  
In reality the policy of detachment o f k s  the ody meam of promoting Serbia's 
national aspirations. If satisfaction had been given to the legitimate national 
claims of Bulgaria at the beginning of the war, the disaster in the Balkans would 
have been averted. The only way to secure peace there in the future is to 
recognise local desires and to frame a settlement on that basis. 
It may also be pointed out that it was Russia, who as the traditional champion of 
the Slav cause, first took up arms in the war for Serbian independence; and that 
we cannot go beyond Russia in active support of the irredentist ambitions of our 
Balkan Allies. Serbia would be adequately rewarded for the loss of the 
Uncontestesi Zone in Macedonia (without which Bulgaria will cenainly not be 
tempted to abandon the war) by the achievement of union with Montenegro and 
by the acquisition through this meam of access to the sea. It is evident that the 
restoration of Serbia cannot be adequate on les favourable terms. Unless the 
former ideal of Serbophils be adopted, namely the unification of the whole Serbo 
Croat race as one of the component parts of Austria Hungary, the basis suggested 
is the ody one on which an arrangement is possible. It is sometimes urged that 
an adjustment with Bulgaria is impossible without takhg large temtories from 
Austria for the enlargement of Serbia, but while the restoration of Serbia and the 
grant of genuine freedom to the Trentino are essential, the extension of Serbia 
to include the Croats of Austria, Hungary, and of Italy to include Dalmatia, are 
not cequisites of a good seaiement. They are also incompatible with one another. 
The compensation of Serbia for the loss of Monastir by union with Montenegro 
would not only provide Serbia with access to the sea, but would lead to stability 
in the future. This arrangement would represent a substantial nett (sic) gain to 
Serbia and an appropriate compensation for her sacrifices in the war. 
Similar considerations apply to Greece and Rumania. It is impossible that the 
small States should gain al1 that they would have secured if they had not, by their 
refusal to make the concessions required by the Allies in 1915, made our victory 
immensely more difficult . 
That a Federal Austria might remain proGerman. 
On the other hand, the question whether a series of small independent States 
would be any greater barrier to Ge- domination is problematical. 

It may be thought desirable, even if the suggestions to be made are not yet 
agreed upon h u e e n  the Entente Powers, to encourage the allies of Germany to 
put fonvarâ their ideas of possible terms of agreement. On the question of 



procedure for this purpose it is well to remember the comparatively good feeling 
which exists between Austrian diplomacy and that of America, and the 
continuance of friendly relations, both official and unofficiai, between America 
and Bulgaria. 
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